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Foreword
In recent years, digital media and networks have become embedded in our everyday lives,
and are part of broad-based changes to how we engage in knowledge production, communi-
cation, and creative expression. Unlike the early years in the development of computers and
computer-based media, digital media are now commonplace and pervasive, having been taken
up by a wide range of individuals and institutions in all walks of life. Digital media have
escaped the boundaries of professional and formal practice, and the academic, governmen-
tal, and industry homes that initially fostered their development. Now they have been taken
up by diverse populations and non-institutionalized practices, including the peer activities
of youth. Although specific forms of technology uptake are highly diverse, a generation is
growing up in an era where digital media are part of the taken-for-granted social and cultural
fabric of learning, play, and social communication.
In 2005, The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation began a new grant-making
initiative in the area of digital media and learning. An initial set of exploratory grants in the
study of youth practices and the development of digital literacy programs has expanded into
a major initiative spanning research, educational reform, and technology development. One
component of this effort is the support of this book series. As part of the broader MacArthur
Foundation initiative, this series is aimed at timely dissemination of new scholarship, foster-
ing an interdisciplinary conversation, and archiving the best research in this emerging field.
Through the course of producing the six initial volumes, the foundation convened a set of
meetings to discuss the framing issues for this book series. As a result of these discussions we
identified a set of shared commitments and areas of focus. Although we recognize that the
terrain is being reshaped even as we seek to identify it, we see these as initial frames for the
ongoing work to be put forward by this series.
This book series is founded upon the working hypothesis that those immersed in new
digital tools and networks are engaged in an unprecedented exploration of language, games,
social interaction, problem solving, and self-directed activity that leads to diverse forms of
learning. These diverse forms of learning are reflected in expressions of identity, how indi-
viduals express independence and creativity, and in their ability to learn, exercise judgment,
and think systematically.
The defining frame for this series is not a particular theoretical or disciplinary approach,
nor is it a fixed set of topics. Rather, the series revolves around a constellation of topics
investigated from multiple disciplinary and practical frames. The series as a whole looks
at the relation between youth, learning, and digital media, but each book or essay might
deal with only a subset of this constellation. Erecting strict topical boundaries can exclude
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some of the most important work in the field. For example, restricting the content of the
series only to people of a certain age means artificially reifying an age boundary when the
phenomenon demands otherwise. This becomes particularly problematic with new forms of
online participation where one important outcome is the mixing of participants of different
ages. The same goes for digital media, which are increasingly inseparable from analog and
earlier media forms.
In the case of learning, digital media are part of the redefinition and broadening of exist-
ing boundaries of practice and our understanding of what learning means. The term learning
was chosen rather than education in order to flag an interest in settings both within and
outside the classroom. Many of the more radical challenges to existing learning agendas
are happening in domains such as gaming, online networks, and amateur production that
usually occur in informal and non-institutional settings. This does not mean we are preju-
diced against learning as it happens in the classroom or other formal educational settings.
Rather, we hope to initiate a dialog about learning as it spans settings that are more explicitly
educational and those that are not.
The series and the MacArthur Foundation initiative respond to certain changes in our
media ecology that have important implications for learning. Specifically, these are new
forms of media literacy and changes in the modes of media participation. Digital media are
part of a convergence between interactive media (most notably gaming), online networks,
and existing media forms. Navigating this media ecology involves a palette of literacies that
are being defined through practice but require more scholarly scrutiny before they can be
fully incorporated pervasively into educational initiatives. Media literacy involves not only
ways of understanding, interpreting, and critiquing media, but also the means for creative
and social expression, online search and navigation, and a host of new technical skills. The
potential gap in literacies and participation skills creates new challenges for educators who
struggle to bridge media engagement inside and outside the classroom.
The shift toward interactive media, peer-to-peer forms of media communication, and
many-to-many forms of distribution relate to types of participation that are more bottom-up
and driven by the “user” or “consumer” of media. Audiences have always had the opportu-
nity to “talk back” to corporate media or to create their own local media forms. However, the
growing dominance of gaming as a media format, the advent of low-cost digital production
tools, and online distribution means a much more dynamic range in who participates and
how they participate in the production and distribution of media. Gamers expect that media
are subject to player control. Add to this the fact that all forms of media are increasingly
being contextualized in an online communication ecology where creative production and
expression is inseparable from social communication. Finally, new low-cost digital produc-
tion tools mean that amateur and casual media creators can author, edit, and distribute
video and other rich media forms that were once prohibitively expensive to produce and
share with others.
We value the term participation for the ways in which it draws attention to situated learning
theory, social media literacies, and mobilized forms of media engagement. Digital media
networks support existing forms of mass media distribution as well as smaller publics and
collectivities that might center on peer groups or specialized niche interests. The presence
of social communication, professional media, and amateur niche media in shared online
spaces introduces a kind of leveling effect, where small media players gain new visibility
and the position of previously authoritative media is challenged. The clash between more
socially driven or niche publics and the publics defined by professional forms of media is
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playing out in high-profile battles in domains such as intellectual property law, journalism,
entertainment, and government. For our purposes, the questions surrounding knowledge
and credibility and young people’s use of digital media to circumvent adult authority are
particularly salient.
The emerging power shift, where smaller and edge players are gaining more visibility and
voice, is particularly important to children and youth. If we look at children and youth
through the lens of digital media, we have a population that has been historically subject to
a high degree of systematic and institutional control in the kinds of information and social
communication to which they have access. This is one reason why the alchemy between
youth and digital media has been distinctive; it disrupts the existing set of power relations
between adult authority and youth voice. While many studies of children, youth, and media
have for decades stressed the status of young people as competent and full social subjects,
digital media increasingly insist that we acknowledge this viewpoint. Not only must we see
youth as legitimate social and political actors, but we must also recognize them as potential
innovators and drivers of new media change.
This does not mean that we are uncritical of youth practices or that we believe that digital
media necessarily hold the key to empowerment. Rather, we argue against technological
determinism, stressing the need for balanced scholarship that recognizes the importance
of our current moment within the context of existing structures and unfolding histories.
This means placing contemporary changes within a historical context as well as working
to highlight the diversity in the landscape of media and media uptake. Neither youth nor
digital media are monolithic categories; documenting how specific youth take up particular
forms of media with diverse learning outcomes is critical to this series as a whole. Digital
media take the form they do because they are created by existing social and cultural contexts,
contexts that are diverse and stratified.
As with earlier shifts in media environments, this current turn toward digital media and
networks has been accompanied by fear and panic as well as elevated hopes. This is par-
ticularly true of adult perception of children and youth who are at the forefront of experi-
mentation with new media forms, and who mobilize digital media to push back at existing
structures of power and authority. While some see “digital kids” as our best hope for the
future, others worry that new media are part of a generational rift and a dangerous turn away
from existing standards for knowledge, literacy, and civic engagement. Careful, socially en-
gaged, and accessible scholarship is crucial to informing this public debate and related policy
decisions. Our need to understand the relation between digital media and learning is urgent
because of the scale and the speed of the changes that are afoot. The shape and uses of digital
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A Rule Set for the Future
Tara McPherson
University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts, Division of Critical Studies
[T]hanks to science, the whole world is now aflame. Time and space are practically annihilated: night
is turned into day; social life is almost revolutionized, and scores of things which only a few years ago
would have been . . . impossible are being accomplished daily.
The stage is being set for a communications revolution . . . there can come into homes and business places
audio, video and [other] transmissions that will provide newspapers, mail service, banking and shopping
facilities, data from libraries, . . . school curricula and other forms of information too numerous to specify.
In short, every home and office will contain a communications center of a breadth and flexibility to
influence every aspect of private and community life.
Today in our cities, most learning occurs outside the classroom. The sheer quantity of information
conveyed by [the new media] far exceeds the quantity of information conveyed by school instruction
and texts. This challenge has destroyed the monopoly of the book as a teaching aid and cracked the
very walls of the classroom so suddenly, we’re confused, baffled. . . . [M]any teachers naturally view the
offerings of the new media as entertainment, rather than education. But this carries no conviction to
the student.
Quotes such as these have become quite familiar today. They are so ubiquitous that their
sources hardly matter (although we will return to them). We are continually reminded
that new digital technologies are transforming the flow of information, our experiences of
geography, temporality and sociality, and even the individual’s sense of self or identity. If,
as adults, we feel anxious about the digital revolution or our own technological prowess, we
have also learned that youth will lead the way. Numerous popular books have explored the
emergence of the “Net” or “Digital” generation, describing in great detail the media-saturated
environments that these young people inhabit.1
If such reports sometimes can seem overly optimistic, others assess the rise of the digital
native with blanket condemnation, asserting, as Andrew Keen (2006) has, that new forms of
youth-based social networking like YouTube or MySpace “are inherently dangerous for the
vitality of culture and the arts.”2 All of these popular accounts tend toward hyperbole, mak-
ing it harder to understand the complexity of the moment we are in. This volume identifies
core issues concerning how young people’s use of digital media may lead to various innova-
tions and unexpected outcomes, including a range of unintended learning experiences and
unanticipated social situations. While such outcomes might typically be seen as “positive” or
“negative,” our investigations push beyond simple accounts of digital media and learning as
either utopian or dystopian in order to explore specific digital practices with an eye attuned
to larger issues of history, policy, and possibility.
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The essays collected here also examine how youth can function as drivers for technological
change while simultaneously recognizing that technologies are embedded in larger social
systems, including the family, schools, commercial culture, and peer groups. A broad range
of topics are taken up, including issues of access and equity; of media panics and cultural
anxieties; of citizenship, consumerism, and labor; of policy, privacy and IP; of new modes of
media literacy and learning; and of shifting notions of the public/private divide.
The authors brought together in this volume have worked together over the last year
under the auspices of the MacArthur Initiative in Digital Media and Learning, but they come
from a variety of academic backgrounds, methodologies, and institutional settings. Early in
the process of creating this book and as a way of bridging different scholarly approaches
and interests, the authors and I mapped out a series of questions that we would collectively
explore:
 What’s new about “new” technologies? What’s not? What is specific to these emergent
media? What continuities and discontinuities are there, and why do they matter?
 What cultural fears, hopes, or anxieties do emergent technologies animate, provoke, or
otherwise call into being? How do these emotional valences link up with (or not) earlier
moments of rapid technological change? In other words, how might we historicize our
contemporary moment of technological development?
 How does technological change happen? That is, how do users innovate in unexpected
ways that reconfigure technologies to act as drivers for change, and create informal
modes of learning? How are youth functioning as early adopters? How do larger cul-
tural, economic, historical, and social forces shape or curtail innovation and impede or
facilitate learning?
 How can we best discern and even foster what is liberating, empowering, or enlivening
about today’s forms of participatory networked culture? Are there recommendations we
might make for policy, curriculum, or infrastructure? How do we balance overviews and
systemic analyses with textured readings of specific examples?
These are big questions, and, not surprisingly, in investigating them, we haven’t as a group
reached a neat and tidy conclusion. This volume does not offer a unified perspective on the
possible stakes, outcomes, and innovations we might expect of the digital era, nor does it of-
fer a single image or description of the “digital native,” although several fine-grained portraits
do emerge. Nonetheless, each author agrees that we inhabit a moment of both technolog-
ical risk and possibility, especially vis-à-vis young people and modes of learning. Drawing
from these ten essays, related research, and the questions outlined above, I here offer six
maxims to guide future research and inquiry into the questions motivating this study. They
form a kind of flexible rule set for investigations into the innovative uses and unexpected
outcomes now emerging or soon anticipated from young people’s engagements with digital
media.
Before delineating this rule set and charting its relationship to the essays in this volume,
I first reflect on the title Digital Youth, Innovation, and the Unexpected. Other books in this
series are organized around ongoing research topics in digital media (“Credibility,” “Civic
Engagement,” even “Games”), or, around larger, interdisciplinary themes of academic in-
quiry (“Identity,” “Race”), all with their own supporting bodies of literature. Digital Youth,
Innovation, and the Unexpected seems much more diffuse. Indeed, taken together, the sev-
eral essays included here touch upon all of the topics explored in the other five MacArthur
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volumes. While what is meant by “the unexpected” may seem fairly obvious, the word “in-
novation” is perhaps less clear. It is worth taking some time to unpack this term in relation
to this volume’s motivating questions and larger goals.
Understanding Innovation: Some Academic Precedents
Innovation is very much a buzzword in contemporary U.S. culture. National and corporate
leaders worry that without innovation, we will lose our national “edge” and be ill prepared to
participate in (if not lead) emergent knowledge economies. Many look to new technologies
and digital media as platforms for learning vital skill sets for success in this challenging new
environment. A quick Google search for the words “corporate” and “innovation” returns over
118 million results. Some of these sites lead to blogs that survey trends and best practices.
Many others lead to a growing category of businesses that perform as a kind of “innovation
service industry” for corporations, deploying various “cutting-edge” technologies and tools
to spur innovation (and, thus, financial success and competitiveness) in business settings.
Such tools include “InnovationStyles,” “a web-based assessment, feedback, and coaching
system . . . a practical, proven resource to help you generate innovative solutions to work
challenges, foster high levels of innovative teamwork, and develop an organization-wide
culture for innovation.”3 The product Web site affirms that the application has been adopted
by a wide variety of large corporations, including ATT, IBM, Kraft, P&G, DuPont, Motorola,
and Schwab.
These approaches and products often figure innovation in fairly functionalist ways, imag-
ining technology as a quick fix that will fuel creativity, learning, and imagination. Such
functionalist conceptions of innovation are, of course, tightly bound up with various histor-
ical discourses about America’s uniqueness or ingenuity, that is, with the popular founding
myths of the United States as a special hotbed of pioneering and inventive individuals.
They bring together a sense of American exceptionalism with a belief that simply using the
right tools will get the job done. Such attitudes also extend to the “business” of education,
where firms like Pearson reap tidy profits by selling large and expensive software systems to
cash-strapped school districts. For instance, their “SuccessMaker R© Enterprise” is described
as “a learning environment that offers a powerful combination of management system, as-
sessment, and curriculum resources,” while “KnowledgeBox seamlessly delivers a wealth of
instructional media designed specifically to help meet the varied needs of learners in 21st
Century classrooms.”4
Scholars have questioned the value of such large technology systems for true innovation
in the classroom, observing that they often function as little more than glorified workbooks
and promote “unimaginative and deeply traditional methods of learning.”5 Likewise, at
the university level, some professors have challenged the functionalist ideas at the core of
many technology-driven distance-learning initiatives.6 These critiques dispute the assertion
that innovation (or valuable learning) is a simple consequence or function of particular
technologies. They also highlight an important observation about innovation: it is unlikely
to be easily standardized and packaged. Apart from these functionalist approaches, how else
might we understand innovation?
During the past three to four decades, other perspectives on innovation have emerged from
within the university. For instance, the field loosely known as Science and Technology Studies
(STS) has investigated both technology and innovation in terms of complex social dynamics,
moving away from notions of invention or discovery toward explorations of negotiation and
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process. Early STS researchers applied sociological methods to studying science and argued
that scientific ideas should be seen as socially constructed forms of knowledge (rather than as
objective facts that are simply “discovered”). Put differently, science came to be understood as
an interpretative process that was similar to other everyday modes of thinking and analysis.
Scientific knowledge could not be separated from larger social and cultural systems; thus,
science was (at least partially) constructed by culture and history. By the early 1980s, these
new methodologies were also being used to study technology and to understand innovation.7
Rather than defining a technology strictly by its function and form, that is, as a closed system,
those in the emerging field of STS focused on technologies as being socially and culturally
constructed.
Today, there are several STS departments or programs that are well established in univer-
sities. STS was in its origins an interdisciplinary field, and, like other such disciplines, there
are many variations and debates within it. It is also a discipline that emerged in parallel
with other changes in the university in the 1960s and 1970s as various political and social
movements led scholars to question modernist or universal claims to knowledge. While STS
research sometimes seemed stuck in simply proving that technology or science was socially
constructed, some STS researchers instead focused on particular examples of the process of
innovation or design while also teasing out larger, more general principles.8 Such insights
often zeroed in on the use of technology as much as on its development, pushing beyond
the functionalist understandings of technology and innovation that still drive research in
many engineering schools (and in many corporate products aimed at packaging and selling
“innovation” and “learning” via the right tool or software program).
If STS investigates technology by keeping the focus squarely on social and cultural systems,
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) proposes a simultaneous analysis of the material (i.e., of things)
as well as the social. It can be seen as a “material-semiotic” approach that looks at the
relationship between things and concepts, examining networks and processes. Bruno Latour
formulated some of the central principles of ANT as a way of avoiding dualisms which
tended to privilege either nature (scientific realism) or culture (some variations of STS).
The larger intent of ANT is to understand humans and nonhumans as equal actors situated
within networks that are formed and sustained in order to achieve particular goals, including
technology design (e.g., building a car) and information management (e.g., running a stock
brokerage or a school). ANT can be located as an offshoot of theories of the social construction
of knowledge and clearly relates to several approaches in poststructural theory, including the
work of French philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Michel Foucault.9 STS and ANT are often
framed as competing paradigms, but they converge in their critique of notions of scientific
realism or objectivity.10
While these various methodologies have been in use for decades and might thus be seen
as “old news,” the recent surge of interest in forms of networked computing (an interest evi-
denced by the very series in which this book is located) also points toward a new relevance for
these methodologies, particularly in an era in which public conversations about technology
tend to shuttle back and forth between wildly utopian and deeply pessimistic strands that
each view technology as the direct cause of societal changes, be they good or bad. Methods
of scholarship developed in the past few decades afford us vibrant models for thinking about
technology in context and for understanding innovative or unexpected uses of digital media.
If STS can be accused of a certain social determinism and a narrow focus on the micro, and
ANT can be guilty of a kind of technological determinism, each offers valuable insights into
how people make meaning from (and are also remade by) their multiple engagements with
diverse digital technologies.
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Not all authors in this volume explicitly situate themselves vis-à-vis these disciplinary tra-
ditions, although Christian Sandvig, Henry Lowood, and Steve Anderson and Anne Balsamo
do to differing degrees. Still, you might say that this approach influences all the work in this
volume, particularly in a shared rejection of functionalist approaches and in a sustained focus
on the multiple contexts in which technologies are always embedded. This turn to context
reflects these disciplines’ own histories as part of a broader intellectual movement that tested
universal claims to knowledge across the fields of the humanities, education, media studies,
and the qualitative social sciences. I will return to the question of methodology at this essay’s
close, but, for now, suffice it to say that grand, one-size-fits-all theories are probably of little
use in helping us assess the potential outcomes and affordances of the digital era. Rather
than attempting to produce a kind of universal manual for innovation, the authors brought
together here seek to understand in some detail several examples of innovation and learning
that are now unfolding in the digital era. Such finely grained detail may indeed help us to
understand ways to foster innovation and design new technologies for learning. Collectively,
they encourage us to recognize that innovation as a cultural phenomenon often happens in
unexpected places (as does learning) and produces unanticipated outcomes. They remind us
to ask who innovation serves and how we might best reap its benefits for broader visions of
social equity and justice. And, finally, they underscore that the term “innovation” is value
laden and historically complex.
In what follows, I weave together many of the insights offered across the individual essays
at hand in order to produce a kind of conceptual rule set for future investigations into
the consequences and possibilities of learning in the era of digital media. This rule set is
composed of six rules or maxims that dovetail with the sociocultural approaches favored
by STS researchers, while also stressing certain larger frameworks that should guide our
examinations of digital technologies and learning.
Rule One: Remember History
Undoubtedly there are “origin stories” other than STS or ANT from which we might have
begun an investigation of the innovative uses of digital technologies, but these methodolo-
gies usefully underscore that innovation and its outcomes are not unique properties born
of the digital era. Many of the richest studies emerging from these and related traditions
cast an eye to history in order to better understand the present. Such an attitude is in woe-
fully short supply in much of the contemporary rhetoric about digital technologies. This
“present-ism” equally inflects commercial and academic settings and lends itself to grand
proclamations about how children, learning, and society are all “new” or “different” to-
day because of the rapid uptake of technology. Such language is very much in evidence in
the quotes that opened this essay. Each draws upon the language of revolution and rapid,
fundamental change to propose that we inhabit a new era like none we have previously
experienced: “social life is almost revolutionized,” “the whole world is aflame,” “the stage
is . . . set for a communications revolution,” “most learning occurs outside the classroom . . . .
this challenge has destroyed the monopoly of the book.” Claims like these make it difficult
to draw connections across different moments of technological change.
The limits of such language (and the obfuscating work it does) become more easily apparent
when the sources of these quotations are revealed. The first is from a speech to the American
Association for the Advancement of Science by retiring president T. C. Mendenhall. The
year is 1890, and he celebrates the advances wrought by electricity. The second excerpt
derives from the article, “The Wired Nation,” published not in 1995 but in 1970 in Nation.
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The technology it rhapsodizes is cable television. The final excerpt comes from Marshall
McLuhan’s 1957 essay “Classroom without Walls,”11 a reflection on learning in the (early)
age of television. Well known as a kind of “futurist” in his own era (one resuscitated by Wired
magazine in the 1990s as their patron saint), McLuhan’s views have been frequently criticized
for a determinist or functionalist stance toward technology that paid scant attention to social
or historical context.12
Recent historians of technology, many working explicitly or implicitly within STS tra-
ditions, have illustrated the uncanny similarities across various moments of technological
“progress.” Drawing on a rich array of primary materials (including President Mendenhall’s
speech), Carolyn Marvin’s When Old Technologies Were New tracks the disruptions to social
order that both electricity and the telephone unfurled while also paying careful attention
to the many ways through which existing cultural forces, including class, gender, and na-
tionalism, simultaneously impacted what these once-new technologies might become.13 In
Selling the Air, Tom Streeter reminds us that the largest, most active groups of innovators
in technological communications weren’t scientists or corporations, but everyday citizens
and amateur system operators.14 He examines a world of network enthusiasts who imagined
an essentially free and democratic system of bottom-up, participatory culture and two-way
exchange. While this might sound like a tale lifted from the hacker boys of the 1990s or from
the creators of YouTube, Streeter is actually describing early ham radio enthusiasts almost
100 years ago. He argues that such hobbyists helped create modern broadcasting but also
observes that the one-to-many world of commercial radio and TV that developed in their
wake bore little resemblance to the open, plural networks imagined by these youthful in-
novators. His research again illustrates that “new” technologies always enter into powerful,
preexisting social systems, networks of meaning and privilege that can serve to circumscribe
how technologies develop and delimit whom they best serve. It also highlights that youth
are often early adopters of new technologies, deploying emerging devices and platforms in
ways that can outstrip the expectations of engineers and parents. More recently, David Edger-
ton’s The Shock of the Old: Technology and Global History Since 1900 shifts our attention to “a
whole invisible world of technologies,” arguing for the study of use and maintenance rather
than of invention and creation and for an examination of everyday technologies, from the
condom to corrugated metal.15 He convincingly illustrates that old technologies don’t just
simply disappear: rather, they are adapted and continue, often in the service of warfare and
narrow nationalisms. It is crucial that we study such remediations if we are to understand
how technologies morph and change.16
To underscore the importance of locating through-lines and feedback loops between the
present and the past, this volume begins with a section explicitly focused on historical
processes of technological development and innovation. Ellen Seiter strikes a productive
historical analogy, comparing earlier attitudes about musical education and piano playing
with our contemporary focus on computers and learning. Drawing on French sociologist
Pierre Bourdieu’s categories of economic, cultural, and social capital, she details the vari-
ous ways in which both musical education and computer education implicitly favor the
middle and upper classes.17 Both musical and computer literacy are more easily achieved
when youth have the ability to practice informally at home on new or well-tuned equip-
ment and have social networks in place to support their learning. She convincingly ar-
gues that such opportunities will be hard to come by for poor youth in crowded schools
and dense urban neighborhoods, illustrating the complex issues at play in a notion like
“access.”
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Justine Cassell and Meg Cramer turn to history to nuance present-day fears that the in-
ternet is a welcoming playground for sexual predators and pedophiles. The authors first
note that single-offender crimes against girls have actually dropped since 1994, concurrent
with the rise of the internet, and then question why popular discourse suggests otherwise.
By looking at similar scares during earlier moments of emerging technologies, Cassell and
Cramer frame today’s fears as a widespread moral panic that covers over social anxieties
about “girls as power users of technology.” As they argue, such moral panics obscure the
positive benefits to girls of internet use and repress the reality that acquaintances and rela-
tives pose a much greater assault risk to youth than do strangers. We might additionally see
such panics as convenient smoke screens that blind parents and society to larger systemic
issues that oppress youth: increasing poverty, declining public infrastructures, and rampant
commercialism (see also Frechette18). Christian Sandvig’s essay also takes a comparative his-
torical approach, mapping the histories of wireless technology and youthful innovation in
both the digital and the analog eras. Through a sustained investigation of both “wardrivers”
(young people who charted early Wi-Fi signals around 2005) and youthful adopters of ana-
log wireless circa 1920, Sandvig maintains that happy tales of youthful play and innovation
occurred regularly throughout the past 100 years. Such stories paint encouraging portraits
of participatory culture and youth-driven change that neatly line up with traditional atti-
tudes about American ingenuity. They can blind us to other hard realities such as this: most
technology innovators come from very privileged worlds.
Each of these three essays engages the hopes and anxieties specific technologies animate
with regard to youth, from dreams of high-tech jobs to anxieties about outside influences
entering the home. Having noted several parallels across earlier moments of technological
change and the present, the temptation might be to rest smug in the knowledge that “we’ve
seen this all before,” but that is not my point in focusing on these historical examples. If we
have seen tales of the youthful inventor more than once in the past and grow suspicious of
them, we are also tired of old tales of moral panic, particularly when they work to demonize
girls or underprivileged youth. Obviously, we cannot discern every unintended consequence,
risk, or possibility from the outset or through recourse to the past. We can, however, turn
to history to better detect our own blind spots, to predict stumbling blocks, or to look for
patterns of lost or realized opportunity. This embrace of the historical extends beyond these
opening essays through other sections of the volume. Historical methods are not engaged
via a spirit of negativity but, rather, as a ground for learning and for calculating best guesses
for the future.
Rule Two: Consider Context
If history can also help us discern the continuities that persist across time, we need also
be mindful of the differences a technology might make. While we’ve seen the limits of
generalized proclamations about the newness of “new” technologies, a careful attention to
context can help us better assess what social practices and technological forms are changing.
Across the essays in this book, a doubled stance emerges in relation to technology: technology
is understood to be socially constituitive and simultaneously to be socially constituitive,
that is, technology is both shaped by history and sociocultural realities, and is also a shaper
of those realities and of possible futures. Such a doubled understanding of technology is
consistent with STS methodologies and also calls to mind one of the founding works of
the cultural studies of media, Raymond Williams’ Television: Technology and Cultural Form.19
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Williams rejected “technological determinism” as an attitude that depends “on the isolation
of technology” from history, social forces, and use, in short, from any context. He dismisses
the popular notion that “new technologies are discovered . . . which then sets the course for
social change and progress” (13–14). Williams’ book astutely figures television as a complex
nexus of cultural, technological, and historical processes, at once an intention and an effect
of a particular social order, and it has been extremely influential in cultural and media
studies. It argues against positivist studies in the social sciences and sets aside simplistic
ideas of media “effects.” The work also famously decries Marshall McLuhan’s theories of
electronic media, lambasting his formalist methods in which “the media are never really
seen as practices” and “are in effect desocialized.”20 Williams’ criticisms further suggest that
McLuhan’s writing is giving the commercial industries just what they want.
Such critiques of McLuhan are fairly easily raised, particularly given his movement toward
increasingly “non-academic styles” of writing, his proclamation that the medium is the
message/massage, and his tendency to slide into formalist assessments of different types of
“hot” and “cold” media. These criticisms shift our focus away from the giddier aspects of
McLuhan’s prose (statements like “electric technology is reshaping and restructuring . . . every
aspect of our personal life” or “minority groups can no longer be contained-ignored”) toward
concrete material realities. The debate between McLuhan and Williams is frequently framed
as a debate between determinism and formalism on the one hand and more culturally
situated forms of analysis on the other. The former privileges medium and form, while the
latter privileges content and context. However, in the past decade, concurrent with Wired
magazine’s reclaiming of McLuhan, some scholars have begun to parse this debate a bit
differently and to argue that McLuhan’s perspective is “intersubjective” rather than simply
determinist.21 One strength of McLuhan’s writing, beyond its precise attention to the specific
properties of a given medium, is its focus on the role of various media in shaping our senses
and on the perceptual qualities of media. In Understanding Media, he sees media forms as an
extension of both the psychic and social complex.22
There are interesting parallels in the debates between Williams and McLuhan and those be-
tween STS and ANT noted above. Williams and many STS traditions can be seen to foreground
the social at the expense of an appreciation of the cognitive or esthetic, while McLuhan and
some variations of ANT tend to privilege networks and specific media to the exclusion of
social and economic structures. There are useful elements to be gleaned from both sides
in these debates. In understanding emergent forms of networked media, we need specific
formal, esthetic, and material investigations of individual devices, platforms, and practices
that simultaneously engage with social contexts. Put differently, we need to understand the
specific mechanisms deployed by and the affective or emotional registers activated by our
embodied engagements with digital technologies, while also being mindful of cultural con-
text. Simply to argue that technology is, of course, not determinate and is always situated
(as STS and cultural studies have taught many of us to do) is also to sometimes miss an
opportunity to explore the many ways in which our devices do construct us. In an age of
“intelligent agents” and everyday engagements with various machine-based intelligences, we
should take seriously the notion that our perceptual and cognitive facilities may be shifting,
even as we understand that these shifts are part and parcel of larger cultural forces.
From different disciplinary traditions, various essays in this volume grapple with such de-
bates, offering precise case studies that link investigations of particular computing technolo-
gies to larger social contexts. For instance, Paula Hooper examines both the technological
affordances of programmable media for learning as well as the important role played by
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cultural context when such media are introduced into the classroom. Her examination of
projects created in the Turtle programming language by young girls in an African-centric
charter school brings together constructionist ideas (i.e., Seymour Papert’s work on the com-
puter as an object to think with23) and educational theories on the cultural nature of learning.
Her work resonates with the work of Ron Eglash,24 who has designed several “culturally sit-
uated design tools” to teach STEM concepts.25 Such tools interlace technology and cultural
relevance. Instead of imagining that teaching tools are neutral and can be easily adapted to
“culturally aware” content, Eglash favors an “ethnocomputing” approach that stresses inter-
connections between the “universal” and the “local,” and between technology and context.
Culture becomes part of design, rather than something that gets tacked on after a tool is
“finished.” Henry Lowood’s detailed consideration of machinima—an unexpected develop-
ment in which video game players use game technologies to make movies—likewise weaves
together considerations of what a particular technology makes possible with a spirited ex-
amination of specific communities of practice and performance. He argues that machinima
developed from a collision of player practices and certain technological features of the game
engines built for first person shooter games like Doom.
Lowood and Hooper are exploring the use of technology in vastly different communities.
A focus on technology in context helps each to detail very precise technological affordances.
Taken together, their essays remind us, first, that many differences exist among young people
in terms of technological fluency and access and, second, that youth and adults within a
community (like the machinima culture) may share certain dispositions or cultural sign-
posts. While middle-class U.S. parents and youth may experience the internet and digital
technologies in very different ways, reinforcing the idea of a digital generation gap, these
splits or fissures seem less severe when differences between children across economic, racial,
or national lines are explored (see also Buckingham). Finally, in both Lowood and Hooper’s
work, users merge digital technologies together with commercial media narratives in the
context of specific communities, in effect fusing and remaking both the narrative and the
tool. From early scrap-booking practices in Studio-era Hollywood to the audio mix tapes of
the 1970s to the fan fiction and textual poaching explored by cultural studies researchers,
we know that viewers and readers have long “re-mixed” or poached commercial culture.26
But the practices and engagements that Lowood and Hooper are describing might signal
more than just a difference in scale or quantity (i.e., more people are now re-mixing.) It is
possible that deep interaction with digital forms encourages new flexible models of thinking
and doing that in turn facilitate emergent ways of being and learning.
Rule Three: Make the Future (Hands-On)
I recently spent several hours trapped in an airport after bad weather grounded outgoing
planes. As I waited in line to schedule a new flight, I overheard a young boy in front of me
ask his mother, “Mom, why can’t we just do this trip over.” When she asked him what he
meant, he replied, “You know, like when I play Mario on my Nintendo. I’d like to play this
part of our trip over again.” While we could write off such a comment as wishful or magical
thinking or as indicative of the cognitive development of a five-year-old, we might also read
it as illustrative of the ways in which sustained engagements with digital technologies might
generate new dispositions toward process and agency. After all, one of the key affordances
of digital technologies is the capacity to iterate and revise, an aspect of the mutability and
variability many have noted as core aspects of computing technology.27 Throughout this
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volume and in earlier research, scholars have delineated some of the particular pleasures and
possibilities of experimenting with digital media technologies. These include a privileging of
process over product, a sensation of mobility and control, a feeling of networked sociality,
a heightened awareness of audience, learning by doing or tinkering, and an impression of
mutability and transformation.28 While each of these affordances might be found in earlier
technological forms (and some might be more imagined than real), scholars from diverse
disciplines maintain that computational media engage users in qualitatively different ways,
even as they refract and reflect earlier technologies and media forms. Katherine Hayles and
others have suggested that we now understand our very selves to be posthuman—interwoven
with information or data.29
To focus on just one of the properties outlined above, we might discuss the transformative
potential digital media tend to signal. There’s a heady feeling of possibility laced through
our engagements with computing technology: digital code is malleable and subject to ma-
nipulation, at levels both accessible and inaccessible to the average user. In a language as
simple as HTML, changing the descriptor “FFFFFF” to “FF6600” on a lengthy block of code
seemingly transforms the page from a predictable white to a bold orange. A comment posted
by a student to a blog seems to appear almost instantly in a public forum. Objects a teen
builds on his or her home computer change the landscape of a dynamic virtual community
shared by thousands of users. Thus, digital technologies in their very form seem to offer up
valuable possibilities for learning by doing, and numerous educators have related success
stories and positive outcomes from engaging students with rich, digital media, particularly
when these technologies are designed and deployed with a well-honed respect for context.
Others have commented on different types of informal learning that seem to very much
characterize youth’s engagement with digital media.30 In this volume, both Sandvig and
Lowood illustrate various kinds of learning that youth undertake outside of formal educa-
tional settings as they actively engage with making digital objects, processes of learning that
are often supported by peer-to-peer communities.
In her contribution to our project, Sarita Yardi offers a case study that examines the
potential for youthful innovations with technology to foster both informal and formal modes
of learning. The work draws from a larger investigation of a student-designed Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) that was quickly taken up by graduate students in an information school at a
prestigious public university. Yardi probes the ways in which this forum functioned as a
kind of hybrid “third space” for student community and as an active “backchannel” within
many classrooms, as students chatted together during class meetings. Based on this example,
she hypothesizes that backchannels can be designed that support “active, collaborative, and
engaged knowledge production” within educational environments, while also offering users
the opportunity to form friendships and to experiment with identities. Much like Paula
Hooper, she ends her essay by offering a series of possible protocols that might be considered
when designing such forums; these include the need to “teach the teachers” and to create
developmentally appropriate environments. While we want to avoid a tendency to fetishize
the latest technological trend (after all, we’ve cycled rapidly from VR to MUDs to Web sites
to games to blogs to cell phones and back to virtual worlds in just the last decade!), studies
like these highlight the affordances of situated technologies for learning.
Of course, “learning by doing” or “project-based pedagogy” are not unique to the era
of networked computing. Such approaches share common terrain with various inflections
of constructivism, a theory of learning and childhood development emerging from Jean
Piaget’s and Jerome Bruner’s work.31 These theories were taken in more social directions by
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Lev Vygotsky,32 concurrent with broader movements to foreground the social construction
of knowledge during the second half of the twentieth century, including cultural studies
and STS. As Paula Hooper notes, Seymour Papert applied constructivist paradigms to learn-
ing with and through computing, inventing the Logo programming language in 1967 as a
way to support active learning.33 Digitally based approaches to “learning by doing” both
resonate with other constructivist ideas and also suggest that computational media afford
different and unique experiences to learners (such as visualization, complex simulation, and
algorithmic thinking), differences that matter. In a project I am currently undertaking with
local charter elementary schools in Los Angeles, many of the older staff have been engaged
with constructivist pedagogy for decades. They are often amused by the lack of historical
perspective of many of the “new” theories of digitally enhanced learning, but they are simul-
taneously excited by the possibility of renewing broad interest in project- or problem-based
learning through digital media. In particular, they hope that an intertwined focus on ex-
periential learning and digital media will offer a viable alternative to today’s rigid focus on
standardized testing and to inflexible curricula in American public schools.
Even as they attempt to build new schools and new paradigms at the edges of mainstream
education, they are realistic and practical, worrying about many of the issues Ellen Seiter
has identified as obstacles to technology-mediated learning.34 These obstacles include lack
of access to technologies, issues of maintenance and teacher training, and the very fact
that such experimental campuses drain resources from other mainstream public schools. As
Seiter and Sandvig suggest, the richest hands-on opportunities for making and doing are
most easily available to the richest in society. Histories of earlier media technologies should
also give us pause, for, as we have seen, many of these technologies began as open or many-
to-many networks. Furthermore, while much hype surrounds Web 2.0 and its capacity to
turn consumers into producers, some recent studies suggest that very few visitors to these
sites are actually creating media. As of April 2007, only 0.16 percent of visitors to YouTube are
uploading media (down from 0.5 percent in July, 2006); the rest are just watching.35 Similar
low rates of participation occur on other sites like Flickr. While details of this study might be
called into question (for instance, how would one categorize viewers who tag content rather
than create it?), the larger concern remains, as do worries that interaction with templated
formats like blogs might achieve few of the cognitive benefits derived from working with
rich computational media.36
Finally, should we worry that the most engaging forms of self-expression for youth—
forms that animate their creative expression much more than the things they are learning
at school—are often tightly wedded to commercial enterprises and consumer products? One
response would simply be to hope that the skill sets and dispositions born of interacting in
and with these multimodal environments will translate into other realms. Certainly, several
scholars have made such arguments.37 But others (including many in this volume) have
alternately argued that, left solely to commercial forces, such gains will be very uneven in
their distribution, likely broadening the “participation gap” and skilling children in forms of
consumption rather than in forms of citizenship.38 If, as claimed above, digital media inspire
possibility at least partially through their ability to model transformation, transformation
has long been promised by earlier forms of consumer culture. Both Marsha Kinder and
Susan Willis have alerted us to the often-illusory status of promises of transformation in
children’s media products.39 As Willis notes in relation to transforming toys, there is always
the risk “that everything transforms but nothing changes.” She describes toys that “weld
transformation to consumption” and ascribes the fascination with transforming toys to
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a “utopian yearning for change, which the toys themselves then manage and control.”40
In a recent article in Games and Culture that resonates with Lowood’s examination of the
performative aspects of machinima communities in this volume, Mike Molesworth and
Janice Denegri-Kent strike an optimistic note about the near-constant modes of consumption
encouraged in many digital worlds (from games to Second Life). They argue that the fantasy
shopping that so many digital products promote might lead to a “renegotiation, subtle,
or dramatic, of consumption itself.”41 Whether or not this will prove true, we also need
to entertain the risks inherent in what appears to be an increasing commercialization of
digital media aimed at youth. Given the mergers of media and technology corporations and
the increasing commercialization of even bottom-up participatory Web sites, there is no
guarantee that all children and young people will get to be media makers in any sustained
sense. Many of us who work with children and digital media across a range of environments
have seen youthful imaginations fired by engagements with the digital (see Evans, Kafai,
Hartley),42 but we would be negligent to rest content that these sparks will themselves ignite
deep social changes or sustain open democratic culture. Those outcomes will require a bigger
vision and ongoing efforts to create a broader participatory culture.
Rule Four: Broaden Participation
In his study of wireless hobbyists, Christian Sandvig points out that, rather than “renegoti-
ating consumption” or corporate practices, these youthful early adopters aspired instead to
become industry insiders. Several achieved this goal, largely because they already inhabited
“an overwhelmingly privileged world.” His accounts of the controversy that erupted when
two “wardrivers” sold datasets created by a broad peer-to-peer community to Microsoft call to
mind recent controversies about the purchase of YouTube by Google and MySpace by News
Corp. These and similar sites have been heralded as triumphs of participatory computing and
the ascendancy of the “prosumer” by a wide variety of commentators from both corporate
and academic worlds. Although countless users helped to create these sites, filling them with
content, their efforts were later sold without their consent to the highest bidder. Follow-
ing Michael Hardt, Trevor Scholz has described these efforts as a “new kind of ‘immaterial
labor’” whose products are not material goods, but rather feelings of ease and community.43
Users generate content and reap such feelings, while “sites like YouTube drive more and
more people to [a] very small number of sites.”44 For Scholz and others, networked sociality
has become a product, and the labor of the many (particularly of youth) fuels the wealth
of the few. Nicholas Carr has labeled this practice “sharecropping the long tail,” and calls
it “the most interesting, and unsettling, economic phenomenon the Internet has produced”
(emphasis added).45 Others have succinctly outlined the specific economies of Web 2.0 sites:
Web 2.0 is Internet Investment Boom 2.0. Web 2.0 is a business model; it means private capture of
community-created value. No one denies that the technology of sites like YouTube, for instance, is
trivial. . . . The real value of YouTube is not created by the developers of the site, but rather it is created
by the people who upload videos to the site. . . . Private appropriation of community-created value is a
betrayal of the promise of sharing technology and free cooperation.46
We might extend these examples beyond “community-created” Web sites. In the new net-
worked economy, “regular” readers help fill the databases of Amazon.com by freely posting
their book or movie reviews, and avid video game players help fuel corporate capital by post-
ing homegrown game add-ons to corporate sites without compensation. One could argue
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that such participation largely works in the service of corporations, seamlessly incorporating
users into the forces of commercialization.47 Thus, those writing free code for game compa-
nies are so effectively invested that they don’t even mind that they won’t get paid. If these
consumer-fans are now participating more fully in media culture and have more bargaining
power, what exactly are they participating in and bargaining for? This is not simply to revert
to familiar arguments that commercial culture dupes its viewers, making them complicit in
their oppression. Rather, it is meant to suggest that the transformative potentials of digital
media do not just figure either the self or the world as malleable and open to (potentially
positive) change: they also figure the self and the world as commodities for sale. This is an
emergent digital outcome that deserves more attention.
In acquiring the skills of multimodal production youth may, on the one hand, be equip-
ping themselves to better function in the emerging networked economies (although Seiter
reminds us that access to these skill sets is very uneven: low-income youth are more likely
to be “trained” than “empowered”). But shouldn’t we also consider, on the other hand,
that these market economies may not, in and of their own accord, promote or sustain the
most compelling aspects of these environments? And, further, might these very skill sets
increasingly lead youth to think of community and social space as spaces that are inherently
commercialized and part of the market, as Sandvig and Scholz suggest? How might we hold
on to a sense of the public (and the public good) when networks are exclusively routed
through market spaces and the most engaging forms of identity making are those offered up
in commercial venues? What role might libraries, schools, electronic commons, and other
places have in creating public environments where youth might create, explore, and connect
in ways that don’t always circulate back into markets? What spaces and experiences might
we provide that allow youth to think of themselves as citizens as much as consumers?
These are pressing ethical and social questions: we need to create structures and supports—
from hands-on tools to open peer-to-peer systems to curricula—that mobilize the gains in
imagination, creativity, and hope that our interactions with mutable, variable technologies
animate. We need to study and foster the excitement and engagement we palpably note
when children engage digital media, but we need to do more than that. We also need to
“cultivate” and “grow” this excitement in very particular directions with a mind to ethical
and socially just outcomes, lest it only be harvested for corporate profit. In the context of the
larger assaults on civil liberties and rights that unfold around us daily or in the shadow of
the pressing health and hunger crises affecting the world at large, tinkering with technology
may seem very much a privilege of the few, a glossy 3D and escapist fantasy through which
to avoid the messier, physical world around us. Is there a way to maximize the transfer value
of the participation skills convergence culture appears to be inculcating?
It is possible that this participatory mode of popular culture will organically spawn a greater
push for participation in democracy and public life, but, as we’ve often been reminded,
earlier moments of open, democratic media have been shut down through commercial
centralization. From a very different disciplinary base the Italian theorist, Paolo Virno, sees
two possibilities inherent in the present moment of digital production.48 First, a new form
of public sphere might emerge, one dedicated to “the good life,” which, for Virno, means
an ethical and just life based on principles such as freedom of language, knowledge as a
shared, common good, and so forth. Or, alternately, we might be left with a kind of artificial
publicness that fosters none of these traits. (Think of the difference implied in “having a
public” versus “having a public culture.”) In all likelihood, some members of society will
have greater access to “the good life” than others. The conditions of participation in support
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of such a life and the oppressive possibilities of the newly networked economies (the 24/7
blur of work and leisure, increased surveillance, decreased privacy, exploited labor) are two
sides of the same networked technological environment. For instance, in this volume, Robert
Heverly warns that the same impulse to archive the self that fuels many Web 2.0 sites may
also pose risks to long-term privacy, particularly given the persistence and reproducibility of
digital media. It is much easier to celebrate the pleasures and possibilities of participatory
culture than it is to guard against the risks that very culture may mask or pose, but we must try.
The realms of law and policy offer one site for intervention. Heverly surveys a number of
legal possibilities that might mitigate potential privacy concerns vis-à-vis children. Joining
and amending the activist and intellectual work of Larry Lessig, James Boyle, and David
Bollier, Siva Vaidhyanathan has persuasively outlined the need to pursue issues of copy-
right law.49 As he eloquently argues, “it is our duty” to translate the intricacies of copyright
law into a public and activist agenda.50 We need to drive home the relevance of fair use
to everyone “who reads, writes, watches, photographs, listens, sings and remixes.”51 Both
Sandvig and Streeter illustrate that a lack of sustained engagement with policy issues by
youthful early adopters was a major factor in the shutting down of the democratic poten-
tial of earlier media.52 Such policy efforts should also focus on telecommunications policy,
aiming for a cyber-infrastructure for the public good that also addresses “last mile” issues.
This would necessarily link together nonprofits, schools, foundations, activist groups, and
“everyday” technology users (who, of course, are often already situated within these other
groups as well).53 Despite the nonregulatory fantasies of the cyber-libertarians, we will also
require informed governance and a renewal of the social contract.54 Open, peer-to-peer plat-
forms should be encouraged and funded by both foundations and the government, perhaps
through partnerships with or a levy on corporations, reworking the idea of “public broad-
casting” into forms of public participatory culture for the twenty-first century. As Kleiner
and Wyrick observe, “any real hope for a genuine, community enriching, next generation
of internet-based services is not rooted in creating privately owned, centralized resources,
but rather in creating cooperative, P2P, and commons-based systems, owned by everybody
and nobody.” We need to cultivate technological innovations that serve democracy and civil
society.
Such legal, technological, and political issues are complex, and much of this may also feel
far afield from the MacArthur initiative’s focus on “youth, digital media, and learning.” One
outcome of the ongoing conversations this volume’s authors undertook is a realization that
many of the issues we need to take most seriously in relation to our digital future are not
particularly “youth-specific.” Child-centered policies in the past have often devolved from
protectionist attitudes. We might rethink “child-friendly” policies as addressing many of
the same issues that affect us all: copyright, privacy, surveillance, access, equity, and social
justice. Today’s young digital natives will be the beneficiaries of such policies and efforts
over the long term.
Rule Five: Foster Literacies
If legal and policy arenas are important terrains for struggle, we must also foster new critical
literacies and support these through education policies, extending and intertwining our
current focus on media literacy and information literacy. Various forms of information and
media literacy are very much on the national agenda today. All fifty U.S. states include media
literacy requirements of some form in their educational standards. Yet the recommendations
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vary wildly from state to state and are often buried in the obscure language of standards,
with no curriculum in place to achieve these goals. In a climate relentlessly focused on
“accountability” and testing, teachers feel pressured to cover “the basics,” leaving scant time
to innovate new modes of learning or new models of literacy.
To further complicate matters, the best models of media literacy pedagogy tend to build
on students’ own interests, skill sets often honed outside of formal education and through a
variety of media platforms from game consoles to web sites to mobile phones. Introducing
these modes of learning into the classroom dissolves easy boundaries between “inside and
outside,” moves away from textbook-centric toward project-based education, and threatens
to destabilize traditional notions of the teacher/student relationship. Small wonder that
change has been slow within school systems.
Still, if we hope to realize the promises of participatory media and if public education is to
remain relevant to students, we need to develop innovative models of multimedia pedagogy
for K-12 and postsecondary learning in and out of the classroom, closing the loop between
what students do for “fun” and how and what they learn in school. This means that we need
to advocate for systemic changes in how we think about education, learning from grassroots
practices that are already having success and fostering literacies that will better equip young
people for various aspects of the digital future.
Literacy is a recurring theme throughout this volume, one that takes on several different
forms and directions. Some authors zero in on what we might discern about literacy by in-
vestigating practices that aren’t always seen as explicitly about learning (Cassell and Cramer,
Livingstone, Lowood, Samuels, Yardi). Some focus on creating education environments that
might enhance critical literacies vis-à-vis digital learning (Anderson and Balsamo, Heverly,
Hooper). Others remind us that limitations on access and widespread social inequity are
likely to impede literacy for many (Seiter, Sandvig).
Two essays, in particular, take literacy as a central theme. First, Sonia Livingstone offers a
nice overview of the origins of literacy as a social force for scrutiny and governance, situating
the term within larger cultural and historical contexts. For her (and echoing our earlier
discussions of cultural studies and STS traditions), literacy is “a situated form of knowing
that bridges individual skill and social practices.” She then details how literacy in the digital
age poses particular challenges and urges the combination of two schools of thought on
literacy: information literacy and media literacy. Information literacy is often concerned
with accessing and evaluating Web content, while media literacy often focuses on various
elements of critical understanding and on esthetics and design. Livingstone notes that these
two traditions rarely converge and argues for a model of “Internet literacy” that brings the
two together. Her conception of literacy dovetails with concerns expressed by Seiter, as she
argues for a definition of literacy that doesn’t just aspire to vocational training and individual
skill, but, instead, aims at fostering democratic participation and civic culture.
Anne Balsamo and Steve Anderson shift our attention to the university and sketch a
vision of literacy that draws insights from the informal learning currently emerging in remix
and game cultures. They focus our view on a hypothetical Class of 2020 and argue that
these students of the future will need multiple layers of literacy encompassing cultural,
technological, economic, social, and epistemological dimensions. They also advocate for
“retooling our sense of students not as younger versions of ourselves, but as members of a
generation with its own unique disposition” and urge “the creation of pedagogical protocols
that acknowledge and embrace their essential mutability.” Such protocols will demand and
encourage critical synthesis. They will embrace open, hybrid, and media-rich knowledge and
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include the ability to “read and write” in the languages of multimedia. This means teaching
students to use and critique software (and even code) while also recognizing that low-tech,
open, or alternative tools can help decenter the dominant force of commercialization in
students’ lives.
There are useful parallels between these two essays. Unlike SuccessMaker, both are inter-
ested in a social rather than an individualist or functionalist conception of literacy. Both
imagine students as active producers and interpreters of diverse media forms. Each also
highlights something that is often lost in popular journalistic accounts of digital natives and
the net generation: children’s and young people’s internet skills are often limited in very
real ways. For Livingstone, this became apparent through detailed empirical observation
within domestic settings. Parents as well as children tend to exaggerate the digital compe-
tencies that youth possess. Skills are uneven and often don’t extend to making digital objects.
Furthermore, students rarely understand the economic structures behind the internet, so en-
couraging a kind of “market literacy” will be crucial. Likewise, Balsamo and Anderson stress
that we cannot take for granted “what kids know” about digital media. They note that even
with respect to a popular form of entertainment like video games, “familiarity and access to
gaming platforms and gaming literacy remain stubbornly uneven, with disparities that artic-
ulate along predictable axes of racial, economic, and geographic differences.” In sketching a
new paradigm for twenty-first century education, they also redefine the role of teachers as
“educational designers, whose expertise may include deep disciplinary knowledge, but whose
practice involves mobilizing the efforts of communities and individuals in relation to in-
stitutional resources.” Taken together, these two essays suggest that we need to teach the
teachers and also the parents, encouraging adults to cocreate literacy practices with youth
when appropriate. We will also need to cultivate thought leaders in the community of teach-
ers, in higher education, and in policy venues in order to revitalize the classroom, and we
need to make sure that these communities are speaking to each other.
Thus, fostering literacy is much more complex than the ambitious yet simple definitions
endorsed in many state standards might at first suggest. All too often, the political and
cultural stakes of literacy are suppressed. We should insist that emergent digital literacies
(and the learning environments that support them) need to work in the service of democratic
engagement and empowered citizenship, which includes an ability to reflect on corporate
culture and not simply to aspire to be part of it.
Rule Six: Learn to Toggle
From its outset, this project has tried to avoid the kind of binary thinking that frames digital
media as either revolutionary or disastrous. Nonetheless, the contributing authors might
be seen to occupy a sort of sliding scale or continuum of relative optimism or pessimism.
We have struck a balance across the volume between a careful hope for possible progressive
futures and cautionary and more negative tales. As you move from essay to essay, it’s some-
times as if you are pulling focus, zooming in or out in various ways. For instance, Seiter and
Heverly zoom out in a manner that allows large social and historical forces to come into
play, powerful networks that underwrite and often delimit what the digital can or will be,
particularly for those with less social or economic capital. Yardi, Hooper, and Lowood zoom
in to the level of the case study, examining detailed instances of agency and possibility.
Optimism seems easiest at the microlevel, the terrain of the case study; such optimism often
recedes as the analysis ascends to the macro or systemic. The essays by Sandvig, Livingstone,
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and Balsamo and Anderson attempt to move between macro and micro, system and subject.
If we are to fully understand the innovative uses and unexpected outcomes of digital media
and learning, both modes of analysis are crucial. While not every study or research project
need encompass both, we do need to learn to toggle fluidly back and forth across scales.
If we need be flexible in terms of the scope and location of our objects of study, we also
must develop hybrid methodologies. These ten essays each deploy different methodologies,
including ethnography, critical theory, empirical analyses, educational theory, design stud-
ies, and media studies. The authors are based in departments of film and critical theory,
English, communication, law, sociology, interactive media, information studies, and in ed-
ucational nonprofits. Some lean toward work that is data driven, while others skew toward
the abstract or interpretative; different things “count” as evidence from project to project.
This introduction has attempted to frame several lines of thought and analysis that crisscross
and reverberate throughout the book, highlighting useful points of contact. This overview
involves acts of translation, particularly since our group came to this project with differing
vocabularies, even as we shared interests in certain objects of study.
One of the more theoretical essays in this volume is by Robert Samuels. Drawing from
and critiquing traditions in both poststructuralism and theories of composition, he argues
that we are witnessing a new cultural and social moment that he calls “automodernity.”
Automodernity interlaces technological automation and a sensation of human autonomy.
He examines several of the symptoms of this new way of being, ranging from emergent
forms of collaboration to the shifting boundaries between the public and the private to a
tendency to create echo chambers that shut out cultural difference. Though his rhetorical
style and interpretative stance hew closely to those of literary and critical theory, his analysis
might also be understood as running parallel to debates in other fields. In fact, one might
argue that his central thesis navigates a middle ground in the debates between STS and ANT,
while deploying very different vocabularies and methodologies. That is, he simultaneously
recognizes the agency of nonhuman and human agents (the power of automation) and also
zooms out to larger sociohistoric forces. While he recognizes the value of ethnographic or so-
ciological analyses, he also insists that “traditions in critical theory, rhetoric, and philosophy
offer other modes of thinking about the age we inhabit.”
Many authors in this volume recognize the need to articulate a hybrid methodology or
theory: Hooper brings together cognitive and cultural analyses, Sandvig melds the traditions
of media history, STS, and policy studies, and Balsamo and Anderson bring together science
fiction and media and technology studies. Some might view their futuristic tale of the Class
of 2020 as more “literary” than scholarly, but I’d argue that we should retain a place for
speculative fiction in our methodological approaches. Such tales can harness the power of
the imagination to help dream up (and, hopefully, realize) more just futures. If students’
“future” literacy requires critical synthesis and code switching, so do our own scholarly
methods. The need to toggle applies across multiple realms: from the individual to the
systemic, but also from the niche methodology to more transdisciplinary approaches. We
will also need to switch between and connect to different sites of investigation: homes,
libraries, leisure spaces, virtual worlds, schools, and so on. Different sites or objects of study
and different intellectual approaches should function as nodes within a broader network of
analysis.
This volume reaches no easy consensus about the likely outcomes of digital media use and
innovation, underscoring the very early stage at which we find ourselves in imagining the
transdisciplinary teams that will be needed to realize the potential promises of participatory
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culture. Bringing together diverse skill sets and approaches risks boring the experts. For
instance, my quick earlier glosses of STS and ANT or of constructivism will likely bore or
frustrate experts who have spent a lifetime parsing the nuanced debates within these fields.
The university rewards and encourages very narrow niche knowledges, but such modes of
thinking reveal substantial shortcomings when faced with complex social problems that
need refracting from multiple points of view. This is not to say that we should jettison the
specialized knowledge that emerges from the academy, but we do need to learn to translate
niche knowledge concepts into broader frameworks and also to test claims made in one field
through engagements with another. This might mean bringing relatively abstract claims into
productive collision with “hands-on” work with learning, but it could also mean pressuring
“practical” concepts for less-than-apparent meanings or consequences (i.e., challenging the
notion that “tools” are somehow neutral.) And, while policy is an important terrain for
research and action, our efforts in this area should not only be based on the insights of
those who study policy and political economy. Informed policy and economic analyses will
crucially depend upon those who work “closer to the ground”: ethnographers and educators,
but also specialists in media and cultural studies. Too often these disparate disciplines work
in isolation from one another.
Of course, rich collaboration is hard; various languages and vocational biases are always in
play, if often unrecognized. For example, the research team in the charter schools I work with
spent months in ongoing conversation in order to develop a shared vocabulary. From my
training as a humanities and media scholar of a particular era, I tend toward interpretative
methods that take for granted the social construction of knowledge, gender, and technology.
I have a seemingly innate suspicion of certain empirical or cognitive traditions, but I need
to overcome this. I also like details and examples (even if I mostly “analyze” or “interpret”
them) and tend to glaze over a bit when faced with universal theories or large policy issues.
I need to get over that too. Others might have reached a point of absolute frustration with
educational bureaucracy and find themselves largely drawn to subcultural or edge practices.
None of these biases is inherently wrong (or more wrong than another), but our dispositions
as academics or cultural workers of particular types often make it hard to build bridges or to
connect with those whose training or interests reside elsewhere. Often, we seem more willing
to learn from youth than from scholars outside of our own narrow fields. We might here take
a lesson from communities like Wikipedia and try to build research environments that foster
a respect for the varied strengths a team of participants might bring to a problem. Some, like
Diana Rhoten, have even suggested that virtual networks have the potential to reduce some
barriers to robust collaboration, at least within scientific research communities.55
Alternately, the very binary forms and partitioned logics that underwrite digital media
may make it that much harder to draw connections and to toggle back and forth from the
node to the network. We require both fine-grained detail and also systemic or structural
analyses. Individual projects might primarily focus at one level or scale, but they should
connect up with larger initiatives that deploy hybrid methodologies and understand the
mesh-like affordances of networked social systems. Nodes are often easier to see for those
doing empirical work, but these approaches can also miss larger systemic issues. We describe
the internet through words like “networks” and “webs,” as some thing or some place that
is knitted together. We imagine it as richly linked and as about connections, but we must
also take seriously the possibility that digital forms privilege fragmentation and, in an era of
rapid commercialization, walled silos that rarely interconnect. Here we see a tendency toward
homogenization where we only connect to those who are pretty much like us to begin with.
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Some have described these differences as the difference between the open architecture of
Usenet and the self-referential world of blogs. Neither of these realities is yet fully dominant
or inevitable, but we need be mindful of them both.
A Final Note on Rule Sets
The six rules or maxims outlined here form a conceptual rule set for an emergent field,
highlighting key issues and concerns. While the idea of a rule set may sound prescriptive,
in computing usage rule sets are often highly flexible and contingent. They are meant to
be tailored and adjusted for concrete applications and to mutate over time. New rules will
likely be added. Old rules may be overwritten or reconfigured. The end goal of this rule
set is to help us identify and build supports in and around digital culture that might tip
the odds in favor of open systems and foreground larger questions of democracy and jus-
tice. This can happen across many levels and through many tactics, many of which are
discussed in this volume. We can foster the production of socially relevant and culturally di-
verse games, software, and computational objects through partnerships between educational
sites (both universities and K-12), nonprofits, foundations, and private companies. We can
develop curricular supports and modifications that allow the use of existing products and
virtual worlds in classrooms and after-school programs. We must also advocate for access
to and various forms of public space in the digital realm, from commons to open-source
platforms to generous understandings of copyright and licensing. While setting up easy di-
chotomies between “the market” and some imagined “we” that exists outside of commercial
pressures (and pleasures) probably won’t get us very far, it is still important to hold on to
an idea of public life that exceeds things that can be monetized. We can’t leave this to the
market unless a market is the only form of civil society we can envision. The market has little
at stake in certain forms of speech, broad inclusion, and an expansive sense of the public
good. If we believe there are certain foundational aspects of a democratic and just society and
continue to believe in something that we might call the public good, we must also actively
advocate and struggle for bringing these forms into being. The more optimistic authors in
this volume believe that, in their engagements with the digital, youth are already beginning
to imagine themselves as empowered to create new worlds. Other authors worry that we’ve
heard all this before and that our enthusiasms for emergent technologies often make it hard
to see (and thus organize against) the larger social and political forces that limit the bene-
ficial outcomes we see bubbling up in moments of technological change. As Anderson and
Balsamo note, “The production of unintended consequences is inevitable; accommodating
them is not. Anticipating them is an act of conscious engagement; designing against them
is an ethical investment in the future.” Consider this rule set a first installment toward that
goal.
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Practicing at Home: Computers, Pianos, and Cultural Capital
Ellen Seiter
University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts, Division of Critical Studies
Last week, Time Warner sent an installer to my home to set up the digital cable boxes and
my DSL line. I’ve moved often in the last three years, so I have been in this situation a lot.
First, a young man of about twenty arrived and got to work on the cable lines under the
house. Then, he called his friend, because he was having trouble with the DSL line setup. This
young man, Marco, could handle three different kinds of TV remotes and their interaction
with each other in seconds. When we turned to the DSL box, it took him only a moment
to find the system preferences and get the Mac laptop set up. He looked around the room,
where three other Macintosh laptops were visible. “Man, I don’t even have one yet,” Marco
tells me. “Wow. You’ve got Bluetooth on this. Do you download songs to your phone from
this?”
The expert on DSL lines of the Time Warner installers working in my area does not own
a computer, and my family (one parent, three kids) has six of them and that’s not counting
the old ones in the garage. Why does Marco have no computer and I have six? Because
I am better with technology? Obviously not, for I could never begin to set up my own
DSL connection, much less go from house to house troubleshooting computer connections
all day. Because I recognize the importance of digital media and he doesn’t? Wrong again,
because Marco works for Time Warner and witnesses the proliferation of DSL and computers,
as well as the links between these and all forms of home entertainment on a daily basis. He
probably recognizes the significance of these shifts in technology usage better than many
of my colleagues who are university professors. Do I have so many computers because I
am an excessive consumer typical of white-collar Anglos? Some of this could be true, but
I didn’t buy most of my computers, my employers did—in my sphere of work, computers
are handed out like candy, updated constantly, and everyone is expected to transport and
use them 24/7. At Time Warner, Marco is not getting the same benefits. Because Marco’s job
requires a narrower skill set, and that skill set as defined by Time Warner is kept at its lowest
possible level to hold down costs, no matter how much Marco knows, he is paid by the hour
or by the installation.
When Marco looks at my computer and its Bluetooth capability, he sees a music machine,
and a piece of technology he cannot afford despite the fact that his capacity to use it may
well be superior to mine. When I look at my computer, I see endless files to read, endless files
I am under deadline to write, and a means for my workplace to send me more work. This is
the privilege of a Ph.D.
How is knowledge of digital media converted into educational or occupational advantage?
There has been surprisingly little attention to substantive content in digital pedagogy. In
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far too many school settings, students’ multimedia presentations of very traditional content
that is restricted to fit curricular standards (book reports, science projects, autobiographical
essays) has substituted for more imaginative and more critical pedagogy. Along with stan-
dardized testing and back-to-basics reforms, computers have contributed to the trivializing
of the content of the curriculum and the work of teachers in ensuring the quality of the
substance of schooling. We need to examine current digital pedagogy in terms of unarticu-
lated and implicit models of labor and the job prospects that students, parents, and teachers
imagine computer skills will lead them to. There are clear benefits that access to technol-
ogy can bring to disheartened and disenfranchised student populations. Computers can be
a hook to do more sustained academic work for working-class students of color. Yet, the
process of education cannot be made more cost effective through technology, and comput-
ers cannot teacher-proof the classroom. The enthusiasm among school board members and
local business communities for high technology in public education was based on a desire
to teacher-proof the classroom.
Teaching with computers requires a smaller teacher-to-student ratio than conventional
classrooms. The legacy of the last decade of technology implementation in public schools in
the United States has firmly established new markets for hardware and educational software
makers, and entrenched a new tier of digital pedagogy consultants and experts in using
computers for teacher and student management. How much it has improved learning and
the quality of relationships between teachers and students remains to be seen. Students and
parents are strongly attracted to schools with better technology, and now that the grant
money of the dot-com boom has dried up, school districts are left with prohibitive costs to
maintain and upgrade existing systems. These costs are impossible to cover in working-class
urban school districts. These same students are on the losing end of the home technology
divide.
Yet parents and students tend to rate schools in terms of technology, and magnet or charter
schools that offer high technology can be a powerful draw. What types of employment does
high technology prepare students for? How have corporate needs rather than pedagogical
goals gained a foothold in our discourse around public education? In what ways have we
set up unrealistic expectations for digital pedagogy as a magic bullet to solve the complex
and historically rooted challenges facing public education today. By employing sociologist
Pierre Bourdieu’s categories of economic, cultural, and social capital to digital literacy, I wish
to describe the barriers that make the dream of winning something like a “cool job” in
new media a very distant one for working-class students. These include a reliance on public
computers rather than domestic ones, a lack of access to prestigious educational credentials,
and an exclusion from the social networks crucial to employment in the “new” economy.
Bourdieu focused attention on the role of education and the influence of “status distinc-
tions” on the selection and valorization of certain cultural forms. He described the purpose
of his project as being “to grasp capital . . . in all of its different forms, and to uncover the
laws that regulate their conversion from one into another.”1 Although Bourdieu did not
write about digital media per se before his death in 2002, he often referred to distinctions
regarding musical taste, aptitude, and talent. He was also a keen observer of status distinc-
tions in education and how these translate into job markets. Through an extended analogy
between the piano and learning to use computers, I demonstrate Bourdieu’s relevance for an
expanded vision of digital literacy—one that would be at the forefront of the material and
social inequalities that define children’s lives in the United States in the twenty-first century.
In what follows, I draw out the similarities between learning to play the piano and learning
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to use computers. The analogy helps to emphasize the privileged role of early domestic learn-
ing in gaining the “right” skills, the kind of competence that seems to come naturally and is
therefore of higher status than what is learned at an institution such as a public school.
Musical education has a longer history, and the work on music education is less surrounded
by hyperbole at the moment than work on digital media learning. During the heyday of pi-
ano marketing, however, as a necessary piece of bourgeois furniture, there was considerably
more hyperbole about the wonderful effects on a child’s life of the mere copresence of the
instrument in the home.2 Today, new research on early cognitive development is rekindling
the interest in early music training and its power to enhance mental capacity. While ad-
vocacy (and Steinway advertisements) for musical training commonly took the form of a
cultural uplift argument in mid-twentieth century American culture, today the argument is
made in terms of brain science and the urgency of early cognitive development. Pregnant
mothers are urged to play classical music to reach their child in utero, and Baby Mozart has
made a handy profit exploiting brain science claims of the injection of higher intelligence
through exposure to classical music. Traditionally, elite private schools (and some parochial
schools) have offered excellent music education. Public schools in the United States added
more music education in the 1960s, to appeal to baby boom parents and in response to
demands for pedagogical liberalization and even democratization. However, music has been
taught unevenly in public schools, and today, resources for music education in pubic schools
are almost entirely dependent on massive parent-run fundraising efforts. No one expects a
concert pianist to emerge from the casual training of the public elementary school.
While public schools are brimming with musical talent in other genres—hip hop, pop,
Latina, and so forth, most of it is taking place outside the classroom, and much of it involving
the impressive manipulation of electronic and digital technologies. The status of the classical
music canon—what music historians define as European art music from the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries—and its preferred association with intelligence remains the most
prestigious and the most difficult to master without access to expensive instruments and
formal training.
In many ways, digital learning resembles classical music in that it has “barriers to entry,”
to borrow a term from free-market economics, that are primarily financial. The cash outlays
involved in providing computers for children have been overlooked in the burst of enthusi-
asm for how mere association with computers will lift children intellectually and magically
increase their potential value as adults. There is an overestimation of access to computers
in terms of economic class, and an underestimation of specific forms of cultural capital re-
quired to maintain the systems themselves and move beyond the casual, recreational uses of
computers to those that might lead directly to well-paid employment.
The miraculous benefits of digital learning are now expected to overcome entrenched
educational inequalities that result from decades of class- and race-based resourcing to public
schools—what Jean Anyon has called the pauperization of urban school districts.3 In states
such as California and Texas, the high-technology focus of the economy placed a new and
Sisyphean burden on the public school system.4 Added to the expectations for schools were
the demands of a corporate elite, as in the case of San Diego’s High Tech High, supported
by the founders of Qualcomm and Microsoft. These philanthropic efforts disguise, in many
ways, the ratcheting-up of blame on public school systems, and the top–down imposition
of controls and penalties that ignore the expertise of teachers in terms of pedagogy and
understanding children’s development. The demand for a revision of the school curriculum
based on corporate management philosophies and an emphasis on technology training for
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Figure 1
In this advertisement for Steinway pianos from the 1940s, celebrated pianist Josef Hofman gives a tip
on technique to the young boy practicing at home on his baby grand piano.
the shift to a knowledge economy has resulted in the installation of a new set of experts—
many of whom have little understanding of the history and economics of the U.S. public
school system, and no experience in the local community context in which teachers, parents,
and students struggle.
Pierre Bourdieu’s work on the ways that status systems are reproduced in education and
the labor market highlights the decisive role that social networks play in providing encour-
agement, assistance, and recognition to learners, and in conferring legitimacy on what has
been learned, including helping students to perceive its value and status. This analogy of
the piano and the computer helps to pinpoint some of the buried assumptions in the most
optimistic projections of digital literacy among youth, as well as focusing on the daunt-
ing material and pedagogical issues involved when schools prioritize the digital over more
traditional materials, such as books.
Economic Capital
The provision of the musical instrument involves much more than the basic cost of purchase
or rental. Is there room at home to play? Is the dwelling spacious enough to provide sufficient
separation from other family members, and from neighbors who might be bothered by the
noise? The bigger the family, the cheaper and denser the housing, the more difficult it
becomes to keep a piano at home. The piano movers will cost more if the piano is to go
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upstairs or through the narrow doorways of multiple-family housing units. The piano tuner
is an additional expense: the older and cheaper the piano, the more it has been transported
and used by multiple musicians, the more piano tuning and repair are required to play in key.
One student I interviewed explained how her parents, Taiwanese immigrants working double
shifts and extra jobs to make it in the Californian economy of the 1980s and 1990s, moved to
a different metropolitan area just so that they could afford the more spacious housing where
her grand piano—which the family had invested in at the advice of a teacher, and which
represented the focus of the family’s educational aspirations—could be accommodated.
Of course, there are easier, cheaper ways to get access to a piano. There are pianos parked
in the corners of gymnasiums or community centers that a highly motivated or disciplined
kid could gain permission to use after school to practice on. Usually, in the highly dis-
ciplinary environment of today’s public schools, such access would be hard to gain, and
janitors would chase out any child caught playing a school piano after hours. Home com-
puters are smaller and more portable than pianos, but present similar obstacles to ownership
based on family income. Procuring the device itself is the smallest—and in many ways the
easiest—part of access provision, keeping up with the accelerating rate of planned obsoles-
cence of computer products has nearly eradicated the benefit gained from falling hard-drive
prices. In order for internet access to succeed, the device must be purchased in conjunction
with a host of other peripherals, software, and a DSL line (currently making the total for
basic cable or phone service plus high speed internet around $90 per month). Finally, there
are ways that computers are difficult to maintain in the physical domestic space, despite
their greater portability. Larger families result in more demand and therefore more fighting
over the machine. The privacy on which much youth-oriented play with computers relies
is harder to come by when there are fewer rooms and more people in them. Even the num-
ber of electrical outlets available in an apartment becomes an issue, as priority is usually
given to media that is more easily shared—like television sets, game consoles, and DVD
players.
Old pianos play much better than most hand-me-down computers function, and the job of
setting up and maintaining outdated software can be truly daunting: “When old computers
come without documentation, missing crucial cords to connect monitors to hard drives and
hard drives to printers or keyboards, when the software is no longer available for sale, and no
telephone assistance or other technical expert is available, attempting to make them work
is often a pointless waste of dozens of hours of work.”5 While a used piano can still be a
source of excitement for kids—a fun novelty—old computers are simply frustrating. Kids
of all classes recognize an old computer when they see one. Surrounded by secondhand
things in their daily lives, working-class children are experts at recognizing hand-me-downs,
and resist using cast-off machines.6 Planned obsolescence is the guiding principle of the
new technology industries, and families are poorly situated to bear the costs of constant
replacement and upgrading. Families who have not yet purchased a new computer with an
internet connection do not appear likely to take on the added expense now, when over one
third of families in Southern California must spend more than half of their income just to
pay the rent.7 The last census report underlines that gross disparities in income and home
ownership follow racial lines. White incomes are two-thirds higher than blacks, and 40
percent higher than Hispanics. Seventy-five percent of whites own their homes, compared
with only 46 percent of blacks and 48 percent of Hispanics.8 New media was introduced into
a world where the gap between the middle-class and poor families was very wide in terms of
income and access to educational opportunity, and sadly, new technology has exacerbated
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these gaps in the everyday lives of children. Huge numbers of kids go to class in schools
that cannot afford new technology, and then come home to apartments where keeping the
utilities turned on and possibly the TV uses up the budget long before the family could get
around to saving for expensive computers, software, and DSL lines.
Being unable to afford the latest computer and fastest internet connection is especially hard
on kids, because the very activities that inspire peer learning—teaching oneself HTML to put
up a Web page or playing the latest computer games—are the ones that require the newest
machines, the latest chip, and the fastest connections. If you want to develop digital literacy
skills that are robust and confident, continually updated equipment is required. The largest
gaps between rich and poor children are apparent in the arena of multimedia authorship:
the very video, audio, and gaming applications that are most popular with children. “The
economics of the information technology industry, together with the social stratification of
educational systems, means that multimedia creation is highly inaccessible to the masses. On
the one hand, while the cost of computers and Internet access continues to fall, the cost of
the hardware, software, and bandwidth necessary to create the newest forms of multimedia
will always be more expensive.”9 In other words, working-class children have little chance of
enjoying the kind of computer and internet access that is residential and high speed, the kind
that facilitates music downloading, online gaming, and instant messaging. And while these
activities seem like nothing more than play, we know that they are vital to social inclusion.
As education researcher Mark Warschauer points out: “What is at stake is not access to ICT
[information and communication technologies] in the narrow sense of having a computer
on the premises, but rather in a much wider sense of being able to use ICT for personally
or socially meaningful ends.”10 For youth especially, because they are heavily targeted by
marketers and are dependent on sites like MySpace or iTunes, the restrictions of the public
lab or the outdated PC especially interfere with their desired uses for peer communication.
Some argue that the necessity for children to have a PC—and the costs for families—will
soon be obviated by new technologies of ubiquitous computing. Will the obstacles based
on lack of access to economic capital disappear with ubiquitous computing? In his book
Everyware, Adam Greenfield posits the “vision of processing power so distributed through-
out the environment that computers per se effectively disappear.”11 The promise is that
household objects and things in the environment will allow “ordinary people finally get to
benefit from the full power of information technology, without having to acquire the eso-
teric bodies of knowledge on which it depends.” The question of sufficient economic capital
to provide equitable access to all would surely disappear when “information dissolves into
behavior.”
Greenfield’s book is a thoughtful inventory of the potential problems: especially regard-
ing design, the time required for use—the “hassle” factor, problems relating to opting out,
and privacy, that ubiquitous computing represents. It is not until his concluding chapter,
however, that he considers the potential for ubiquitous computing to exacerbate class dif-
ferences: “I see how readily the infrastructure that gets us these amenities also lends itself to
repression, exclusion and the reinscription of class and other sorts of privilege.” The issue
that Greenfield does not enumerate is that the classes of “smart” goods that will hold the
chips to deliver seamless computing will themselves be based on cost. Those that are hassle-
free, durable, and fast will be the most expensive—whatever they are—and the cheap, the
free, and the hand-me-downs will be more difficult to use and more time consuming in every
way. Ubiquitous computing will function best in spaces never frequented by working-class
families like hotel rooms, airplanes, stock brokerages, and so on.
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This is the irony of media culture in all its forms: being the target upscale market can lead to
the invasion of privacy, “the colonization of everyday life, and marketers [who] use children
to cull valuable marketing information about parents from the children’s Web activities.”
If you belong to the downscale market, you barely exist for the developers of cutting-edge
technologies, whether you reside in New Delhi or Los Angeles. Children in the downscale
market are subjected to a barrage of advertising for small ticket items on free Web sites. Kids
gain free access to gaming or music sites by renting out their eyeballs for the viewing of ads,
just like television viewing for those who cannot afford TiVo and premium channels. Smart
technologies will not be targeted at households where English is not the first language, those
with parents who do not qualify for major credit cards, or where the family does not reside
in a prime zip code area equipped with digital cable lines. These are the same households
where the largest concentrations of U.S. youth reside, as well as the most African-American
and Latino children.
These downscale markets are left to the mass marketers of toys and junk food and popular
music—firms that go after the kids’ pocket money rather than their parents’. The growing
importance of the internet has created a new disparity across class lines in the quality and
quantity of access. While the mass market is targeted as consumers of junk food, publicity and
promotional materials, and potential consumers of music and movies, the affluent children
are targeted for “premium” content, cutting-edge hardware, subscription-based Web content
and digital cable, educational software, and online courses.
Cultural Capital
Cultural capital consists of knowledge, tastes, and preferences: it is the totality of an individ-
ual’s learning, both formal and informal. Bourdieu stressed that the means of acquisition of
cultural capital can be as important as what is acquired, thus stressing the way that learning
in all forms is tightly intertwined with the social circumstances in which it takes place, and
the value of various knowledges, as accorded within and between specific social divisions.
Bourdieu proposed the term “cultural capital,” “to account for the fact that, after control-
ling for economic position and social origin, students from more cultured families not only
have higher rates of academic success but exhibit different modes and patterns of cultural
consumption and expression in a wide gamut of domains.”12
There are similarities in the array of processes and literacies—the specific forms of cultural
capital—involved in playing the piano and using a computer.
1 Learning is time consuming, with time spent practicing rewarded by qualitatively dif-
ferent levels of mastery. When large amounts of time “practicing” are invested, the
computer user is rewarded by the achievement of a kind of automaticity of many levels
of competence. This is similar to the way music learning requires a level of rote learning,
practicing scales, and physical routinization—the pianist cannot read notes one at a time
or visually search to finger each note on the piano. Similarly, if software programs (and
games) are not mastered to a level where the interface, the shortcuts, and the keystrokes
become second nature, the process is too cumbersome and tedious to expect children
to even desire to use. There are striking similarities between the ability to waste time
on computers and on music—learning early and having the free time to fool around
are big advantages. Arriving at a deeper understanding of how hardware and software
work—strong digital literacy skills—requires dozens of hours of trial and error. Video
game play is just the most obvious example of this.
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2 Practicing for large blocks of time results in a physical orientation to the piano or PC, so
that the relationship of the body to the object becomes automatic rather than conscious.
This is what Bourdieu would call “embodied” cultural capital. Music teachers obsessively
teach, experiment with, and improve the student’s posture, fingering, and stance. The
greater physical ease with which users approach computers when they have their own
machine, and have had hundreds of hours of practice, is obvious. For a child to sit at
a computer or a piano for the requisite number of hours to achieve mastery requires
an adaptation to the sedentary (and the solitary, when children use computers alone)
behavior that can be very difficult for children who have been socialized to a more active,
outdoor orientation of the physical (just as the piano or computer prodigy usually is not
competitive in soccer, for example). In the middle-class home, parents nagging children
to spend more time practicing the piano is commonplace; children need no nagging
to spend time at the computer keyboard and parents may alternately worry about the
unhealthiness of too much screen time, or conversely admire their children’s cleverness
in mastering digital technology.
3 Because of the requirement of free time and the desirability of achieving this physical
ease, there is an advantage to learning at an early age. No one expects a person who
began playing at the age of eighteen to become a professional classical musician. Many
researchers have noted how quickly children can catch up on new technologies to their
better equipped peers.13 This catching up, however, requires unfettered access, and takes
place more easily at home. Similarly, new research shows a correlation between early
exposure to digital technologies at home and the widest array of technology use as
adults—there is no correlation between exposure to digital technologies at school and
later use.14
4 Mastery requires learning a symbolic language, with conventional patterns of logic and
sequencing and some mathematical skills. A small percentage of musicians master these
intuitively (playing by ear) and innovate in profound ways that later may be conferred
with status—I’m thinking of jazz. Most fans of music do not understand music theory or
composition, just as most computer users do not understand programming. But knowl-
edge at this advanced level is required for paid work, that is, to convert what might have
been learned in one’s spare time, partially through leisure pursuits, such as gaming.
Beyond these requirements, there is uncertainty about what is deemed worthwhile—and
in which social realms that judgment holds—in the musical and the digital realms. There
is some instability in the system of distinctions, a problem exacerbated by the association
of both music and digital media with youth. Certain musical tastes (pop) are much less
distinguished than others (baroque music), but the system of distinctions is situated within
a field, so that a knowledge of pop music might be valuable in film or television editing, for
example, although not helpful for getting into Julliard. Bourdieu analyzed the complicated
situation of risk when investing in cultural forms—what he termed “middle ground” arts—
that are newer, and less legitimate:
Arts such as cinema, jazz and even more, strip cartoons, science fiction or detective stories are predisposed
to attract the investments either of those who have entirely succeeded in converting their cultural capital
into educational capital or those who, not having acquired legitimate culture in the legitimate manner
(i.e., through early familiarization), maintain an uneasy relationship with it. . . . These arts, not yet fully
legitimate, which are disdained or neglected by the big holders of educational capital, offer a refuge
and a revenge to those who, by appropriating them, secure the best return on their cultural capital
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(especially if it is not fully recognized scholastically) while at the same time taking credit for contesting
the established hierarchy of legitimacies and profits.15
Digital media culture is associated with many of these middle-ground arts, from video gam-
ing, to popular music, to advertising. They appeal to kids as new and cutting-edge, and
promise an appealing shortcut to success that bypasses traditional academic and cultural
hierarchies. This lack of certainty over what is worthwhile is endemic in the digital realm
because of its relative newness. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the field of gaming,
where skill at gaming is common and admired within fields of both a digital elite and a
working-class youth culture. Gaming employs a wide variety of skills, most of which, when
seen objectively, seem to be at least as good for children’s cognitive development as music
lessons. Consider David Buckingham’s description of the variety of skills involved in playing
a computer game.
. . . an extensive series of cognitive processes: remembering, hypothesis testing, predicting and strategic
planning. Game playing is a “multiliterate” activity: it involves interpreting complex three-dimensional
visual environments, reading both on-screen and off screen texts (such as games magazines) and pro-
cessing auditory information. In the world of computer games, success ultimately derives from the
disciplined and committed acquisition of skills and knowledge.16
Researchers have noted a wide array of cognitive abilities that are facilitated by video and
computer game playing, and anecdotal evidence suggests that high achievers in computer
science and programming are also often avid gamers.17 As I will discuss below, through an
example of two students at High Tech High, their interest in gaming is not sufficient to either
enable broader academic success or learn how to program. Bourdieu’s value in thinking
about digital literacy skills comes from the recognition of the arbitrariness of systems of
distinction, and the ways that some skills—however indicative of intelligence and mastery—
never convert into economic gain at a predictable rate. The PlayStation 3 may be equipped
with Linux, but this does not mean that owning and playing one grants any advantage in
the educational system of distinctions, or that the capacity to program will be used by avid
players. Being one of the first to own the latest PlayStation platform might make one highly
recognized within a subculture of one’s peers, or being an early innovator using Linux on
the PlayStation 3 might grant one acclaim in the online communities devoted to discussing
video game hardware and software, and user-generated content. However, converting these
into a form of cultural capital with sufficient value to get one a job is an uncertain endeavor.
Even the newest forms of cultural capital may require other kinds of material support—
economic and social capital, as Bourdieu calls them—to convert them into a paying job.
Cultural capital works best when it is tied to the kinds of social networks provided through
family members who are themselves employed in the culture industries, or the mentoring
or cohort groups that prestigious universities provide.
One of the biggest differences between music and computers as they are used for the
internet, social networking, and word processing, is that computer learning—even in its more
casual forms that do not involve programming, for example—requires a high level of verbal
literacy. In many ways, computers have made literacy and the ability to manipulate linguistic
codes more important than ever before. The use of the internet, for example, requires a higher
level of reading skill than textbooks, and children need a great deal of explicit instruction
in how to evaluate information. Schofield and Davidson’s five-year research project on the
introduction of the internet into elementary, middle-school, and high-school classrooms in
a large urban school district elucidates the many complexities of introducing new media
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in a school setting: educational benefits do not flow automatically from internet access.
Attitudes and expectations, technical knowledge, classroom culture and internet culture,
and curriculum design, implementation, and follow-through all affect what teachers and
students can accomplish with the internet. When students often possess quite different
levels of literacy—technical and language-based—the downside of opening up access to the
internet was that students easily wandered off-topic to entertainment sites, and that in the
context of a busy computer lab it is impossible for teachers to monitor Web browsing.18
In many ways, the better your reading skills, the less likely you are to be distracted by ads,
games, and multimedia pyrotechnics. While the internet offers a vast resource for student
research, it has disadvantages over the traditional children’s library:
Information overload may be the biggest problem for younger students. Unlike library resources, the
material found on the Web has not been prepared with students’ level of background knowledge and
reading ability in mind. . . . Even students with advanced reading skills sometimes found it difficult to
sift through the masses of information they acquired about a topic of interest to select accurate and
pertinent information. This in turn meant that teachers often needed to work very closely with students
as they used the Internet, particularly at the earlier grade levels.19
Most schools have separated computer lab time to highly regulated, disciplined, project-based
work. Better suited to digital learning than traditional classrooms are situations that rely on
peer learning, scaffolding, and unrestricted time. However, these classroom practices are at
odds with the school reform emphasis on increased discipline, narrow focus on curricular
standards, and “accountability” through standardized testing measures. This is one reason
why after-school programs have been more successful in teaching digital media than regular
classrooms.20 The hours of trial-and-error that many digital skills require and the freedom to
develop a deep understanding of software that includes programming are nearly impossible
to practice in a public school computer lab. This fact is what gives young people with high-
end connections and the newest computers at home a massive advantage over those limited
to school or public lab use.
Thus, we return to the advantage of domestic access. Students with this advantage become
bored and restless in classrooms where their peers are behind and their skills may even
exceed those of the teacher. Classroom instruction is poorly suited to bridging that gap.
In Bourdieu’s formulation, the means of acquisition of cultural capital are significant and
have lasting effects. Early learning, especially learning “that takes place without any express
intention to teach” as happens with children whose parents already work on computers, is
the most effective and the most distinctive form of cultural capital. The cultural capital of
digital literacy reflects its origin in the middle-class home, taking its place alongside other
forms of cultural capital, such as knowledge of music and art:
The “inimitable character” of the bourgeois relation to culture derives from the fact that they are
acquired, pre-verbally, by early immersion in a world of cultivated people, practices, and objects. When
the child grows up in a household in which music is not only listened to but also performed, and a
fortiori when the child is introduced at an early age to a “noble” instrument—especially the piano—
the effect is at least to produce a more familiar relationship to music, which differs from the always
somewhat distant, contemplative and often verbose relation of those who have come to music through
concerts or even only through records . . . (the system of distinction) only recognizes as legitimate the
relation to culture (or language) which least bears the visible marks of its genesis, which has nothing
“academic, scholastic bookish, affected or studied about it, but manifests by its ease and naturalness that
true culture is nature—a new mystery of immaculate conception.”21
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There is a presumption that youth now have universal access to computers—even if they do
not own one, they can use one at school or at the library. But the likelihood of gaining strong
digital literacy skills on this type of machine is much slimmer than on a home computer.
In other words, learning to use computers at school is like the music education class in
which you have forty minutes to hold an instrument in your hands once a week, along with
thirty other kids. The chances of success are not even remotely comparable to the experience
of a kid who learns to play on his or her own instrument, at home, with lessons from a
private instructor. Just as the music education teacher traveling from one public school to
the next has probably pared down his or her skills to the minimum requirements of knowing
what each instrument looks like, how it works, and which group of orchestral instruments
it belongs to, the student at the public computer lab is at best likely to come away with
only the most basic—the weakest version—of digital literacy skills: an ability to manipulate
the keyboard, the mouse, Web browsers, graphics programs, and word processing programs.
Learning programming, and how to write software as opposed to just using it, is much more
difficult at the public computer lab.
The recognition of these distinctions among forms of digital literacy determines the con-
vertibility of digital skills into social prestige or earning capacity. The speed of acquisition is
an aspect of cultural capital that is blatantly more prominent in digital literacy than in musi-
cal literacy. The canon of classical music is relatively unchanging (although composers and
styles of performance go in and out of fashion)—piano training has a longer market value
than digital skills. In the digital realm “early adoption” is key: getting there first, learning to
use a new piece of software or equipment is extremely important for its relative value.
Andrew Ross notes the way that the youngest job candidates replace more mature workers
in the new media firms he studied:
For those who had spent years in the trenches learning Web skills, it was a ceaseless struggle to stay
ahead of software upgrades that threatened to render these skills obsolete. The Web developer’s trade
was increasingly standardized, as the industry developed programs and idioms to accomplish Internet
work with the same degree of efficiency as in the software development sector. Throughout history, elder
artisans had possessed the fullest knowledge of the trade, and they passed it on to youthful apprentices.
In the modern technology industries, this order no longer applied. The newest recruits were often the
most skilled because they were up to date on the latest technologies.22
The treadmill of computer upgrades and self-learning has increased rapidly, as some skills
have been more widely disseminated.
For those playing catch-up in digital media skills, the outlook is discouraging. In a corre-
lation of home computing with employment, gender, and education, a recent study found
that:
Women or the poorly educated have increased their computer and Internet access. However, in many
cases, men, the well-educated labor force participants, have increased access and use even more; thus
many digital gaps remain or grow.23
The 2006 Pew Internet and American Life study reported on the closure of the digital divide
based on the survey data that the numbers of blacks and Latinos who use the internet
have steadily risen. The numbers who have a home computer still show a large disparity,
however, with less than 50 percent of blacks and Latinos having internet access at home.
Spanish speakers are excluded from the study, a group that comprises over 40 percent of the
U.S. Latino population. For households earning less than $30,000 annually, only 21 percent
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are online. According to a 2006 Pew study, high-speed internet connections—which strongly
correlate with users who ever post material in the internet—are found in only 31 percent
of African-American households. Broadband access is strongly correlated with education: 62
percent of households where an adult has completed college have access as opposed to 17
percent of those without high-school diplomas.24 Andy Carvin warns that while progress is
being made in terms of the racial digital divide, income and education remain enormous
roadblocks.25 As Stanley Aronowitz warns, “Despite the well-publicized claim that anyone
can escape their condition of social and economic birth—a claim reproduced by schools and
the media with numbing regularity—most working-class students, many of whom have some
college credits but do not graduate—end up in low- and middle-level service jobs that do not
pay a decent working-class wage.”26 A lack of economic capital reinforces the lack of higher
status cultural capital. The determining role of social networks in digital communications
exacerbates these divisions even further.
Social Capital
Social capital consists of networks, connections, group memberships, and familial relation-
ships: Bourdieu defined social capital as “the sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that
accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less
institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition.”27 One of the most
significant aspects of digital communication has been its provision of new forms of social
networking—a democratization of access to social capital, unfettered by the restrictions of
physical space and geography. Although technological determinists championed these net-
works as more open than previous forms of networking, such as church membership, school
attendance, or country clubs, there are ways that digital networks might increase both class
cohesion and the exclusion of those poorer or less educated.
To return briefly to the example of music: How does social capital increase the chances
of becoming a concert pianist or securing a job on a symphony orchestra? Musical talent
does not lead directly to recognition, awards, or employment. The private music teacher, one
who is also a distinguished performer, is required for success. Usually, a student moves up a
network of progressively more expensive and prestigious teachers, each with a wider set of
professional connections. Social capital is gained by circulating through a series of teachers,
and these teachers lead to other coaches, knowledge of summer institutes or prestigious
camps, competitions, and so on. A hierarchical system of connections is required in order
for the musician to display what has been learned and cash in on it, as it were. To be a child
prodigy—or rather to be recognized as a child prodigy—for example, means proceeding
through an elaborate institution for recognizing and credentialing musical talent. Social
capital and the networks it makes available are the keys to accessing this system. Attendance
at one of a handful of elite conservatories in the United States is another.
The digital realm appears to be more open to larger numbers of participants than the field
of classical music. However, the maintenance of strong digital literacy skills relies upon so-
cial networks of people who have knowledge of computers and can provide assistance, and
a level of literacy that will provide the ability to type, read manuals, use e-mail fluently and
benefit from written exchanges online. There is a “multiplying factor for social inclusion”
of the groups who successfully gain access. Warschauer has emphasized that the necessary
resources—physical (the box), digital (the connection), human (literacy), and social (friends
and family members who are also online)—for Internet access are “iterative,” mutually
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reinforcing. Networking online requires as a basis the capacity to know others with at least
the minimal amounts of economic and cultural capital necessary to participate in digital
communications.28
Yet the internet, once thought to hugely facilitate social networks, is rapidly becoming
more exclusive. Consider the trend toward exclusivity represented by the progression from
AOL chat rooms to password-protected Web sites, from the first online computer games to
the elite World of Warcraft guild. As Geert Lovink comments:
The response to massification and regulation is the creation of an invisible cyber elite. . . . As a response,
business and developer groups, as well as activists and researchers, have started mailing lists and discus-
sion forums within password protected sites. Who wants to discuss sophisticated concepts with all the
booboos and weirdos who are surfing the Web, looking for places to make trouble? Are you able to keep
up with hundreds of e-mail messages in your inbox every day? I do not like you, and your silly opinions,
so why waste precious time on opinions and attitudes one detests?29
One crucial flaw in the claims about the greater democracy of online communications is that
it ignores the operation of social distinctions. One of Bourdieu’s important contributions was
to conceive that participation in culture is a dynamic system in which jockeying for position
was always at play. One of the most important forms of distancing applies to digital culture:
“The higher classes . . . observing the cultural style of the classes below them, engage in
reflexive role distancing, once again re-establishing their superiority to those who have a less
sophisticated view of cultural symbols.”30 Youth are not impervious to status distinctions—in
fact, adolescents may be more status conscious than other age groups—hence the movement
from Xanga to Live Journal to MySpace to Facebook.
Young people famously use digital communications—instant messaging, cell phone
texting, and social networking Web sites—to maintain their social capital, at least with
those peers who can afford to keep up with the costly requirements of these technologies.
However, there is nothing inherently democratic about the young and the wired. Facebook
illustrates the ways that youth can be strongly invested in keeping social networks exclusive.
Facebook also exemplifies the continued importance of socioeconomic and geographic lo-
cation as determinants of access to social networks. In its initial version, Facebook allowed
students enrolled at Harvard to participate in a network of online communications. Soon it
expanded to other major universities: participants could gain access to all other members at
their university by providing proof of enrollment in the form of a registered e-mail account
at their university. Facebook has been wildly successful and its use among students is rapidly
expanding beyond dating, parties, clubs, and classmates to launching small businesses, ad-
vertising one’s career, and networking with other alumni. According to the founder, the
success of Facebook is based on the fact that people are willing to divulge more and more
personal and interesting information about themselves when they are certain that it will be
viewed by only a limited network of people.31 From a commercial point of view, the greater
valuation of Facebook than MySpace derives from the greater exclusivity of its network, the
frequency of log-ins and time spent on the site, and the potential to gain access to the espe-
cially desirable market of young people attending college. Users started to complain when
Facebook expanded to state colleges, community colleges, and high schools. The dilution of
the site’s exclusivity threatens the value of the social network.
Social capital is crucial to the convertibility of cultural capital into employment—for youth
with digital skills, the school-to-work transition is as much about connections as it is about
talent or ability. The lack of social capital screens out working-class youth from employment
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in the highest income and most challenging jobs in the digital realm. Their lack of economic
capital bars them from the assumption of risk that the new media industries have foisted
on employees by promising stock options and the hope of vast financial rewards. Yet these
are the kinds of jobs youth dream of—and are encouraged to dream of—at every charter
school across the country that specializes in digital media. Good jobs in new media are
jobs for the young, the well connected, and those with enough family capital to float them
through lengthy education, and long periods of employment-seeking in expensive housing
markets. At the trendy new media firm Razorfish that Andrew Ross studied, a personnel officer
explained that “diversity usually means race and gender, it rarely means age, background or
class. Everyone here has a similar educational background.”32
New media jobs are prime examples of the ways that the intersection of economic, cultural,
and social capital function according to some new rules and demands in the new economy.
Gina Neff defines this work as entrepreneurial labor in her study of workers in Silicon Al-
ley in New York: these cool jobs are especially attractive to the young. What is required to
pursue “entrepreneurial labor” is an acceptance of much higher risk than other industries
and a greater personal responsibility for one’s career through constant self-training and so-
cial networking. In his interviews with hundreds of workers in the new media industries,
Andrew Ross noted that even in the progressive, humane workplaces “advances in corpo-
rate democracy could turn into trapdoors that opened onto bottomless seventy-hour-plus
workweeks.”33 Besides extended periods of unemployment, this also entails the acceptance
of jobs with no benefits, long hours, part-time work, and short-term contracts. As educators,
it is important to think through and to talk about with young people the realities of these
forms of creative work.
Because cultural work is prominently featured in popular discourse, especially in visual images, and
associated with trendsetters, beautiful people, hipness and cool, this problematic normalization of risk
serves as a model for how workers in other industries should also behave under flexible employment
conditions . . . without strong stabilizing norms and regulations of workplace behavior and rewards,
media workers develop entrepreneurial labor in the dual hope that they will be better able to navigate
uncertainty and maintain their association with a “hot” industry—even when that industry is marked
by a “winner take all” inequity in both income and status.34
The significance of social capital exhibits itself in the tendency of new media workers to in-
cessantly network. Entry into the profession is often based on implicit rules of the culture—
norms that are imparted through the experience of attending elite universities, and often
mirror the kinds of social relations of the Ivy League students on Facebook. Thus, a new in-
dustry and a new form of social networking reproduce the old class advantages of a predigital
generation.
Digital media teachers and policy makers must recognize how the dream of success in
industries of gaming, design, and digital media production is often unrealistic. In fact, the
rapid spread of digital media as communication technologies and a source of leisure among
youth has encouraged legions of students (and often their parents) to dream of escaping the
dull grind for a cool job. The dream of working in music, advertising, design, or gaming of
all kinds has now been disseminated on a vast scale. As Aneesh reminds us:
The idea of treating computer-mediated labor as mostly design-oriented work also suffers from the
problem of exaggerating what is still a tiny part of IT work. . . . The majority of IT labor still consists
of some sort of data entry and data manipulation work, including the work performed by bank tellers,
accountants, secretaries, and all others who serve at the front and back ends of state and corporate
bureaucracies.35
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The type of employment using a computer that is likely to be familiar to the vast majority
of people, then, is a kind of work where keystrokes might be counted, where supervisors
may listen in on phone calls uninterrupted, where productivity is scrutinized on a daily
and hourly basis, and where conversation with coworkers is forbidden.36 The stressful and
unpleasant circumstances under which this kind of work is performed helps explain why
blue- and pink-collar adults might feel more alienated from computer technology and tend
to stay away from it during their leisure time.
Working-class students are more likely to have parents employed in jobs that do not use a
computer, or in jobs requiring the more alienating forms of computer work, or they are likely
to perceive the impossibility of succeeding in the field of computers. This is related to the
fact that there can be penalties—in the form of a loss of social capital—when working-class
students devote effort to acquiring cultural capital related to computers. It is the penalty of
being a nerd, a geek, a kid too identified with school and teachers. Social class, ethnicity,
and language interact with gender expectations in determining who likes to use computers.
Computer affinity develops out of one’s school experience, access to computers, and social
networks of friends and kin. John Hall reminds us that cultural capital does not have the
same currency everywhere it circulates:
. . . cultural distinctions do not represent some generalized currency of “legal tender” among all individ-
uals and status groups. . . . Cultural capital, after all, is good only (if at all) in social worlds where a person
lives and acts, and the value that it has depends on sometimes ephemeral distinctions of currency in
those particular social worlds.37
Urban working-class children and children of color may reject computers for the values they
represent (such as dehumanization) and denigrate digital media for its emphasis on written
rather than oral culture, their associations with white male culture (hackers and hobbyists),
and their solitary, antisocial nature.
Failure to recognize the way social networks are defined and constituted through relations
of economic and cultural capital is the logical flaw in the work of many new media theorists.
Benkler’s The Wealth of Networks is a recent example of this blind spot. In the following
passage, Benkler moves rapidly from an acknowledgment that digital networks reproduce
older social determinants, to an invocation of the fabulous potential for these networks to
create new forms of capital:
We merely need to see that the material conditions of production in the networked information economy
have changed in ways that increase the relative salience of social sharing and exchange as a modality
of economic production. That is, behaviors and motivation patterns familiar to us from social relations
generally continue to cohere in their own patterns. What has changed is that now these patterns of
behavior have become effective beyond the domains of building social relations of mutual interest and
fulfilling our emotional and psychological needs of companionship and mutual recognition. They have
come to play a substantial role as modes of motivating, informing, and organizing productive behavior
at the very core of the information economy.38
Benkler allows that internet tools “are skewed in favor of those who are already well-off in
society,” but skips over the digital divide because public access is increasing, and because
computer skills are far and away more widely distributed than the tools of mass-media pro-
duction. Instead of the thorny problem of inequality and entrenched disparities in wealth
and access, Benkler turns to psychological terms and a discussion of the extrinsic and intrin-
sic motivations of individual behavior. The focus on motivation erases the social and mate-
rial constraints that cause inequality, reducing them instead to personality and individual
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choice. For Benkler, the problems of inequity have been magically solved by the limitless
opportunities offered by technology: “The majority of individuals in these societies have the
threshold level of material capacity required to explore the information environment they
occupy, to take from it, and to make their own contributions to it.”39 This divides society
into good productive people, on the one hand, and those who “choose” not to engage, on
the other. In the happy world of networks, all that remains is different tastes for types of
rewards.
Clearly, some people are more focused on making money, and others are more generous; some more
driven by social standing and esteem, others by a psychological sense of well being. The for-profit and
nonprofit systems probably draw people with different tastes for these desiderata. Academic science
and commercial science also probably draw scientists with similar training but different tastes for types
of rewards. . . . We spend some of our time making money, some of our time enjoying it hedonically;
some of our time being with and helping family friends, and neighbors; some of our time creatively
expressing ourselves, exploring who we are and what we would like to become. Some of us, because of
economic conditions we occupy, or because of our tastes, spend very large amounts of time trying to
make money—whether to become rich or, more commonly, just to make ends meet. Others spend more
time volunteering, chatting, or writing.
Social differences, then, have dissolved, substituted by the great “we” who engage in digital
networks. We need Bourdieu to correct the idea that digital networks are free and unfettered,
that everyone has already reached the threshold of participation that, as Benkler idealistically
puts it, “Information is nonrivalrous (we can both use it at the same time).” Benkler’s model
only works in a world where the playing field is level for participation in digital networks.
The latest Pew study showed that only 31 percent of internet users posted material on the
internet (from home or work)—presumably the first step in the kind of participation that
Benkler is talking about. Users are strongly determined by whether they can afford the most
expensive kinds of access: of those who post online content (blogs, Web pages, etc.), 71
percent have a domestic broadband connection.40
When these barriers are ignored, new media theory simply reiterates ideology and reifies
social inequity, turning gross discrepancies in access to economic, cultural, and social cap-
ital into differences of proclivity, as Benkler does. Some of us just happen to “spend more
time volunteering, chatting, or writing.” It is just a question of motivation, of psychology,
of human nature, as Bourdieu explains: like all the ideological strategies generated in the
everyday class struggle, it naturalizes real differences, converting differences in the mode of
acquisition of culture into differences of nature.41 Rather than interrogating the persistence
of the technology divide—especially the home technology divide—Benkler counts on digital
technology itself to solve the problem: “While the digital divide critique can therefore tem-
per our enthusiasm for how radical the change represented by the networked information
economy may be in terms of democracy, the networked information economy is itself an av-
enue for alleviating maldistribution.”42 Benkler’s model considers the difference as a matter
of individual will and attributes to technology itself the agency for change. The example of
High Tech High demonstrates some of the pitfalls of this model when applied to education.
High Tech High
San Diego’s High Tech High opened in 2000, graduating its first four-year class of 105 students
in 2004, with Larry Rosenstock, a former attorney, as its CEO and principal. The school
is equipped with a great deal of expensive technology, donated by its founders, and in
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some ways tested for future school markets. The curriculum is project based, with students
enrolling in fewer courses, dedicating a substantial portion of the school day to teamwork
on these projects. Coursework is typically conceptualized in terms of multimedia projects.
Final examinations focused on the review of the students’ digital portfolios. Student work is
available in a digital portfolio accessible to the public through their Web site. As one journalist
enthusiastically described the school: “High Tech High students learn through a hands-on
approach that encourages them to pursue projects of interest to them. Classrooms look
like high-tech workplaces, and students have frequent interactions with career professionals
through internships, projects, and other activities.”43
The charge for High Tech High was to supply for Irwin Jacobs the 800 engineers he
needed for the annual expansion of the wireless company Qualcomm. Jacobs frequently
complained that students were lacking in math and science training, and that they had
poor communication skills—he needed engineers who could read and write. His charge to
Rosenstock for High Tech High was for small enrollments and school size, and an emphasis
on technology. Forbes magazine’s admiring portrait of Rosensock describes him in terms like,
a “frustrated soul” who “outsmarted the bureaucrats,” by getting around the teachers’ union
and school district regulations. Rosenstock’s philosophy is that “if you treat kids like adults,
even the most bruised and battered will play up to the role.” High Tech High School provides
an important case study of corporate and business interests influencing education, and how
a lack of social capital can prevent students from cashing in on the skills and training they
have.44
Kenny and Lucas are two boys who joined the freshman class of 2004 at High Tech High.
Kenny is the only son of parents who both held Masters’ degrees from the University of
California. They could not afford to own their own home, but they had white-collar jobs
and used computers at home and at work. Kenny was extremely keen on video games, but
also ambitious enough to want a job in game design. Kenny was a childhood and family
friend of Lucas. Lucas’s parents had BA degrees, but they were divorced and their attention
was divided among multiple kids. Lucas went to High Tech High as his last hope of fitting
in at school, as he had a history of dyslexia and a flagging interest in formal education.
How did these two boys fare at High Tech High? Both boys were excited by the laptop
computers, the multimedia access, and the curricular style of unstructured afternoons and
group projects, but Lucas accomplished little on his digital portfolio projects, which com-
prised the majority of his grade, and nearly failed. He dreamed throughout high school of
being a video game tester. This was his number one ambition in the world of technology,
and his interests never expanded beyond forms of gaming (including card-based role playing
games). He never learned programming at HTH, and the unconventional structure meant
that he learned little math or English, either. With no family members using computers at
work or employed in traditional white-collar jobs, the project-based curriculum left Lucas
far behind. His parents, who were not computer literate themselves, were less able than they
had been when Lucas attended a traditional school to monitor his progress on the digital
portfolios, and mistook his long hours spent “practicing” on the computer in the afternoons
as a sign of his success. They were repeatedly surprised by Lucas’s failing midterm and final
progress reports.
After barely gaining the units to graduate, Lucas took a job as a magician for conventions
and parties. Nothing he learned at High Tech High was put to use here. Lucas had no interest
in attending any college. His experience at High Tech High never extended his ambitions
beyond being a video game tester, and when the access to technology was restricted, Lucas
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turned to playing the role playing card game Dungeons and Dragons. For Lucas, the High
Tech High pedagogy, with its long-term deadlines, free afternoons for project work, and fewer
classes, allowed him to optimize his play with new technologies and his interest in gaming,
but Lucas was not an outstandingly clever or quick gamer (not that the career plan of being a
game tester was realistic for any of the High Tech High students), nor was he curious enough
to explore the programming behind the games. The curriculum’s value of technical skills
over traditional English skills did little for Lucas’s lagging verbal communication skills—he
did not learn to type or spell, and avoided written communication—preferring to remain in
the live, peer-driven Dungeons and Dragons group.
Kenny found the opportunity to fuel his interest in gaming a temptation at High Tech
High, but earned good grades and kept up with his work. Kenny was interested in manipu-
lating technology and found the school to be a place where he could experiment with good
technology. Kenny’s driving interest was in video gaming, however, and it often distracted
him from his schoolwork. When it came time to apply for college, however, he was rejected
from all the University of California campuses—he was not competitive in standardized
testing with students from a traditional curriculum. Kenny attended the local community
college and would transfer later to a four-year college. His parents were monitoring the
situation carefully, having been dismayed by his college rejections. Both Kenny and Lucas
enjoyed the privilege of going to a high school they liked, even if the results were less than
encouraging. The access to high technology did not prove to be the magic bullet for learning
and motivation—in some ways it was a distraction for both Kenny and Lucas, who were
unable to convert their Web site making skills, honed through all those digital portfolios,
into a job or a premium college admission. High Tech High has since moved to more struc-
tured coursework and abandoned the free afternoons for project work. While the school
regularly and enthusiastically offers tours, it does not open its doors to outside researchers.
Rosenstock keeps a very tight rein on the kind of information about the school that be-
comes publicly available, and its image in the press is carefully crafted, from vivid portraits
of kids lifted from dysfunctional homes to MIT admissions. All press coverage of the school
quotes the statistics that all of its graduates attend college—a carefully spun piece of public
relations.
Expensive charter schools on the model of High Tech High increase equity problems
in a school district. While the initial emphasis was on working-class and minority youth in
admissions, by 2006, only 15 percent of the students enrolled in High Tech High qualified for
federal free lunches. Admissions are reportedly based on proportional rates based on county
zip code—if this were restricted to city zip codes, the student body would undoubtedly be
of a lower income, given the predominance of wealthy suburbs and sky-high real estate
prices in San Diego County. This higher rate of middle-class children attending the charter
suggests several things about schools and family social networks. They also attract those
parents with the most cultural capital, who are likely to be the most active participants in
fundraising, and volunteer time, thus depleting the support resources for traditional schools.
The application process for charters like High Tech High constitutes an enormous barrier
for working-class families. The amount of writing places most non-English speaking families
beyond the applicant pool already. Knowing how and when a child needs to get on the
waiting list alone requires diligent research and a strong social network. It takes parents with
a certain level and kind of cultural capital to worry enough to put an infant on a waiting
list for a charter high school. It also takes a rare kind of job stability to predict the family’s
whereabouts a dozen years ahead. A charter like High Tech High is difficult to reach by public
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transportation, offers no bus service, requires waking early, and returning home late (thus
precluding the student from caring for siblings or helping with dinner or housework after
school). Social capital in the form of networks, reinforced by de facto income segregation
in housing markets, become urgently important for carpooling to school. Charter schools
thus attract and concentrate those parents with the most cultural capital at the smallest
schools. These parents are the most active participants in fundraising, and volunteer work
ranging from the administrative (school site councils, budgetary oversight panels, and school
boards) to the educational (computer help, reading, and math tutoring), thus depleting the
support resources for traditional schools. While parents can hardly be blamed for deserting
traditional schools—especially when their worst fears about drugs, violence, and educational
achievement are continually reinforced in the press—the effect has been to create, within
publicly funded schools, an elite stratum that resembles the privileges formerly reserved for
those who can afford the (now exorbitant) tuitions of elite private schools.
Educational inequality in a state or school district worsens when high profile, well-
publicized, and expensive experiments in education like High Tech High attract vast amounts
of grant money, reducing the pool for neighborhood schools and school districts. High Tech
High was rewarded in 2003 with enormous grants from the Gates Foundation that were
designed to enable Rosenstock himself to choose ten schools to recreate the High Tech High
paradigm. A commitment of $7 million has been made by the Gates Foundation and other
corporate philanthropies to extend the High Tech High model to other U.S. cities.
What dangers does the High Tech High model, where large investments from high tech
firms commit start-up money to charters, pose for students and local schools? The High
Tech High model suggests that the solution to school problems will be corporate driven,
and that the solution will be turning out students with skills and work habits suitable to
the new digital economies. This reinforces the notion that the appropriate work of schools
and teachers is to focus on fixing problems with the economy and the labor market, and to
facilitate the transition to digital–knowledge-based forms of production. Biddle and Berliner
trace these ideas to the nineteenth century, while usefully reminding us of their populariza-
tion in the 1950s with the “Human Capital” trend in educational reform, which emphasized
thinking about students as human resources, and investing in education to the extent that
it would “benefit industry and fuel the national economy. In early years this argument
had been seized by canny industrialists, who realized they could reduce costs if the public
schools could only be persuaded to provide the specialized training their firms would oth-
erwise have to fund in apprenticeship programs.”45 Worries about the ability of the United
States to compete in the global economy, and calls to prepare students for work in some
kind of new—and typically vague—forms of employment were not born with the inter-
net. Before the Gates Foundation got into the business of reforming U.S. public schools,
Ross Perot, having made a fortune in computers, did the same in the state of Texas, with a
host of negative, unintended consequences.46 The idea that having made a fortune in high
technology is the right credential for dictating educational policy, or that highly successful
entrepreneurs are more thoughtful and perspicacious about schools than other leaders in
society, needs to be rigorously challenged. Indeed, one of the modifications to Bourdieu’s
theories that must be made when using his work in the United States regarding cultural
legitimacy, as sociologists Michele Lamont and Annette Lareau (1988) have explained, is that
purchasable, rather than culturally acquired, symbols of legitimate culture have been more
acceptable than in Western Europe and granted more weight.47 There has also been a deeply
held regard for technically oriented knowledge and for material accumulation, allowing
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those with less command of Western humanism, for example, to be held in the highest
esteem.
Charter schools, especially those with the kind of profile of High Tech High, are less ac-
countable to their local communities than neighborhood schools. This is true of all magnet
schools to some extent, but it is especially true of high-profile schools driven by corporate
philanthropists. Such schools depend on successful public relations efforts to make their
achievements seem vastly superior to the efforts of teachers in traditional public schools. A
constant stream of celebrities and politicians visit High Tech High, while serious researchers
are kept out; instead, private educational consulting firms do the work of evaluation. Under
these circumstances, it is easy to hide the failure of High Tech High for a student such as
Lucas. How is a neighborhood school to compete with these combined advantages? Dozens
of newspaper and magazine articles each year—written by journalists directly from press
releases—parrot the successes of Gates Foundation educational experiments. Yet some evi-
dence is accumulating (more systematic than my anecdotal cases of Lucas and Kenny, and
their invisibility in the statistics about college success churned out by High Tech High) that
challenges the wisdom of the Gates Foundation pedagogical strategies. In 2005, a study by
SRI International and the American Institutes for Research (commissioned by the head of
the Gates Foundation) found that, compared to traditional schools in the same school dis-
trict, the Gates-funded schools had better attendance, more “welcoming” atmospheres, and
harder reading and writing assignments than traditional schools. It is test scores on which
traditional schools are crucified, however, and on these measures they did no better or even
worse than traditional schools:
English and reading were only slightly improved, with 35% of the small schools’ students doing
moderate-quality work or better, compared with 33% at large high schools. The small-school goal of
engaging students in projects that combined math with other subjects produced poor results because
rigorous math instruction often got short shrift. Only 16% of students at Gates schools made the grade
in math, vs. 27% at traditional schools.48
If these high profile philanthropic experiments in public education fail, the new breed of
educational “CEOs” (as the principals of such endeavors are called) do not hesitate to close
down the operation. The head of the New Visions project in New York—a Gates Founda-
tion project—is described admiringly by Business Week. Yet the power of Gates Foundation
money paved the way for an extraordinary new state law, enabling key charter school corpo-
rations, like Rosenstock’s High, to completely bypass local school board approval for building
ten more charter high schools in the state. The state law, Assembly Bill 1994, created an “alter-
native authorizer” process allowing the State Board to directly approve and oversee charters
without intervention of the local school district.49 A new San Diego venture capital firm,
Revolution Community Ventures, is working on a for-profit basis to secure tax credits for
the new charter schools.50 The founder is working closely with Rosenstock, having moved
from the high tech venture capital business to the charter school tax credit business. The
granting of this exceptional opportunity to Rosenstock’s chain of charter schools widens
the San Diego precedent of hiring nonunion teachers and forgoing union rules for teacher
training to the state as a whole. It removes the thorny issue of local accountability and lo-
cal politics from the educational equation. Qualcomm and Microsoft, as represented by the
philanthropies of Irwin Jacobs and Bill Gates, have bought their way into unprecedented,
direct influence on matters of public schooling that have historically been the province of
teachers, local communities, local elected officials, and families. They have paved the way
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for the deregulation of public schools and for public funding of what would have formerly
been considered the kind of exceptions only available in private schools. They have rewrit-
ten the curriculum to place technology and the favored management techniques of their
own firms at the center. They have installed their own school administrators and teachers,
and they have done so without any long-term commitment of funds to sustain these very
expensive—and untested—experiments in education.
Private philanthropy is obviously no substitute for public funding and support for schools.
After these multimillion dollar grants have expired, the school is charged with the task of
finding some other means of support. Foundations give the money and run. In their wake,
they leave a precedent for subverting teacher union rules and lowering job security for
teachers.51 The erosion of teachers’ rights threatens the very demographic group the Gates
Foundation claims to serve, because public school teaching has historically been one of the
primary avenues for working-class, African-American, and Latino students to gain a living
wage, benefits, and a foothold in the middle class. Historically, employment as a unionized
schoolteacher is a far more likely point of entry to the middle class than employment in
high tech industries. Devaluing the work of teachers, by conferring on outside experts the
right to decide what is best for specific communities of students, and favoring technological
solutions to pedagogy, fundamentally marginalizes women, who have been and continue to
be the majority of public school teachers.
Philanthropies are ruthless and fickle as funders of public schools. The results are always
disappointing compared to the corporate world. After the money is gone, the tab must be
picked up by local and state institutions, or by federal grants. After the funding is gone, the
damage in public support for traditional schools remains: High Tech High stacks the deck for
better outcomes on measures such as college attendance against neighborhood high schools
and then blames the school district. Every exaggerated press release about the handful of
success stories (such as MIT admission) from High Tech High, at the same time constitute
a condemnation of the local schools that do not benefit from the extravagant budgets the
philanthropists provide, and further evidence for technology as a cure-all for educational
problems.
To return to the piano analogy, we might consider the spread of the piano in eighteenth
century Europe when there was a widespread, rapid adoption of the instrument and a con-
sequent growth in the production of pianos and the writing of piano music. In sociologist
Max Weber’s 1921 essay, “The History of the Piano,” he traces the development of the piano
from other keyboard instruments, and its relationship to artists and participants in Europe
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. “Because the instrument’s free touch favored
its use in rendering popular airs and dances, however, its specific public consisted essentially
of amateurs, in the first instance, naturally enough those belonging to sections of society
which were confined to their homes—monks . . . and then, in modern times, women. . . . ”52
His description of the ubiquity and universality of the piano as an instrument of modern
education parallels contemporary accounts of desktop computers and Internet access:
The piano’s present unshakeable position rests on its universal usefulness as a means of becoming
acquainted at home with almost all the treasures of musical literature, on the immeasurable riches of
its own literature and finally on its character as the universal instrument for the accompanist and the
learners.53
Weber’s account of the spread of the piano carefully notes, however, the specific requirements
for early piano participants: bourgeois background, Northern European climate (due to the
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greater time spent indoors and more developed domestic culture of Northern as opposed to
Southern Europe), and the capacity for enormous amounts of free time required to master
the instrument.
To return to computers, the domestic PC is taking on a kind of universal status—certainly,
it has attained profound impact as a “learning machine” and as a universal object of the
bourgeois domestic sphere both for educational and leisure purposes. However, recognizing
these features should not preclude scholars from attending to the large-scale geopolitical,
social class, gender, and political economic dimensions of its presence in schools, homes,
and workplaces. School credentials have become more necessary on the job market, even
as the public school system has failed. Decisive choices about schooling are made earlier in
children’s lives. Demands originating in the corporate world for skilled, technically compe-
tent workers constantly necessitate discussions of youth and digital learning, and influence
our descriptions of best practices. Yet, high tech jobs on the whole have experienced far less
growth than predicted, as compared to service jobs and skilled trades.54 When students do
find a “high tech” job, it is more likely to be the kind described at the beginning of this essay:
Marco’s work installing DSL lines in upscale neighborhoods for Time Warner. The High Tech
High credo is “Technology is not a subject, it is the primary mode of learning.” Yet, this is
a formalist view of pedagogy; technological determinism conveniently erases the struggle
over curricular content, and how that content should concern historical, ethical, social, and
esthetic concerns that are necessary for democracy.
We need efforts to invigorate the experience of school because it consists, for so many
students, of a grinding repetition of failure—and is, in Bourdieu’s words “rooted in absolute
uncertainty about the future and in the conflicting aspirations that school opens and closes
at one and the same time.”55 Student enthusiasm for computers and the internet has been
embraced in many settings as a means of trading access for a stronger investment in learning
and the life of the classroom. Yet, we must also ask deeper questions about digital learning
that encompass the undesirable consequences—the ways learning through technology favors
higher income and better equipped students, and the forms of knowledge that tend to be
excluded in the digital environment. Pedagogical strategies must be framed in the specifics
of local, diverse groups of learners. As Peters warns:
When we talk of the knowledge economy, we must realize that knowledge has a strong cultural and
local dimension as well as a universalistic dimension . . . the other half of the equation that often gets
forgotten in development talk. We should speak, then, of knowledge cultures (in the plural) and cul-
tural knowledges, just as we should acknowledge alongside the knowledge economy, the economy of
knowledges.56
School reform efforts of the last decades have tended to devalue local knowledge, fluency
in Spanish and languages other than English, and to discredit the perspective and under-
standing gained from the immigration experience, and the “culture of caring,” as Angela
Valenzuela has documented in her study of Texas high schools.57 This complete discredita-
tion of the forms of cultural capital that students already possess is summed up by one of
Rosenstock’s often-repeated statements: “You want to transform where kids are going, not
replicate where they’ve come from.”58
Weber’s account of piano history takes care to note the instruments and musical systems
that were lost or discounted by the rise of the piano—as well as the amateur musical culture of
users, artists, and performers whose culture diminished. We need to bring into our account
of digital learning the same keen attention to the forms of cultural knowledge—cultural
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and social capital—that are underrepresented on the internet and marginalized by new
technologies.
Conclusion
In the field of cyber education, it pays to be optimistic. The government and the private
corporations whose interests it guards like to hear that the use of digital media is a supe-
rior “delivery system” for learning. In other words, there are powerful economic interests
behind the promotion of hardware and software in educational institutions at all levels. As
D. A. Menchnik has noted, this has made “the line that separates benevolent, authentic
concern for student learning enrichment from self-interested entrepreneurship difficult to
ascertain.”59 This is a pessimistic essay. I earned my pessimism the hard way—by teaching
computers and the internet in an after-school elementary program for four years. The chil-
dren in that program astonished me with their resilience and their deep experience of the
complexities of the global. I am not pessimistic about the ability of children to learn rapidly
about technology when provided with good opportunities, and to think critically about the
new media environment. I am pessimistic about the long-term effects on public education of
the vast concentration of wealth at the top that has accompanied the digital revolution, the
unprecedented concentration of media ownership, and the shift of power from the public
realm to that of private corporations. I am pessimistic about the home technology divide
in a society where income inequality is so immense, and profit imperatives prevail over the
social good. I am even more pessimistic about the future of public schools, especially if they
are to be entrusted to the Gates Foundation.
The rise of digital technologies coincided with the blockage of opportunity in affordable,
public higher education, intensified antiimmigrant policies, and a disturbing increase in the
numbers of children living below the poverty line. When corporations set the goals for class-
room technology use, the goal of strong digital literacy falls far short of its potential to foster
critical thinking.60 As Raymond Williams reminds us, about literacy in nineteenth century
England: “the acquisition of literacy, then as now, almost always involved submission to a
lengthy period of social training—education—in which quite other things than literacy or
similar skills were taught; in which, in fact values and norms were taught which became,
very often, inextricable from the literacy.”61 We need to develop an ideal of strong digital
literacy that would encompass both the capacity to author in ways that might impact civil
society and an understanding of the political economy of new media that includes not only
challenges to intellectual property and copyright, but also an analysis of wealth distribution
and the potential for exploitation in labor involving computers.
The analogy of the piano and the computer, in light of Bourdieu’s model of social, eco-
nomic, and cultural capital, has demonstrated some of the fallacies of logic behind digital
technology as a cure-all for education. Steinway has always made exaggerated, optimistic
predictions in its marketing campaigns: vastly overestimating the statistical occurrence of
musical genius in the general population, as well as the chances for success as a musical
impresario. Yet, no school board would decide to purchase a Steinway for every student as
a means of enriching the overall achievement of students or their motivation to learn. No
educator would accept the elimination of curricular content that would be necessary in or-
der for children to learn the piano during normal school hours. It would be preposterous to
imagine that a child could master the piano at school without having access to one at home.
Laptops might seem cheaper than baby grand pianos, but with the planned obsolescence of
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hardware and software, they are more costly over the long run, in terms of the continual
need to replace and upgrade them. There are pressing questions about the sustainability
of a technology emphasis in K-12 education, how long the generosity of even the wealthi-
est parties, such as the Gates Foundation, will last, and what will have been lost when his
educational interventions are done. Computers might seem more necessary to modern life
than the piano, but the costs of rewriting the curriculum to accommodate them are as yet
uncalculated. The time for technological utopianism is past: we need to be clear and precise
about the goals and the feasibility of technology learning, in the context of a realistic assess-
ment of the labor market and widening class divides, struggles for fair employment in both
technology industries and other job sectors, and the pressing need to empower students as
citizens who can participate actively in a democracy.
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High Tech or High Risk: Moral Panics about Girls Online
Justine Cassell and Meg Cramer
Northwestern University, Center for Technology and Social Behavior
Imagine a suburban neighborhood at sunset. A
police car drives past a quaint one-story home.
The children inside are so precious; their parents
would do anything to protect them. When chil-
dren are at home, they should be safe. But what
about the internet?
A man at the end of the information super-
highway sits in a dark room and with glazed
eyes, he sits typing this to someone’s blond
daughter:
Scott16: When can we meet 4 real?
LizJones13: Tomorrow after soccer?
LizJones13: Let’s meet at 4
Scott16: I’ll be there.
Sincere thanks to Brooke Foucault, Susan Herring, Henry Jenkins, Jane Margolis, Tara McPherson,
Ellen Seiter, and the members of the ArticuLab for comments and discussion that vastly improved this
manuscript. All remaining inconsistencies are certainly not their fault.
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The images and dialogue above come from a public service announcement (PSA) from
NetSmartz Workshop, an online interactive educational safety resource. Like many internet
safety campaigns and news reports, the PSA warns parents of terrible danger: “When your
children are at home you think they are safe. But are they? What about the internet? Have you
taught them how to protect themselves online?,”1 and parents are indeed afraid. According
to a recent CTIA Wireless Survey cited in PC Magazine, 85 percent of U.S. parents believe
that the internet is the medium that poses the most risk for teens.2
According to the oft-cited Youth Internet Safety Survey from 2001, whose respondents
consisted of 1,500 teenagers, approximately one in five American teenagers have been sexu-
ally solicited online.3 Dateline NBC’s “To Catch a Predator” quotes law enforcement officials
as estimating that “50,000 predators are online at any given moment.”4 Based on these
warnings and these statistics, it’s not surprising that parents are scared, and that government
officials are feeling pushed to act, as witnessed by President Bush’s July 27, 2006 signature of
the Sex Offender Bill which, among other programs, will fight online porn with twenty-year
minimum prison terms for participation in “child exploitation enterprises” and criminal
prosecution for “deceiving children into viewing obscene material.”5
But, does the internet pose as much of a constant—and unusual—danger to online teens
as these descriptions suggest? If so, what is the actual nature of the danger—is it exposure
to inappropriate images, such as pornography, or is it also the risk of kidnapping, rape, or
murder? Are the eleven million American teenagers who use the internet daily unknowingly
subjecting themselves to certain danger? Are the 87 percent of teens who are online more
at risk of victimization than the 13 percent of teens who are not online? In this chapter we
argue that there is much more to the story than teens, computers, and criminals. It is not by
chance that the viewer of the Netsmartz PSA sees a nice suburban house, a cop car, a fence, a
window with a security system logo, two white parents, a large screen television, and a clean,
average living room. If there is panic surrounding the dangers of the internet, it is also a
moral panic. However, the panic over young girls at risk from communication technologies
is not new rhetoric in America. There has been a recurring moral panic throughout history,
not just over real threats of technological danger, but also over the compromised virtue of
young girls, parental loss of control in the face of a seductive machine, and the debate over
whether women can ever be high tech without being in jeopardy.
In what follows, we first look to the facts—the crime statistics that diverge in a number
of important respects from the way in which many people seem to believe that child vic-
timization takes place on the internet. In fact, contrary to popular belief, the percentage of
single offender crimes against girls where the offender is an adult and a stranger has declined,
not increased, since 1994—concurrent with the rise of internet use. And, even online, the
number of stranger offenders is declining. Given this good news, why do we hear only bad
news about the internet in the media? In order to explain this widespread fear on the part
of parents, educators, and politicians, we will look at the point-to-point communications
technologies of the past, and the parallels between public responses to their use with today’s
moral panic. Then, we will address the perspective of the users themselves, the young women
who have been the object of so much concern. Like the representation of Liz Jones, who liter-
ally has no face in the Netsmartz PSA, the female users have virtually no agency in the media
responses to crimes. While they are ascribed roles of naiveté, innocence, or delinquency in
the media, in actuality, they turn out to be active and informed consumers and producers
of mediated conversations and texts. The important identity construction, self-efficacy, and
social network production work that they do online is not only largely ignored, but too often
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condemned. In sum, in this chapter we argue that the dangers to girls online are not as severe
as they have been portrayed, and that the reason for this exaggeration of danger arises from
adult fears about girls’ agency (particularly sexual agency) and societal discomfort around
girls as power users of technology.
One in Five
It is common to hear, on the news or at the water cooler, that parents and schools must regain
control and oversee their children on the internet, for the risk to unsupervised children is
extremely high. And the reality, of course, is that there does exist a risk for teens on the
internet. In the same ways that teens have used the internet to network, construct more
robust identities, and gain feedback on their transgressive activities, so too pedophiles have
used the internet for much the same purposes.6
Yet, teens are also at risk in the mall, walking home from school, and spending a vacation
with distant relatives, and, as we will discuss further below, family members and friends,
rather than strangers, are still the most frequent perpetrators of child sexual abuse. Why,
therefore, do the media and many parents seem so obsessed with the dangers of the internet,
why are they so unbridled in their condemnation, so overstated in their description of the
risk? The following snippet of an interview with internet activist Perry Aftab illustrates well
the tendency to exaggeration:
Aftab told co-anchor Julie Chen: Sadly, (those stories don’t) surprise me. We’re having a huge growth
of anybody who’s ever thought about molesting children getting online and talking to anyone they
think is a young teen. . . . Anybody who’s ever thought about it can do it quite easily, they think,
anonymously.7
MSNBC similarly stirs up fear without a source:
Experts interviewed for this article could not cite a single case of a child predator hunting for and finding
a child through a blog. But there are cases of children being lured through other Internet services, such
as chat rooms.
“I don’t see why pedophiles wouldn’t use this tool, if this is where kids are,” said Ann Coulier of Net
Family News.8
So what are the facts? In fact, the bottom line is that sexual exploitation and other offenses
against children remain tragic, whatever their numbers, but those numbers have been dimin-
ishing, not increasing, since the advent of the internet. That is, in looking across the board,
aggregating internet-initiated and real world crimes, according to the Juvenile Offenders and
Victims 2006 National Report, the nonfatal violent victimization rate of youth ages 12–17
was half the rate in 2003 than it was ten years earlier.9
Overall, the rate of serious violent crimes, including aggravated assault, rape, robbery, and
homicide, is on the decline for ages 12–17 for both boys and girls, as can be seen in the
following two graphs, and summary.10
The serious violent victimization decline in the graphs below combines the rates of ag-
gravated assault, rape, robbery, and homicide. However, the crimes most feared by parents,
and most cited by those in favor of restricting girls’ access to social networking sites, are
rape and sexual assault; therefore, we assembled statistics on these crimes by compiling data
from eleven years of National Crime Victimization Survey data, as published by the U.S.
Department of Justice/Office of Justice Programs Bureau of Justice Statistics. These statistics
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Table 1
Percent change in victimization rates—1993–1995 to 2003–200511
Type of Crime Ages 12–14 Ages 15–17
Nonfatal violence −59% −50%
Robbery −66 −53
Aggravated assault −69 −61
Simple assault −57 −46
show a clear decrease between 1992 and 2004 (the most recent date for which statistics are
available). The decline has been so well documented by different types of evidence, and
involves so many different kinds of children, offenders, types of abuse, and areas of the
United States, that Finkelhor and Jones believe the decrease to be due at least in part to
a true decline in instances of sexual abuse (as opposed, for example, to a decrease due to
diminished reporting of sexual abuse).12 In fact, as Finkelhor and Janes report, diminished
instances of sexual abuse appear to account for a large part of the 15 percent decline in child
maltreatment in general.13 Additionally, in the years when young people would have begun
using social networking sites (Friendster in 2002, MySpace in 2003), the rape and sexual
assault crime rate has been lower than in the 1990s.
Given these statistics, it is difficult to believe, as Aftab claimed above, that anybody who
has ever considered child molestation is getting online and talking to teens, for if that were
the case, we would expect the overall statistics to rise and not decrease. However, perhaps it
is the case that the bad guys are migrating from the physical world online, and so, whereas
the overall statistics are decreasing, perhaps there is a leap in child sexual solicitation and
victimization by adults online.
In order to examine that question, we are lucky to have the brand new Youth Inter-
net Safety Survey (YISS) statistics, released on August 9, 2006. The YISS survey was first
administered to 1,501 young people between August 1999 and February 2000,14 and was
administered a second time to a different sample of 1,500 young people, between March
and June 2005.15 The earlier survey, the YISS-1, has often been quoted in the media as a
proof of the risk of child predators on the internet, since the data showed that one in five
youth online had been sexually solicited. In fact, a closer look revealed that the majority
of these sexual solicitations in 2001 were not from adult predators, but instead came from
other youth. The questions posed to the youths in the current study concerned experiences
of sexual solicitation, unwanted exposure to sexual material, and harassment via the internet
in the past year. The results of YISS-2 do show increased exposure to unwanted sexual mate-
rial (for example, through obscene spam) and increased nonsexual harassment (for example,
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Table 2
YISS-2 Internet sexual solicitation of youth
Age of youth All incidents Aggressive incidents Distressing incidents
10 0 0 0
11 3% 1% 5%
12 7% 5% 10%
13 9% 14% 10%
14 15% 14% 18%
15 23% 27% 15%
16 24% 16% 25%
17 19% 22% 16%
Gender of youth
Girl 70% 79% 81%
Boy 30% 21% 19%
Gender of solicitor
Male 73% 84% 86%
Female 16% 16% 7%
Don’t know 11% 0% 7%
Age of solicitor
Younger Than 18 Years 43% 44% 40%
18 to 25 Years 30% 34% 31%
Older Than 25 Years 9% 15% 15%
Don’t Know 18% 7% 14%
through cyber bullying from peers). However, the category of actions that is most often held
up as a danger—solicitation to meet offline from a stranger adult—is smaller today than it
was five years ago—one out of every seven youths online reports being solicited in 2005
(table 2). And, once again, the data show that the majority of these solicitations come from
family, family friends, and peers, rather than strangers. In fact, the ratio of acquaintances
to strangers is growing. In YISS-2, 14 percent of solicitations were from offline friends and
acquaintances compared to only 3 percent in YISS-1. As the authors of the study state, “as in
YISS-1 many of the YISS-2 solicitors did not match the stereotype of the older male ‘Internet
predator.’”16
While solicitors often do not match the stereotypical offender that is so often feared, it
is also the case that the victim is not the stereotypical teen girl. Of the youth in the study,
girls aged 14–17 have the highest rate of online solicitation. This is not surprising, as most
juvenile victims of violent crimes are female.17 Online, however, these girls are experiencing
a change of solicitation rates in the past five years that is larger than that of boys of the same
age, and boys and girls, aged 10–13. Where solicitations for boys aged 14–17 only dropped
5 percent, solicitations for girls of the same age dropped 11 percent. As for the increased
exposure to unwanted sexual material since 2000, the rate of increase was the least for girls
aged 14–17, at plus 7 percent. In 2005, boys surpassed girls in their rate of exposure to
unwanted sexual material.18
In addition, interactions between a teen and a person soliciting sexual behavior are not
always carried out in the relative privacy of the online interaction. Forty-one percent of youth
who received online solicitations in 2005 were with a friend or a group of friends at the time
of the incident. The authors of the YISS-2 hypothesize that “it may be that some youth
tend to ignore Internet safety guidelines when they are in groups. They may be more likely
to do things such as going to questionable chat rooms or engaging in risqué conversations
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with people they know only online, situations in which solicitations may be more likely to
occur.”19 As youth negotiate group structures and their own behavior according to the social
conditions, they are likely to explore and test out adult scenarios. Youth may be more daring
in groups and they also may be more self-regulated.
Despite the clarity of the data reported here, strikingly, the Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, which funded the report, buries the good news about reduced stranger
solicitation and trumpets on the front page of their Web site “new study shows youth online
subject to more sexual material and harassment.”
A final interesting statistic concerns the 4 percent of online youth who experienced an
aggressive solicitation in 2005. Aggressive solicitation involves offline contact with the per-
petrator through regular mail, by telephone, or in person, or attempts or requests for offline
contact, and this percentage has remained constant since 2001. The statistic is small; how-
ever, it is still interesting to investigate how teens dealt with these solicitations. In fact,
66 percent of those solicited removed themselves from the situation by blocking or leaving
the computer; 16 percent told the solicitor to stop, confronted, or warned the solicitor; and
11 percent ignored the solicitor. Social networking site users themselves tell us that they
interact primarily with their peers online, and eschew stranger adults, so these results should
not come as a surprise. As Henry Jenkins and danah boyd have argued:
The fear of predators has regularly been touted as a reason to restrict youth from both physical and
digital publics. Yet, as Barry Glassner notes in The Culture of Fear, predators help distract us from more
statistically significant molesters. Youth are at far greater risk of abuse in their homes and in the homes
of their friends than they ever are in digital or physical publics.20
Sadly, Jenkins and boyd’s statement is true. The offenders of youth violent crime are not likely
to be adult strangers, unless the crime is robbery. The most common offender in juvenile
victim crimes is a family member or an acquaintance. Only 8 percent of violent crimes
committed against female juveniles (ages 0–17) are carried out by strangers. As juveniles age,
offenders are less likely to be family members and more likely to be acquaintances, but the
number of offenders in sexual assault that are related to the victim remains high. Around one
out of every five sex offenders is a relative for victims aged 12–17, and an additional third of
juvenile sexual assaults are perpetrated not by adult strangers, but by juvenile offenders. As we
have seen above in the YISS-2 study, teens are ignoring predators and solicitations online. The
majority are not inviting the potential molester into their homes or meeting up with them.
Often, children who do begin online relationships with an abuser fit a particular profile—the
profile fit by Justin Berry, the young man who operated a teenage pornography internet site
featuring his own erotic performances beginning at the age of thirteen. “Children in contact
with online molesters may have a greater tendency for conflict or lack of communication
with their parents; high levels of delinquency, including committing assault, vandalism, or
theft; or have a troubled personality due to depression, peer victimization, or a distressing
life event.”21 However, it must be remembered that, sadly, many children are more at risk
in their homes, with their families and friends, and during times of the day when children
are often not alone. These statistics are horrifying, and it would be terrible if panic over the
use of the internet came to obscure the real danger posed to young people by those close
to them, and if legislation came to ignore this familiar danger, in favor of the often mythic
online predator.
What is behind the fear of predators, if not a rise in the number of predators? What is
the fear of going online, when the risks it poses are trumped by the actual statistics about
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victimization? What function does the fear serve, and who is its object? In order to answer
this question, we look at a number of parallels from the past.
Panic at the Keyboard . . . the Dial . . . and the Transmitter . . .
The telegraph network crisscrossed the world. As Tom Standage has shown in The Victorian
Internet, although the equipment was different, the responses to the telegraph and the mod-
ern internet are strikingly similar.22 The telegraph provided users with faster responses to
their communication with others, more frequent interactions, and more access to others
around the world. It improved access to goods and services, and to knowledge of all sorts.
And yet, even while the telegraph (and the internet) led to a revolution in business practices,
it also gave rise to new ways to commit crimes,23 and it was quickly adopted beyond busi-
ness to the communication needs of everyday people. In the techie magazines of the times
(such as Electrical World, the historical parallel to PC Magazine) many authors alluded to a
possible loss of a world they idealized, a world threatened by new modes of electrical com-
munication. As Carolyn Marvin writes, “electrical communication made family courtships,
class identities and other arenas of society suddenly strange, with consequences that were
entirely spun out in electrical literature.”24 The telegraph was felt to have limitless potential,
for business and for men. Because the telegraph was supposed to radically improve busi-
ness, the effort it took to send every letter of a message was deemed worthwhile to expend
only when the message held military or commercial importance, realms that were at that
time controlled and dominated by men. The telegraph used in other ways was a concern.
“Frivolous” messages, messages that conveyed social gossip or home life, did not warrant the
time and cost of instantaneous telegraphic communication. Thus, while the limitless access
to communication possibilities was praised in the context of commerce, at the same time
the limitless access to communication for women was condemned. Media critics of the times
described the telegraph as used by “talkative women” who had “frivolous electrical con-
versations” about “inconsequential personal subjects.”25 Novels, like the 1879 Wired Love,
and other popular culture texts expanded on this theme. The women portrayed in these
narratives were naı̈ve and incapable in the face of technical advances, and when they made
forays into the world of the telegraph they ended up needing to be rescued, to be protected
from technology, in sum. Nor were the women portrayed in these novels capable of learning
about technology; they rarely learned from their mistakes or corrected their misconceptions.
This technical ignorance was a virtue of “good” women. The moral was that women’s use of
men’s technology would come to no good end.26
Paradoxically, in the early stages of mass communication, the only women who were able
to use nondomestic technology were those employed as telegraphers. Most other women had
very little exposure to machines outside of the domestic sphere. Women telegraphers had
less technical ignorance than their peers who did not enter the work force, but they were nev-
ertheless the object of discrimination and technical scrutiny. While at first, the telegrapher
position was not gender-stereotyped, as men returned from the Civil War, women found
themselves defending their presence in the industry. It was felt that men needed to protect
their jobs, and that women should be kept out of the union and off the lines.27 Published
in Electrical World in 1905, the article “Women as Telegraphists” states: “Were it not for the
docility of women there is no sufficient reason apparent to justify the favour with which
they are viewed by administrative officers and others responsible for their employment.”
The author goes on to critique the role of women in managerial positions as he recounts his
research in Italy’s telegraph offices:
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Despite the fairly broad academic education which they possess . . . this higher class of women is stated
by the administration to not come up to expectations. They are found to be lacking in authority over
their staff and unable to respond to heavy and sudden requirements of the service. From exhaustive
inquires which I made on the spot in 1899, they would appear to be lacking in judgment and decision,
and unable to apply effectively the technical knowledge they possess.28
Not only were they incapable of technical competence, young women, most vulnerable to
losing their virtue, were also thought to be the most vulnerable to the vice of the telegraph.
Interestingly, these very same young women were the most likely to be hired as telegraph
operators, and the quickest to pick up the technical skills, despite the rhetoric about women’s
incompetence in the face of the technology. But, for the operators themselves, the job had
double value—it was a job outside the home and it was an opportunity for romance.29
Operators had relationships with each other, although most had never seen each other in
the physical world. The same journals that published novellas about women’s technical
incompetence also published stories of mistaken identity, and clandestine affairs over the
wire. In 1886, an article titled “The Dangers of Wired Love” recounted the real-life story of
Maggie McCutcheon, who helped her father run a newspaper stand in Brooklyn, and operated
the telegraph in her father’s store due to his lack of technical skill. Soon Mr. McCutcheon
found out that she was “keeping up a flirtation” with a number of men, and in particular
one married man whom she had met online; she ultimately invited “Frank Frisbee” to visit
her in the real world. Mr. McCutcheon found out and forbade his daughter to meet with
the man, but Maggie nevertheless continued to meet him in secret. The father followed his
daughter and threatened to blow her brains out for her bad behavior.30
These themes of parental technical deficiency and ensuing parental loss of control in
the face of a daughter’s appropriation of the technology for her own ends are common in
the literature and publicity surrounding all the communications technologies. The telephone
produced anxiety to an even greater extent than the telegraph.
In the early twentieth century, AT&T advertising campaigns associated the telephone
with practical ends, like saving time. In the early years, the telephone promised ease for
doing business, and later, when the telephone was marketed as a residential device, it was
still for the household’s efficient management.31 Telephone companies knew about the
telephone’s potential to encourage sociability, but were tentative about promoting it as a tool
for such conversations. Fischer explains that some industry men “worried that the telephone
permitted inappropriate or dangerous discussions, such as illicit wooing.”32 Malcolm Willey
and Stuart Rice in 1933 worried that the telephone had made social contacts brief and
impersonal. Telephonic communication suggested a loss “of those values that inhere in
a more intimate, leisurely, protracted personal discussion.”33 The telephone increased the
pace of life and made privacy rare and difficult to achieve.34 And, once again, the telephone
threatened parental control over youth:
Again, while the result of modern communication may be to strengthen certain aspects of localism, it
may simultaneously serve to break down the control hitherto exercised by relatively closely knit primary
groups over individual conduct. For example, the telephone, utilized by the adolescent in “making a
date,” and the automobile, utilized in keeping it, may remove him from strict parental supervision to
which he was formerly subject even within the same local community. Control may be further lessened
through travel and increased mobility, as also through those agencies of mass impression which may
easily lend themselves to the spread of patterns of delinquency no less than to the spread of more
sociably desired patterns.35
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As early as 1905, coextensive with the era when apologies were made for not owning a tele-
phone, an issue of Telephony attacked women’s telephonic relationships with male suitors.36
“The invention of new machinery, devices and processes is continually bringing up new
questions of law, puzzling judges, lawyers and laymen,” the article stated. “The doors may
be barred and a rejected suitor kept out, but how is the telephone to be guarded?” As Marvin
describes it, the telephone not only created “unprecedented opportunities for courting and
infidelity, but for romancing unacceptable persons outside one’s own class and even one’s
own race in circumstances that went unobserved by the regular community.”37 “The po-
tential for illicit sexual behavior had obvious and disquieting power to undermine . . . moral
authority and social order.” Once again, media pundits were uneasy and fascinated in equal
measure with this new breed of women who were excited about the new contact between
the sexes. It was commonly feared that these women might attract the wrong sorts of men,
and that they were unaware of the powerful consequences of their appropriation of the
technology.38
With the telephone, there was once again a contradiction between the push to employ
women and girls as the operators of these new technologies, and a moral reaction of fear
and condemnation of women using telephones and telegraphy. An Ontario newspaper, The
Watchman, gave this account of female operators: “In the first place the clear feminine quality
of their voice suits best the delicate instrument. Then girls are usually more alert than boys,
and always more patient. Women are sensitive, more amenable to discipline, far gentler and
more forbearing than men.”39 Boys, on the other hand, were dismissed for bad behavior or
promoted to higher paying positions.40 Companies insisted that women operators follow
a course of “moral education” to make them pleasant “hello-girls” when interacting with
subscribers. The purpose of such education and strict rules was primarily to increase call
volume but also served another function: to keep employee attitudes consistent with the
ideal values of society.41
As well as the societal regulation of female telephone operators, women subscribers were
subjected to regulation by husbands and to societal scrutiny. For example, an etiquette
column in 1930 warned “Patty” that to ensure that her boyfriend would “respect and ad-
mire her, she does not call him up during business or working hours . . . [and at home] she
should not hold him up to the ridicule of his family by holding an absurdly long telephone
conversation.”42 Frissen explains mildly:
In spite of the crucial role the telephone seems to play in women’s everyday life, the uses women make
of the telephone are not taken very seriously. Even the industry had a blind spot for women’s uses of the
telephone. Domestic telephone use, particularly for sociable reasons, was not only weakly promoted,
but even disapproved of. . . . Although many people, particularly women, used the telephone mainly for
sociable reasons, it took the industry about twenty years to realize that sociability was a goal worthy of
being advertised and marketed.43
Despite companies’ efforts to direct how the telephone was used, women nevertheless culti-
vated their own purposes or “delinquent activities” as they were thought of—primarily social
interaction.44 It should be clear that women using technology for social purposes did not
carry high social prestige.45
As we have seen, new communication technologies have always brought with them the
hope for a society of open communication and unlimited access to knowledge, goods, and
services. “All the inhabitants of the earth would be brought into one intellectual neigh-
borhood” proclaimed Alonzo Jackman, advocating the Atlantic telegraph in 1848.46 Much
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like automobiles and trains, when the telegraph and telephone were new, each increased
the users’ mobility. But access to others, access to information, access to opportunity—all
these accesses, however partial (since it was only available to people of means who had
access to the telegraph and telephone in the first place), also meant loss of social control.47
Electronic media “led to a nearly total dissociation of physical place and social ‘place.’ When
we communicate . . . where we are physically no longer determines where and who we are
socially.”48 Uncontrolled movement in each case challenged the social order, particularly
with respect to the role of young women.
Perhaps not surprisingly, it was the very same utopian characteristics of telegraphic and
telephonic communication, where the symbols of status, gender, race, and ethnicity were pu-
tatively more difficult to discern, that fueled an increased panic over the loss of social control,
and rather than making gender disappear, centered it in the public eye.49 The promise of new
communication technologies was supposed to be realized by men, but upheld—encouraged
and supported, even rendered more gentle and less machine-like—by the female telegraph
and telephone operators. But, when these same women appropriated the technologies to
their own social and labor needs, the discourse soon turned to the misuse of technology, and
the danger of the machine rather than its promise. Women’s talk was negatively contrasted
with the “efficient task-oriented, world talk of business and professional men.”50
Historical evidence demonstrates that women and young people have long appropriated
technology to their own ends in culturally important ways, but that very appropriation has
proved a danger to the established social order, and by proxy has diminished in particular
the female users in the eyes of those around them; has rendered them, in fact, “a threat to
societal values and interests.”51 In the next section, before we turn to the modern “deviant
activities” of female use of technology, we first take a more general look at the topic of
delinquency among girls, and hence at the Victorian moral panic over the physical liberty
of young teenage girls.
Victorian Predators and “Delinquent Daughters”
Victorian women were the subject of much scrutiny under the moral consciousness of social
reform in the United States. Although a highly publicized “moral downfall” of women was
at first thought by reformers to be the direct result of male vice and exploitation, women
themselves soon came to be thought of as the deviant ones. The Purity Movement, which was
launched by feminist women from various political and ideological backgrounds, and which
worried about the effects of industrialization on the working-class girl, was soon replaced by
a more conservative model of reform which held girls responsible for a perceived increase in
sexually deviant behavior.52
This new model of social reform acknowledged the sexual agency of teenage girls, but
emphasized the deviance of their behavior, and the need for social control. The awareness
of female immorality and the perceived role of technology intensified during the first two
decades of the twentieth century. Sexual promiscuity (often thought to lead to prostitution)
among young working-class women in American cities was thought to pose serious moral,
social, and health threats to the rest of society.53 Alan Hunt argues in Governing Morals
that “prostitution displaced poverty as the social evil which characterized, symbolized, and
thematized Mid-Victorian society.”54
New technologies of the time, such as the steam loom, meant that increasing numbers
of women and girls worked outside of the home. In 1913, authors Woods and Kennedy
wrote in their preface of Young Working Girls that “the problem of the adolescent girl of the
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tenement house family and the city factory or department store has come to be so keenly
felt.”55 “Women have not only had to meet the general moral uncertainty of the age, but in
addition have had to face the serious moral problems forced upon them by the reorganization
of their sphere of life through its invasion by modern industry.”56
In 1925, Winifred Richmond wrote in The Adolescent Girl: A Book for Parents and Teach-
ers that “as would be expected, the most common form of delinquency in girls is anti-
social sex behavior”; this was one of the only characteristics of delinquency that led to
promiscuity, prostitution, and the lack of sexual hygiene.57 In this new atmosphere where
girls were felt to be at least partly responsible for general societal moral delinquency, it is
perhaps not surprising that the conception of the sexual predator was also under debate.
At about the same time, attention came to be focused on molestation by strangers, and
away from incest and familial sexual abuse, and male sexual predators were considered as
suffering from an illness that needed to be cured, rather than a moral evil that required
punishment.58
In the classic American study, Middletown, the Lynds gave a then striking account of average
adolescence:
. . . in such a grown up atmosphere it is hardly surprising that the approaches of the sexes seem to be
becoming franker. 48 percent of junior and senior boys and 51 percent of 315 junior and senior girls
marked true to the extreme statement, “nine out of every ten boys and girls of high school age have
‘petting parties.’” 44 percent of boys and 34 percent of girls signified that they had taken part in a petting
party.59
The Lynds attribute to the rise of the telephone an important role in the shift to a greater
frankness between the sexes, especially among youth. The telephone affords a “semi-private,
partly depersonalized means of approach.”60 The mothers of Middletown agreed: “Girls are
far more aggressive these days. They call the boys up to try to make dates with them as
they never would when I was a girl,” and “Girls are much bolder than they used to be.
It used to be that if a girl called up and asked a boy to take her somewhere she meant
something bad by it, but now they all do it.”61 One parent wrote, in a 1905 issue of
Telephony:
The doors may be barred and a rejected suitor kept out, but how is the telephone to be guarded. [It’s
providing] unprecedented opportunities for courting and infidelity.62
New technology, it was believed, removed girls from the safety of the home and invited
sexual immorality. As Marvin documents, it was felt that allowing girls to be trained in
the technology of the telephone was simply setting up opportunities for “seduction of the
vulnerable by the cunning.”63 Consequently, its use needed to be controlled or restricted.
What was largely ignored was the feminine use of the telephone for social networking,
interpersonal relations, and extensions of identity beyond domestic life—the agency of the
female telephone user.
As should be clear, the politics of both the Victorian era and early twentieth century—
of rapid modernization and technological advancements—has many parallels with today’s
societal response to the advent of the internet. Control did not just exist within families
or at the workplace. Women’s new mobility and technical capability, even though it was
not approved of, sparked a very broad-ranging societal response and was a large part of the
Purity reform movement of the era. Several major elements of this movement, from blaming
predators to blaming society, mirror current panic rhetoric about the internet.
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Contemporary Moral Panic
Both boys and girls are subject to sexual exploitation, online and off. And sons, to a lesser
extent than daughters, also worry parents when it comes to internet dangers. Thus, the
fearful talk among adults can sound gender-inclusive on the surface. However, our argument
is, on the one hand, that girls, significantly more than boys, bear the effects of being the
target of the moral panic; and on the other hand, that the moral panic about girls’ use of the
internet is obscuring the positive benefits of girls using the internet. We do not mean that
more girls than boys are sexually victimized (although that is the case), nor do we claim that
we should somehow care more about girls than boys. Rather, in what follows, we intend
to demonstrate the unique psychological and social effects of the moral panic on young
women.
In July of 2006, the House of Representatives passed the Deleting Online Predators Act
(DOPA) with a vote of 410–15. DOPA is based on three suppositions, of which the final is
that:
. . . with the explosive growth of trendy chat rooms and social networking Web sites, it is becoming
more and more difficult to monitor and protect minors from those with devious intentions, particularly
when children are away from parental supervision.64
The bill’s response is to require schools and libraries that receive federal aid to monitor a
minor’s use of the internet and to put in place filters that disallow any access to commercial
social networking Web sites and chat rooms “unless used for an educational purpose with
adult supervision.” In addition, parents are to be informed of the dangers of sexual predators
on the internet via a “consumer alert” and a Web site is to be created regarding the potential
dangers posed by the use of the internet by children, including information about commer-
cial social networking Web sites and chat rooms through which personal information about
child users of such Web sites may be accessed by child predators.
DOPA is the official governmental response to widespread fear in the United States con-
cerning the potential harm to young people of being online. The local and national news
frequently quotes parents proclaiming the risk to the children of wayward, deviant men
trolling the internet. But, reading the stories more closely, we find that the parents see
their own children—primarily their daughters—as equally deviant, and that the attribution
of blame is shared between the predators and the girls themselves, leading to a pattern of
familial and societal reform similar to the Victorian era. For example, an article on MSNBC
quoted a mother saying:
“And their pictures are very provocative,” Marcy said. “There’s shots with their butt in the air, with their
thongs sticking out of it. They squeeze their elbows together to make their boobs look bigger.”65
The local school technology coordinator added:
“The girls are all made up to look seductive . . . Parents have no clue this is going on,” she said. “You
think your kid is safe because they are in your house in their own bedroom. Who can hurt them when
you are guarding the front door? But (the Internet) is a bigger opening than the front door.”66
Note that these quotes highlight an image of girls that is explicitly eroticized. Adults de-
scribe the need to protect girls from their own sexual nature—to convince them to wait
until they are older before they flaunt their bodies or describe their sexuality to their friends,
for example. Little girls in the media, as Valerie Walkerdine has argued, embody this so-
cial conundrum of being objects both of desire and protection: “Are the little girls to be
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saved from this eroticization the very ones who are endlessly fetishized by adult desire when
they are barely a few years older?” She claims that it is not over little girls and perverted
pedophiles that there is a panic, but over adult suppressed and ever-present desires.67 It is
no surprise, then, that parents’ panic over girls’ growing connection to a network outside
the family, and their own nascent sexuality, is bound to obscure those same parents’ de-
sire to encourage girls’ confidence and interest in the computing technological fields. As one
young woman said, in telling us about her relationship with a man she met online, and her
parents’ reaction, “Well, my parents like to blame him for everything bad that I have ever
done, everything bad that has ever happened in my life ever since. If it’s his fault, then it
can’t be my fault. And, if it’s my fault then it would have to be either my genetics or my
upbringing, which makes it their fault. . . . I think they’ve gone totally the wrong way with
my sisters and not letting them chat. My sister, she actually chats online at her friend’s
place at the computer.” This young woman is highlighting the ways in which parents may
displace their fears about their daughter’s growing sexuality onto the machine, and how
the ultimate outcome may be not the diminished use of the computer, but lying about that
use.
The term “moral panic” was first introduced by Stanley Cohen to refer to the perceived
threat to societal values and interests posed by the 1960s Mods and Rockers. Intrinsic to his
argument was the role of the media in producing a stylized and stereotypical representation
of the deviants, and the role of the broad audience that consumed that representation.68 In
the case of the current internet moral panic, there is much to be said about the deviants,
the online predators and child pornographers, and the audience, the parents, and otherwise
normal public, who feast on the sensational elements of cybercrime. Adults who prey cause
moral panic; adults who have children become fearful.69
But, what of the seduced and vulnerable youth? While every one of the sensational news
stories on this topic is harrowing, it is the girls rather than the boys who come across as
victims. For example, one of the more well-known online child pornography tales is that
of Justin Berry, who operated a child pornography internet site featuring his own erotic
performances, beginning at the age of thirteen. Justin is certainly a victim, but he is not
portrayed in the media as helpless. He is described as an active producer of his own Web
site, who helped other young people by turning himself in to authorities, so that he can
now help catch other online child pornographers and solicitors.70 The New York Times Web
site devoted to his story is told primarily from Berry’s perspective, and indeed videotapes
of interviews are available on the site that show Berry telling his own story. Berry’s story in
this way stands in stark contrast to the majority of news items that deal primarily with the
potential victimization of girls, and which rarely, if ever, quote the girls themselves. Instead,
the majority of news articles about online predators rely on the police as key informants,
not the victims, and these articles consequently highlight the magnitude of crime and play
on parental anxieties.71
In Cohen’s definition of a moral panic, the media relies on bias, exaggeration, and distor-
tion to manufacture news.72 In the contemporary case, the news has once again framed girls
as victims in need of protection from cybercrimes and from technology itself.73 In this way,
they are “further marginalized by their absence as sources [in the articles] and by the police
methods used to protect them.” Edwards shows that “by appropriating girls’ identities in
cyberspace, and by extension, in the news, law enforcement officials substitute their voices
and their experiences for those girls, effectively making these girls and the crimes committed
against them, invisible to us.”74 It is time, therefore, to look to this often silenced group of
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players, beyond the parents, police and predators—young women online. For when girls are
forbidden from posting profiles of themselves on blogs and social networking sites in order
to prevent them from making contact with potential predators, they are also prevented from
exercising some key skills in the online world.
In the next section, we will look at some of young women’s online activities in terms of
their role in adolescent development.
What Girls Do Online
Today’s young people spend on average over six hours a day in front of some form of
media, and of that time, at least one hour is spent in front of a computer.75 Eighty-seven
percent of U.S. adolescents aged 12–17 are online (compared to, for example, 75 percent
of British teens), for a total of eleven million adolescent users.76 This online activity takes
place primarily in the home or at school. Fifty percent of U.S. families with online teens have
broadband at home, while 100 percent of U.S. public elementary and secondary schools (and
93 percent of classrooms) have internet connectivity.77 What are young people doing on the
internet? In order of frequency, they send instant messages, get news about current events,
look for information about politics, purchase things, seek spiritual information, or look for
a job.
A 2000 study reported that girls between the ages of twelve and sixteen were the fastest-
growing group of internet users.78 Girls may use the internet differently than boys.79 While
boys are more likely than girls to play online games, girls are more likely than boys to send
e-mail, use text messaging, read Web sites about movie stars, get information about school,
and to look for health or dieting information. In fact,
Older teenage girls (aged 15–17) have driven the growth in many of the communication and
information-seeking categories since our last survey. Older teenage girls have a much higher level of
engagement with a wide array of these activities than do either boys of the same age or younger boys
and girls (aged 12–14).80
In similar research, the Pew Internet and American Life Project found that girls also are most
likely to be blogging. Twenty-five percent of online girls aged 15–17 write a blog, compared to
15 percent of online boys at the same age.81 What are girls doing in these blogs? In a parallel
to earlier, primarily female fan cultures surrounding television content,82 today’s girls often
appropriate media conventions and media content in their blogs to create “riffs” on main-
stream television, music, advertisements, and other kinds of mainstream media content.83
Many of these girls choose to expose aspects of themselves that are often ridiculed, dismissed,
and denigrated by mainstream society, to an online audience of potentially millions. In one
example, in a study of message boards in an online, all-female forum, researchers found girls
expressing sexuality in and through verbal expression. Posters shared feelings and stories
“bringing sexual identities into being in the context of a community.”84 They found that
the forum filled information gaps and encouraged exposure to diversity, not just of cultures,
but also of ideologies. The research claimed that “in sharing a free affirming self-expression
girls enact agency demonstrating and performing their ability and their right to make their
own choices.”85 In another study, it was found that online magazines encouraged girls to
become active seekers rather than passive recipients of information through the use of rhetor-
ical spaces. Girls used the magazine to negotiate, resist, and reject dominant ideologies.86 In
a study of instant message conversations, likewise, girls were able to project themselves as
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Table 3
Girls and boys online
stronger and more forceful than how they presented themselves in person.87 Looking at a
teen chat room, Subrahmanyam et al. found that the teens focused primarily on the nexus
of identity and sexuality in such a way as to allow them to engage in the all-important
adolescent activity of “pairing off.”88 They argue that the virtual world of teen chat offers
a safer environment for exploring emerging sexuality than the real world, in particular for
adolescent girls, who may find it easier to inhabit an authoritative, agentive, and in-control
persona online. Writing about social networking sites, danah boyd has described the ways
in which teens use these online forums to reproduce, iterate, and refigure identity:
The dynamics of identity production play out visibly on MySpace. Profiles are digital bodies, public dis-
plays of identity where people can explore impression management. Because the digital world requires
people to write themselves into being, profiles provide an opportunity to craft the intended expres-
sion through language, imagery and media. Explicit reactions to their online presence offers valuable
feedback. The goal is to look cool and receive peer validation. Of course, because imagery can be staged,
it is often difficult to tell if photos are a representation of behaviors or a re-presentation of them.89
It is not clear, however, whether the authors of these different genres of online content realize
the extent to which their writings are public. Teenage blog and social networking site users
describe their writings as read only by their peer network, express surprise that the writings
are easily findable by others, and comment on the blogs that they feel comfortable exposing
their innermost feelings in these contexts because of their anonymity (even though the
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same author may give identifying information in a neighboring post).90 In another example
of young women leading the charge with new communication technologies, in our own
work on a closed (not visible to outsiders) teenage online community,91 we discovered that
the girls were more likely to be elected leaders of the forum, and more likely to set the
tone of the discourse. That is, over the course of the forum, the girls’ interaction style
stayed constant, while boys adopted the language and interaction style of the girls, by using
more emotion words, and also referring more to social process. However, our work has also
shown the discomfort with which adults respond to children’s sense of agency in these
communities.92
It is clear that online participation is a key way of engaging in developmentally important
activities for all young people, in the relative safety of the internet, where Web profiles can
be erased and replaced with new and different representations of the self.93 Teens’ use of
instant messaging, e-mailing, game playing, and Web site creation are key ways by which
they grow into adults who manage, produce, and consume technology intelligently on an
everyday basis. In particular, for young women, the internet appears to be a way to explore
aspects of identity that may not be welcome in the real world, to project more forceful
agentive personalities than they feel at liberty to do in the physical world, and to explore
their technological prowess. With luck, there will be a single difference between the moral
panic surrounding the telegraph and the telephone, and that surrounding the internet: that
we will come to recognize young women as more likely to be empowered by technology
than damaged by it. The internet allows for a tremendous potential of creative expression—
expression that has not necessarily first been vetted by adults. Ultimately, it is when young
women construct sexualized images of themselves, or contact strangers, that communication
technologies are felt to become dangerous.
The Geography of Girls’ Online Space
Learning and development do not just take place in schools, or under the tutelage of adults.
Much of teen enculturation takes place in informal venues outside of school and outside of
adult-constructed activities.94 Young girls’ behavior is often dependent on the space they ex-
ist in; and space, defined by social and cultural norms, is not stagnant. “Places are contested,
fluid and uncertain” and both shape and are shaped by those who use them.95 Adults, who
tend to be afraid of digital media and how youth manipulate it, cannot ignore the important
cultural function of the internet as a space for social and cognitive development. And yet,
“identities are grounded in (if not tied to) the specificities of particular locations.”96 Local
contexts and discursive practices influence how girls construct their identities. In many of
the studies on teenage girls, the way they presented themselves shifted according to the
kind of online venue in which they found themselves, and how they used that space as a
stage.97 As we have described above, young girls appropriate their space on the internet with
fluidity. This “play” requires them to make a private space in a public sphere, and often
uses much of the social constructions of womanhood, sexuality, and consumerism. Parental
responses to girls identity play on the internet have primarily concentrated on the product
of the play—text and photos that represent the girls in more or less transgressive poses. But
the process of content production is rarely addressed. Navigating the complexity of modern
life as a girl is a full-time job.98 The work girls do online is legitimate work that should not
be denied or ignored.
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In fact, one useful way of thinking about girls’ process-oriented work online is to construe
it as a part of the developmental imperatives of adolescence.99 In other words, there are
a certain number of developmental milestones that young people must meet during their
teenage years in order to pass into adulthood: they must come to rely less on the familial
network and more on a peer network; they must explore alternative options for their future,
and competing visions of their identity; and they must begin to engage in a sexual identity.
These developmental imperatives will be met regardless of the technology that is to hand, or
the era in which the young person is growing up. Girls will disobey their parents in order to
be seen as cool by their peers, they will dress in a manner their parents deem too sexual, and
so forth. And each of these activities serves an important role in the child’s sociocognitive
development. The internet happens to be an extremely effective way in which to pursue
these imperatives—to construct networks of peers, to explore alternate versions of identity,
to behave in sexual ways. At the same time, these girls are engaging with cutting-edge
technology, and learning to be producers of media as well as consumers.
And yet, as we have seen in our examination of girls’ uses of communication technologies
throughout history, when girls move into spaces where they can—independently of adults—
construct their identities, an alarm is sounded. Women have traditionally been limited by
their movement, and while social, political, and economic activity is taking place in a distant
public space, women are trapped in a shrinking private sphere.100 In some cultural contexts,
this limitation on mobility is a crucial means of subordination. “Moreover the two things—
the limitation on mobility in space, the attempted consignment/confinement to particular
places on the one hand and the limitation on identity on the other—have been crucially
related.”101 Simply put, limitations on movement equate to limitations on identity.
Because the internet is a public resource that requires knowledge of technology, women
are underrepresented in many areas of what would be considered legitimate online activity,
and attempts to bring women into the field of technology can backfire. While the “girls’
games movement” in the late 1990s was slated to get girls into Computer Science and other
technology fields, the number of girls and women in Computer Science has gone down over
the last ten years. Contrary to what we might have expected, the girls’ games movement
seems to have solidified a sense among both boys and girls that computers were “boys’ toys”
and that true girls didn’t play with computers, while true computers were just for boys. As
in so many domains, the marketplace has a hard time changing gender stereotypes on its
own. Without a more general cultural sense of the diversity of gendered experience, girls
games were just another tool with which to construct a gender divide.102 The internet, on
the other hand, has hardly suffered from a gender divide, and Web 2.0, where media creation
trumps media consumption, seems to have brought the participation of women and girls to
the fore.
Adolescent girls may alarm adults, in part, because as a group in transition, they frequently
breach the confines of appropriate behavior.103 Sibley argues that “moral panics articulate
beliefs about belonging and not belonging, about the sanctity of territory and the fear of
transgression.” Danger, or at least uncertainty, lies in liminal zones where individuals and
groups make their own spaces; where rather than viewing themselves as in transition, they
stay a while.104 The internet is a playground for this kind of activity because it is so easy
to transgress spatial and social boundaries. When young girls go online to negotiate their
identities, sexual and otherwise, they produce creative texts that are incompatible with the
social space of either adulthood or childhood. Content is often private in nature, but pub-
lic in exposure. Their bodies resemble those of children, but they are producing images of
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themselves as adult and fully mature. All the while they use traditionally male-dominated
communications technology to perform this work. In a culture where the established rites of
passage into adulthood are confusing or nonexistent, the activities of teenaged girls in tran-
sition threaten disorder. Whatever the threats that predators pose to young people online,
it is the girls leaving their traditional domestic space and exploring the boundaries of their
identities that may pose the greatest risk to the social order.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we hope to have demonstrated that the current panic over girls being online
is not new. Vulnerable (usually young) women, unaware of the dangers of a new technology,
fall victim to harassment and assault from sexual predators lurking on the wire. This same
story was told about the telegraph and the telephone, and today it is being told about the
internet and social networking sites like MySpace. In each case, unfortunately, the myth of
girls’ vulnerability online has unfortunate consequences, because it may result in positioning
girls as disempowered with respect to technology. Our research shows that there has been
a recurring moral panic throughout history about the putative danger of communication
technologies to young women. However, when we investigate the kinds of statements made
about the nature of the danger, in each instance it is less the technology per se that turns out
to be the culprit (or even the kinds of relationships made possible by the technology), and
more the potential sexual agency of young women, parental loss of control, and the specter
of women who manifest technological prowess.
In each case that we have examined, when a new communication technology is intro-
duced, upper middle-class Americans become afraid for their children—especially afraid
about the noxious effects on girls. This is particularly the case when those technologies
permit a kind of metaphoric mobility on the part of girls—movement outside the sphere of
adult control. And in each case, whereas initially the anxiety is leveled at bad and transgres-
sive predators, it quickly becomes displaced to the girls themselves who use technology. The
girls’ own behavior comes to appear counter to the image of a “good” girl: a nonsexual and
nonerotic girl. As Marvin says:
In expert eyes, some of the most radical social transformations appeared to be brewing not around people
at a distance, but around those close to home. Particular nervousness attached to protected areas of family
life that might be exposed to public scrutiny by electrical communication. How would family members
keep personal information to themselves? How could the family structure remain intact? . . . The escape
from parental supervision made possible by the new communications technologies carried great risks.105
And in each case that we have examined, from the telegraph to today, the result of the
moral panic has been a restriction on girls’ use of technology. As we have described above,
the telegraph, the telephone, and then the internet were all touted for how easy they were for
young women to use, and how appropriate it was for young women to use them. Ineluctably,
in each case, that ease of use and appropriateness became forgotten in a panic about how
inappropriate the young women’s use of these technologies was, and how dangerous the
women’s use was to the societal order as a whole.
In the current case, the panic over girls’ use of technology has taken the form of believing
in an increased presence of child predators online. But, as we have shown, there has been
no such increase in predatory behavior; on the contrary, the number of young women who
have been preyed on by strangers has decreased, both in the online and offline worlds.
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Finally, as with uses of communication technologies by women in the past, it is clear
that participation in social networking sites can fulfill some key developmental imperatives
for young women, such as forming their own social networks outside of the family, and
exploring alternate identities. Girls in particular may thrive online where they may be more
likely to rise to positions of authority than in the physical world,106 more likely to be able
to explore alternate identities without the dangers associated with venturing outside of their
homes alone, more likely to be able to safely explore their budding sexuality, and more likely
to openly demonstrate technological prowess, without the social dangers associated with the
term “geek.” And yet, when moral panics about potential predators take up all the available
airtime, the importance of the online world for girls is likely to be obscured, as are other
inequalities equally important to contemplate.
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Wireless Play and Unexpected Innovation
Christian Sandvig
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Department of Speech Communication
At the age of nineteen, college student Shawn Fanning—nicknamed “Napster” for his messy
hair—wrote the popular eponymous music-sharing software and demonstrated the viability
of a “peer-to-peer” architecture for file sharing. “I was at Northeastern University playing
with the idea and getting feedback from my roommates,” he has said, “it was really my first
Windows application.” Two years later, Fanning was on the cover of Time Magazine, Napster
had forty million users and Fanning eventually made an estimated $1 million.1 For Fanning,
the situation was unprecedented. He said, “If you’re a musician or actor, you know that if
you’re successful, some level of fame goes along with that. You’re prepared. But how often
does that happen to a programmer?”
An answer to Shawn might be: “More often, these days.” It is true that few programmers
other than Fanning have been featured in Rolling Stone magazine, but stories like Fanning’s
are a staple of popular press coverage about new media technologies. Napster’s story is capti-
vating because it contains all of the elements of excellent drama: youth, humble beginnings,
success, fame, hubris, failure, and a reversal of fortune (Napster went bankrupt in 2002 after
legal challenges by recording artists). But it is also captivating because it seems to teach us
about qualities of digital media. The large electronic communication systems that are familiar
to everyday life are cable television networks, satellites, telephone systems, and the Internet.
These systems and the popular cultural products that they carry (such as films and television
shows) usually require millions of dollars in capital investment to produce. If teenagers can
create their own infrastructure or popular content at home, out of software, this appears to be
a dramatic shift in the ordinary state of things. It may be that digital media allow individual
creators more power than ever before.
Napster is software infrastructure—it isn’t music but it is a way to distribute music. Beyond
Napster, this new power to create is celebrated even more regularly for content than for
the infrastructure that carries it. For example, in 1997, Jyoti Mishra (a.k.a. “White Town”)
created the song “Your Woman” in his bedroom with free software and an Atari ST. Within
four weeks it was #1 on the U.K. pop charts. Wired magazine, writing about the big business
of music that year, wondered hyperbolically “how long they can hold out before cheap
technology and the distributive power of the [internet] take over.”2
The author would like to thank the authors and editor of this volume, participants in the 2006 Wharton
Colloquium on Media and Communications Law, and Shane Greenstein for their helpful comments on
an earlier version of this chapter. This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. 0546409.
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These are not singular examples. There are many exciting stories being told about digital
media and innovation, and they posit this shift in power toward new forms of diverse or even
distributed creativity. While the internet was generically reputed to increase anyone’s ability
to produce their own content, recent examples are more specific and well documented. To
name just a few, blogs and MySpace allow fast and cheap online publishing for anyone. New
video game “fan site kits,” in-game scripting languages, and level editors allow the players
to write portions of mainstream games. New audio software has greatly increased the abil-
ity to create digital music, and revitalized the genre of music that is composed entirely of
other music, called a “mashup.” To reiterate, this trend is not limited to the production of
new content—it also includes some production of new communication systems themselves.
For instance, new techniques to interconnect Web-based applications allow programmers to
quickly create a “software mashup” by combining powerful existing Web applications with-
out much new programming labor. Although the celebrated innovators can be any age, much
popular attention has focused on the young. Lawrence Lessig, the most prominent advocate
of loosening legal restrictions that encumber this sort of innovation, wrote recently about
the application of copyright law to fan-produced Anime Music Videos. He observed “This
will be the next big copyright war—whether this form of noncommercial creativity will be
allowed.” “When ordinary people hear both sides [of the argument], and more importantly,
see the creativity their kids are capable of, 90 percent will be with us.”3
The excitement is not limited to commentators and scholars: kids themselves relish the idea
of more freedom and capability. Alister B. and Stuart C. Dunbar, finalists in the Global Kids
Digital Media Essay Contest for teenagers, wrote about how the Linden Scripting Language
(LSL) used in Second Life became an escape and a source of power for them. Alister was forced
to home school after encounters with bullies, and turned to LSL development. (“Hey, I’m a
nerd,” he commented.) Stuart described LSL scripting as an escape he compared favorably to
his earlier heavy use of marijuana. After turning to Second Life, Stuart wrote, “There’s nothing
I can’t do.”
This chapter will examine one example of new technology in some detail—wireless com-
munication technologies—and attempt to determine what is really new about the present
moment. Has digital media promoted creativity in some new configuration, and shifted
power to individuals or the young? (In Fanning’s metaphor, are young programmers the
new rock stars?)
There Are Good Reasons to Expect Transformation
The writing about the power of the internet and of digital media in the 1990s has been
charged and found guilty of hyperbole, utopianism, essentialism, determinism, ethnocen-
trism, and more. Most of the bombastic claims about the transformative power of new media
may have been nothing more than the result of the affluence common in that decade, a mil-
lennial optimism that was filtered through the academy as scholarship.4 Yet, there is good
evidence that some things are indeed transformed as the result of digital media, and that
there is some reason still to take notice of a transformation with respect to innovation.
The convergence of once-distinct media technologies is the reason that innovation on, in,
and with communication systems has special characteristics.5 Convergence literally means
“coming together,” but this distracts from the real significance of the phenomenon. The
less exciting part of convergence is the idea that a common format or common ownership
could allow a converged media system to reap substantial economies of scope and scale. Even
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though this is the less exciting form of the effects of convergence, it is worth reviewing here
as it is a foundation for why one would expect a reorganization of media and communication
at this historical moment.
Economists use the phrase “economies of scope” to refer to situations where producing
more than one product can be more efficient than producing just one. For instance, if a
cable company also offered telephone service (as many U.S. cable providers now do), the
same marketing budget can be used to promote both products. Consumers could be offered
one bundle including many media services, resulting in one price for a package including
telephone calls, internet service, on-demand movies, television, and cable channels—all
represented on one bill. This saves the company money when producing these products
(i.e., it does not need a separate billing system for each), but it also can attract consumers
who see media products as related and value the simplicity of making a single payment
to one provider. In this sense, convergence refers to the coming together of media and
telecommunications companies into merged enterprises that offer products across all media
forms.
The conversion of media technologies into related digital formats also promises substantial
economies of scale, a phrase that refers to situations where producing a larger number of
units of the same product allows the cost of making each one to drop. This is familiar to most
people as the rationale behind mass production. If convergence led to more sales, this could
straightforwardly lower costs at a converged company, but in a slightly more subtle scenario,
within a hypothetical converged company that provided content for film, television, and
the internet, content developed for one media system could be slightly repackaged and
transmitted over another, creating new efficiencies in production and duplication. In effect,
what had been related but fundamentally different products (film, television) might become
essentially the same product with economies of scale extending across all media forms.
It is worth pointing out that this situation in media is not new. The telegraph and related
technologies sparked similar excitement about synergies with newspapers in the media con-
vergence dreams of the nineteenth century (though this was not then known by the word
“convergence”).6 New developments in telegraph technology such as the printing telegraph
(invented in 1846) and then-new “online” media formats like the stock ticker or ticker tape
machine (invented in 1857) convinced some newspaper companies that the future of media
would see converged, integrated companies providing content simultaneously for multiple
formats. This didn’t come to pass for a number of reasons, but chief among them was that the
new formats still required a large amount of effort to interconnect and demanded different
sorts of expertise. This may be a cautionary note for the enthusiasms of today.
New Access to the Means of Production
While “convergence,” meaning a coming together of producers for economies of scope
or scale (or to produce the same content in related formats) is an old situation for com-
munication technology, part of the recent excitement about convergence is different. The
preceding section identified itself as presenting the less exciting dynamics of convergence
for our purpose here. The more exciting portion relates to the properties of digital informa-
tion. Once-distinct analog media like film, music, telephone calls, and television have been
digitized and now share a common structure of binary code. Profoundly, this means that the
means of reception in communications have also become the means of production and the
means of distribution—all are now computers.
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The simplest route to demonstrate this is by example. In 2007, if the owner of a relatively
cheap personal computer installs the free software package Asterisk, the computer becomes
a telephone exchange. If the user installs Photoshop, the computer becomes a photographic
studio. Audacity or Garage Band produce an audio recording studio. MythTV or Linux4.TV
produce a personal video recorder or a cable set-top box. That the means for media pro-
duction and reproduction are so cheap and readily available is a new phenomenon, and it
is remarkable that one common device may act as a receiver, editor, and transmitter for a
variety of products. In addition, as the products are themselves digital data files, reproduc-
ing and manipulating them need not degrade their quality, require additional materials, or
impose additional expense.
Most discussions of convergence until very recently treated these benefits as though they
would only accrue to large corporations seeking efficiency gains in their operations. While it
was clear to many scholars of digital media and telecommunications that a single platform—
the computer—would change the production of cultural products, it was not clear until
very recently that these benefits might extend to the general population of computer users.7
Although commentators linked computers and the emancipation of information and pro-
duction as early as the 1970s, this had been a minority view.8
In the previous examples of computer applications like Garage Band and Asterisk, note that
the malleability of computing resources and its implication extends far beyond content to
include the networks that distribute content. Before digital convergence, communication sys-
tems and their configuration consisted of relatively fixed arrangements of electro-mechanical
components that were difficult to change. In fancier language, the logical architecture of the
network and its physical architecture were the same.9 Earlier, change involved building (or at
least moving around) heavy and expensive wires and switches. With computerization, while
manipulating these systems may not be trivial, at least it often involves the comparatively
easier task of changing the digital instructions for how to do things. Significant changes
in infrastructure may now be a conceptual rewiring like Shawn Fanning’s peer-to-peer soft-
ware. Napster only changes the instructions for how to transfer information, whereas with
networks before convergence this sort of change could require an actual rewiring, with screw-
drivers.
There is then some basis to believe that developments in digital media might actually
prefigure new abilities to manipulate and reconfigure any of the systems of communication
in society. The chance to reunite the traditional producers of communication in the oral
tradition (the people) and the modern, technical means of production for communication is a
heady possibility well worth investigating. Claims that digital media allow or cause new forms
of creativity and production were part of the hyperbole surrounding the internet in the 1990s,
it is true, but careful scholarship has found that tools like the internet have new potential to
enable innovation and experimentation in ways that were formerly impossible (or at least
very difficult).10 After convergence, software and media can potentially be easily combined,
reworked, and shared, and the results include important new artifacts and organizational
forms such as open-source software.11
Despite this optimism, it is important to keep in mind that one major problem with earlier
writing about digital media has been that technology was portrayed as an exogenous force
outside history, politics, and culture. To demonstrate that anything is different or exciting
about the present moment should require detailed and earnest consideration of the past as
a point of comparison. At the same time, any investigation must remember that technology
is built by people who spend money and time to shape its development to serve their own
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interest, not to simply facilitate the expression of a technology’s innate potential. If digital
media assists in a shift of any significance, there should also be signs of inertia and resistance.
If a shift in power is underway, those who could be usurped should be expected to fight back.
Locating Production and Innovation in Digital Media
Garage, dorm, and bedroom producers of new digital media projects make for exciting head-
lines, but the excitement about those headlines begs the question: Where would one reason-
ably expect new innovation to come from? It may be that the garage, dorm, and bedroom
are not such unusual places for technological production.
The claim that digital media allows new sorts of creativity and innovation from new or
unusual sources tells as much about the preconceptions about how innovation ought to
work as it does about the purportedly novel situation today. The story of garage innovation
echoes many historical stories of invention that have been viewed skeptically by the schol-
arly literature on science and technology. While today’s “inventor-heroes” usurp or bypass
existing industries, older stories of invention also portray inventors who tinker in the garage
and accidentally discover the foundation for a major industry. The birth of the personal
computer, for example, is often told this way.12 Whether David or Goliath comes first, both
versions are very much in circulation. Noticing press accounts of younger people discover-
ing things in garages does not yet demonstrate that innovation in digital media differs in a
fundamental way from the innovation that came before.
Although professionalized research and development is an endeavor that has really flour-
ished in the developed world only in the latter part of the twentieth century, it has a strong
hold on consumer consciousness, and on the thinking in some branches of economics. Con-
sumers might be likely to imagine that new media-related products originate at laboratories
or product development facilities dedicated to that purpose by the same companies that nor-
mally supply them with these products. Indeed, “user” or “consumer” has been opposed to
“producer” in most writing about media and computer technology.13 However, a definitive
work on this question, Eric Von Hippel’s Sources of Innovation, convincingly demonstrates
that in some fields, users develop most or even all of the innovations.14 Consumers, after all,
are the ones with the most intimate knowledge of the uses for a technology or product. They
are the ones frustrated by missing features or services that could be commodified—omissions
that to them are obvious.
In the area of cultural products, user-driven innovation seems almost obvious. This comes
into focus by turning away from conduit for a moment and focusing on content. In the
culture industries, it is readily accepted that stars were fans first; they were likely “users”
of older instances of a media genre before contributing their own innovation. Rather than
the “R&D” of the consumer products’ world, media firms have evolved strategies like “A&R”
(artist and repertoire departments) and independent film festivals to scout for new products
rather than developing them in house. With cultural products, consumption can easily
blur into production. One could argue that most truly committed music fans also play an
instrument, and they might even learn to do so by playing their favorite song from the radio.
This may seem a far cry from infrastructure and technology innovation. After all, we are
told that performers are artists and that they have something called “talent,” while pro-
gramming is a skill that can be taught. Yet since computing’s early days, programmers have
been “derided for their adherence to artisanal practices,”15 and they have been compared
to artists and surgeons as often as to coders.16 The professionalization of programmers has
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been as incomplete as the professionalization of musicians and artists. (You can get a degree
in computer science, in music, and in multimedia production, but the successful figures in
every one of those fields agree that the superstars can be self-taught.) Detailed studies of
programming labor have found that it is creative and performative, with some programming
languages providing an infinite number of ways to resolve a single task of any complexity,
just as there are an infinite number of ways to write a novel.17
Programmers are not being compared to artists here in order to congratulate them. By
reminding ourselves that programming is an activity that may not require formal training
and can be advanced by virtuosos, examples like Fanning seem less unusual. The advent
of the internet has produced a pantheon of programming virtuosos (the rock stars of new
media) from Tim Berners-Lee to Bram Cohen.18 These innovators are often used to embody a
“bottom up” or nontraditional path to innovation that lies outside the traditions of corporate
R&D, but the situation is more complex than this.
It is true that while some of these “rock stars” had formal educations in computer science,
they often pursued groundbreaking work well outside a traditional research and development
context. While some held jobs in computing, these jobs were often not particularly related to
the innovations they produced. Berners-Lee proposed the World Wide Web while working
at a particle physics laboratory (Organisation Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire), not
while working in the R&D lab of an internet company. While Craig Newmark was trained
in computer science, he developed the Web application Craig’s List as a hobby and (like
Berners-Lee) because he wanted to use something like Craig’s List, not because he wanted to
run it.
The distinction that is important here is not commercialization: Newmark would later
commercialize Craig’s List and incorporate as a for-profit company, but when he originally
conceived of the project it was as a user of the internet, not as someone whose job was
devoted to developing new applications. Craig’s List started as a hobby. These user-driven
innovations (to use Von Hippel’s term) can be distinguished from the innovation path
espoused during the dot-com boom of the late 1990s in trade press books about start-up
companies.19 That celebrated entrepreneurial path in digital media involves start-ups and
venture capital funding and a desire to get rich, but this is quite different from hobbyists
or college students who yearn to use the technology they are inventing.20 Innovation in
digital media is often portrayed as David versus Goliath, meaning “start-ups versus corporate
R&D.” But both the funded start-up company and the corporate R&D lab are Goliath if one
is interested in the comparatively tiny user innovator. The young innovators like Fanning
may represent the new promise of digital media.
The remainder of this chapter will seek innovation in digital media by turning to cases.
Specifically, there should be case studies of technological development that help us to eval-
uate the present situation by putting in play all of the dynamics introduced so far. These
include the young, convergence, production in a nontraditional context and dramatic shifts
of function in the evolution of a technological system.
Geolocation, From Big Government to Small Subculture
In order to look more closely at this elusive notion of innovation in digital media, where in-
novation starts, and where innovation leads, it is essential to spend time with the gritty detail
of examples of new media technologies and ideas about them. This section will do this via
a discussion of some little-known developments from wireless communication technology,
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starting with geolocation. This particular example is useful because geolocation is a signif-
icant new technological ability, and the story of much of its development has not been
written. (This relative obscurity will help avoid the distraction of hype and enthusiasm, as
this technological area is obscure enough that it has little popular awareness and no pop-
ular inventor-heroes.) Today’s wireless innovation makes an interesting case study because
“new developments” in wireless is an old topic with a long history, studied extensively by
generations of historians and media scholars, thus providing a useful point of comparison.21
For our purposes, this story begins in 1993, when the U.S. Air Force launched the last
Navstar satellite required to complete the Global Positioning System (GPS).22 GPS technology
precisely locates moving people and objects on the Earth’s surface, and in 1993 this was
firmly a government effort. The same GPS devices that today produce driving directions
for the affluent originally cost twelve billion tax dollars to build. GPS was developed by
the U.S. Department of Defense and Raytheon, and they intended it as a means to guide
intercontinental ballistic missiles to their target. GPS fits all of the criteria that have been
proposed to define a “large technological project,” a term of art defining that special sort of
undertaking that includes “big science” and “big military” projects representing an expensive
and complex societal effort.23 These large projects (like Boston’s “big dig” or the Apollo
Program) address objectives that are thought to be impossible to achieve without a massive
financial investment and a centrally managed sociotechnical system to control it. Large
public projects like these are sometimes contrasted to networks and private systems that
begin as small, isolated parts and then become large (like the railroads or telephone systems)
through interconnection, consolidation, or some form of agglomeration. Unlike projects
that can start small, by this logic, geolocation and landing on the moon both require a
gigantic investment in infrastructure before the desired results can be achieved even once.
While GPS has its stories of individual inventors and pioneers, the “S” for “system” in GPS
required multiple satellites to be launched and millions of dollars to be spent before the first
person could use them even once to locate anything.
GPS, in other words, is a system that was as far as possible from the decentralized, par-
ticipatory ethos of digital media that now excites some commentators. But just a decade
later in 2003, when the “next-generation” of geolocation technology was advanced by the
Skyhook Wireless Corporation to improve upon performance of GPS, the new version was
built on the backs of disaffected teenage digital media hackers. Without much fanfare, the
innovative infrastructure for geopositioning had shifted from a network of military satellites
to a network of emergent media practices—from big government to small subculture.
Generically called “software-only positioning,” Skyhook’s new replacement for (or supple-
ment to) GPS takes advantage of the prevalence of wireless internet consumer products in
cities. After 1999, short-ranged wireless internet access devices became a fantastically suc-
cessful information technology product across the developed world, both in homes and in
businesses of many types. The most popular type of wireless internet, called “Wi-Fi” (a term
coined by a naming consultancy that does not stand for anything), allows high-speed com-
munication without a cable between computers at a range of about 150 feet. These devices
were often purchased by broadband subscribers who wanted to connect a cable modem or
DSL line to their home office without the trouble of running new wiring.
Anyone who bought a $70 Wi-Fi access point for their house after 1999 has been steadily
transmitting a unique number from it as long as it has been turned on. This number is part
of the protocol that allows these devices to interconnect with your computer. In a massive
survey, Skyhook inventoried these numbers across the twenty-five largest cities in the United
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States, and compiled a database that identified exactly where in the United States each unique
number had been found.
When a user of Skyhook’s software-only positioning system opens their laptop in a moving
car, the laptop’s now-commonplace wireless internet chip listens for these numbers, and then
Skyhook’s database correlates them with locations from their earlier inventory. As long as
most Wi-Fi users haven’t turned off their access points (or moved, or bought new ones),
Skyhook delivers an address more reliably than the Pentagon, and with more precision.24
This is a significant advance. In the urban canyons of cities, the line of sight from a GPS
receiver to Navstar satellites is likely to be blocked or limited, causing the GPS system’s
notoriously poor performance in urban areas. But the denser the city, the more Wi-Fi signals
there are, making the place where GPS is least accurate to be the most accurate for software-
only positioning. GPS usually requires a specialized receiver (or at least a chip), and this
provides a measurement of location that is accurate to within about 20 feet 95 percent of the
time. In contrast, the promotional literature for software-only positioning claims accuracy
rates within one foot.25
Wireless Play and Accidental Infrastructure
To say that all this came from disaffected teenagers isn’t meant to imply inspiration or
provenance, but to be taken literally. Skyhook’s survey of Wi-Fi networks and its correlation
of addresses originated in the folk practice of “wardriving,” a quasi-legal hobby invented
by computer enthusiasts.26 As Drew explains in the underground instructional video “Re-
sponsible War Driving,” wardrivers discover wireless signals by driving around the city with
modified computers that “show us exactly where [people] are.” All this is fun, Drew says,
because of “the interesting maps you can create and explore.”27
While driving around, a wardriver brings along a laptop or palmtop computer connected to
a GPS receiver. Software like Netstumbler or Kismet logs the Wi-Fi networks that the computer
has discovered along with the latitude and longitude where they were found. The results can
be visualized using free mapping software like GPSMap or JiGLE/DiGLE.
Some of the pleasure in wardriving obviously comes from being privy to information
that other people don’t have, even if it is simply knowing where to find invisible signals.
Typically, wardrivers don’t use the Wi-Fi they find for any purpose other than to map it.
Wardrivers like to trade stories about interesting Wi-Fi access point identifiers they have
found (“im watching you” “garyisgay” “nojohnissupergay”).28 The fact that driving slowly
and systematically down every street in a neighborhood is a suspicious activity adds excite-
ment, and some wardriving sites refer to trips as “adventures.” As one “tips and tricks” site
advises: “Do not draw unwanted attention to yourself . . . do not be nervous of [sic] police
officers.”
It is difficult to get a clear picture of the average wardriver. Information on any small
subculture is hard to come by (the most prominent Web service devoted to wardriving had
54,768 registered users in 2006), but wardrivers generally prefer anonymity or pseudonymity
because of the uncertain legal status of their hobby.29 They need to be old enough to have
access to a car, but at least some are not much older than that. This younger group is
joined by an older cohort that has previous experience in amateur radio. They appear to be
predominantly male, and some of them are technically sophisticated when compared to the
general population. Postings to Web forums that betray personal information say things like:
“I have my rig running when I’m delivering pizza.” “I wardrive between home and school.”
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“I need to do some college hw [homework].” “My gf [girlfriend] isn’t into wardriving.” “I’ve
been a radio hobbyist all my life, a ham in the 80’s.”
Wardriving became more of a group activity, and more like a sport, with the introduc-
tion of opportunities for coordination, teamwork, and competition. Early efforts included
“group” wardriving dates discussed on message boards in 2001–2002, attempts to wardrive
at the same time in different places (and compare notes) like the “World Wide Wardrive” in
2002, and attempts to cultivate a Wardriving Meet-up at http://www.meetup.com.30 Artists
attempted to collaboratively produce Wi-Fi maps with volunteer wardrivers, while groups
like NZ Wireless pioneered a way to organize treasure hunts using wardriving equipment
(the treasure is a set of specific unique identifying numbers for Wi-Fi access points that have
to be collected).31 At this time, articles appeared in “serious” publications pointing out that
wardriving might have useful applications.32
A major shift in the utility and character of wardriving as an activity arrived when Web
services became popular that allowed pseudonymous hobbyists to pool their efforts into one
shared dataset. That is, a shared dataset that allowed them to both cooperate and compete in a
systematic way. Drew (introduced earlier) created the internet site http://www.wifimaps.com,
while Arkasha, Bobzilla, and others (these are online pseudonyms) created “WiGLE”—the
Wireless Geographic Logging Engine. These services allow wardrivers to submit their results
over the internet and aggregate them. By 2005, thousands of young wardriving hobbyists
using WiGLE had cooperatively mapped five million Wi-Fi networks.
Evoking open-source software production, these sites allowed individual hobbyists with
no connection to each other to collaborate on producing a result that was much greater than
each individual part: a global map of Wi-Fi.33 But just as crucially, the sites defined a venue
in which avid enthusiasts could compete against each other, creating a new incentive for
the discovery of more networks. An example posting to the blog chroniclesofawardriver.org
is illustrative. It reads: “Congratulations go out to mark571 for claiming 2nd rank earlier
this morning. . . . Mark571 is currently 11,248 above my ranking and doesn’t appear to be
slowing down any—watch out 1st!”34
None of this was supposed to lead to geolocation. However, when entrepreneurs conceived
of the possibility of software-only positioning and wanted to test its viability on a large
scale, they found that wardriving enthusiasts were the ones in possession of the largest
datasets locating Wi-Fi. Arkasha and Bobzilla of WiGLE allegedly sold their aggregated Wi-Fi
database to Microsoft, creating a minor controversy among the wardriving community that
was less about the hobby’s commodification than it was about the sharing of the spoils.
(One wardriver, mc sikes, posted on the WiGLE forum asking “Now that wigle sold the
data to Microsoft, are wardrivers going to get paid?”) In this way, some of the same bits
of data produced by the hobby have made their way into prototypes and even commercial
software-only positioning products by Navizon, ekahau, Skyhook, and Microsoft.
General Prerequisites for Unexpected Innovation in Digital Media
From one perspective, the story of software-only positioning links terribly disparate actors,
events, and technologies in a web of happenstance that is difficult to believe. To recap, a
hypothetical middle-class urbanite in Pennsylvania buys a Wi-Fi access point to connect their
cable modem in the living room to their computer in the upstairs den. Some time later, an
anonymous hobbyist drives by (perhaps it was “SignalSeeker”), hoping to collect the device’s
ID number as part of a treasure hunt. In Chicago, Bobzilla and Arkasha like to play with
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maps and computers, and so in their spare time they build a system to share this hobbyist
data online and rank “SignalSeeker” against “Psychic Amish Stumbler” and other players.
Later, they sell SingalSeeker’s early results to Microsoft Research. Back in Pennsylvania, this
turns out to help a passing motorist in a rented SUV to find their hotel. The SUV’s on-board
navigation system uses software-only positioning, but this works especially well when it is
combined with a guidance system for ICBMs (the GPS).
Is this an amazing sequence of events, or is it ordinary? While the details of this particular
story are little known, it is only as strange as we need it to be. In fact, parts of the broad sketch
might seem familiar. The internet, as its history is sometimes told, was invented as a Cold
War communication system designed to survive nuclear attack. It was then transformed by
computer geeks who wanted to summarize old Star Trek episodes and share pornography.35
In another version, supercomputing exists because of the military need for complex simu-
lations of nuclear weapons, but the National Center for Supercomputing Applications was
the birthplace of the first graphical World Wide Web browser, written by a part-time college
student and now used by everyone.36 There are many other narratives like these. Wi-Fi and
software-only positioning’s juxtaposition of military technology, play, and production may
seem particularly novel, but it is just this combination of purposes that Timothy Lenoir has
highlighted with the brilliant phrase “the military-entertainment complex.”37
The basic ingredients that unite geopositioning, the internet, and the graphical Web
browser are a large-scale institutional or government investment refined or repurposed by
upstart users. The pleasant surprise in these tales is the unexpected outcome: a technology
has dramatically shifted function. These accounts of innovation invite the reader to celebrate
the romantic notion of the individual, the “expressive, exploring, transfiguring idea of the
individual” rather than the calculating utilitarian.38 A handful of contrarian kids have cre-
ated (or inspired) a new technology that has real economic value. Horkheimer and Adorno’s
classic rule that in the enlightenment “whatever does not conform to the rule of computa-
tion and utility is suspect,” has been observed in part by finding new value and utility in
media and software play and exploration. This play is linked with the young, as play is so
often linked.39
Is this sort of innovation a new feature of digital media? Software-only positioning lever-
aged a number of other existing digital infrastructures to produce a new and unexpected
resource. That is, the large technological project of the GPS first provided a centralized geolo-
cation system that could be bootstrapped into a better decentralized one (software-only po-
sitioning requires GPS). The large technological project of the internet provided a converged
digital communication infrastructure that could be employed to transmit and coordinate a
variety of media, from e-mail to a wardriver’s log files or mapserver. The large installed base
of cheap consumer Wi-Fi access points accidentally provided the signaling mechanism that
in the GPS would have required a satellite. The large installed base of Wi-Fi chips in laptop
computers (and, more recently, some cell phones) provided the antenna that in the GPS
would have required a specialized handheld receiver. “Playing with maps” and mapservers
on the internet is an acceptable and encouraged pastime for programmers, thanks to the
many popular examples of hobbyist programming provided by the open-source software
movement. “Playing with Wi-Fi” and wardriving developed as a small but coherent subcul-
ture that provided its adherents an interesting pastime and an identity. Seen this way, the
innovation of software-only positioning was a logical combination of these building blocks.
Speaking more abstractly, requirements for this innovation that could be applied to other
examples could include that, (1) rich sets of information are freely available to be played with
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and repurposed, (2) information resides in a digital format that aids in its ready duplication,
transfer, and manipulation, (3) cheap or free communication via the internet allows the
coordination of disparate, distant actors, (4) important features of existing digital systems
are documented and programmable so that they can be easily reconfigured by those who have
the skill, and (5) a subculture exists or can be created that provides incentives to participate.
Stated in this more abstract manner, many of the new media technologies employed by
youth subcultures also fit this general template, as do the interesting software recombina-
tion projects mentioned earlier called “software mashups.” Social networking services like
MySpace and Friendster have promoted themselves as a youth fad and induced individuals to
produce a whole (e.g., a network) that is much more interesting than any single person’s pro-
file. The photo sharing service Flickr does much the same, relying on the extensive existing
infrastructure of digital cameras. If the five-part template introduced above represents a real
departure from previous innovation, 2008 could be the edge of a digital media renaissance,
where form, tool, genre, and infrastructure are newly amenable to change and recombina-
tion. But this conclusion is premature because it asks us to assume that these features are
new. Before generalizing about the “new” present, we should look for the Bobzillas and
SignalSeekers of the past. Analog wireless play, after all, was pioneered by young boys and
this led to what we now think of as radio.40
“New Wonders with ‘Wireless’—And by a Boy!”
To those who have read the history of wireless innovation a hundred years ago, the parallels
to the Wi-Fi experimenters of today are uncanny. The argument here is not that parallels can
be found in history for the current situation—history is a large domain, and so it is almost
always true that some sort of historical parallel can be found for any situation. The argument
here is instead that wireless history offers exactly the same sorts of roles, behaviors, and
activities: not a roughly comparable situation but an almost identical one. In the first days of
Wi-Fi, much was made of the “Pringles Cantenna”: a Wi-Fi antenna produced by enthusiasts
who modified a potato chip can. A hundred years ago, the phenomenon was exactly the
same, but the can used was Quaker Oats.
In the exemplary Inventing American Broadcasting, Susan Douglas coined the phrase “the
cult of the boy operator” to describe the culture of radio amateurism and the press coverage
that promoted it in the early years of the twentieth century.41 As a point of departure,
she refers to a 1907 article from the New York Times Magazine headlined “New Wonders
with ‘Wireless’—And by a Boy!” The star of this feature was twenty-six-year-old Walter J.
Willenborg, an ordinary student with a facility for manipulating wireless equipment. A
subsequent article in 1908 emphasized that “even today there are young folks who make
[a] mistake in thinking that all great things that are worth doing have been done; all the
great discoveries made; all the grand inventions finished.”42 Willenborg was an example of
the white middle-class boys who were advancing the grand inventions of wireless. They did
this by participating “in contests of strength, power, and territory,”43 and by eavesdropping
on otherwise inaccessible signals. Douglas asserts that for the amateur operators of 1908,
technical prowess in wireless was an important new way to be a man. The middle-class
masculinity of the day was dominated by physical and natural contest. As formal education
increased in popularity and duration and everyday life became more urban for most people,
there had to be some way to reclaim “a sense of mastery” using other means: technology.44
Boy operators could still “triumph over nature if they controlled the right kind of machine.”45
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Scholars of media technology have given these boys enormous credit for shaping the de-
velopment of radio as a system. The introduction of the inexpensive crystal set provided
the means for amateurs to affordably experiment with radio, and the amateur audience
that they developed foreshadowed the use of radio as a mass medium for entertainment.
By many accounts, the most societally significant innovation in early radio was not a char-
acteristic of the receiver or transmitter, but the idea of mass broadcasting itself. With ra-
dio, “it is not only that the supply of broadcasting facilities preceded the demand; it is
that the means of communication preceded their content.”46 Radio companies of the time
were focused on taking business away from cable and telegraph operators, and were reeling
from the collapse of a speculation-related bubble in the stock market. After later devel-
opments in the regulation of radio, the significance of amateur operators would sharply
decline, but in developing a very early audience of hundreds of thousands of users and
uses for radio, amateurs demonstrated the viability of a system of mass broadcasting that
would later be commercialized as “the media.” What we know as radio was invented by
young boys like Walter J. Willenborg. In their play, they invented the content and the
audience.
A specific group of nonprofessionals in the past contributed valuable innovations to the
social organization and the technological system of radio. They initially organized their ac-
tivities as play and as “just fooling around,” and they initially sought to serve only their
own interests. While their greatest contribution was the idea of broadcasting (for instance,
they were the first to transmit music over the radio), this was only one of many contribu-
tions. As they had limited resources, their contributions often emphasized overcoming these
constraints. For instance, the American Radio Relay League managed the first transatlantic
transmission by shortwave in 1921—a feat that without shortwaves required giant industrial
machinery consuming large amounts of power.
Some of the rules and games of wireless play are identical, even after ninety years. NZ
Wireless’s Wi-Fi treasure hunts, mentioned earlier, are the same sort of organized seeking for
particular signals that early radio amateurs pursued under a variety of names.47 Much like the
wardrivers of the twenty-first century, the early twentieth century pioneers often organized
themselves while at play, and some activities took the form of a contest. Starting in 1916, the
U.S. amateurs began to organize large-scale radio relays that would convey messages across
the country (in 1916, a message from Iowa reached both coasts in about an hour).48 These
relays emphasized different characteristics of wireless technology at different times (e.g.,
some were speed contests, some experiments with reliability checks). The organizational
vehicle for these relays, called the American Radio Relay League, became the dominant
membership association for amateur radio.
Bobzilla and Arkasha’s creation of WiGLE (the Wireless Geographic Logging Engine) on the
internet to organize wardrivers was then a newer version of an old effort. Bobzilla and Arkasha
used a dedicated Web server and computer programming expertise to harness the latest
geographic information systems (GIS) and technologies. In 1916, W. H. Kirwan bought “a
large map of the United States and a pair of compasses,” and when he wanted to communicate
with amateur stations, he produced mass mailings of 1,000 letters.49
So, the users of radio and software-only positioning both have some maverick teenagers
to thank. With this in mind, the account of the wireless wardriver accidentally helping
the driver of the rented SUV should start to seem less strange. The development of any
technology involves a complicated tangle of associations that looks odd whenever anyone
stops to look at it closely enough.50 In these accounts, the involvement of youth, whimsy,
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and play often seems to be the most exciting and unexpected feature of invention. But this
shouldn’t seem strange either, as this combination is a leftover from the Enlightenment
discovery of the imagination and its transformation through the eighteenth century into an
attitude that glorifies creativity, “. . . freedom, originality, genius, the arts, and the innocent
and uncorrupted character of childhood vision.”51 All of this is to say that linking teenagers
playing around to new kinds of invention is in the longer view an awfully familiar “unfamiliar
story.”
The Prerequisites Revisited: What’s Different Now?
Earlier, this chapter posited five general prerequisites for unexpected innovation in digital
media. Summarized again concisely, they were as follows: (1) rich sets of data, (2) digital
formats, (3) cheap communication, (4) open, documented interfaces, and (5) a subculture of
innovators. After a short detour to the history of wireless play and radio amateurism ninety
years ago, it should now be clearer that surprising things can also be accomplished with poor
sets of data, expensive communication, and analog formats (the first three prerequisites).
If the new availability of data in a digital format combined with the cheap ability to
communicate it is all that is truly new (our first three prerequisites), then there has been no
revolutionary shift in innovation, but instead a simpler quickening. If the Shawn Fannings of
the world are not a new phenomenon, it may still be that there are more chances to innovate
in this manner now. Von Hippel depicts an acceleration of user-driven innovation across
society in just this way: not as a wholesale transformation, but as a change in scale. “[R]apid
technological advances in computer hardware and software and networking technologies
have made it much easier to create and sustain a communal development style on ever-
larger scales,” he writes, due in part to “prepackaged infrastructural support” for subcultures
of innovators.52
The fourth prerequisite—open, documented interfaces—simply isn’t new. Open interfaces
can be thought of both as a feature of a technology’s development over time and as a decision
made by the organizations involved in technology production. That is, radio was malleable
by young boys in the 1920s in part because the knowledge of radio was so new (and so
sparse) that it could be readily grasped and manipulated. The apparatus employed in early
radio was much simpler than that used in later developments (such as satellite radio). While
in the modern example of geolocation, GPS and Wi-Fi were open standards, freely available,
there is no reason that they need be public, and in fact all of the operation of GPS used to
be a government secret. Open interfaces can be found throughout the history of technology
development in situations where firms found it more expedient to share information about
technology and compete on some other field. (This is related to the business strategy of
actively sharing technological innovations rather than keeping them secret, called “free
revealing”).53
While the fifth prerequisite (a subculture of innovators) has garnered a lot of attention
recently, the young inventor-hero and the subculture of innovation is surely not a new
phenomenon (as Walter J. Willenborg would agree, if he were still living).
This nuance separating a simple quickening of some features of innovation versus a whole-
sale transformation of innovation is of the utmost importance. This nuance has been lost
in the public debate about the transformative power of digital media, and this has conse-
quences for action. If fans of distributed creativity and decentralized innovation can locate
some fundamental notion of positive empowerment inside the nature of digital media, they
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need to do nothing. As digital media marches across the landscape, power will shift, cre-
ativity will blossom, and we only have to pause and appreciate the results (“There’s nothing
I can’t do,” as Stuart wrote). Instead of this view, the preceding discussion suggests that
there are historical precedents for the current excitement. “Programmers are the new rock
stars” is nothing more than the latest installment of a recurring phenomenon, as amateurs
were the new radio stars. In a longer historical perspective, doing nothing but waiting for
the transformation won’t work. The transformation won’t arrive, and there is a need to
figure out why not. Amateurs are not radio stars today—or to speak more generally, these
positive phenomena seem associated with the birth of a communication technology, but
then they disappear. It is also worth asking why these features of distributed innovation and
creativity failed to transform society in the past—after all, here it is needing transformation
again.
Innovation by Whom and for What?
A useful way to conceptualize the state of digital media and innovation today, then, isn’t
as a “transformation,” but as something much more worrying: it is the predictable process
of things staying the same while established centers of power and structure exert their
influence. Arkasha, Bobzilla, Walter J. Willenborg, and Shawn Fanning have almost been
collected from central casting to play the role of a young innovator. There is a reason that
the role is typecast: the population of innovators in information technology is remarkably
homogeneous. There is even a word to distinguish the class of people who can participate in
configuring information technology, and that word is “nerd.” (Remember Alister B. wrote,
“Hey, I’m a nerd,” to justify his own scripting habits.) Little systematic demographic data
exist on the new or old waves of innovators, but a moment’s examination reveals that
information technology innovators inhabit an overwhelmingly privileged world. Recent
reports of a new “participatory culture” arising from digital media beg the question: Who
may participate, for what purpose?54 The answers don’t reveal a new world where anyone can
be discovered to be a rock star or a rock star programmer. Instead, content and technology
production seem to rest firmly with the same sorts of people we would expect after a review
of radio amateurs: these are white, well-educated young men, typically from middle-class
backgrounds.
Race and privilege are not raised here just to point out the ongoing inequality of society
(although that would be reason enough). Instead, when considering the topic of innovation,
the scholarship very clearly states that who innovates is absolutely critical to the kinds of
innovations produced.55 Creators of our new technologies overwhelmingly imagine them-
selves as the users (at least at first), whether they work in an R&D lab or not. Who they are,
the kind of things they like, and the kind of things they want dictate the limits of their imag-
ination for new inventions and features. As discussed earlier, many innovations come from
users, and so it is uncontroversial to point out that the user and technology developer can be
the same person, as in von Hippel’s phrase “user-innovator.” However, more fundamentally,
scholarship in technology studies has found that any technological innovation is itself an act
of projection where a designer actively constructs an idealized use and user for their product.
This idealized or projected user—sometimes called “the reflexive user”—is intermingled with
the developer’s own identity, and this process is more prevalent during the earliest days of a
technological system, as Bardini and Horvath have shown for the evolution of the personal
computer.56 While this concept has been used to describe technology production, there is
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no reason not to extend this idea to content. In the production of media content, it isn’t
a surprise that the directors, writers, and artists strive to produce film, text, and artwork
that they would like, and to capture the attention of an audience like themselves and their
friends.
This is a valuable shift in perspective because it invites us to stop searching for bottlenecks,
or at least to reconceptualize them. In past fears about cultural domination, the concentration
of cultural production, and technological disenfranchisement, the focus has always been on
the few people that seem to get to decide “for the rest of us.” The large technology producers,
talent scouts, television executives, the Hollywood studio system are to blame, and have to
be eliminated or bypassed. But today’s excitement about digital media has bypassed the
bottlenecks, and revealed a mass of creative people who often look just like, and aspire to be
just like, large technology producers, talent scouts, television executives, and the Hollywood
studio system.
Just a few examples will cement this point. In 2007, the potato chip brand Doritos followed
a recent trend toward embracing consumer-produced marketing and partnered with Yahoo!
Video to hold the “Crash the Super Bowl Contest.” In brief, anyone could create and submit
their own thirty-second commercial for Doritos, and Yahoo! Video users could vote for their
favorite. Doritos would then pay to air the winning spot during the Super Bowl—long the
most important and expensive (and therefore exclusive) venue for television advertising. The
amateur users banded together and produced . . . a professional set of Doritos’ commercials.
One of the common remarks posted to the Yahoo! and YouTube sites of the contenders was
that the videos were “so professional.” Indeed, they were indistinguishable from the recent
output of any professional ad agency, and the participants in the contest wrote about how
they hoped for professional media jobs.
There is more to these Doritos than what has been made by recent cultural criticism.
For instance, recent essays have pointed out that replacing mass media gatekeepers with
distributed creativity hasn’t unleashed a dynamo of creativity that was formerly repressed;
it has only revealed the atrocious taste of the masses. (Jaron Lanier crystallized this critique
with the phrase, “The hive mind is for the most part stupid and boring.”)57
Most of the content and technology producers in the wireless case studies reviewed earlier
do not aspire to a viable alternative infrastructure or new form of cultural organization, but
this isn’t because they have poor taste. They aspire to participate in the structures that exist
already, or to build their own structures that are very similar, but have them in charge. This
isn’t their failing, it is their motivation—what makes their actions comprehensible. In the
case of geolocation, Wi-Fi experimentation was a route for many technology amateurs to
professionalize. Experiments with wireless systems, treasure hunts, and amateur collectives
became items on the resumes of many who later went into some aspect of the informa-
tion technology industry (if they didn’t start there in the first place). Before Wi-Fi became
widespread, wireless network engineering was not a common job classification and did not
have a career path. When young wireless experimenters reminisce about their successes, they
say things like, “it got us some consulting work,” “I do consulting for [wireless] companies
now,” “it got him a job in Milwaukee in the end,” “we split that off into a private company,”
“it attracted attention for my business,” “it got you and me a skill set, which got us pretty
nice jobs,” and “now we have a business plan.”58 Studies of early technology experimenters
across history have shown that technology tinkering can be an excellent route to becoming
an insider.59 But for this strategy to work, the tinkerer can’t be that far from an insider in the
first place.
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Production Values: A Permanent Gulf
A meaningful confusion may still be lingering after the examples of wireless and Doritos.
Above, Yahoo! Video and YouTube users were able to ape major advertising agencies using
only desktop equipment, and wireless amateurs of the present were sometimes depicted con-
ducting essentially the same activities as well-financed corporations (such as the assembly of
national Wi-Fi databases). Is this, then, what is new about digital media—that producers with
so few resources are able to perform the same way as well-funded institutions? Unfortunately
not: recall that radio amateurs in the past also performed these feats, and better. They were
able to provide both transcontinental and transatlantic message service. It is not new that
poorly financed contributors can have a role in new technology or content development
or that barriers to entry are low in some technological areas. The presence of user-driven
innovation and peer production now does not particularly indicate that a transformation is
underway. For the earlier writing about convergence, it was an error of reasoning to think
that the benefits of digital convergence would accrue only to producers and corporations,
and not to users. But it is another sort of error to think that this implies that the differential
in resources between producers and corporations no longer matters. In media industries,
production values have historically been the route to enforcing the boundary between pro-
fessional and amateur content. In the United States, most people have been able to record
their own music (or even their own television show) for some time and distribute it them-
selves, or air it on a local radio station or public access station. Still, there is an ever-evolving
professional “sound” and a “look” that are difficult to emulate. Just as the style of one genre
becomes widely imitable (as in the thirty-second Doritos television commercial), other forms
slide farther out of reach as studios develop and invest in new technologies for lighting, edit-
ing, and computer-generated animation. Today, it may be easy to make your own Web page,
but it is difficult to make a database-driven, Flash-enhanced, interactive site that looks the
same as one produced by a large media corporation. The effects achieved by professional
media industries are designed to look expensive and to be expensive in order to police this
boundary. This may be one reason that the user interface has presented such an obstacle
to open-source software development. By far the most successful open source products are
server side and have little user interface and therefore little need for a look-and-feel that
competes with Microsoft or Apple.
To scale the wall of production value and try to produce something that will be an entrée
into professionalization, the amateur will face a number of daunting obstacles. Whether the
vehicle is writing, photographs, film, or software, to even make an attempt requires literacy
and entails a large investment in education. Worse, all of these objects contain cultural
markers that do more than separate professional production values from amateur ones; they
also reinforce the dominant conceptualization of the audience or the user. These range from
male terminology in computing to the dominance of affluent perspectives in fiction writing.
Waiting for a Transformation, or Working for It
All this means that the people puzzling over interesting stories of peer production and
unexpected innovation in digital media may not have discovered the route to any sort of
revolution. Wanting a decentralized emancipatory technology badly enough may suffice
for seeing one. This desire to build or find the “machine in the garden” (the American
pastoral ideal resurgent, the preference for the diffuse over the centralized) is a powerful and
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alluring current in Western thought.60 But taking von Hippel’s earlier point seriously, most
innovation may be user-driven. The innovator’s garage, basement, and even youth may be
completely normal. Peer production of content or infrastructure is then emphatically not a
crack in the armor of an evil monolith, or a shift in power relations, but a more ordinary
point of entry and commodification. A&R may be the new R&D, but the A&R department
isn’t run by artists, and any artist who has dealt with one will tell you that A&R’s ascendancy
doesn’t mean that the talent will be getting a better deal anytime soon.
Reflect, for a moment, on the evolution of the newspaper as a capsule version of the other
technological accounts developed in this chapter. While the newspaper has been written
about as the epitome of the one-to-many, “mass” media form, the earliest newspapers in
America were printed with blank pages at the end so that the readers could write in their
own content. It is extravagant to think this affordance as “peer production” or as a way to
redistribute the power of the press. Instead, it seems born of the material conditions of the
newspapers of the day. They were infrequent, rare, expensive, and they tended to circulate
through many hands and many sets of eyes. Indeed, before 1830, the American newspaper
had no paid reporters (there was yet no profession of reporter), and instead relied upon the
publisher’s own writing and contributed letters. Again, it is too much to think that printing
these letters was a democratic gesture (they usually came from the publisher’s friends, and
they were one more thing the publisher didn’t have to write).61 Today, nonprofessionals
still have a means of entry into the pages of a newspaper: the “letters to the editor” section.
Although they are often studied by journalism professors, letters to the editor have not been
found to be a significant source of power to anyone. They may have the least power to influ-
ence the development of the communication technology that carries them (the newspaper).
Indeed, professional journalists almost uniformly hold letter writers in contempt, and im-
plement the letters’ section in ways that are actively antidemocratic.62 Even the accessibility
of the technology of print itself is confusingly open to interpretation. While in democratic
theory the press has been described as open to “anyone,” it still requires literacy, technolog-
ical expertise, cultural capital, and (for publishers, not letterwriters) it has been expensive.
For much of its history, the American newspaper has been a discussion vehicle for affluent
white men. The newspaper is surely not a perfect comparison to wireless, the internet, or
digital media, but it does serve to highlight the longstanding history of user-contributed
content and some of its complications. In secondary school civics classes, teenagers can start
their own (small, badly financed) newspapers and contribute letters to existing newspapers,
but this is stiflingly mainstream and not a transformative new practice with communication
technology. It is no surprise that both scholars and teenagers themselves prefer to talk about
the potential of Second Life.
This chapter has tried to portray the linkage of play, young people, and innovation in
digital media as ordinary and not transformative. It has tried to replace the popular accounts
of “young rebels” who seek to overturn the established order with a portrait of the usual
suspects (i.e., well-educated, white, male innovators; nerds; literate and skilled content pro-
ducers) who are looking for a warm place inside the establishment. In this effort, wireless has
been a particularly useful case study, as the parallels across history are unusually apt. They
demonstrate that subcultures of innovators and ease of entry into technological and content
production are old features of media, not new ones. Today does feature the advantage of
digital formats, widespread access to rich sets of digital data, and cheaper communication
than ever before. Since great feats of amateur innovation were already possible without these
advantages, it is not clear that these features are transformative. One might not even find
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them particularly encouraging when reminded that “amateur innovator” or “amateur con-
tent producer” is itself a privileged and difficult-to-obtain position depending upon literacy,
other knowledge, social networks, class, race, and lifestyle. This is then the call for action
for those who care about the democratic potential of decentralized production. Rather than
wait for the technological changes to unfold, this analysis requires us to figure out why
each instance of technological transformation from the 1920s to the 2000s never satisfies.
“Participatory culture” will only move beyond the elite if the desire for decentralized control
and widespread participation can animate changes in our society’s fundamental structures
of opportunity.
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The “Internet Generation”?
It’s just like life, you can do anything really. . . . My younger cousins, . . . they’re now coming into an age
where the Internet is all they’ve ever known. (Lorie, 17, from Essex)1
If the Internet is, as Lorie suggests, “just like life,” for better and for worse, then the mother
of ten-year-old Anna is surely observing a profound generational transformation when she
says:
I’ll have to come up to a level because otherwise I will, I’ll be a dinosaur, and the children, when children
laugh at you and sort of say “Blimey, mum, don’t you even know that?” . . . Already now I might do
something and I say “Anna, Anna, what is it I’ve got to do here?” and she’ll go “Oh mum, you’ve just
got to click the—” and she’ll be whizzing, whizzing dreadfully.
For previously new media—books, comics, cinema, radio, and television—even if parents
weren’t familiar with the particular contents their children engaged with, at least they could
access and understand the medium so that, if they wished to understand what their children
were doing or share the activity with them, they could. With the advent of digital media,
things have changed. The demands of the computer interface are significant, rendering
many parents “dinosaurs” in the information age inhabited by their children. But, more
importantly, attention to these demands blinds us to the real challenge of using digital
media, namely the potential for engagement with information and education content, and
for participation in online activities, networks, and communities. Indeed, the very difficulty
of accessing and using the internet beguiles many adults into believing that if only they
could master “clicking” on links with the mouse, then they—like their children—would be
internet “experts.” This is not a belief that we hold for the pen, else we’d stop teaching pupils
English once they had learned to read and write, but the child who “whizzes” around the
screen seems so skilled that, we conclude comfortably, they know all they need to know
already.
Such a conclusion seems confirmed by the extraordinary news headlines of young hackers
breaking national security codes or teenage entrepreneurs making a fortune on E-Bay, not to
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mention the youthful origins of such recent successes as Google and YouTube. Young people
themselves, conscious of being the first generation to grow up with the internet, concur with
the public celebration of their status as “digital natives.”2 Amir (15, from London) says
confidently, “I don’t find it hard to use a computer because I got into it quickly. You learn
quick because it’s a very fun thing to do.” Nina (17, from Manchester) adds scathingly, “My
Dad hasn’t even got a clue. Can’t even work the mouse. . . . So I have to go on the Internet for
him.” But while these claims contain a sizeable grain of truth, we must also recognize their
rhetorical value for the speakers. Only in rare instances in history have children gained greater
expertise than parents in skills highly valued by society (diasporic children’s learning of the
host language before their parents is a good example). More usually, youthful expertise—
in music, games, or imaginative play—is accorded little, serious value by adults, even if
envied nostalgically. Thus, although young people’s newfound online skills are justifiably
trumpeted by both generations, this does not put them beyond critical scrutiny, for the
young entrepreneurs and hackers are the exceptions rather than the norm.
This chapter will engage with several claims illustrated by Anna’s mother, above. First, I
propose that the widespread struggle among educators, parents, researchers and policy mak-
ers to conceptualize what it is (young) people “know” or need to know when using the inter-
net is usefully resolved by conceptualizing this knowledge in terms of literacy. This allows us
to draw on, and learn from, a long intellectual history of debate over the nature of literacy
(from print literacy to audiovisual and media literacies, information literacy, advertising liter-
acy, cyberliteracy, games literacy, critical literacy, and many more), notwithstanding critical
doubts over “literacy” as a normative or elitist project.3 Through the concept of literacy, I
suggest, we can weave together an account of basic and advanced skills, linking individual
skills with social practices and crossing the boundary between formal and informal learning.
Second, I show that the internet poses specific and new demands on the understanding of its
users (and would-be users), which, as empirical work with children themselves reveals, not
all manage. Third, and contrary to Anna’s mother’s assumption, I argue that mastering the
technology means mastering not just the hardware, but all that the internet affords its users.
Thus we should be satisfied with nothing less than an ambitious definition of literacy given
the considerable social, economic, cultural, and political ambitions that society has for the
information society and, especially, for the so-called “internet generation.”
Introducing Three Children
To ground the present discussion, and without meaning either to celebrate or to criticize
them, I will briefly introduce three children who participated in the UK Children Go Online
project to convey the richness and subtlety of their knowledge of, and their continuing
struggles with, the internet.4 For behind the excited rhetoric of young online experts, the
everyday reality is inevitably more complex, as ethnographic research on the domestication
of new technologies readily shows.5
I first visited Megan when she was eight years old, in 1999. A bright girl from a working
class family, Megan lived in a media-rich but small house with her rather “stay-at-home”
parents and her older brother, a computer enthusiast. She loved writing stories and animals,
especially her pet hamster. She also loved playing on the computer, and her parents proudly
termed her “an information junkie,” having high educational aspirations for her. At the same
time, they kept an eye on her internet use from the living room, being cautious about her
online activities and encouraging visiting trusted sites rather than bold exploration, gently
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restricting her to information rather than communication applications. When I sat with
Megan while she showed me her online activities, my observations suggested that her skills
were somewhat exaggerated by her parents, her internet use being narrowly concentrated on
three sites—AskJeeves for searching, Nickelodeon for games (linked to her favorite children’s
television series Rugrats), and a few sites about pets (e.g., Petstore.com). Her use of these sites
often proved frustrating and inefficient.
In 2003, I returned to the family, when Megan was 12. Though various aspects of family life
had now changed—her father had a new job, her mother had returned to full-time work, her
brother had taken over the father as the “computer buff,” the computer had been upgraded,
and Megan had begun secondary school—it is the constancies that were more striking in
this close, quiet family. Lively and chatty as ever, grungy if not quite a teenager yet, Megan
still reads and writes stories—now on the computer, using the AOL story-writing option on
the kids’ page. She still searches for homework or leisure-related interests, now using Google.
As before, she follows her interest in animals onto the internet—for example, using Neopets
to name and keep a pet.6 She’s become a fan of The Sims, visiting the Sims Web site and
sites with game cheats and, having gained a taste for horror, she enjoys playing “against the
grain” by murdering her Sims and writing gothic tales of murder and destruction.7 Yet, as
before, her online skills seem more limited than her confident talk suggests. She had lost the
password for her “neopet,” nor could she manage to get the Web master to e-mail it to her.
She now has an e-mail and instant messenger account, but rarely uses it, and there is nothing
in her inbox when she looks. She ignores invitations on sites to chat, vote, or e-mail. When
I ask what is listed under “favorites,” she says she does not know, having never looked, and
when something goes wrong, she skims over the problem rather than stopping to figure out
what happened. So though her online style is quick and competent, getting where she wants
efficiently, her range is narrow, with little exploration. In addition, there seems little need to
worry about online risks, for Megan has internalized the caution once explicitly impressed
on her by her parents.
Megan’s internet use illustrates several key features of the online experience—a continuity
in interests offline and online (pets, stories), a continuity in individual learning style and
family mediation over time (from child to teen), the gap between parental pride in a child’s
expertise and his or her ability to make the technology do what he or she wants it to, and
parental ambivalence over the fact that encouraging confident exploration online also makes
a child vulnerable to online risks. Although all of these features of internet use are supported
by social science research,8 research also shows that not all young people are as cautious as
Megan in their online experience, as the next case study illustrates.
Fifteen-year-old Anisah is from a Ghanaian family and lives on a once-very troubled hous-
ing estate. We first visited Anisah, a middle child, lively and confident, when she was 12. The
family lived in a small two-bedroom flat, the computer squeezed into the living room along
with most other family activities. Her educated parents had not found work in the U.K. that
matched their qualifications, leading them to place huge educational expectations on their
three children—evident in their many encyclopedias and educational CD-ROMs, the empha-
sis placed on homework and computer access, and the parental support for children’s offline
and online learning. At 12, Anisah was active and outgoing—she danced, played netball,
shopped, and socialized through the church—but as she lived far from her school friends
and was often alone, she also used the internet on most days, enjoying making friends in
chat rooms, liking to feel ahead of her classmates (most of her peers didn’t have home ac-
cess). Though she benefited from using the internet to research school projects (using Yahoo,
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Excite, or BBC Online), her skills were imperfect: she told us about doing a project on China
(the country) for which she needed an illustration; she searched, downloaded, and inserted
into her work a picture of china (porcelain) from a Web site in Maine, United States, not
realizing the problem.9
Anisah at 15 had become a charming, strong-minded, articulate teenager, doing well at
school and hoping to become a designer. Having moved to a new house, she and her sister
now have a bedroom to themselves and, to her delight, this also houses the computer. Inter-
estingly, the family’s serious, moral attitude has become even stronger in Anisah. Unusually
for her age group, Anisah reads the news on the homepage of her ISP. She revises for exams
online using the BBC’s Bitesize. We discuss how—unlike her peers—she refuses to download
music, it being both illegal and wrong. She claims to have seen no pornography, though her
mother worries about this, checking up on Anisah and so invading her privacy, as Anisah
sees it. The interview with her mother pinpoints an ambivalence between saying “children
are children” who require guidance and seeing Anisah as part of the “guru generation” who
know about the internet. Though she uses e-mail and instant messaging programs, often
chatting to her friends late into the night (a practice of which her mother is unaware),
Anisah is now scathing about chat rooms because of the risk from dangerous contacts and
because chatting to strangers seems pointless (reflecting a widespread campaign in the U.K.
about the risks of chatrooms).10 Much of her internet use is purposeful—to research art work
for a project, to follow her interest in design, to find a cheap flight, and so forth.
From Anisah’s experience, we can add to the picture gleaned from observing Megan. Being
both older and more experienced, Anisah has bypassed some of the struggles Megan has with
accessing online content, but this means she faces the next level of challenge—what exactly
did Anisah need to know about the porcelain pictures to avoid her mistake? And, did the
mistake result from her poor searching skills (i.e., using an ambiguous search term, “china”)
or her assessment of the Web site’s content and reliability (finding a commercial site on
the wrong topic) or, even, a problem occasioned by poor Web site design or search engine
algorithms? One also wonders what complementary knowledge would be required by the
teacher, if he or she is to detect such a mistake and, in school, how the teacher could have
better advised Anisah. Internet literacy surely is not simply a feature of the individual, but
rather emerges (or fails to emerge) from the interrelation between individual skill, education,
and interface design, a point I shall develop below. Anisah’s case also shows the importance
of family background in shaping internet use—her parents’ cultural capital compensates for
their lack of economic capital11 in helping Anisah “get ahead,” a motivation held, but not
always achieved, by many parents for their children;12 as Anna’s mother said, “I think from
the children’s point of view they are so incredibly lucky to be able to have the information in
their dining room . . . and I think they are at an incredible advantage to other children. Not
every family has got a computer, and I think children are disadvantaged if they don’t.” Less
typically, though characteristic of religious families, Anisah’s parents’ strong moral values
guide and restrict the nature of her online activities in a manner that, for the most part,
she accepts.13 Where Anisah diverges from her parents—in seeking covert opportunities for
peer-to-peer communication, she reminds us that literacy encompasses all skills—both those
approved of by adults and those disapproved of.14
My third case adds further dimensions to our growing account of youthful internet use:
Ted was 14 when we first visited. More affluent than either Megan or Anisah, Ted is privately
educated and lives in a white, middle-class family. Perhaps because he is an only child and
dyslexic, Ted is rather overprotected at home; he watches a lot of television, though he also
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spends time playing sports and out with friends. Education seems less emphasized in this
household except as a means to gain a comfortable lifestyle. Like many children, Ted cannot
remember a time before the family had a computer, though the internet is recent. Unlike
many others, he does not profess much expertise about these technologies. “I haven’t got a
clue,” he said, when things go wrong. Indeed, being a computer consultant, his mother is the
expert at home, guiding Ted in his use of the internet. She bookmarked the BBC’s Bitesize
for him, though he does not use it, and also checks the history file to see what he does
online. Indeed, internet use in this family is fairly social, with a parent often in the study
while Ted researches his homework online or plays games, and he also goes online with his
friend and internet “guru,” Ted following Mark’s lead.15 They check on their favorite stars,
television programs, sports stuff, send jokey e-mails to their mates, and they visit Yahoo
Chat—pretending to be older, to be other people, to meet girls. For Ted, the internet is
mainly “fun and funny, it’s good, frustrating sometimes”—especially in relation to effective
searching.
We revisited Ted when he was 18, about to go to university. Family life had changed, with
fewer family activities and Ted spending a lot of time in his room. Yet Ted still says that his
mother is better at using the internet than he is, particularly for searching (this seems likely,
when we observe his rather poor searching skills). And when we ask, he has little idea why
sites exist or what purposes they may serve. Like many teens, though unlike Anisah, who
considers it wrong, Ted now spends a lot of time downloading music via the peer-to-peer
file sharing system Kazaa while, multitasking, he conducts instant messaging with friends.
Again unlike Anisah, Ted hardly searches the Web at all now—only checking out university
sites for possible courses when he needs to; the internet has become for him a medium of
communication and music, not of information or education.
Thus, Ted adds further features to our growing insight into youthful internet literacy.
Regarding the discrepancy between economic and cultural capital, his is the contrary case
to Anisah. Where Anisah illustrates the hopes of those who provide internet access for the
otherwise disadvantaged,16 Ted shows that simply having the resources (financial, educa-
tional, and parental) does not necessarily get you ahead if a genuine interest in learning
and exploration is not cultivated early. Second, Ted’s use of the internet is more social than
either Megan or Anisah—where Megan takes turns with her brother on the internet, and
Anisah uses it alone or to guide her little sister, Ted goes online with his friend or his mother
and so gains from their greater expertise: literacy is, for Ted, part of a social practice, not
just a cognitive skill.17 Last, one should note that while Ted, like the other two, would ap-
pear to a superficial observer to multitask effectively, “whizzing around” in the manner that
impressed Anna’s mother, the benefits he gains from the internet are curtailed first by his
lack of interest in information, education, or exploration and, second, by his poor skills in
searching and evaluating Web sites, though one should not underestimate the importance
of gaining communication-related literacy skills, especially for teenagers.
Indeed, we can compare their adoption of the interactive potential of the Internet18 as
follows: Megan mainly uses the internet to search Web sites and play games—what Sally
McMillan (2006) terms user–document and user–system interactivity respectively.19 For Ted,
user–user interactivity (chat, e-mail) is more important. Anisah makes perhaps the broadest
use of online options, treating the internet as a more flexible and diverse tool. These three
rather different young people also share some common experiences: each, for reasons of gen-
der, class, ethnicity, or special educational needs, is partly on the “wrong” side of the digital
divide,20 challenged to use their skills and resources to overcome this and get what they
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want from and through the internet. Each is treading a careful line between parent-approved
and child-favored activities, raising issues of domestic regulation (and its dependence on
national regulation), which balance freedom, safety, and privacy,21 and each is developing
valued expertise—“internet literacy,” though they seem more focused on making the inter-
face work rather than on developing the broader and more ambitious critical and creative
literacies that internet use affords.
Why “Internet Literacy”? An Excursion into Theory
To those for whom “literacy” means “just” reading and writing, the notion of internet lit-
eracy (or computer literacy, cyber-literacy, etc.) will seem puzzling. To nonnative English
speakers, the lack of a ready translation for “literacy” into some languages also poses a
difficulty.22 Raymond Williams (1983) traces the historical emergence of the English term
“literacy” not from “ABC” or “pen and paper,” but from “literature,” a term that once com-
bined the adjective meaning being discerning and knowledgeable according to “standards
of polite learning” with the noun for a body of writing of nationally acknowledged esthetic
merit.23 Today, as he observes, “literature” has come to refer only to the noun, with its as-
sociated adjective, “literary,” while by the end of the nineteenth century, “literacy” (and its
adjective, “literate”) “was a new word invented to express the achievement and possession of
what were increasingly seen as general and necessary skills.”24 Significantly, this new word
became necessary as the ability to read spread beyond the elite to the mass public, needed
to characterize the growing body of people with the skills to read and write but who lacked
familiarity with the literary canon. In other words, with the advent of mass education and
the commensurate rise of mass literacy, many people became literate but not literary, and
the “uses of literacy,” as Richard Hoggart put it,25 became increasingly subject to regula-
tory scrutiny and governance.26 Indeed, the advent of a literate but supposedly uncritical
public occasioned a series of “moral panics” accompanying each new mass medium (and,
today, each new interactive medium) (Drotner 1992),27 which focused precisely on the con-
sequences of access without discernment.28 Thus, the transition from print to audiovisual
media has been accompanied by widespread cultural anxieties, particularly regarding youth
that in turn position “media literacy” as a form of necessary critical defense against the
standardized, commodified message of “the culture industries.”29
In introducing these three children above, I have deliberately outlined an ambitious def-
inition of young people’s “internet literacy” that draws on the research literature so as to
encompass three dimensions. First, literacy is a form of knowledge with clear continuities
across communicative forms (print, audiovisual, interpersonal, digital). As regards the inter-
net, this knowledge poses a phased series of challenges, from initial hardware difficulties of
access through to more complex interpretative and evaluative competences regarding con-
tent and services that are distinctively afforded by (or socially inscribed into) the technology
or text. Second, literacy is a situated form of knowing that bridges individual skill and social
practices that is enabled (or impeded) by (unequally distributed) economic, cultural, and
social resources (or capital). Crucially, this emerges from the interaction between individual
activity, technology or interface design, and institutional shaping, and cannot be under-
stood solely as “a neutral technical skill.”30 Thirdly, literacy comprises a set of culturally
regulated competences encompassing both that which is normatively valued and that which
is disapproved or transgressive. “Internet literacy” in particular may be distinguished from
other forms of literacy to the extent that the specific skills, experiences, texts, institutions,
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and cultural values associated with the internet differ from those associated with print,
audiovisual, or other forms of communication.31
Reviewing recent research on “media literacy,” a field that concentrates primarily on broad-
casting and audiovisual media forms, and that draws on both humanities and social science,
James Potter (2004) cites over twenty definitions.32 However, many of these broadly concur
with the clear and concise definition proposed by the National Leadership Conference on
Media Literacy held in the United States in 1992, namely “the ability to access, analyze,
evaluate, and communicate messages in a variety of forms.”33 In the parallel realm of infor-
mation science, the recent transition in the dissemination and management of information
sources, from authoritative and controlled forms (encyclopedias, libraries, expert databases)
to networked, diverse, flexibly specialized forms of representation of the information or
knowledge society, has positioned “information literacy” as a vital skill in the competitive
global marketplace. This field concentrates primarily on computing, telecommunications,
and information technologies, and draws on the study of information processing, computer
science, and library studies to theorize, especially, multiple levels of access competences,
to identify a range of barriers and enablers to access, and establish initiatives for training
or redistributing otherwise-unequal skills across the population. For, as Mark Warschauer
puts it, “the ability to access, adapt, and create new knowledge using new information and
communication technology is critical to social inclusion in today’s era.”34
Such an approach is, interestingly, strikingly parallel to that of media literacy.35 The
UNESCO-funded multinational gathering of experts organized by the U.S. National Com-
mission on Library and Information Science and National Forum on Information Literacy
stated that “information literacy encompasses knowledge of one’s information concerns and
needs, and the ability to identify, locate, evaluate, organize, and effectively create, use, and
communicate information to address issues and problems at hand.”36 In this document,
also known as The Prague Declaration, we see the same fourfold definition, now identified
as “a prerequisite for participating effectively in the Information Society” and “part of the
basic human right of life long learning.”37 So, with the widespread diffusion of information
and communication technologies, the notion of information literacy has been developed
to encompass the competences required to design and use complex digital systems for the
representation and distribution of information. However, now that the internet converges
multiple technologies, forms, and spaces of mediation and information—blurring hitherto
distinctive social practices of information and entertainment, work and leisure, public and
private, even childhood and adulthood, national and global—a convergence of media (or
audiovisual) and information literacies is needed to map out a constructive route to under-
standing what (young) people know, and need to know, regarding that deceptively simple
notion of “using the internet.”
Charting the Limits of Young People’s Internet Literacy
In thinking about young people’s internet literacies, both the traditions of media literacy
and information literacy are useful in recognizing the cognitive and social challenges posed
by access (to hardware, software, content, and services) as well as the dimensions of literacy
concerned with analyzing and critically evaluating content for its textual forms, genres,
biases, and reliability. Undoubtedly, Megan, Anisah, and Ted’s families are not alone in
their struggles to appropriate this new technology—even to choose, locate, and operate the
hardware, and deal with the constant and cascading demands to update and upgrade, let
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alone to access the content and services accessible online.38 Megan’s computer was inherited
from her father’s workplace and so came set up with many puzzling features that remained
long after the computer had been brought home. Ted’s inability to bookmark sites also
limits his efficiency in accessing information, while Anisah’s attempt to obtain illustrations
of China shows the challenge of searching.
One observational session in thirteen-year-old Candy’s middle-class household clearly il-
lustrates the problems of access and its link to critical understanding and content creation.
Candy was trying to find a German Web site on food and drink to help with her school-
work. First she checked with her father that “du” is the German equivalent of U.K. He
says yes, then thinks it might be dr. This doesn’t work, so she tries www.esse.com.du.
This doesn’t work, so she tries .de, with no more success. The researcher suggests she
tries www.esseundtrinke.com.de but this doesn’t work either, because mistakenly she typed
“trinke” without the “n.” She notes that she couldn’t access the site at school either. The
observer suggests she puts an “n” in “essen” and she says that there should be one in “trinke”
as well, but no luck (perhaps because the words are run together as one—searching for “es-
sen und trinken” produces thousands of useful hits). Candy’s father then suggests .dr for
Deutsche Republik or “just to leave the last bit off and see if it finds it.” Neither works. Her
brother, Bob, comes across to try to help, but he can’t remember any German sites. Now
Candy is trying www.yahoo.co.du. Bob suggests Capital d, but still no luck. Her mother
then comes into the room and tries to help. She suggests they try .uk to see if “the whole
thing is working.” Her mother goes to the refresh option on the ISP home page. Candy jokes
“Don’t do that! It goes on to a porn page!” Evidently, once she did this and this happened.
She knows this must mean that someone in the house had accessed it earlier! The mother
tries www.yahoo.co.uk and immediately the page comes up. So the family conclude that the
problem lies with the name of the German site they are trying to access and is not a problem
with their skills; so Candy gives up. This whole process took ten minutes, and the attention
of the whole family.
Some of these difficulties have been effectively theorized within the information literacy
tradition where, as noted above, “mere access” has long been recognized as posing significant
barriers to many. In relation to media literacy, access has until recently been a minor issue;
turning on the television or radio, picking up a newspaper, or going to the cinema are not
challenging skills, oft-claimed to render these “democratic” media; although today, using
the electronic program guide, installing multiple digital channels, or accessing interactive
content raise questions familiar to those in the information/computer tradition. Where the
media literacy tradition is arguably more advanced than that of information literacy is in
relation to critical understanding. Mass media have been characterized by limited spectrum,
expensive distribution channels, centralized organization, and strong state regulation, these
combining to maintain a strong distinction between producers and consumers, with elite
filters operating to select material to be distributed in accordance with criteria of cultural
quality, editorial values, professional production conventions, and political or market pres-
sures. Consequently, media literacy teaching especially has often centered on understand-
ing and critiquing the operation and consequences of these elite public or private sector
organizations.
But, to the extent that the internet enables cheap, accessible, diverse, and dispersed forms
of knowledge distribution, the emphasis of critical literacy must be broadened to include
information searching, navigation, sorting, assessing relevance, evaluating sources, judging
reliability, and identifying bias. All these tasks increasingly fall to the ordinary user in a
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fast-changing environment in which familiar markers of authority, value, trust, and authen-
ticity are lacking.39 Nor are these tasks inconsequential, for they are applied in domains ex-
tending far beyond the entertainment or hobby activities associated with traditional media.
Many young people find this exciting and empowering, affording diverse forms of expertise,
expression, and exploration,40 and the recent explosion of “user-generated content” certainly
attests to the appeal of gaining expertise in this new online environment. Many, however,
are less expert. In the “UK Children Go Online” survey, of those nine- to nineteen-year-olds
who go online at least once a week, four in ten said they trust most or all online content—
revealing, arguably, the scale of the challenge for media or internet literacy programs. For
the majority who are more skeptical, one must ask how they decide what to trust: only one
in three said they have been advised how to judge the reliability of online information.41 As
we saw with Ted, many have little idea of the motives that lead individuals or institutions to
make information available online, and when asked to speculate, those interviewed in focus
groups tended to assume benevolent and generous intentions to site authors. Steve (17, from
Manchester) told me sites exist because “somebody’s just thought this is my interest, and I’m
going to share it with the world.” So, critical literacy is a vital part of internet literacy, with
trust a central issue in navigating the online environment. Yet most children and young
people we interviewed in the focus groups appeared to be ignorant of the motives behind
the Web sites they were using, and many, it was clear, had not thought about this question
at all.
Moreover, the design of online resources often impedes the development of further skills or
competences online. Even at 18 and at a private school with great IT facilities, Ted struggles
to search effectively, typing in key words inappropriately, confused about bookmarking and
so always retyping addresses, and not understanding why you can’t always go “back” (itself a
good question).42 Similarly, why can’t Megan work out how to get the Neopets site to remind
her of her password? Since her teachers say she is an intelligent girl, perhaps the problem
lies with the site design? Certainly, as I observe her attempts, the lack of any site feedback
on her repeated mistakes seems a striking failure to encourage learning when needed.43 In
one visit, Megan (aged 12) shows me how the AOL kids home page offers a story-writing
option. The site contains a standard story with gaps—you insert your own name, that of a
friend, your favorite color, and so forth, and the result is a personalized story you can print
out. The discussion then turns, and Megan switches to Microsoft Works to show me the
story she is currently writing: this turns out to be a lengthy, closely written thriller, heavy
on dialogue and drama, containing tragedy, murder, a mysterious beautiful foreign woman
saying dramatic and intriguing things as she rushes about solving mysteries. The story uses
elaborate forms of expression, a complex vocabulary, includes exciting and witty writing,
if rather breathless and melodramatic. The same girl, two stories, one highly literate, yet
enabled merely by the blank page, one minimally literate and positively impeded by some
“creative” software.
Empirical observation of young people’s internet use suggests that, conceptually, we must
recognize that literacy emerges from the dynamic interaction between user and technology
and that, consequently, politically, we must take care in criticizing individuals for limits
of their online activities, for this is implicitly to assume that interfaces are well designed
and that necessary resources are readily available. In practice, interfaces also obscure, im-
pede, and undermine, especially in the new media and information environment where
cultural conventions of representation are not yet familiar, cues to interpretation are incon-
sistent or confusing, and a critique of the new information environment is underdeveloped.
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Furthermore, young people’s internet literacy does not yet match the headline image of the
intrepid pioneer, not because young people lack imagination or initiative, but because the
institutions that manage their internet access and use are constraining or unsupportive—
anxious parents, uncertain teachers, busy politicians, profit-oriented content providers. In
recent years, popular online activities have one by one become fraught with difficulties for
young people—chat rooms and social networking sites are closed down because of the risk
of pedophiles, music downloading has resulted in legal actions for copyright infringement,
educational institutions are increasingly instituting plagiarism procedures, and so forth. In
practice, the Internet is not quite as welcoming a place for young people as popular rhetoric
would have one believe, and in this, of course, it is not so different from offline social
institutions concerned with young people.44
Convergent Literacies for Convergent Technologies
As audiovisual and information technologies converge, most notably but not only through
the internet, people’s skills and competences and, therefore, the research that seeks to under-
stand them must also converge. The traditions of literacy scholarship discussed above each
contribute to the analysis of internet literacy in complementary ways. Media literacy has
developed a better account of the nature of the sensory, esthetic, and symbolic qualities of
visuals, sound, and the moving image, and, therefore, of multimedia. However, it is heavily
linear. Information literacy has a better account of the nonlinear, the database, the dispersed
network. Since the internet combines these qualities, again we need to combine these tradi-
tions in theorizing internet literacy. This allows us to define internet literacy as the ability
to access, understand, critique, and create information and communication content online.
To be sure, this is a definition tied to a technology (or domain, namely, online), and the
technology is complex and changing, but this is not to fall into technological determinism,
for precisely since technologies have been socially and institutionally shaped, they afford
certain uses or embody certain preferences over others, and different forms of representation
pose distinct interpretative demands.45 Consequently, technologies invite or encourage the
development of certain competences in preference to others, both in terms of basic skills
(using a mouse, navigating hypertext, learning netiquette) and advanced skills (evaluating
a Web site, contributing to a forum, inhabiting an online community). Thus, an interactive
focus on user and text or technology is vital.46
The subfield of human-computer interaction, interestingly, treats computer or informa-
tion literacy not simply as a skill, but rather as an interaction between skilled users and
well-designed interfaces.47 Similarly, the text reader model of interpretation (applied to both
film and television, and itself derived from the domain of print literacy) stresses meaning
as emergent from the activities of active subjects and polysemic texts.48 Indeed, there is a
thought-provoking parallel between the theorization of interactivity in the field of informa-
tion literacy (through the contrast between the “inscribed user” and the actual users, plural,
who interpret, normatively or otherwise, the meanings flexibly encoded into a technological
system49 and the theorization of the “inscribed subject” or “model reader” anticipated by the
text and the empirical audiences, plural, who decode or read against the grain when faced
with an audiovisual text in the field of media literacy.50 We may add to this the growing
literature on computer-mediated communication and its account of the specific communica-
tive literacies associated with online peer-to-peer interactions but drawing, historically, on
face-to-face interaction.51
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Much in these converging traditions draws on a common origin in the analysis of print
literacy, particularly in the stress on interpretation (or literacy not just as reading the printed
word, but also as “reading the world”52). This legacy from print literacy remains crucial in
relation to the internet, much of whose content is, after all, print—along with the associated
reference frames of pages, reading and writing, sending, printing, looking up, filing, and
so forth; the question of how representation is altered as we move from page to screen
is a fascinating one.53 Other dimensions of the print legacy are also important: Gunther
Kress traces back to the dominance of print our cultural blindness to images compared with
words; for though the power of images is widely recognized, our analytic and regulatory
tools are more developed for words, hence the value of his development of an analytic
toolkit to recognize the visual (hence, he proposes the concept of “visual literacy”), for “the
exponential expansion of the potentials of electronic technologies will entrench visual modes
of communication as a rival to language in many domains of public life.”54 He reminds us,
further, of the important stress on writing in relation to print literacy when he observes that
“writing has been the most valued means of communication over the last few centuries—
the one that has regulated access to social power in Western societies.”55 It is especially the
dual emphases on writing as well as reading—preserved in the fourth term of the definitions
of both media and information literacy (as “communicate” or “create,” respectively)—that
has rendered literacy subject to close regulatory scrutiny. Not only does reading permit the
dissemination of knowledge in a manner that may escape control, but especially, writing
further democratizes knowledge in a move that challenges the authority of elites.56
Along with the emphasis on individual skills accompanying each new medium, histo-
rians identify an institutional (often, also a legal) history of regulatory interventions that
manage the dissemination and use of these skills, resulting in critical scholarship on how
the state intervenes—generally through educational institutions, though also the law and
other agencies—in what might otherwise seem the private activities and pleasures of private
individuals or private businesses (e.g., publishing, the press). Such normative concerns are
now evident in the initiatives funded in relation to ICT literacy. As for print literacy, the
purpose is often more to promote a skilled workforce, thereby advancing employment and
economic competitiveness, than to support a critical, informed, and actively engaged citi-
zenry. Hence, public policy resources are generally devoted more to enabling basic access
and understanding than to critical evaluation or user-generated content creation. Critical
scholarship must counter, therefore, by pointing out that the accepted definitions of media
and information literacy are not satisfied with just knowing one’s audiovisual “ABC”; one
must also be able to communicate—to create content as well as to decode it; otherwise, one
positions the public as mere recipients rather than also active producers and distributors of
information and communication.57 Yet the promise of literacy, surely, is that it can form
part of a strategy to reposition the media user—from passive to active, from recipient to
participant, from consumer to citizen.
Findings from the “UK Children Go Online” project suggest some positive prospects here,
though again, some disappointing realities. They suggest that young people enthusiastically
take the initial steps toward interactivity, communication, and participation, with some more
active than others, but often, they do not sustain the activity or engage as thoroughly as those
casually observing them might hope. For example, seven in ten nine- to nineteen-year-olds
who use the internet weekly report at least one form of interactive engagement with a Web
site (out of doing a quiz, sending an e-mail/SMS/picture/story to a site, voting for something
online, contributing to a message board, offering advice to others, filling in a form or signing
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Figure 1
Explaining online opportunities and risks among teenagers.
a petition online), but on average, the total number of ways of interacting is 1.5 out of the
eight asked about, suggesting that despite the many online invitations to interact, adoption
remains low, especially among working-class teenagers. Similarly, the survey found that
34 percent of nine- to nineteen-year-olds who go online at least once a week have tried
to set up their own Web page—more often boys than girls, and more often older than
younger children (though younger children indicate that they would like to develop the
skills to make a site). While over a third feel that making their own site is in some ways
impressive, suggesting a considerable desire to be active and creative content producers as
well as receivers, closer examination showed that of these, one in three never managed to
get their Web page online, and a further one in three do not maintain their site—only one
in nine, therefore, have created, uploaded, and maintained a site, and among these, doing
so was often a requirement of their curriculum.
What might encourage a more ambitious use of the internet? The “UK Children Go Online”
survey findings revealed that online expertise matters.58 Measured in terms of the number of
online skills that twelve- to seventeen-year-olds claim to be good at, as well as their reported
self-efficacy, and assessed in terms of the range of online opportunities that the teenagers
engage in, as well as the range of risks they have encountered online, the findings suggested
that—as for learning to read or ride a bicycle—those with greater internet literacy take up
greater online opportunities and, perhaps more surprisingly, encounter more risks also, as
shown in figure 1. This diagram models the relations, direct and indirect, among demo-
graphic variables (age, gender, socioeconomic status), the quality (or variety) of the teens’
internet access, the level of their online skills, and frequency/length of their use, together
with the range of opportunities (e.g., education, civic participation, peer communication,
information search, etc.) and risks (e.g., pornography, race hate, sexual harassment, stranger
contact, or bullying) that they experience online.59
This empirical examination provides some encouragement for those who seek to overcome
the digital divide by intervening in young people’s internet literacy (whether via training,
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education, online provision, or better design); increased literacy results in increased oppor-
tunities over and above the positive effects of access and use. However, it points to a problem
for policy makers and parents, for the positive correlation identified between the range of
opportunities and risks that teenagers encounter online makes it apparent that initiatives
designed to improve opportunities are also likely to increase risks, while those designed to
minimize risks may also reduce opportunities. Indeed, as the absence of certain lines in
the diagram conveys, access and use do not in and of themselves increase the likelihood
of online risks, and nor does literacy reduce it; rather, the online risks are the outcome of
online opportunities. The analysis also counters the technologically determinist view that
merely providing access to the hardware could be enough; for, while better quality of access
(e.g., more access locations, or having the internet for longer) was found to increase the range
of online opportunities experienced by teenagers, the more literate among them gained an
additional benefit over and above the less literate with equivalent access (or, indeed, equiv-
alent amount of use).60
As soon as we inquire, however, into what these online opportunities might and should
include, the normative character of internet literacy discussions becomes apparent. For so-
ciety must ask what expectations it has for young people’s internet use—what, in short, do
we hope for young people and how much should their internet use be supported through
institutional and other forms of support?
Internet Literacy as a Normative Project
Clarity over the purposes of literacy is often lacking, resulting in some crucially unresolved
debates in both traditions discussed in this chapter, bringing, in turn, an unresolved and
contested legacy to the analysis of internet literacies.61 In the media literacy tradition, sig-
nificant differences of opinion persist among theorists and media educators regarding their
valuation of the media themselves: How much emphasis should be placed on critiquing or
on appreciating media? One might here compare the notion of advertising literacy, seen
as providing a cultural defense against the normative messages of media corporations, with
that of film literacy, advocated for enabling a cultural appreciation of the esthetic, creative,
and pleasurable potential of audiovisual expression.62 This uncertainty in pedagogy influ-
ences, and undermines, the justification, implementation, and evaluation of media literacy
programs, whether through either media education or citizenship initiatives, an uncertainty
that now continues to shape contemporary discussions over the appropriate uses of internet
literacy.63 Similarly, information literacy advocates do not agree about the desired balance
between technical skills and information skills, or the importance of motivational versus
economic barriers to understanding, or the weight to be put on information literacy as a
means of competing in an increasingly information-oriented labor market or as a means to
participate fully as a citizen in the knowledge society. All these are debates, essentially, over
the politics of literacy and literacy education. Concretely, one may ask not only whether
Megan, Anisah, and Ted are “internet literate” but, also, what more should they know, and
whose responsibility is this?
Being able to use the internet is of little value in and of itself. Rather, its value lies in
the opportunities that it opens up, just as the history of debates over print literacy are, fun-
damentally, debates over the manner, inclusiveness, and purposes of public participation
in society.64 I have argued elsewhere that we can identify three broad purposes to which
media and information literacies contribute.65 First, democracy, participation and active
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citizenship: in a democratic society, a media and information-literate individual is more able
to gain an informed opinion on matters of the day, and to be able to express their opin-
ion individually and collectively in public, civic, and political domains, while a media and
information-literate society supports a critical and inclusive public sphere. Second, knowl-
edge economy, competitiveness, and choice: in a market economy increasingly based on
information, often in a complex and mediated form, a media and information-literate indi-
vidual is likely to have more to offer, and therefore achieve at a higher level in the workplace,
and a media and information-literate society is innovative and competitive, sustaining a rich
array of choices for the consumer. Third, lifelong learning, cultural expression, and personal
fulfillment: since our highly reflexive, heavily mediated symbolic environment informs and
frames the choices, values, and knowledge that give significance to everyday life, media and
information literacy contribute to the critical and expressive skills that support a full and
meaningful life, and to an informed, creative, and ethical society.
These purposes are deliberately framed to capture both the individual competences and
institutional structures that, together, underpin literacy. For across diverse traditions, literacy
research has often been strongly contested for its individualistic emphasis on skill. Literacy
should, it is argued by these critics, be conceived as both an individual accomplishment or
a social and cultural practice.66 Just as competences can be conceptualized at several levels,
from the basic (using the pen, the remote control, the mouse) through to intermediate skills
(finding a book in the library, identifying a reliable Web page, contributing to a forum) and
then to advanced competences (creativity, specialized learning, participation, and critique),
so too can the social structures that underpin these competences. At the basic level, then,
internet literacy is enabled by and depends on the design of interfaces, software, and technical
provision;67 at the intermediate level, literacy requires institutional supports (education and
other learning environments, accountable gate-keeping practices, well-resourced curricula,
and information resources); at the most ambitious level, internet literacy requires societal
encouragement both online and offline for democratic engagement, open and responsive
civic organizations, an innovative and flexible economy, and a rich and diverse culture. In
short, media and information literacies do not simply concern the ability to use the electronic
program guide for digital television, or to complete one’s income tax return online. Nor are
the purposes restricted to becoming a more informed consumer or getting a better-paid
job, though in methodological terms, these may be more readily evaluated against tangible
outcomes.
However, research within media literacy and information literacy divides on the politics
of literacy research. Some in the field of media literacy work within the administrative ap-
proach, in Paul Lazarsfeld’s terms,68 seeking directly to contribute to and influence policy on
media literacy (for example, tracking ICT diffusion and access via government or commercial
surveys). Other work takes a critical approach, exploring how people use media for their own
sometimes non- or counternormative purposes, or critiquing the authorities that seek to “im-
prove” literacy for administrative, economic, or commercial purposes. In the informational
domain, similarly, research is bifurcated. For example, research on the search engine in the
administrative tradition uses survey-based studies to examine access to and familiarity with
search engines, the skills of different types of users, or the sophistication of users’ search
queries. In addition, studies using ratings and metrics examine the demographic trends in
search engine choice and use, often to inform the advertising industry. Other research takes
a critical viewpoint, integrating economic analysis, observation, and experiments, to ques-
tion the adequacy of search engines for the public good, to critique the private structure of
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the industry and its lack of transparency in information provision, and so forth. Thus, the
critical focus of the two traditions has been different. Media literacy—because of the focus
on the dominant institutions of the mass media—has developed a critical focus on the value
of media (appreciate or deplore, value culture or defend against harm), and an interest in
the public’s resistance to dominant meanings. Information literacy—because of its greater
focus on the challenges of access, and their associated barriers and enablers—has developed
its critical focus on in/equality, competition, and redistribution across the population. Both
these foci are, clearly, critical points of intervention for the academy in responding to so-
ciety wide initiatives to promote literacy of all kinds, including internet literacy for young
people.
Conclusions
This chapter has stressed the historical continuities between internet literacy and print lit-
eracy, in order that the ambitious expectations society has for print literacy (notably, the
importance of writing as well as reading, and the expectation of critical understanding at
levels far beyond knowing one’s ABC) can be extended to internet literacy in the informa-
tion age; for these not only support a skilled labor force, but also ensure cultural expression,
civic participation, and democratic deliberation. It has also noted the discontinuities, inso-
far as internet literacy poses some specific challenges, partly arising from the rapid pace of
change and the consequent reverse generation gap regarding children’s and adults’ expertise,
and partly arising from the unprecedented convergence of hitherto distinct spheres (public
and private, work and leisure, education and home, information and entertainment, etc.)
associated with the ubiquity of online technologies in developed countries; this, in turn,
demanding a convergence of diverse forms of literacy.
Given such ambitious expectations regarding youthful internet literacy, this chapter has
challenged popular claims regarding young people’s online expertise, not in order to criti-
cize young people themselves—who are undoubtedly enthusiastic, creative, and motivated
in their exploration of online opportunities—but in order to make visible society’s failure
to sufficiently support their internet literacy through design, education, and regulation. The
“myth of the cyberkid”69 or “the digital generation”70 (a rhetorical term whose technologi-
cal determinism David Buckingham, 2006, critiques) may mitigate against increasing public
policy resources to support young people’s learning and participation. It also seems that as-
serting children to be in control of their online experiences legitimates a deregulatory regime
that frees the market to the degree that it poses a risk to children’s safety.71 Undoubtedly,
the prevailing tendency in communications’ regulation across North America and Europe
is toward “lighter touch” regulation or, preferably, self-regulation for an increasingly global
industry. The consequent threat of harm to the public is countered by the claim that, con-
versely, such trends “empower” by providing more choice for an increasingly media-literate
public.72 To some degree, children are recognized as a special or “vulnerable” group in such
policy debates, but the favored solutions are not to sustain industry regulation, but rather
to increase educational initiatives to enhance media literacy.73 While media literacy initia-
tives are much to be welcomed, a critical analysis requires that we recognize these as part
of a broader shift from direct control by government to governance through “action at a
distance” regulating parents, for example, through discursively established norms of “good
parenting” and “appropriate children’s conduct.”74 One consequence is that this creates a
skills’ burden that parents and children neither can nor should bear alone.
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Today’s connections between literacy, education, and individual responsibility are also
foreshadowed in the history of print literacy. Carmen Luke (1989) links the historical emer-
gence of discourses of literacy, child-rearing, and childhood to the confluence of the inven-
tion of the printing press in the late fifteenth century and to the “birth of the school” by the
middle of the sixteenth century.75 By the sixteenth century, she notes, “learning had been
removed from the home, the streets, or the community and had been replaced by an orga-
nized and regimented institutional setting where rewards, punishments, and the ideas and
skills to be learned were provided by an authority other than the more familiar and personal
authority of family and community members.”76 Intriguingly, it seems that today this trend
is reversed: public policy stresses putting learning back into the home and community, re-
sulting in what Buckingham, Scanlon, and Sefton-Green have termed the “curricularization
of leisure” and, partly in consequence, to the growing attention—public, policy, academic—
to questions of literacy.77 Both the removal from and then the reinsertion into the home of
education, socialization, and learning form part of the same larger trend, namely the institu-
tionalization of childhood, the incursion of the state into the realm of private life, including
the repositioning of children from being the private property of families into a public, civil
discourse.78
While the growth of state regulation over parents, children, and the home represents
the downside of this trend, the concomitant rise of an international discourse of children’s
rights by the end of the twentieth century represents the positive side. Optimistically, then,
literacy—including internet literacy—could represent a means of empowerment for young
people in a mediated world.
Victor Quinn defines “empowerment” precisely not as the provision of adult or predigested
information to children nor, simply, as free access to any information, but rather as enabling
children to be able to do what they can do best.79 In this view, it is not enough for adults
to leave young people to get on with it, but rather it demands that they listen, respond
carefully, providing feedback on creative or other forms of activity, encouraging critical
reflection, taking their participation seriously. Yet the form of “empowerment” adult society
provides through the internet is often a far cry from this: educational Web sites reinforce
“right answer” learning as opposed to critical questioning, civic participation sites encourage
youth to “have their say,” but rarely listen to or act on what they say. Many information
resources encode strategies of textual closure rather than openness—what Stuart Hall called
the “preferred reading”80 (frequently asked questions, recently asked questions, top ten lists,
fact of the week, our favorites, etc.), and “sticky” commercial sites, acting in effect as walled
gardens, tend to discourage the very exploration that a network structure could and should
afford.81
No wonder that what excites young people about the internet is primarily the peer-to-
peer opportunities it affords, in which they provide for each other the responsiveness, crit-
icism, humor, feedback, openness, and networking that so often is absent from content
designed for children by adults. Yet since information and communication technologies
increasingly represent a key route to education, health, civic engagement, employment
skills, participation in government, therapeutic advice, extended family relations, and so
forth, it is here that we must ensure literacy is sufficient. Celebrating young people’s en-
terprise and enthusiasm, while failing to support, respond, or engage with their online
activities, risks failing to bring to fruition the ambitious hopes we hold not only for the
internet but, more significantly, for young people. Overestimating their literacy is also haz-
ardous, because anxieties about risk are, to some degree justifiably, enhanced in the risk
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society, and because support for the individual making these judgments (education, so-
cialization, and institutional norms) is reduced as the burden of responsibility is shifted
from provider to consumer, a process Ulrich Beck describes as “the individualization of
risk.”82
As more and more policy emphasis at national and international levels is placed on “media
literacy” or “information literacy” or “internet literacy,” critical scholars have all the more
reason simultaneously to support internet literacy initiatives, to assert ambitious expectations
in evaluating their effectiveness, to scrutinize the policy objectives that promote them and,
last, to challenge the inflated public claims regarding the “internet-savvy” teenager that
accompany them.
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Looking BK and Moving FD: Toward a Sociocultural Lens on Learning
with Programmable Media
Paula K. Hooper
Technical Education Research Centers (TERC)
When computers first entered schools in the early 1980s, programming was a major part of
the taxonomies that were created to describe the types of applications and activities available
for children’s learning. For example, the book Computers in School: Tutor, Tool, Tutee catego-
rized educational uses of computers according to the kinds of interactions students could
have with them.1 The tutor category referred to early forms of computer-assisted instruction.
Tools at that time included microcomputer-based labs, word processors, or simulations. Tutee
reflected students teaching the computer through programming language rather than being
taught by the computer. Within that early landscape programming activities became widely
used in schools, because in comparison to other uses, it was easy for educators to see how
programming offered conceptually different ways of learning math and science.2
The growth of technology over the years has enabled a much wider variety of digital media
for learning both in school and out than was encompassed by the original taxonomies.
Although programming has not disappeared from the toolbox, it is no longer a mainstream
tool, but is used within particular niches of children’s experiences both in and out of school.
In part the decline in use of programmable media is linked to the rise of other forms of digital
media that are easier to use and more recognizable in their connection to subject-matter
learning. But, the decline also arises from the paucity of research on why previous efforts
have produced varying impacts on the mainstream of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) learning.
Programmable media for learning is distinguished by its ability to encourage students to
think differently about content than they would with other media. Andy diSessa described
this ability as an expressiveness that programming environments offer by having representa-
tional forms that are uniquely suited to particular ideas.3 He describes the power of learning
to read and write with programming as a representational form of computational literacy.
In this chapter, I explore the work of children who came to be fluent programmers in the
mid-1990s when some of the current capacities of digital media, such as easy manipulation
of graphics, hypertext, and hypermedia, were just beginning to emerge. Looking back at their
work provides lessons for the current development and analysis of programmable media and
for expanding its use in current and future landscapes of digital media for learning.
I examine a vignette from a larger study of children in grades 2–6 who were
learning through computer programming. The larger study investigated how children’s
computational ideas emerged through extended work with programmable media. The study
spanned five years in an alternative African-centered school in an urban area. The vignette
illustrates both how programming can be used as an effective learning tool and raises the
issue of how cultural and social settings and personal experiences influence learning with
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programmable media.4 The role of sociocultural context in this setting is unexpected from the
standpoint of traditional constructionist orientations to learning and teaching with digital
media, but elements of students’ everyday cultural practices proved integral to their learning.
I argue for a closer look at the cultural nature of learning as a way to better understand the
benefits of learning with programmable media.
The chapter first identifies the relevant theories of learning as applied to programmable
media and describes the kind of intellectual work that children do when programming. The
second section features a case study of a media project created by African American girls in a
school setting, where cultural connections and their relevance were made explicit. Analysis
of the vignette reveals both the constructionist elements of learning and how the girls’
participation in cultural and social contexts further buoyed their learning. The final section
outlines implications for educators, policy makers, and researchers about programmable
media and how incorporating a sociocultural lens can be used to extend the benefits of
learning with programmable media to more children.
Constructivism, Constructionism, and Logo
The use of programmable media emerged as theories of learning evolved from transmission
models to knowledge-construction models. This evolution has influenced the teaching of
all subject matter, but particularly the role of tools and materials in math and science.
Transmission models of learning claim that knowledge can be received by a novice from the
mind of a more knowledgeable person, if the novice engages in traditional learning roles such
as listening, following instructions, and practicing. Constructivism, the theory of cognitive
development articulated by Jean Piaget, posits that people construct ideas from interacting
with the world and interpreting their experiences from prior knowledge.
Seymour Papert, a student of Piaget’s, viewed constructionism as an extension of construc-
tivist theory. From his work with artificial intelligence at the MIT AI Lab in the 1960s and
1970s, Papert focused on the role that creating projects with accessible programmable ma-
terials can play in learning.5 Both constructivism and constructionism draw on the idea of
construction as both a metaphor and a model for learning. Individuals construct new ideas
in the course of creating personally and socially meaningful artifacts.6 From this standpoint,
making things is a particularly good way for people to learn.
Programming as a Tool for Learning
In the 1970s, Papert and his colleagues at MIT, and Bolt, Beranek, and Newman created
Logo as the first programming language designed with children’s learning in mind. The
development of Logo occurred well before Papert defined constructionism, and initially the
theoretical foundation for its design was rooted in constructivism. Later, Logo was described
as an instantiation of a constructionist learning environment.7
Many versions of Logo and a family of Logo-related environments have been developed
over the years for learning a variety of content matter. Papert and others argue that the
features of programming allow learners to form concrete ideas that are often too abstract
for children or novices to grasp and use. A primary argument within research on children’s
learning with programming is that writing computer programs (also called procedures or
methods) provides concrete representations of ideas and phenomena that are not possible
with paper and pencil or other static models. Ideas, it is argued, become more concrete
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as learners connect to and use the computational tools and materials that they represent.
The thinking that learners can do with computational objects that are integral to these
environments led Papert to describe them as an “objects-to-think-with.”8 Andy diSessa fur-
ther described the particular affordances of computational objects as representational forms,
while others have noted the potential of programmable media to support collaboration, to
reshape curriculum and teaching, and to enhance informal learning environments.9
Some brief examples of programmable media for learning include the following.
 Boxer is a programming environment that was developed to support children’s learn-
ing of fundamental physics concepts as well as research on children’s ideas about
representation.10 diSessa’s research group at the University of California at Berkeley
explored using Boxer with sixth graders to create interactive simulations of motion. In
most standard curricula, students learn the representation systems of motion in high
school algebra and calculus before they are asked to think about the physics of motion.
diSessa shows that by playing with a simple set of programs to move an object forward
at a uniform speed, students can begin to think earlier about the relationship between
speed, distance, and time. In this environment, programs are written in boxes and the
uniform speed program can be modified and coordinated with other simple programs
to explore changes in speed. Creating programs to simulate a car stopping and starting,
a spaceship landing, or a ball dropping helps students construct ideas about accelera-
tion and other physics of motion without learning higher math first. These explorations
illustrate how programming can become a representational form that is more expres-
sive than standard mathematical forms.11 As diSessa notes, “Programming turns analysis
into experience and allows a connection between analytic forms and their experiential
implications that even algebra and calculus can’t touch.”12
 Beginning with LEGO/Logo robotics, researchers have developed several environments
that are hybrids of Lego building materials and Logo programming languages.13 These
tools allow children to explore engineering, design, and programming ideas. Examples of
these environments include LEGO Mindstorms R©, Crickets R©,14 PicoCrickets R©, and the
FIRST Lego League system of robotics competitions. These “microworlds” were designed
such that math and science ideas are embedded in the building materials. Creating
things in these programs allows children to playfully and personally discover interesting
ways to think about science, technology, engineering, and math.15 These programmable
media for learning have been particularly popular in informal learning environments,
such as museums, afterschool clubs, and out-of-school competitions.
 Scratch is a programming environment intended for teenagers in Computer Clubhouses
and other afterschool environments to create their own forms of media expression,
including games, cartoons, art, and interactive stories. It is based on the open source
programming language Squeak, which is designed to make object-oriented programming
paradigms accessible to novice users.16
 Turtle graphics, also referred to as turtle geometry, is a component of the Logo family of
programming languages for teaching and learning geometry for young children.17 Turtle
geometry is the most well-known microworld (see below) among the Logo programming
environments. The “turtle” is a graphical computational object that has several proper-
ties that make it a good tool for creating projects and thinking mathematically, including
movement, heading, position, the ability to draw, and the ability to sense aspects of the
environment. In early versions of Logo, children could easily begin interacting with a
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turtle by giving it commands such as PENUP (PU), FORWARD (FD) 50, LEFT (LT) 90, and
PENDOWN (PD). As the turtle moves, it can draw a line that forms pictures, designs, or
structures. Initially, learners figure out the path they want the turtle to “walk” to make
the shape or design they desire. They can then create simple programs or procedures
that contain the instructions for the pictures they create.
A classic example is directing the turtle to draw a square. A child can type the com-
mands FD 100 RT 90 to direct the turtle from a starting position along a path that will
create the first side of the square. Then, by repeating these commands a total of four
times, the path of the square will be drawn. Another way to express the repetition of the
commands for each side is REPEAT 4 [FD 100 RT 90].
In most mathematics curricula that are used in schools, children are taught to think
of a square as a closed-shape with four straight lines for sides and four corners. This
definition allows children to compare and identify properties of shapes; for example,
triangles have three corners and circles have no corners. But ideas about the angles and
relationships of sides that create the shapes are left for the study of geometry in later
grades. Research on children’s learning with turtle geometry has shown that this is a way
of thinking about geometry that is epistemologically accessible to very young children.18
One of the most significant contributions of turtle geometry is illustrating that giving a
computational object commands allows children to relate the movements of their body
to the process of creating a shape. This thinking is an example of “object-to-think-with”
as Papert described.19 By drawing a square with the turtle, learners can think about and
understand the square by imagining themselves as the turtle walking in the path of a
square. They also think of giving the turtle commands as “talking to the turtle” in a way
that is analogous to talking to a friend. The ideas of talking to the turtle and relating
to its movements help make the turtle an object-to-think-with, where ideas that are
abstract and inaccessible to their thinking can become concrete and expressive.
There are many examples of programming environments that provide excellent tools
for learning. Yet, our understanding of how children learn with these tools has not yet
adequately addressed the cultural nature of learning. Nasir et al. have made a strong call for
the need to address the cultural nature of children’s learning across the field of the learning
sciences.20 Recognition of sociocultural influences on children’s learning with programmable
media will allow us to see and include in our conceptions of their learning the resources
that children bring from their experiences participating in multiple cultural groups. Youth
culture, popular culture, family culture, school/classroom cultures, and cultures of racial
experience create the overlapping sources of repertoires of practice that children bring with
them to any learning experience.
Several questions are raised by opening up views of learning to include social and cultural
perspectives on learning. Where do we see the influences of social and cultural experiences
in children’s learning with programmable media? What are the benefits of recognizing these
influences? How can a sociocultural perspective influence the design of programmable media
for learning? How can future research help to reveal more of the cultural nature of children’s
learning with programmable media? What will a sociocultural lens offer to teachers working
with programmable media?
These were just some of the questions that arose in using MicroWorlds, a Logo-based
programming environment, with a group of children in a culturally relevant school. Their
work provides a window for us to see how a hybrid of constructionist and sociocultural
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approaches to learning, teaching, and designing with programmable media can advance the
role of this media in the digital learning landscape.
Case Study: Making It Run Like a Movie
In this section I examine a vignette drawn from a longitudinal case study of children’s
learning with programmable media during the 1990s. Keanna and her third-grade classmates
Shamia and Shanay are African American girls who were aged 8–10 at the time of this vignette.
The discussion in this chapter is on how this group used programming to create an animation
that they describe as a movie. This group did their work as a part of their computer class
at Umoja Academy. Although the focus of this chapter is on the work and learning of this
particular group, it exemplifies significant themes that emerged across observations of both
this group over time and the work of several of the second- through sixth-grade students in
the school.
The Sociocultural Context
Umoja Academy is an alternative African-centered school in an urban Massachusetts neigh-
borhood that is slowly gentrifying. All three girls had attended the school since they were
infants or toddlers and were in a mixed-age group of first to third graders. Observations re-
vealed that the intertwined social, cultural, and instructional contexts of this school and its
classes are different in some ways, and similar in others, from most public schools or other
independent schools.
Several themes identified in the practices of students and teachers during both academic
and informal parts of the day were very different from images often held about inner-city
school settings. Some of these characteristics make the school day more like an informal
learning environment or home school. Class sizes were very small (three to six children);
students often worked on projects collaboratively by choice rather than by the teacher’s
design; students were often left alone without a teacher, with the expectation that they would
work but with the acceptance that they might interact more socially than academically; and
there was a schedule of classes, but it was often adjusted according to various needs and
interests. Some practices helped to establish a home-like feel in the school environment.
Students wore slippers inside the school buildings, which were converted houses. Meals
were served in a family-style process. Field trips to local stores, museums, and parks often
happened spontaneously. Frequent interactions across age groups before, during, and after
school supported sibling-like relationships developing between students.
At other times, instruction was formed of more traditional teaching practices. Traditional
practices included phonics workbooks, assignments given in traditional math textbooks, and
some class sessions conducted in a “lecture style.”
Symbols, beliefs, and practices within the school community reflected cultural orientation
to African American identity as a source of self-esteem and academic striving.21 One example
of this cultural orientation is that the school community espoused the principles of Kwanzaa
as a shared belief system.22
The goals of the computer class were to help children develop technological fluency, and
over time become able to create their own programming projects. The classroom culture was
designed to reflect the culturally relevant values and practices of the school. Computer class
was held anywhere from once to three times per week over the duration of the study. Sessions
ranged from forty-five minutes to three hours, depending on the assignment and students’
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other schedules. The focus was on using turtle graphics to help students become famil-
iar with programming in Logo. Most of these projects involved using Logo for mathematics
investigations. At the end of each exploration designed by the teacher, students were encour-
aged to make their own modifications. In this way, the practice of developing independent
projects was scaffolded.
The L.S.O.H Project: Working Together to Create a Movie
Keanna, Shamia, and Shanay programmed an animated movie, based on the movie Little
Shop of Horrors (L.S.O.H.), using the MicroWorlds version of Logo. They decided to work on
this project after Shamia shared excitement about recently seeing the movie. They were also
motivated by watching another student in their class, Andre, make a project he called The
Wiz3, an animation of the characters from the movie The Wiz walking down the yellow
brick road to the Emerald City.
The request of the girls to work together on a project was not unusual given the cultural
practice of collaboration within the school. The girls organized themselves to work on
different parts of the project by discussing the narrative and planning the scenes to create
on each project page. Some, but not all, of the boys were working on video games for their
project, and the themes they included were typical gender-related subjects, such as boxing,
car racing, and action hero narratives. The girls’ choice of creating a movie as distinguished
from a video game, as well as the theme of the storyline, can be seen as a way to assert their
gender identity in contrast to the prevalence of video games by boys.
The group worked on the L.S.O.H. project for six months beginning in March. Their
original plan was that they would each design a set of three or four pages to depict a key
scene from the original movie so that their movie would depict more closely the narrative
of the original movie. One of the first changes they made was to make the major characters
African American rather than white, reflecting their own racial-ethnic identity. It was easy
to use the shape editor to create African American identities for the characters, and it was
an incredibly important way for the girls to bring their own identities into the project. Once
they had developed several pages in the project, they also decided to change the narrative to
create their own ending. One motivation for the plot shift was practical: Shanay and Shamia
were creating their pages more slowly than Keanna, and creating their own ending allowed
Figure 1
Screenshots of the final version of the Little Shop of Horrors project. Page 1 is an animation of the character
they called “the Boy” walking across the screen, picking up the plant in the middle of the screen, and
carrying it into his house. On page 2, the boy walks into his bedroom and the plant is sitting on his
bed. Textboxes appear to show the characters’ dialogue. The plant says, “Hey man, turn on the lights!”
The TV and the lamp then turn on. Page 3 is a screen containing a textbox with narrative text that
moves the story along, “Fifteen years later, when Little Shop of Horrors is a grown plant, we are going
to see what he looks like.” Page 4 depicts the boy yelling to the plant who has a man in his mouth, “Put
down that man!” but the plant eats the man and says “Yummy! Yummy! Yummy!” Page 5 was made
by Shanay. On this page, both the plant and the boy find female counterparts and fall in love. Shamia
created page 6 where the plant and the boy both have large families. In the animation, each one of the
characters disappears into a large house and the house bulges at its sides. The song “We are Family” is
played on this page with a caption saying, “We need to move!” Page 7 is the credits’ page with textboxes
displaying credits the girls wanted to give to themselves and people who assisted them.
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them to create a narrative that could be completed in two pages of animation. However,
it also reflected several gender and culturally anchored ideas about story, as I will show
below.
Style was also important to the girls. Once the shapes were on the turtles, the girls spent
considerable time adjusting them in the shape editor to ensure that the character in the scene
had clothes that reflected the style the girls wanted. For instance, it was very important to
Shanay that the clothes worn by the boy and girl in the “love” scene were just right. She
went back and forth choosing and coordinating the color of the clothes, length of the girl’s
dress, height of the girl’s shoes, and so forth. She consulted with Shamia and Keanna several
times to come to collective agreement about the style, almost as if they were designing
outfits for a prom. This of course is an attractive task for girls of this age across many cultural
groups. Other tasks in their project involved coordinating the motion of turtles to move
simultaneously, recording the theme song and the closing song, the design, and setup of the
credits’ page. Finally, they wrote procedures to make the movements of the turtles, which
formed the action of the scene.
The final version of the project was an animated “movie” that unfolded across seven pages
(see figure 1). Keanna created pages 1–4 and her narrative follows the movie rather closely.
Shamia worked closely with her on designing the first page. The plot twist starts on page 5.
Shanay created this page after the group decided to shift the plot to focus on romance. Shamia
created page 6, and they worked on the final credits’ page together. As the storyboard reveals,
reworking the narrative allowed them to create a powerful, imagined world of their own,
extending beyond “remake” of commercial media to their own conceptual universe. Their
story line reveals several factors of their cultural participation, including gender, race, age,
and school, and community context.
“It Has to be a Movie not a Video Game”: Emergence of Reasoning with Procedures
The major design goal that the girls were trying to accomplish was getting their project
to be a movie, and not a video game. There were four major tasks involved in getting this
result using the MicroWorlds programming environment: (1) merging the graphics pages, (2)
copying and coordinating the shapes and turtles, (3) merging the procedures pages, and (4)
editing the procedures so that the whole animation would run like a movie. Their decision
to make it run “like a movie” is fascinating because they were drawing from popular culture
while also remaking it. They were defining programming as a tool for movie making. The
MicroWorlds environment essentially became their camera.
From a constructionist standpoint, making their project personally meaningful supported
their learning of programming and the math ideas involved in their animation. Their main
motive was to tell stories together that people could watch from beginning to end without
having to interact a lot with the screen. This goal reflects their own cultural practices of
storytelling and collaboration—movie making from experiences with media culture, youth
culture, and African American culture, observations that I will return to below.
The fourth task framed a key moment in their thinking about procedures and the nature
of their understanding structured programming as a way to tell stories, which is elaborated
in the rest of this section. None of the girls had previous experience with merging projects
from separate computers into one project. The teacher showed them how to do this in order
to combine the separate parts of the story they initially created into one file. Once the
projects were combined, the teacher took more of a facilitator role, allowing them to work
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Figure 2
Shanay’s page with buttons.
more independently on the problem of revising the procedures so that they would run the
whole animation like a movie. The teacher listened to their work and offered comments and
questions that seemed helpful to their thinking. This type of pedagogical move is resonant
with constructionist approaches to helping children work with programmable media.23
The girls knew that figuring out how to edit the procedures was key to making the project
run “like a movie.” They defined “like a movie” as the whole project running by clicking
buttons on the first page. Their plan was to put three buttons on the first page (one for setting
up the pages, one for launching the animation, and one for the theme song). When each
girl created her piece of the project on a separate computer, she wrote procedures for each of
the animations in her scene and controlled each animation with buttons on her individual
page (see figure 2). The goal of combining their parts of the project into one animation or
“movie” set the stage for several conversations about how to write procedures that would
combine the separate sets of procedures and allow them to control the project with just three
buttons on the first page. When each page ran within the whole project, they did not want
any buttons to be on the page. Their idea was that if the user had to press buttons to get
things to move on each page it would make the project more like a video game than a movie.
In this way, their “movie-making” goal set up the programming task of coordinating proce-
dural hierarchy. Each girl had enough experience with procedures to take on the intellectual
work of structuring a program for the complete animation, although only Keanna had previ-
ous experience with writing a procedure that had subprocedures. Their conversations about
combining procedures included elements of direct forms of discourse that are familiar in
their cultural experience.
In the following dialogue, Keanna expresses her understanding of the idea of procedural
hierarchy and how it will help them to accomplish their goal. She also takes on helping
Shanay to make sense of this principle. The interaction in the transcript below occurred
after the teacher told Keanna and Shanay that she didn’t quite understand what they meant
by getting their project to “work like a movie.” The transcript excerpt begins with Keanna
explaining to Shanay, M (another adult in the room), and the teacher how her WALK
procedure needed to be changed by adding Shanay’s procedures to it. As the interaction
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progresses, Shanay expresses her idea of how the procedures need to be written so that
WALK will run everything.
Keanna: Now listen, Sis. P.
Teacher: OK, I’m listening.
Keanna: OK (pause) Go on the flipside, Shanay.
Shanay: Why?
Keanna: Just go on the flipside, Shanay. (pause) Thank you. OK. Do you see my WALK procedure?
Wait. Wait, now you do that WALK procedure. This isn’t my real WALK. But her WALK procedure,
she would put her—What’s your thing named?—Her BOY and GIRL procedure in my WALK
procedure.
Teacher: You mean, her procedure called LOVE makes the boy and the girl move. Doesn’t it?
Shanay: Yes.
Keanna: You put her LOVE, her G.WALK her B.WALK, her G.RUN and all her, both of her three
procedures inmy procedure.
M: I see, so LOVE, it launches GIRL.RUN and it launches BOY.RUN. So it makes them both do it
at the same time.
Keanna: Yeah.
Shanay: And she wants to take—
Keanna: All.
Shanay: This procedure, the GIRL.RUN and the BOY.RUN and LOVE and put it in the WALK
procedure.
Keanna: In one procedure.
Shanay: So that we only have three buttons on the screen instead of a whole bunch. We’ll have
WALK, START, and the music instead of a whole bunch of buttons over the whole screen.
Keanna: And so we put her PLACE and BEGIN procedure in my START procedure as one procedure.
Shanay: Yeah.
(8/1/94 transcript excerpt)
Keanna was adamant about the strategy of adding Shanay’s procedures into her WALK
procedure as a way to accomplish their goal of making their project “like a movie.” In the
beginning of this interaction, Keanna used a direct form of talk to focus our attention on her
explanation. Then, once she was sure we were “listening,” she assertively explained her way
of thinking about how, and why, the procedures needed to be combined. When she says,
“You put her LOVE, her G.WALK, her B.WALK, her G.RUN and all her, both of her three
procedures inmy procedure,” she is reasoning that putting the procedure called LOVE into
her WALK procedure will also put G.RUN and B.RUN there.
Her description conveys the idea that G.RUN and B.RUN were subprocedures to LOVE.
This idea is an indication that she understood that LOVE created the scene that needed
to come next in their movie narrative. The task of putting all the procedures into one
illustrates that she is reasoning with her own idea of the programming principle of procedural
hierarchy or modularity/encapsulation. And in this case, putting procedures inside of other
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Figure 3
Tree structure representation of Keanna’s idea.
procedures builds both their movie narrative and the movie form of interaction that was
their goal.
Keanna was prepared to guide the coordination of the procedures because she had the prior
knowledge about procedures from a project using turtle graphics to construct a picture of an
apartment building. Keanna had been eager to stretch her abilities by creating the apartment
building because she envisioned creating a street scene with cars and people passing. The
apartment building was formed by a large rectangle for the outer frame, small squares for
the windows, and a small rectangle for the door. She was guided by an activity book and
wrote separate procedures for each piece and then a top-level procedure that created the
whole thing. She had to put the pieces together into one picture, which introduced her to
programming ideas of procedure hierarchy and local variable.
The use of these computational tools allowed her to make sense of both the program-
ming idea of procedural hierarchy and to work with mathematical ideas such as perimeter,
measurement, and symmetry. For instance, she quickly realized that “the window procedure
can do it for you each time,” meaning that the same set of commands could create all the
windows rather than individually programming each separately. Later she generated her
own idea about procedures—that “procedures make things happen automatically.” Other
key programming ideas that Keanna encountered included the idea that procedures can take
inputs, in this case numbers, that influence how they work. This project was Keanna’s first
significant experience with the programming principle of procedural hierarchy or modular-
ity. In this project, she began to think about the ideas that procedures can be parts of other
procedures and procedures can be both part of a project and the whole project—a concept
she would later successfully apply in the Little Shop of Horrors project.
Through their project construction, the girls are constructing a computational idea of
procedural hierarchy or modularity (see figure 3). This idea is key to becoming expressive
in this programming language. They are in the process of inventing the idea of procedu-
ral hierarchy for themselves for the purpose of collaborating to make their movie. With
these goals in mind, the idea of program structure functions as a tool for them to collab-
orate and tell stories. The Logo environment provides the tools for them to create their
project using programming, graphics, music, and interface design. The multiple forms of
cultural participation that they bring to the work make collaboration, media remakes, sto-
rytelling, music, graphic style, and identity resources for their knowledge construction as
well.
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Discussion
I have argued that both constructionist and sociocultural analytic lenses will account for the
nature of children’s learning with programmable media by addressing the interplay between
individual and collective activity that is present in their work. In the case of the L.S.O.H.
project, the intertwined nature of elements of cultural participation and project construction
is explicit and also unexpected from the standpoint of constructionist analysis alone.
The L.S.O.H. project is an exemplary constructionist project because the process of con-
structing this personally meaningful project facilitated the girls’ ability to learn new ideas
about programming, and the process of programming helped them to engage with other
ideas, that is, narrative, interface design, and mathematics of scale. The thread of construct-
ing the idea of procedural hierarchy began when Keanna drew on her prior experience
thinking about procedural hierarchy in making her apartment project. Over the course of
the movie-making project, Keanna and her friends clearly developed a greater fluency in
programming. When they began the project in March, it was a big task for them to write
procedures to simply animate the character they called “Boy” to move across the screen.
When they finished the project in August, they had developed strategies for merging pages,
coordinating shapes, consolidating several projects through merging and revising the pro-
cedures as well as for programming individual animations. Their familiarity with these tasks
was evidence of their developing technological fluency.24
From a constructionist perspective, the pedagogical approach hinged on supporting the
girls in making a complex construction with programming as a rich representational tool.
MicroWorlds Logo functioned in this case as it was designed, as a construction kit that makes
computational materials and ideas accessible to children. So constructionist views of learn-
ing, teaching, and design can explain some of how their project became more an expression
of their ideas about narrative, identity, and interaction, and less a struggle with the intellec-
tual overhead of learning how to program and use the technology. From a constructionist
perspective, learning to use the technology for their construction enabled them to engage in
these other forms of expression.
However, constructionism does not adequately address the evidence in their work that
cultural context is doing more than just providing them an opportunity to make connections
to new knowledge about programming and other ideas. Several elements of their work on
this project reflect their participation in multiple communities of practice and the use of
multiple cultural practices.
From the conception of their project as a movie, they created a purpose for programming
as a way to create their own form of popular media. Working with Microworlds in a sense
became their camera and editing tool. Their decision to make it run “like a movie” frames
their work as an act of drawing from popular culture while also remaking it. This framing
suggests that the kind of textual poaching that media scholars have written about is also at
work here. The girls both scaffold their story on a popular media artifact and depart from the
story to make it uniquely their own by rewriting the ending. They end up creating a space
for themselves and their experiences in what began as a simpler remaking of a mass media
culture product.
They continued to participate in using programming to express their ideas as participants
in popular culture by reworking the narrative. The narrative they developed allowed them to
create a powerful, imagined world of their own, extending beyond a literal “remake” of com-
mercial media to their own conceptual universe. The content of their movie also reflects the
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girls’ embeddedness, both in the African-centered context of the school and their commu-
nity. For instance, the families that they construct mirror families in their own community
and recreate images of family that are personally meaningful to them from their experiences.
Their use of “We are Family” as a kind of theme song at the end is an expression of African
American identity from popular media. Elements of their experience of gender coupled with
race are involved in decisions like their choice to make it a movie rather than a video game
and in the focus on love, family, and domestic space. In their peer group, both boys and
girls played video games, but only boys chose to make video games for their programming
projects.
The point of programming for the girls was not to learn math or programming, but
to tell stories together. This is an aspect of their constituting programming as a cultural
practice. From a constructionist standpoint, the fact that their work is personally meaningful
is viewed as a means to learning programming ideas and learning ideas in other subject matter
through programming. From a sociocultural perspective, their work constitutes the activity of
programming as a function of their own cultural practices of storytelling and collaboration—
movie making from experiences with media culture, youth culture, and African American
culture.
Collaboration is a cultural practice that comes from their experiences as members of mul-
tiple cultural groups and helps to form their goal of making a movie. Collaboration was
a valued form of social interaction within the culture of the girls’ school and classroom.
Collaborative work functioned in this school community as a routine and enduring so-
cial practice inherited by membership in African American communities.25 This function is
marked by two of the Kwanzaa principles that the school adopted as an institutional belief
system—Umoja, unity, and Ujmaa, collective work and responsibility.
While these are elements of the African American cultural experience, we should recognize
that this experience is not the only influence, and it is not the sole reason why the girls
chose to collaborate and work together as they did.26 Their goal of working together was
an expression of their membership in several cultural groups. Their goal to work together
helped to structure the project and the programming ideas they used. For them, the structure
of their programming is a way to tell their story together. Their cultural participation expands
to their own family, to their neighborhood, to their city, and to their gender and position
in the late twentieth century. It also expands to new forms of cultural participation, in this
case, a new group cultural practice.
The girls continued to create narrative projects together for the next three years. The
content and design of their projects carried on the tools that began with the making of this
movie. They continued to tell collaborative stories, and they continued to use procedural
hierarchy as a tool to tell their stories. The combination of storytelling and programming
formed a cultural practice for this group. They used procedural hierarchy as a structure
for the narratives they chose to appropriate or write together. In this series of projects,
collaboration to tell stories in Logo involved both reappropriation of popular narratives and
conceptualizing programming as a way to tell stories.
Implications for Learning, Teaching, Design, Policy
In this chapter, I have argued that adding a sociocultural lens will improve current con-
structionist views of learning. I have explored how the work of Keanna, Shamia, and Shanay
on the L.S.O.H. project is instrumental in recognizing that sociocultural context plays an
important role in learning that needs to be further explored in learning with programmable
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media. The girls brought elements of their experiences in youth culture, popular culture,
family culture, school/classroom cultures, and cultures of racial experience to the content
of their project and their process of making it. The activity of programming became a way
to take ownership over a popular media artifact and make it their own. Their remake of
this story inserts images that are personally meaningful from their experiences as African
American preteenage girls, such as romance, family, and domestic space. The definition of
their project as a movie, and not a video game, is an assertion of their gender identity be-
cause in their classroom culture, boys were more interested in video games than girls. They
drew from their experiences as savvy movie watchers to construct their interface design so
the user of their project would be watching, not playing, and, they drew on the cultural
practice of collaboration that they experienced in both their school culture and as a practice
with historical continuities within African American culture to both understand and use an
important programming idea.
Focusing on the role that sociocultural context plays in learning with programmable media
has important implications for the design of curriculum and programming environments,
teaching practice, educational policy, and research on learning.
Design of Curriculum and Programming Environments Recognizing the sociocultural na-
ture of children’s learning with programmable media can suggest directions in the design of
programmable media and its use in both informal and formal settings. Programming envi-
ronments need to do more than resonate well with content area knowledge. They need to
be able to be used in ways that resonate with the sociocultural factors in students’ learning.
For example, from a sociocultural perspective, features of programming environments that
allow children to represent their multiple identities are necessary to support their learning
of computational knowledge. Programming environments can be designed with drawing
and illustration tools that make it easier for students to create multiple iterations and fine
adjustments to the ways that characters look and move. These tools might also provide
easy options for the adjustment of skin color and clothing. These features already exist in
environments like Second Life, where presenting your own identity is an important part
of your experience in the world, but tools designed for educational use are not always as
flexible.
Programming environments might also be designed to provide tools that support forms of
social activity, such as collaboration, that are shared by groups of students and teachers. For
instance, collaborative work was a cultural practice that was connected to African American
historical themes in this school. In another setting, or in this setting for other purposes,
competitive activity might be a cultural practice that it would be helpful for the designs to
support.
Programming environments that contain features that students can use to express their
cultural identities and enact cultural practices can be used to provide a curriculum that sup-
ports learning of a variety of subject matter. Ideas from mathematics learning and teaching
suggest that framing problems with a narrative can support students engaging with a mathe-
matical investigation. However, decisions need to be made about how to frame the problem
so that living in the narrative is not more attractive than the math involved in solving the
problem.27 Curriculum design that uses programmable media has a similar problem that
sociocultural perspectives can help to explore. For instance, Gee has argued that the literacy
activities that students engage in for playing video games are at times much more complex
than the literacy activities in school, but the problem then becomes how to understand these
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literacy activities so that they can inform the design of video games to be both engaging as
games and as environments for literacy learning.28
Culturally relevant teaching offers the idea that in curriculum and teaching practice, we
need to both support children in expressing their cultural identities and strive for academic
challenge and success.29 Thus, programming environments need to be designed to help chil-
dren engage both their cultural resources from multiple experiences and their subject-matter
ideas. For instance, a microworld that is designed for children to explore speed will allow
children to draw on their cultural resources for learning by being able to use multiple objects
for representing motion, not just cars. But the attention to the cultural nature of learning
is more complex than just pictures and objects with which children can identify. Elements
of discourse and organization of activity are also important. To some extent, programmable
media can be designed to support this kind of curriculum, but it can’t function well un-
less teachers and other adults who support children’s learning are able to create learning
environments that make use of these media in ways that attend to sociocultural factors.
Teaching Practice and Preparation Extending constructionism with sociocultural perspec-
tives also holds implications for rethinking pedagogical practice that is aligned with pro-
grammable media. Constructionist approaches to teaching emphasize a progressive pedagogy
that involves having children make personally meaningful projects with programmable me-
dia and giving children models of projects to recreate and extend. Sociocultural perspectives
on teaching emphasize that it is important for teachers to understand the relationship be-
tween language and social practices of students’ daily lives and the practices of academic
disciplines.30 So, for example, teaching with programmable media in ways that acknowledge
students’ cultural lives could involve giving students example projects that are related to
content that they care about. Another implication is using forms of talk that children bring
with them to school from their various life experiences as resources for their subject-matter
learning. For example, literacy scholars have argued from a sociocultural perspective that
many African American and low-income students are more familiar with direct instruction
modes of discourse from their experiences at home than indirect forms of talk that are often
used in progressive pedagogy.31 Teachers using programmable media need to recognize when
children might respond more to direct forms of talk or more explicit guidance than is often
involved in open-ended project development.
An implication for both curriculum design and teaching practice relates to encouraging
children to create programming projects that are related to cultural contexts of their lives.
Teachers need to be able to juggle the constraints of the projects that children define in rela-
tion to the constraints of classroom and school cultures. For instance, when students bring
cultural practices such as storytelling to their programming, they define projects for them-
selves that are long and complicated. Teachers need to be able to respond to the investment
that children want to make in creating their projects by providing the length of time that
they need. They also need to be willing and able to help students break their projects into
parts and help them learn the programming techniques and conceptual pieces they need for
each part. Such approaches require flexibility in the classroom, an approach ill supported by
rigid “teach-to-the-test” pedagogies.
Policies to Support Learning with Programmable Media Incorporating a sociocultural per-
spective into constructionist views of learning, teaching, and design also has implications for
how policy makers understand what programmable media can offer learning and teaching
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in schools and for what they can do to help realize the benefits of this form of digital media.
We know from the lines of research that have been done on learning with programmable
media that students can do some pretty amazing reasoning about STEM ideas when creating
projects with this media. The case study presented in this chapter illustrates the sociocultural
nature of students investing in complex learning of programming and various subject matter
through programming. It suggests a potential for extending work with programmable media
to support all children with using their cultural resources for the learning of STEM ideas and
other subject matter. With an understanding of the potential benefits of this work, policy
makers should enact polices that value the pursuit of this kind of innovation and flexibility
by supporting teacher development and by developing appropriate assessment strategies and
larger scale implementations of work with programmable media.
Research on Learning Finally, the argument for a sociocultural perspective on construction-
ism holds several implications for future research on learning. Here, I mention implications
related to subject-matter learning, methods, and development of learning theory. We need to
know more about the power that can emerge from interactions between what programming
can do and what children can do with programming.
Constructionist research and practice has historically viewed programming as a represen-
tational medium for mostly STEM ideas. Working on the L.S.O.H. project engaged Keanna
and her friends in learning a range of ideas across disciplines. In fact, their work was largely
driven by an interaction between programming ideas and narrative expression that is rarely
addressed in research on learning with programmable media. Their work suggests the need
to better understand how children construct ideas in multiple disciplines when they create
programming projects that include their interests and identities. It also suggests the need to
delve more deeply into their learning of ideas in particular content areas within the hybrid
spaces that they create.
There are incredibly productive conceptions in the field about the resonance between
subject-matter knowledge and the computational representations that programming can pro-
vide. Andy diSessa calls this quality aptness or the expressiveness of particular representations
for particular ideas, but his work addresses primarily the learning of physics and math ideas.32
The case study described in this chapter calls us to ask what other ideas children bring to their
learning of science ideas in the context of programming projects. It was unexpected from tra-
ditional views of learning with programming that narrative would be such a strong part of the
students’ intellectual engagement. Sociocultural lenses help to recognize that their incorpo-
ration of narrative was bringing their cultural resources to bear in the programming environ-
ment. Future research on learning can benefit from broadening and deepening these lenses.
What methods are needed to further explore children’s learning with programmable me-
dia? More longitudinal studies of children’s learning with programmable media that include
attention to sociocultural context will help to answer this question. One aspect of methods
that will come from further study is how different units of analysis will shape and elaborate
our understandings. For instance, valuable insights can be gained from looking at classrooms
over time, at out-of-school settings (i.e., Computer Clubhouses) over time, and at individual
student projects over time.
It also will be helpful to conduct more fine-grained analysis of the work and interactions
of different students on focused short-term projects. For instance, we might see more about
the role of gender in constructionist projects by comparing the work of girls and boys on
projects they choose to create.
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Children in several different countries use programmable media, and there are possibilities
of crosscultural analyses that can contribute to understanding the role of cultural practices
in learning with programmable media.
Answering these research questions also involves further work in specifying theoretical
frameworks that combine both constructionist and sociocultural perspectives. The vignette
points to the importance of understanding the nature of learning with programmable media
with additional analytical tools compared to the tools provided by constructionism. For
instance, Carol Lee’s conceptual framework of cultural modeling provides clear analytical
tools for recognizing the cultural practices that students can bring from their experiences
outside of school to forming literacy practices inside school.33 How might this framework be
used to support better understanding of children’s learning with programmable media?
Over the past twenty years, the course of computer programming as a tool for learning
for young children has gone from an area of great interest and fast growth down to very
little use in schools (although there has been a recent and robust resurgence in particular
niches both in and out of schools). Meanwhile, research on learning and teaching of var-
ious subject matter has continued to recognize the cultural nature of children’s learning.
In this chapter, I have presented a close examination of the children’s learning with pro-
grammable media that revealed cultural practices having a strong influence on the course of
their project development and learning. I have argued that designing programmable media
and using it productively with all students must address multiple elements of learning. If
learning environments that use programmable media only focus on the resonance between
representational forms and disciplinary ideas, some elements of learning that are crucial
to the learning of students who are underrepresented in academic achievement will be ne-
glected (i.e., identity and cultural practices). My hope is that this chapter will contribute to
new discussions of how an attention to sociocultural lenses will enable researchers, teachers,
and designers to make better use of programmable media to improve the learning of all
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RT 90 FD 13
SETH 180
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ASK [T10 T8 T7 T6 T3] [SETH 315
REPEAT 10 [FD 15 WAIT 2] SETSH 50]
END
TO POP1
ASK [T10 T8 T7 T6 T3] [SETSH 3]
T3, SETPOS [15 -117]
T6, SETPOS [15 -82]
T7, SETPOS [16 -48]
T8, SETPOS [17 -13]
T10, SETPOS [18 21]
END




setsh “boy1 fd 85






launch [t1, seth 270
repeat 9 [fd 12 fd 12 fd 12]]
launch [t3, repeat 9 [fd 12 fd 12 fd 12]]
WAIT 10
page2
t1, setsh “boy1 seth 270
setpos [70 -83] repeat 10 [fd 20 wait 2]
t.lamp,

























launch [t1, seth 270
repeat 9 [fd 12 fd 12 fd 12]]
launch [t3, repeat 9 [fd 12 fd 12 fd 12]]
WAIT 10
page2
t1, setsh “boy1 seth 270 setpos [70 -83]
repeat 10 [fd 20 wait 2]
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Whispers in the Classroom
Sarita Yardi
Georgia Institute of Technology, Department of Human-Centered Computing
Introduction
“Let’s face it — our school doesn’t have a book for everything.” —Autumn1
Online chat rooms are a novel communication medium that provide an opportunity to
transform classroom learning in unexpected and powerful ways. Youth are a demographic of
highly engaged, core members of the “always on” crowd—active users of the internet, instant
messaging, video games, and social networking sites. Numerous studies have documented
how young people use instant messaging and online chat rooms in their personal lives.
Some youth today perceive technologies to be entirely new and in the position of setting
unprecedented opportunities for interactions online. One high school student stated that,
“I can’t see how people in the past survived without digital media.” Similarly, another
asserts that, “My generation, those born in the early 90’s, are the first humans to be so
profoundly impacted by today’s new technology.”2 Their familiarity with and enthusiasm
for these tools suggests a valuable opportunity to examine how such communication media
can be transferred into more formal educational settings to enable both formal and informal
learning through student discussions and interactions online. Students can learn from one
another through collaborative knowledge sharing, while educators can use the tool to gain
more insight into what and how their students are learning. Kyle, a high school teenager
from Wyoming, captures many of the most important factors in chat room use when he
says:
Chat rooms can be a way to experience intelligent conversation and try out new ways of saying things,
often without having to deal with the fear of being wrong or being laughed at. Kids are using this
great tool to enhance personal relationships based on simple dialogue. I’m not going to encourage
such behavior, but it is better than what could be going on. Chat rooms and other forms of online
communication provide a launching pad for the great thinking minds of America’s youth, with little or
no consequence for failure.3
As wireless networks have been introduced in conference halls, hotels, university audito-
riums, and in particular, the classroom, laptop users have realized that they do not have
to sit idly during a lecture or presentation. Behavior can range from surfing the Web and
checking e-mail while blatantly disregarding the frontchannel speaker to actively engaging
in the frontchannel discussion through concurrent related discussions, debates, fact check-
ing, resource sharing, and collaboration. The recent surge in interest has generated a number
of conference-based case studies that look to describe the implications of backchannel chats.
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Participants in these conferences have expressed a wide range of opinions about the useful-
ness of the backchannel in context of the frontchannel discussion. Similarly, a number of
educators have considered the effects of unrestricted wireless access in the classroom, and
some have attempted to incorporate these technologies into their lectures and lesson plans.4
However, little research has been conducted on how chat rooms affect learning experiences
and environments. Chat rooms could transform how course material, learning behaviors and
practices, and interactions between students and teachers, fundamentally change the ways
in which teachers and students create and disseminate ideas, knowledge, and understand-
ing. This chapter first describes a backchannel chat room that has taken place over multiple
years in a large university student community and then explores some unforeseen and ex-
citing opportunities—as well as possible limitations—for redesigning teaching and learning
practices in educational environments.
Background: What is a Backchannel?
Chat rooms can be accessed through any Web-based chat sites or by downloading a chat
client to one’s computer and then connecting to an online server through this local client.
Internet Relay Chat is a client-based chat environment that enables groups of people to
collaborate and chat from any physical location. It was first used in the 1980s and has
since grown into one of the most popular real-time chat systems around the world. It is a
multiuser system where people meet on channels to talk in groups or privately. There are no
restrictions on the number of people who can participate in a given discussion or the number
of channels that can be formed. Chat room conversations tend to be thought of as ephemeral
and impermanent due to their synchronous nature. The interaction is rarely thought out in
advance, and conversations occur spontaneously. Similar to face-to-face conversation, there
is little archiving of chat conversations. Although chat logs may be maintained, they are
rarely referred to after the chat has occurred.
The central function of the backchannel chat room is its use as a secondary or back-
ground complement to an existing frontchannel. The frontchannel may consist of a profes-
sor, teacher, speaker, lecturer, conference panel, or other similar environment containing
a centralized discussion leader who is usually colocated in the same physical space as the
participants. The frontchannel usually implies a single focus of attention. The backchan-
nel can function to enhance the frontchannel discussion by encouraging user participation
and interaction, changing the dynamics of the room from a strictly one-to-many interac-
tion to a many-to-many interaction. Activities in the backchannel may include establishing
guidelines, inviting participants, excluding outsiders, posing questions, providing answers,
critiquing what is being said in physical or digital communication channels, or sharing
information and resources.5
With a thorough understanding of the opportunities and limitations of the backchan-
nel, educators and instructional designers could transform the classroom experience from a
passive lecture model to one of active, collaborative, and engaged knowledge production.
Students can learn through a different communication medium, while educators can use the
tool to gain more insight into what and how their students are learning. Some questions
addressed in this chapter include:
 In what ways does chat augment class discussion and how can this information be used
by educators?
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 What can chat data say about classroom interactions?
 What types of interactions occur in this backchannel and how do they contribute to the
academic learning space?
 How does this communication medium change techniques for information and knowl-
edge sharing?
 Is there a compelling story to be told or is it simply noise-wasted bandwidth that distracts
participants from their face-to-face environment?
A Case Study in a University Backchannel
The notion of “the academy” as an institution of modern higher education has been trans-
formed from a tradition of an intellectual quest for truth, philosophy, and the arts, with an
often stark and disciplined rigor into a socially-oriented, student-empowered learning space.
The sense of entitlement in the modern undergraduate student is significant. They want to
be able to select which courses they are taking, participate in fully-funded sports teams, have
access to clean and often luxurious living standards, and complain if an academic setting
has a dearth of social options, food selection, or entertainment opportunities. Such is the
environment at the university described in this case study. It is an internationally renowned
academic institution, highly sought after by undergraduate, graduate, and faculty scholars.
A student set up a designated Internet Relay Chat channel at this university in which
fellow students could easily chat together in an online social environment. No specific
purpose or use was attached to the chat room, and an automated login welcome message
simply declared that it was to be used by university community members and guests. The
chat room experienced an enormous surge in traffic within a matter of weeks. Activity then
maintained an overall steady state, amassing a few hundred postings on any given day, and
generating a total log of over 300,000 user entries within the first year. In the following year,
the new incoming class quickly assimilated into the existing virtual community, integrating
into and redefining its culture and social dynamics.
Students login throughout the day, during class, outside of class, and in the evening.
With the goal of better understanding patterns of behavior, chat log users and time stamps
were plotted in information visualization software to highlight trends in adoption and usage
within the classroom. In figure 1, user count is plotted versus the first six weeks of the
spring academic semester, showing a general increase in user participation. This suggests
that students become more engaged in the chat room community over time. Figure 2 shows
total entries by user. The curve shows a power log trend in behavior, indicating that a few
users participate most often.
While these tools help to measure quantitative trends over time, they do not help to
shed light into the constantly evolving, organic, and unstructured social dynamics of the
chat room. In this environment, there is no sense of ownership, nor is there a moderator or
leader within the virtual community. It is a self-generated, self-sustained, and thriving online
community. Nobody anticipated that from this community would emerge a powerful new
genre of computer-mediated learning. As students became comfortable with the affordances
offered by the chat room, while simultaneously developing a growing sense of community
through their physical social interactions, the channel was unintentionally appropriated into
a space for self-directed learning. It provided an open and unrestricted bandwidth through
which to engage in a professor’s lecture. They had created an environment that was rich
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Figure 1
Number of chat entries over first six weeks of spring academic semester.
for collaborative learning and knowledge production, a communication medium through
which to engage in active, creative, discovery-based learning. Students who may have been
too shy and inhibited in the physical classroom had an opportunity to express themselves in
the backchannel. The chat room transitioned from a simple tool for social communication
to a tightly knit community. This conversion was both unanticipated and unexpected and
elicited a wide variety of reactions from students and teachers. They were surprised, confused,
curious, excited, eager, and intrigued. Regardless of their perceptions, there was a clear lack
of understanding about the future of the backchannel in classrooms, but nonetheless, a sense
of enthusiasm about its potential for change.
The backchannel presents a unique toolkit through which people can create, identify, and
filter new modes of interaction. Young people adopt and appropriate new forms of com-
munication technologies and digital media in order to experiment with their self-identity,
develop their social networks, and nurture their personal friendship and relationships. This
suggests a powerful opportunity for engaging them by incorporating these practices into
new classroom teaching and learning paradigms. The emerging experiences offered by this
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Figure 2
Total chat entries by user over one year.
digital backchannel offer an exciting space in which to explore new directions in collab-
orative learning. In light of the increasing role of new media technologies and computer-
mediated communication as ubiquitous tools in our everyday lives, researchers need to
address the need for a better understanding of how these tools can be incorporated into the
classroom environment to facilitate enhanced teaching and learning.
Historical Background: Conflicts and Context
Conflicts in backchannel use have their theoretical underpinnings in historical and ongoing
power struggles over who maintains ownership and control within the classroom. Should
teachers run the classroom or should students direct their own learning environment? Can
the two pedagogical models coexist? Educational pedagogy has evolved over time in parallel
with the cultural, societal, and governmental influences in which it is embedded. For ex-
ample, Pink Floyd’s famous and controversial song, “Another Brick In the Wall” reflects the
counterculture sentiment of its time with a chorus line: “We don’t need no education. We
don’t need no thought control. . . . Teacher! Leave the kids alone. Hey! Teacher! Leave the kids
alone!” As the lyrics suggest, the traditional educational classroom setting has historically
been perceived by some as an environment of oppression. Friere describes such oppression
as banking, in which students are the depositories and the teacher is the depositor.6 In this
model, students are given agency only so far as to receive, file, and store the deposits, rather
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than to engage in creative, transformative, and knowledge construction processes. Students
are force-fed facts and information, required to regurgitate the teacher’s personal mantra. Un-
motivated students fail the system and uninspired students may despise the system. Students
who learn to work within the system align themselves on the fast track to success.
More recently, teachers, educators, parents, and policy makers are paying increasing at-
tention to the implications of enabling online access in classrooms. In the wake of recent
legislative acts, such as the No Child Left Behind Act7 and the Deleting Online Predators
Act,8 the question of ownership and regulation in schools is revisited in this context of
internet use. These acts seek to protect youth in their online environments and to enable
more equal access of these environments to all students. Yet, by demonizing the negative
effects of youths’ online activities, these laws may have inadvertently caused a culture of fear
and moral panic surrounding online environments that limit the potential for designing
powerful and novel learning opportunities that take advantage of Web-based opportunities,
such as chat rooms and backchannels. Despite the negative perceptions that are frequently
perpetuated by mainstream media, the large majority of youth are not looking to engage in
unsafe behaviors online, but instead want ownership over their online activities. In partic-
ular, recent studies show that teenagers are often more aware of the implications of their
online activities in terms of safety, learning, and privacy than they may be given credit for.9
Amber, a teenager from Wyoming, suggests that “technology is changing things so rapidly
that the control procedures need to change with it. . . . The only real answers would be the
ones worked out by students and adults alike.”10 Dahye, a teenager from Brooklyn, asserts
that “we own these new digital medias, we shouldn’t be slaves to them.”11 Teens are look-
ing to use the internet to socialize with their peers, for entertainment, and to search for
information.
The students who use the backchannel may simply be looking to engage in an environ-
ment in the classroom that is not forced, regardless of the actual interactions that play out
within this space. Ironically, because regulation in schools prevents free access to the Web,
those youth who may be the most in need of free access to information are cut off from the
ability to utilize these resources. Furthermore, schools are well equipped to serve students
at the most crucial points in their stages of technology adoption, during introductory and
educational phases of adoption and when a high quality, reliable connection is otherwise
unavailable. Educators are in, perhaps, the best position to be a watchdog for youth’s online
activities. Educators can teach youth about empowerment and professionalism and the nec-
essary means for articulating and understanding credibility and assessment in their online
worlds. A good educational environment requires teachers who motivate their students, fa-
cilitate knowledge building, engage participation, and foster a passion for lifelong learning.
To deny students this right is to deny them their fundamental right to learn. Such depri-
vation would be to deconstruct the very premise upon which our economic and cultural
existence rests. Thus, the role of chat rooms in the classroom and the contradictory notions
of ownership that are suggested uproot the very premise upon which traditional classroom
learning has been constructed. The polarization of opinion in who should have control in
this learning environment can lead to embittered debates that may be motivated by personal
agendas and politically and historically rooted beliefs. This chapter, therefore, discusses the
role of a backchannel chat room in context of such political divisions, seeking to overcome
these challenges to harness the potential of the backchannel as a communication medium
for enabling new forms of learning.
The following sections examine some of the potential affordances and struggles surround-
ing the use of a backchannel in a school setting. These include its role in establishing social
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trust and individual identity, its ability to create a sustained sense of space, its function as a
site of power negotiations, and its capacity to improve learning using strategies for situated
pedagogy and knowledge creation. The section below highlights some of the potential ben-
efits of the backchannel, and is followed by a description of its primary disadvantages that
are drawn from the case study environment. These dynamics are then used to explore ways
in which the backchannel could be used in the classroom and to dissect the conflicts and
challenges in doing so. The final section suggests rules and methods for designing a produc-
tive backchannel environment with recommendations for changes in educational pedagogy
and teaching and learning styles.
Benefits: Innovations in Learning
As the emerging participatory culture on the internet has clearly demonstrated, new tech-
nologies can help to enable equal participation across domains that have previously been
restricted to authorities within a particular field. How might this change the classroom
learning environment? “People with expertise contributed answers, tidbits, essays, pages of
software code, lore of astonishing variety,” Howard Rheingold writes in Smart Mobs.12 Peo-
ple want to establish themselves as an authority on a subject by becoming both producers
and authors in digital media. If students can participate in a lecture, how they make sense
of the transmitted information will not be the same as if they were simply listening. On one
hand, their shared social construction may create a homogenizing of opinions as they share
their perspectives with one another. On the other hand, students are empowered to argue,
debate, and discuss with one another, creating an environment in which they can take on
as much power as they want.13 Johnson states that “To understand how these new media
experiences work, you have to analyze the message, the medium and the rules. What’s inter-
esting here is not just the medium, but rather the rules that govern what gets selected and
what doesn’t.”14 However, without a common ground upon which to understand its power
to engage students, enable new modes of learning, and facilitate teaching, the power of the
backchannel may be lost as yet another poorly understood medium that is unsuccessful in
school environments.
The potential success of peer-to-peer learning in a chat room is rooted in the theory of con-
structivist learning. According to this theory, learning is an active process in which learners
construct new ideas or concepts based upon their current and past knowledge. The learner
selects and transforms information, constructs hypotheses, and makes decisions, relying on a
cognitive structure to do so.15 Classes in which students participate in discussions encourage
them to go beyond merely plugging numbers into formulas or memorizing terms.16 Similarly,
Brown, Collins and Duguid argue that students learn best when given the opportunity to
learn skills and theories in the context in which they are used, then construct their interpre-
tations of a subject, and communicate those understandings to others.17 In the backchannel,
students can create their own knowledge by having the freedom to direct the discussion in
ways that are relevant, contextual, and instructional for their own learning purposes. The
ways in which students use chat rooms emulate their culture of learning, communicating,
and interacting. Peer-to-peer interactions support flexible, learner-centered designs in which
learning is active and organic rather than static.
The backchannel offers students the opportunity to interact with the teacher, the pre-
sentation, and one another in a relatively unrestricted, open environment. Far from the
traditional presentation environment where they are at the mercy of whoever is standing in
front of the classroom, chat offers the possibility for engagement through multiple modes
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of transmission. Students can experience a positive engagement with the backchannel, sug-
gesting that they can conduct backchannel discussions that are on-topic, and can even lead
to a more involved audience and better interaction with the presenter.18 Giving students
access to a public ubiquitous backchannel also broadens the scope of discourse within the
shared physical space. Students are able to ask questions, receive answers, and solicit in-
formation without having to interrupt the frontchannel presentation. The signal-to-noise
ratio in the frontchannel classroom discussion is improved because only the most impor-
tant and salient questions are posted verbally, while more peripheral or irrelevant questions
can be filtered through the backchannel discussion. Students can ask their peers questions,
such as:19
10:48:10 Student1: so whats constructionism?
10:48:21 Student1: same as constructivism?
10:48:39 Student2: no, it is more about making things in learning, like learning by building artifacts
Similarly, they can help explain or link relevant material to the discussion topic.
10:51:08 Student1: Did [lecturer] show us where he got his dataset?
10:51:30 Student2: I don’t think he did
10:52:17 Student3: but you can find it in [source]
10:52:47 Student2: Actually, I think this is the link
10:52:48 Student2: [URL]
The backchannel provides a means through which to challenge and verify the authority of
the teacher without actually challenging him or her explicitly. Students may be more willing
to brainstorm over chat when it is considered a backchannel and the social cost of failure or
being wrong is low, or at least, is perceived to be low. They also ask questions about material
the teacher already covered in class that they may not feel comfortable asking about again.
14:25:10 Student13: what is microformats again? sorry
14:25:59 Student66: http://microformats.org/about/
11:25:29 Student44: what does participatory design mean? I know he explained it but I forgot.
11:25:33 Teaching Assistant: it’s a type of design that brings the users into the process
Students frequently shared resources based on their own expertise. In this way, the backchan-
nel can enhance the professor’s lecture, without interrupting the flow of the in-class discus-
sion. The backchannel also enables people who have not had a voice, whether because of
educational, economic, social, or cultural barriers, to build an equitable reputation in the
classroom by participating in the dialogue.
Disadvantages: Distracted Youth or Engaged Students?
Many opponents to using backchannels in the classroom highlight its potential for distrac-
tion. Although students have always been subject to distractions during class, in a modern
wireless-enabled physical space, the possibilities for distractions increase exponentially. Some
participants have suggested the term “continuous partial attention” to describe an audience
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member’s cognitive ability to pay attention to the speaker’s presentation when simultane-
ously engaged in the backchannel. Others, somewhat cynically, suggest that “continuous
partial inattention” is a more appropriate description.20 Regardless of how well intentioned
a student may be, a backchannel is going to elicit reactions and engagement from the group
that will be asynchronous and off-topic to the frontchannel presentation. This can cause
confusion and disruption for the students as well as the teacher. For example, in the two
admissions below, the students acknowledge that they missed part of the lecture because
they were not paying attention.
10:51:22 Student4: Yeah, I missed that, was reading the news headlines
10:51:28 Student4: what’s that about usability?
18:42:31 Student6: Wait, what did she say? I wasn’t paying attention. Oooh, a birdy . . .
Similarly, the discussion below took place in class but was unrelated to the professor’s lecture:
17:31:28 Student12: yeah. I had a roommate who went running with friends and ran like 14 miles.
He came home and was eating honey directly out of the jar. It was funny.
17:32:01 Student12: I never saw an adult eat honey directly out of the jar before.
17:32:1 Student31: i eat jelly straight from the jar sometimes
Furthermore, discussions can become improper and disrespectful. For example:
13:27:32 Student4: i think we should have a goal this semester
13:27:53 Student18: to get [Student3] a girlfriend?
It could be argued that these students would be distracted even if they were not in the chat
room. Weighing the costs and benefits of the backchannel in this case may reveal that the
chat room is beneficial for the student because he or she is able to ask a classmate about
what was missed, rather than simply conceding it as a lost opportunity. At the same time,
students recognize that the backchannel does offer an opportunity for distraction that is
more exciting and stimulating than traditional forms of distraction, such as staring out the
window or doodling on paper. In an unmoderated classroom environment, multitasking
online may easily deteriorate into a range of activities that are unrelated to the professor’s
lecture. One student revealed this perspective:
I do occasionally feel kind of guilty about it, I should be paying attention to the class. Especially when
things “get out of hand” people start laughing, I think, “we shouldn’t be doing this. . . . ” I try not to
let it overtake my attention. I don’t feel like it’s a problem. If I can concentrate, it’s helpful. If not, I
probably wouldn’t be paying attention anyway.
In their study of undergraduate students, Kinzie et al. found that students in the open
laptop condition suffered decrements on traditional measures of memory for lecture content
even though the students felt they were capable of engaging in on-task discussions and
of expressing opinions and exploring instructionally relevant topics.21 Although students
routinely multitasked in classrooms as they attended to lectures, processed the material, and
took notes, both students and the instructors expressed some discomfort with discussion
occurring synchronously with classroom lectures. Furthermore, students’ experience with
and ability to use forms of technology will affect their levels of distraction while using it.
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For those youth who are advanced chat room users, the backchannel may enable them
to intuitively appropriate the technology to maximize their learning experience. Others
who have not interacted in chat rooms may expend significant energy trying to overcome
the learning curve of the technology before being able to actually engage in the actual
classroom discussion. What may be an innovation in technology and practice to one student
is familiar, and perhaps even antiquated, to another. Therefore, the use of backchannels may
be helpful for some students while others are better off not using it, depending on the
personal experiences of each individual student.
Power Plays: Who Rules the Classroom?
In the midst of the pervasive culture of fear that surrounds many forms of popular new
media, the backchannel may be perceived to be a medium that encourages transgression.
Those who oppose it may argue that to participate in the backchannel is to purposefully
upstage the teacher’s role in the classroom. Their claims highlight the politically charged
pedagogical implications associated with the backchannel. Cohen states that “passing notes
in the classroom is probably as old as formal education itself, but the advent of cell phones
and other sophisticated handheld devices has elevated this communication to a digital art
form.”22 McCarthy et al. similarly suggest that “the term ‘backchannel’ is a political term,
implying not only the existence of a primary ‘frontchannel,’ but also carrying implications
of an unofficial, unwanted, illicit quality. In the lecture-oriented classroom, backchannels
have always had a rich life, enabled by the technology of the day—from whispering, hand
signals, and note passing, to today’s e-mail, instant messaging, and mobile phone-based
SMS.”23 The meaning of the term backchannel thus varies with context and usage. To some
it suggests an intangible, clandestine community. To others it suggests an empowering toolkit
for participation, collaboration, and informal interactions.
There are a number of ways in which the backchannel could be rude or disrespectful to the
teacher. First, if the teacher is not aware of the existence of the backchannel, he is placed in
a compromisingly uninformed position about the dynamics of the classroom environment.
Second, the context of the backchannel discussion could very likely contain negative or
disrespectful comments about either the lecture content or personal characteristics of the
teacher. Third, as has been described already, students’ presence in the backchannel suggests
a partial or complete lack of attention to the teacher.
Interviews with professors, teachers, and students revealed a challenging disconnect in per-
ceptions of ownership within the backchannel. There is an ongoing power struggle between
teachers and students, both explicit and implicit, which creates a division in approaches
to adapting the backchannel in the classroom. This struggle is not new, as educators have
always been challenged to maintain a balance of control and power in the classroom. David
Labaree, a Professor at Stanford’s School of Education, declares that “one reason that teaching
is such a difficult profession is that its aim is to change the behavior of the client, and . . . its
success depends on the willingness of the client to cooperate. . . . ”24 Teachers can succeed
only if they can convince or motivate students to cooperate with them. Given that student
attendance is mandatory, many develop an inherent resistance to following classroom in-
struction. However, existing norms do not necessarily apply to new technologies, and must
be reconsidered in context of the affordances of the new technology. Is there a possibility for
rethinking and reconstructing teaching paradigms using the backchannel that is satisfactory,
even embraced, by educators and students alike?
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For example, the introduction of computers in the classroom creates a shift in dynamics
from one-to-many to many-to-many between the teacher and the students. In a many-to-
many interaction, such as that enabled by a backchannel, student culture dominates over
the traditional teacher-generated ecology. Therefore, a self-policing model may be needed
to facilitate a productive learning culture. Whether in a lecture or a seminar, students have
acknowledged the instructor as the moderator of the discussion and rely on the instructor
to provide structure and to manage the discussion.25 Nonetheless, professors have lamented
the use of wireless technologies in the classroom, resorting to banning classroom usage or
attempting to turn off access. “Some have banned the technology from classes, some turn
off the Internet during instruction, while others struggle through lectures knowing that stu-
dents are instant messaging, looking at photos, writing papers, and playing games instead
of focusing on teacher-relayed information.”26 At the University of Virginia, a law profes-
sor decided to turn off wireless access during class times. At the University of Texas, a law
professor climbed a ladder and disconnected the wireless transmitter due to his frustration
with students’ inattention. “Laptops are a real problem,” says Charles M. Grisham, a pro-
fessor at the University of Virginia. “You can stand at the door and see students surfing the
web, e-mailing to each other. . . . We wanted to bring this knowledge [technology] into the
classroom, but it may be crippling in other ways.”27
Professors at the university in this study expressed varied opinions about the university
backchannel and its use during their lectures. One professor felt that he now had to teach
in shorter bursts in the hopes of holding students’ attention better. He was not happy
about this, since he felt that his subject material required a lot of concentration on com-
plex topics. Another professor, who had not been previously aware of the chat room, ex-
pressed discontent at having no awareness of it. This professor asked, somewhat cynically,
if she could also be given access to this chat room. She did not appreciate that students
might be talking about her without her knowledge. This latter reaction was expressed by
a number of professors, lecturers, and teachers. In Golub’s study, the lecturer’s initial re-
action was one of anger and apprehension that students were talking about her behind
her back.28 However, when she realized that the participants in the chat room had been
talking about topics related to her presentation, she became more enthusiastic about the
idea.
Another university professor confided that the university backchannel was disconcerting
for him because he did not know what was being said. “When a whole bunch of people
start smiling broadly or snickering, you sometimes go, wait, did I say something weird or
what?” He emphasized that he experienced a feeling of disconnection when he did not
know what was going on and what people were doing on it. He felt that it could play an
interesting role if it were incorporated into the classroom through professor endorsement or
a frontchannel display. It would provide an interesting dynamic for teachers and students to
combine lecture and debate at the same time. If it were incorporated into the classroom, this
professor asked, would it change the entire content of the discussion? “Would it poison the
well?” Another professor in the university program expressed a contrasting perspective on
the backchannel. He knew that students were chatting online during class because he could
easily perceive their engagement with the computers as such. However, he stated that it did
not bother him as it did many of the other professors. Although this particular professor did
not feel that the possibility that students were chatting about him was a challenge to his
authority or self-esteem, many university students we interviewed felt that insecurity could
explain a professor’s opposition to the backchannel:
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Some professors think, “if you don’t have anything else to do, then you’ll pay attention.” I feel like it’s
almost insecurity, that professors are worried that people aren’t paying attention, they get a little pissy
about it.
Although it may be partially attributed to their unfamiliarity with technologies, there is
also a greater sense of loss of power that could occur. If students are able to direct their
own learning styles and materials, the power structure in the classroom could easily transfer
from the teacher to the student. While the transition away from a teacher-centric classroom
may simply take time to evolve, it could also be argued that it may be time to reinvent
teaching. “Faculty may argue that computers are distracting and so should be eliminated
from or controlled in the classroom,” says John G. Bryan at the University of Cincinnati.
“The problem isn’t that computers are distracting. The problem is that many faculty work
against the computers or in spite of the computers instead of really using the computers to
accomplish their instructional goals.”29
A better understanding of the social dynamics around the technology is essential to im-
proving its use in the classroom. “We must learn from social trends, capture the power
of student–technology interactions, and consider how such relationships engender students’
motivation for learning. The stipulation is that we as educators must be willing to reshape our
traditional norms of communication, as well as be open to drawing upon skills students bring
to the classroom.”30 The backchannel offers a relatively moderated environment in which
students can assert some ownership and control over their own learning environment. Given
the flux in educational goals and teaching theories, teachers are often uncertain about what
skills they are ultimately seeking to enable in students. Is the goal of the backchannel to
enable students to be more engaged? To seek out their own fields of expertise? To teach the
new forms of media literacy? To take advantage of the opportunity to learn from their peers?
The use of the backchannel in the classroom could foreshadow a revolution in the classroom
in ways that are as yet undetermined but that harbor real potential.
Building Community Identity
Establishing identity and reputation in a virtual community has long been understood to be
one of the most important characteristics to increasing participation and engagement within
that community.31 Social recognition was one of the biggest motivators for participants in
the university chat room. The most common form of identity recognition is a participant’s
username. Core community members rarely change usernames, and when they do it is
usually because of server or connection problems with their preferred nickname, and they
will choose a similar alternative name. Because of the synchronous nature of the university
channel and its very strong sense of community, trust is a crucial dynamic of the backchannel
environment. Chat’s real-time synchronous affordances make it difficult for people to mask
their identity within the community. “Rapid responsiveness in communication begets trust.
[Chat] forces rapid response, a basis for trust, which if backed up by short message quality
provides deeper context for an initial relationship.”32 For both regular community members
and new participants, a sense of trust within the channel is mandated at all times. The
auto-message upon login explains the chat room community: “[Chat room name] is the
[university name]. If you are looking for discussion of [similar sounding name], you are
in the wrong place. Unidentified lurkers will be kicked.” This is primarily maintained by
requesting all users to reveal their true identity. In fact, all regular users on the backchannel
know the real identity of any other user at any given time. If a username is present that
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is not recognized by the backchannel core community, users will immediately query the
unidentified user to reveal his or her true identity.
17:54:30 Student23: hello Student4
17:54:33 Student12: whois Student4?
17:54:35 Student4: hi
17:54:42 Student4: [Student4 name]
17:54:55 Student7: Hey!
17:55:02 Student9: hi Student7
17:55:10 Student2: welcome to [chat room name]s
17:55:10 Student4: hello everybody
In a separate episode, two recent alumni of the university who had graduated the previous
year entered the chat room to check it out. The current class members knew the identity of
the alumni, but the incoming class did not. They immediately questioned the identity of the
new participants, but were ultimately willing to trust that they were welcome members of
the channel as long as the current members could vouch for their identity.
21:37:58 –> Student17 has joined
21:38:06 Student54: [student17 name]?
21:39:11 Student17: yes, [student name]
21:40:22 Student54: how’s it going [student name]?
21:40:44 Student17: good, just checking out the [class] topic of the day
21:41:37 Student14: who is [Student17]?
21:41:47 Student17: [Student17 full name]
21:42:01 Student24: incomings meet the alumni
21:42:09 Student14: . . . heh. i don’t know who that is, but okay - so long as someone does :P
Other key contributors to increasing trust include rules, personal disposition, history, shared
category membership, and roles.33 In particular, establishing a shared context between
users is essential to maintaining trust online. For the university community, the sense of
a shared context is easily increased through the daily personal interactions that users ex-
perience in their face-to-face environment. By chatting informally in the classroom hall-
ways, during lunch, or in outside social settings, users establish a sense of trust that is
quickly transferred to their interactions in the online environment. The sense of shared
context facilitates discussions and conversations online. The more shared context partic-
ipants have, the easier it is for them to negotiate their sense of interpersonal trust and
reputation.
You hear an idea, make a joke of it, you’ve just used something you’ve just got. Some professors might
not like something going on outside of their ideas. Being able to form a joke means you’ve got it. Some
people think it’s funny, some don’t, it fuels the social network.
There should be a reciprocal relationship between group members and the environment
that the chat room provides that will fulfill the social desires of its members for sustained
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participation. Social presence is high in the university backchannel. Participants acquire
instant gratification, approval, and acceptance upon entering the chat room. For example,
a student entered the chat room for the first time over a year after matriculating in the
program:
11:09:04 –>Student18 has joined
11:09:34 Student12: wow, guest appearance by Student18!
11:09:40 Student18: ;D
A chat room that is devoid of social affordances will likely lose participants and isolate the
remaining members from one another. Regardless of whether this motivation is selfish or
altruistic, participants often go to extreme lengths to enhance their social capital with the
community, which serves to then build their reputation in the community, inserting them
into a cycle of increased participation and acceptance. People tend to categorize themselves
as part of the group if the salience of perceived differences among these individuals is minor,
relative to the perceived differences to other individuals. Thus, perceived similarities between
different university community members concerning attitudes, beliefs, norms, and values,
a common task, or a shared history are significant contributors to social identification and
group cohesion. Because participants share a physical space on a regular basis, their ability
to build a community and recognize other people with whom they are conversing virtually
is significant.
Community as a Third Place
Participants in the university chat room were driven by a desire for a sense of community.
They may be “searching for a feeling of community that’s been lost as many ‘third places’
which are neither work nor home, but a third place where people congregate and interact,
have closed down.”34 Oldenburg describes how many parents and community members
have lamented youth’s declining participation in community activities, such as Boy Scouts,
local Park and Recreation teams, and hobby-inspired clubs, which have instead been replaced
with participation in online communities, such as MySpace, Friendster, Doom, Neopets, and
countless others. Similarly, adults are participating in online card games, chat rooms, and
other virtual communities in place of knitting clubs, poker gatherings, or Tupperware parties,
as may have been the norm thirty years ago. For this reason, many chat room participants
are using their virtual community as a replacement for the camaraderie and support system
previously offered by membership in community organizations. The virtual community
offers a home away from home.
In the same way, the university backchannel provided a place for students to develop their
third place. Participant usage increased during class time, but also in the evenings. For exam-
ple, participants often reveal their physical location with other participants, creating a sense
of shared physical space, even when participants are not actually colocated. Research suggests
that digital technology can improve communication in many ways, such as by providing the
“virtual hallways” for students and instructors to meet.”35 Subjects who participate in the
backchannel stated that they first heard about the channel directly through a social contact.
In these cases, they were approached and specifically told about the channel’s existence and
how to access it. One participant stated that he originally viewed the channel as a way to
meet people when he first started school and did not know anyone in the area. In this case,
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he used the channel as a way to actively seek out friends. He perceived the channel as open
to any university community member:
I don’t think there’s anyone that’s unaware that it exists. Some people think they’d have trouble con-
centrating or whatever. I feel like not that it’s excluding people, but including people. I don’t know if
that makes sense. People who are on [chat] are more of a group. It’s building group cohesion where
there wouldn’t be one otherwise, but I don’t think it’s an exclusion.
In contrast, those who do not participate said that they had heard about the channel in
public spaces, but did not know much about it. Nonparticipants also stated that their social
circle did not use the channel or did not use laptops in class at all. This suggests the possibility
of a relationship between existing social networks and chat participation. It is not necessarily
the case that chat participation mirrors social networks within the school, but they may
generate strong ties that reinforce existing dynamics. The sense of community also exists
outside of the classroom environment. Participants like to share their evening activities,
especially regular daily events like cooking, visits to local eateries, and sleeping. In particular,
university students who were single would choose to share their common daily activities:
22:21:18 Student9: I think I might sleep soon
22:21:22 Student9: I know it sounds lame
. . .
22:29:11 Student9: I think I am going to crash
22:29:14 Student23: nite Student9
22:29:14 Student9: see you all tomorrow
This behavior is usually seen in the evenings and outside of class settings when there is a
smaller group of core users logged into the chat room. Because the core users are often the
same participants every evening, there is a distinct subculture within the university chat
room that encourages this sharing of personal lifestyle activities. The offline interactions
thus reinforce online interactions as a third place.
Pedagogy of Hope: Designing the Backchannel
How might a backchannel be designed to maximize its potential as a learning environment
and tool for both students and teachers? The complex interplay between teacher and stu-
dent, teaching and learning, and pedagogy and practice creates a challenging but potentially
rich learning ecology. Is it possible to design a sustainable backchannel? Can productive
backchannel discourse be fostered without being forced? What are the ideal conditions
under which a backchannel will thrive given varied classroom sizes, student ages, subject
material, and teaching styles? Abrahamson suggests that designing for emergent situativity
can help to merge learning pedagogy and scientific inquiry, creating a potential for an en-
gaging, personally meaningful, and authentic exploration into content.36 Rick and Guzdial
similarly highlight the importance of situating a new medium within its sociocultural con-
text, grounding it in the culture of its users and their practices.37
However, the inherently clandestine nature of the backchannel is problematic, implying
that there is the possibility that it simply cannot be designed for. One might argue that, by
definition, a backchannel is only a backchannel if it has evolved organically through its user
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community and contextual behaviors. Therefore, in one sense, designing a backchannel is
not possible—it is a contradiction in terms. Can a chat room framework be documented or
does it have to be learned through experience? Is its emergence and evolution so ingrained in
each instance that the only possible form of documentation is through indoctrination? Re-
turning to Friere’s antibanking theory of education, it may be that “The important thing . . . is
for men [students] to come to feel like masters of their thinking by discussing the thinking
and views of the world explicitly or implicitly manifest in their own suggestions and those
of their comrades [classmates].”38 The backchannel characteristics could be designed by sug-
gesting certain norms, roles, signals, and behaviors, with the intention of encouraging the
backchannel community to adopt such practices. The sections below highlight how such
characteristics might be designed and implemented.
Rules of Participation
Craig Smith suggests the development of a protocol for virtual classroom etiquette, “cha-
tiquette,” which he bases it on research on classroom discourse and conversational turn-
taking.39 While this protocol does reduce the free-flowing interaction characteristic of most
chat sessions, it does not constrain the interaction to the extent that often occurs with
a designated moderator controlling the chat session.40 Instead, it allows all participants to
monitor themselves and others in contributing to the discussion. The socialized conventions
that structure and organize face-to-face conversation are lacking in the online environment
of synchronous communication. Without the nonverbal and verbal cues that indicate a re-
quest to speak, such as a raised hand, synchronous discussions can become disjointed. In a
learning context in which the exchange of complicated or sophisticated concepts and prin-
ciples is being attempted, a lack of coherence and flow can quickly degrade into worthless
chatter or confusion.41 The university chat room differs from many other chat rooms in that
it is highly unmoderated. The original channel creator purposely set it up with few rules or
regulations, empowering the chat room participants to develop their own ecological com-
munity. The underlying purpose of rules is often about establishing control. Who governs
the roles that participants play, how they interact with others, and any sense of ownership
within the community?
The rules of participation are defined by a number of characteristics, ranging from the
technology itself, such as rules that are built into the software, to rules defined by the
host. Although the university community has no established moderators or community
members who are appointed to moderate the discussion flow, a set of rules has evolved,
of which participants maintain a general knowledge and awareness. For example, some
of the rules were more explicit, such as the automatic message that is sent each time a
user joins the chat room. On the other hand, other rules are learned over time, such as
identifying oneself if the username does not clearly indicate real life identity, or not repeating
certain discussions outside of the users who were present in the chat room during the
specific conversation. Over time, the community can rely on the protocol that has evolved
through the sense of flow in the chat room environment. Nonverbal cues are constructed
online when participants know one another and learn one another’s styles of interactions
such that the same type of cue becomes equally transparent. An explicit set of rules and
protocol can help to build these intuitive practices. This protocol provides a way to make
apparent to all participants the usual nonverbal cues used in turn-taking, and in giving and
relinquishing the discussion floor. Once the students become familiar with the protocol,
they become self-monitoring and self-regulating. Their ability to facilitate this structure and
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sustain it emphasizes the importance of building community to create a constructive learning
environment.
Guiding the Discussion
Failed exploratory peer-to-peer discussions may occur when ideas are accepted unchallenged
or because continuous disputation leads to a breakdown of communication within the group.
Exploratory peer discussions rarely broke down in this manner in the university community.
As a graduate student community, the learning dynamics are more advanced than those in
elementary, high school, or undergraduate classrooms. Failed peer discussions might occur
far more frequently in younger learning environments where students are more susceptible
to competition or immature group behaviors. In these environments, it would be important
to have rules to minimize breakdowns during group communication. These might include
guidelines that describe the information, assumptions, tasks, and evaluative criteria for con-
structive collaborative group work. This could be implemented through the presence of a
teacher or teaching assistant within the chat room or a postmortem review of the chat logs
on a regular basis in which the dynamics of the group could be studied and improved for
future classes. Similarly, the ways in which the backchannel is used in the classroom would
influence the types of discussions that took place. One option is to publicly project the chat
rooms using one or more screens, where they are separated by comments and questions. In
the latter chat room, students could post questions for the teacher. A second option is to use
a chat room robot to monitor a channel and provide basic information as well as perform
a heuristic analysis of events for postanalysis. For example, entering the command “Define:
copernicus” would automatically return a definition from a dictionary lookup robot. A third
option is to display the backchannel discussion on the screen in front of the classroom so
that students would be less inclined to contribute off-topic postings and would instead focus
on the academic discussion. Similarly, a teaching assistant could participate in the backchan-
nel and help facilitate interactions by guiding the discussion and providing scaffolding for
the learners.
Assigning Roles
One type of protocol to encourage the development of such rules might be the assigning of
roles within the backchannel. Howard Rheingold is designing an innovative new participa-
tory media syllabus (described elsewhere in this series) in which he suggests that assigning
roles in a chat room backchannel may help to facilitate order and constructive interactions
among students. In an unmoderated chat, students must decide to prioritize a single voice
and follow it; in an ideal learning environment, however, all voices would be heard, and
none would be disposable, spoken over. Rheingold suggests that students have assigned
roles, on a rotated basis, such as “google jockey,” “wikipedian,” “expert,” and “cybrarian.”
In addition to role assignment, structure in the backchannel may be increased through an
informed design of curriculum and uses based on its affordances to minimize disruption and
unproductive behavior.
Constructing Culture
A successful learning backchannel must be designed based on the classroom culture in which
it is being used. For example, the ways in which a backchannel could be used in a fifth grade
classroom will differ significantly from its use in a third-year law class. Teachers may need
to implement a more controlled and disciplined environment in younger grades, whereas,
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law professors could assume that a Socratic teaching method will effectively command their
students’ full attention and that the backchannel will therefore be used strictly as a knowledge
resource, not as a source of distraction. In smaller groups and seminars, the instructor may
choose to explicitly relinquish some of his or her control in order to facilitate a more open
discussion, although in these cases students must accept the burden of making sure that
the discussions are meaningful and productive. In a small seminar, the backchannel will
generally be unnecessary because students are supposed to interact in the physical classroom
environment. In a large lecture hall, with hundreds of students, a backchannel could become
swamped with too many simultaneous users and conversation threads to be of any use. An
ideal class size might be between twenty and forty students, where most know each other
and are able to develop a community and sense of trust in their channel, but where there
are not so many participants as to weigh it down beyond any academic value.
Teaching Teachers
Education researchers have long emphasized the fact that technology in itself cannot im-
prove instruction.42 However, technology can enhance the effectiveness of a good instruc-
tional design.43 Many teachers will be more likely to adopt chat room technology in their
classrooms if they are first provided support and instruction on how to use the technology.44
Teachers may need to teach in shorter cycles to hold students’ attention. They should ad-
just their curriculum and teaching styles to provide different and improved environments
for scaffolding than the standard lecture format. As students become more accustomed to
multitasking in their everyday activities, teachers may find that they need to redesign their
teaching styles in order to keep their students engaged. For example, they could intersperse
lectures with group activities and individual activities, allotting shorter time spans to each
section. A tighter integration of the backchannel may require their lectures to be more per-
meable, and the right level of focus and formality will need to be determined. As student’s
learning styles evolve over time and with changes in technology, teachers can adjust their
skill sets in order to facilitate ongoing engagement.
Conclusion: The Backchannel, Up Front
The backchannel in the classroom offers an exciting innovative space for a new learning
paradigm. There are a number of salient factors that can be taken advantage of to construct
a positive learning environment in the classroom. However, as has been shown, it is not a
panacea in itself, but must instead be understood within the greater context of its use for
it to offer an improved learning experience for youth. This includes the cultural influences
within this technology-mediated learning environment, such as ethnicity, gender, access, ex-
perience using technology, and individual student personalities and learning styles. Lessons
learned through repeated histories of technological determinism remind us that technol-
ogy does not have inherent preexisting manifestations, but that meaning and implications
emerge as computers and social actors come together in different communities. Innovations
in its use are only enabled through a complex interplay of multiple requisite behaviors, prac-
tices, and external factors. If we can tease out the variable uses of the medium and understand
how they influence its construction as an artifact, then can we encourage innovative and
unexpected uses? And for that matter, do we want to? Are youths’ innovations with digital
media a naturally evolving learning opportunity with an embedded unpredictable and ex-
ploratory nature that we should encourage? The institutional contexts of the backchannel
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are multilayered and complex—from teacher to student to school to parent to district to
national standards.
Will Richardson, a teacher, author, and educational researcher, suggests that “shouldn’t
we hear what [students] are saying, that in a world where the answers to the test are easily
accessible that the test becomes irrelevant?”45 Students need to learn how to share ideas and
knowledge ethically and appropriately. They need to take ideas that they are taught and
make them their own, by exploring and massaging them into their own experiences, as
the university students often did on the university backchannel. Richardson continues that,
“we need to say to kids ‘here is what is important to know, but to learn from it, you need
to take it and make it your own, not just tell it back to me. Find your own meaning, your
own relevance. Make connections outside of these four walls, because you can and you should
and you will.’’’46 The balance of power in the classroom can be mutually constructed by the
student and teacher if both parties are able to facilitate constructive discourse about rules and
roles of the backchannel in the classroom. Younger students may not have the experience
online through which to develop their own learning environment, although their varied
levels of engagement and learning within these environments can be used as a metric for
designing the most productive educational experience. As students develop the ability for
metacognitive self-reflection on their own experiences, they are better equipped to design
and coconstruct their ideal personal learning activities by taking advantage of the varied
opportunities that the backchannel can facilitate.
The backchannel may therefore enable a type of education that is progressive but meaning-
ful and has long been needed in the American school system. “It means basing instruction
on the needs, interests and developmental stage of the child; it means teaching students
the skills they need in order to learn any subject, instead of focusing on transmitting a
particular subject; it means promoting discovery and self-directed learning by the student
through active engagement; it means having students work on projects that express student
purposes.”47 This notion of constructivism may be the ticket to avoiding the learning para-
dox that plagues much of student motivation in the classroom. Once a student knows how
to complete a task, he or she is no longer motivated to learn or participate in that task,
and performance in that task will not improve. However, the organic, evolving, and ever-
changing dynamics in the backchannel prevent students from succumbing to this sense of
stagnancy in learning. Students may be encouraged to learn through a self-motivated eager-
ness to explore the opportunities and novelties offered by the backchannel on an ongoing
basis. Furthermore, as an online, Web-based medium, it allows youth to continuously refine
their existing media practices in parallel to their backchannel use. As digital natives, they can
produce, consume, remix, and generate their own learning opportunities. They may truly be
creating their own classroom of the future.
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Found Technology: Players as Innovators in the Making of Machinima
Henry Lowood
Stanford University, University Libraries
. . . while to adults the Internet primarily means the world wide web, for children it means email, chat,
games—and here they are already content producers. Too often neglected, except as a source of risk,
these communication and entertainment-focused activities, by contrast with the information-focused
uses at the centre of public and policy agendas, are driving emerging media literacy. . . . Bearing in mind
that the elite realm of high culture has already been breached, who is to say that this form of content
creation counts for little?—Sonia Livingstone1
The focus of this essay is a new narrative medium, called machinima, which has sprung
out of computer game technology and play since the mid-1990s. Machinima is “filmmaking
within a real time, 3D virtual environment.”2 This means producing animated movies with
the software that is used to develop and play computer games. The growth of machinima as
a creative medium within digital game culture certainly reveals much about the creativity
of players. Homing in on machinima as a form of player-driven innovation also teaches us
lessons about how and what players learn from game technology and gameplay, how they
share knowledge about what they learn, and how these engagements lead them to come to
grips with issues that threaten to limit the potential of machinima as an expressive medium.
Player creativity and innovation then is the focus of this investigation of machinima as an
outgrowth of computer game culture. Computer games are providing new opportunities for
performance and expression mediated by computers and networks; players enjoy game-based
replay movies and machinima videos, and they are equally fascinated by the activities of the
player behind them as they try to understand the mix of skills and tricks that go into making
them. Put another way, the development of machinima over roughly a decade is about how
players have learned to master computer technology, gameplay, and performance practices.
How players have learned to be creative may well be the most significant story in game
culture today.
Introduction: Koulamata’s “The French Democracy”
For many observers outside game culture, perhaps the first visible example of the expressive
power unlocked by machinima was provided by a game-based movie created in November
of 2005, Koulamata’s “The French Democracy.”3 The story behind its creation shows us
that community players—players who create and circulate game-based performances within
communities of game players—can contribute to public discourse about current events. This
is an important enough claim, but just as significantly, “The French Democracy” provides
a convincing example for another assertion: machinima has become accessible, putting a
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Figure 1
Koulamata (Alex Chan), “The French Democracy” (2005).
powerful technology for real-time animation production in the hands of a widening circle
of players. In other words, digital games and game technology have a place among new
media forms that have translated entertainment technologies into engines for the creation
of content. Sonia Livingstone has described the impact of networked media in empowering
children and young adults as “content producers.” The example of Koulamata’s “The French
Democracy” suggests that game-based moviemaking is capable of empowering a variety of
age groups as moviemakers.
Let us begin by taking a closer look at Koulamata’s project. In late October 2005, riots broke
out in the largely African and Arab Parisian suburb of Clichy-sous-Bois and other parts of
France after incendiary remarks by Interior Minister Nicolas Sarkozy and the electrocution of
two teenagers fleeing from police in an electrical substation. These riots spread and smoldered
for about two weeks, reaching a peak between November 6 and 8, followed by the declaration
of emergency powers on November 9 to quell the violence. Concurrently, on November
8, Peter Molyneux’s Lionhead Studios in England released a game called The Movies, part
Hollywood studio simulation, part toolkit for making animated movies by setting up simple
scenes and manipulating actor avatars. The obvious reason for players to make these movies
is that as virtual studio heads, that became their job within the simulation space. However,
many players found a different reason to play the game: they figured out how to move straight
to the movie studio and the production of movies. This was no surprise to Molyneux, who
revealed that “one of the dreams for the game was that as you play, you realize you could
direct a movie of your own.”4 His vision of the player as creator was confirmed within days
of the game’s release, as dozens and then hundreds of movies were posted to Lionhead’s
community Web site. About two months after the game’s release, more than 3,000 movies
were already available for viewing on this site5 alone. Over a year later, in November 2006,
movies were still being uploaded to this Web site at a rate of nearly seventy per day, not to
mention those posted to viral media and other distribution points on the World Wide Web.6
Back in the Parisian suburb of Seine-Saint-Denis, twenty-seven–year-old Alex Chan, a
freelance industrial designer with absolutely no experience making movies, decided to
buy The Movies and make his own filmic statement about the French riots. It was still
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mid-November 2005; the turmoil was just subsiding around Paris and the game was brand
new. These two unrelated facts were connected by Chan’s drive to craft an immediate re-
sponse to the events around him. As Chan put it himself, “through these tools you can
get some more spontaneous reaction or reflection, not from mass media, but from a simple
citizen like me.”7 Remarkably, under the name Koulamata, he was able to post his thirteen-
minute movie to the Lionhead site on November 22, hardly two weeks after both the end
of the riots and the release of the game. His movie told several stories about the victimiza-
tion of French minority groups through harassment, job discrimination, and daily events
in an attempt to explain the tensions and emotions that fueled the riots. Despite awkward
English-language subtitles and cinematography—or perhaps because of these qualities—the
movie comes across as immediate and authentic, directly striking a heartfelt note of sorrow
for the loss of French historical ideals such as liberty and fraternity. MTV News admitted that
the first film about these events came “courtesy of a video game.”
“The French Democracy” was rapidly distributed through numerous game Web sites, blogs,
and movie download sites on the Web and ignited a passionate discussion on “The Movies”
Web site and elsewhere. On the Lionhead site, for example, more than 400 viewers rated the
movie within the first six weeks of its release; a year later, in November 2006, viewers were
still posting comments. The main thread for discussion of the movie offers a similar number
of comments, both in French and English, from the very first posting on November 22
(“Magnifique, tout simplement! Very great job!”) to reflections that document the continuing
resonance of this project around the world nearly two months later (“I think those events
can be linked to our own here in Quebec in 1970 when our own country called the army
on us.”) These examples document the roles that gameplay and the online forums in which
communities of game players gather can powerfully extend participation in public discourse
about current events in “real life,” not just game culture. They also suggest the new modes of
informal learning that were taking place in these forums, as participants traded ideas about
the events and the project in ways set up by engagement with the game. News of Koulamata’s
project also flowed into mainstream media channels. It was covered by a range of outlets
from TheWashington Post, USA Today, MTV.com, and BusinessWeek to the important Socialist
daily, Libération.8 It was shown widely via viral media and machinima sites on the Web and
continued to be shown during 2006 at venues such as the Centre Pompidou’s Flash Festival in
May and the World Wide Short Film Festival the following June in Toronto.9 By then, Chan’s
movie had become something more than a commentary on recent events in his own country.
It had become a poster for the potential of machinima as a medium. Paul Marino, a veteran
machinima artist and executive director of the Academy of Machinima Arts & Sciences,
concluded that Chan’s movie had proven “that Machinima can be a powerful medium—
showing that it can extend the thoughts of individuals into areas the game developers might
not be so quick to embrace.”10 Xavier Lardy, founder of the leading French Web site devoted
to machinima, told USA Today that “there has never been a machinima with such a clear
and prominent political message.”11
During the unrest and in its aftermath, Jacques Chirac publicly bemoaned a lack of diversity
and minority representation in French media. He insisted that mainstream media must “bet-
ter reflect the reality of France today”precisely as Koulamata was learning to use The Movies
in order to answer this challenge in his own way.12 Subsequent discussion in France during
December 2005 focused on the specific solution of the hiring of more minority television
reporters and newscasters. This proposal was important, but it bypassed equally critical issues
surrounding point of view and the power to create new narratives. In this sense, the public
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discussion missed the contribution of “The French Democracy.” Indeed, Chan told reporters
that he made a game-based movie in order to bypass mainstream media as well as to correct
the errors carried by them. So, the story with regard to Chan’s project is that it filled a gap
not only in minority representation, but also by utilizing a new format that while under
the mainstream media radar, nevertheless responded immediately, was widely viewed, and
offered a point of view that was different from what could be seen on established news out-
lets. The Web-magazine Alterités of the Cité nationale de l’histoire de l’immigration, which
has highlighted media-related issues of concern to French immigrant groups, pointed out in
December that from “blogs to videogames,” new media were dedicating themselves to “all
the youth of color in the world.” Mogniss H. Abdallah cited “The French Democracy” in an
article for Alterités specifically as evidence that “technological innovations are being used to
satisfy the thirst for public expression (expression ambiante).”13
It is of course important to acknowledge that the production and circulation of game-
based content might open up new means of public and creative expression, and not just
for gamers. And yet, reducing a positive assessment of gameplay to its potential for leading
to “more serious” forms of activity is neither the only nor the most compelling rationale
for turning our attention to machinima. From a strictly historical perspective, this move
wrenches the motives of game players out of the original context of their innovative uses of
game technology. Overvaluing “serious” goals as an end point of the creative use of enter-
tainment technologies leads to an anachronistic, even Whiggish justification for these uses
of technology: the value of those activities then is seen through a lens that only shows us
their recontextualized value now. If that were the only problem, however, perhaps only his-
torians would have reason to be upset. If the payoff of projects like “The French Democracy”
adds value to public discourse or creates new outlets for artistic expression, so what if we
misread the interests and motivations of the players who created the techniques that can be
exploited in this fashion? In fact, there really are important reasons to pay attention to the
lessons we might learn from machinima. The first is that it illustrates the full reach of the do-
it-yourself culture that has emerged so powerfully from game culture, not just for modifying
game technology and content, but also as a move across media technologies from interactive
digital games to animated filmmaking. Second, if we fail to contextualize the emergence of
the practices associated with machinima production inside player communities, we lose the
essential association of these practices to a mix of technology, gameplay, and public perfor-
mance inside game culture. Perhaps most importantly, the history of machinima provokes
discussion of frequently debated points in the valuation of new media associated with “fans,
bloggers, and gamers,”14 as well as others of their ilk: in unlocking game-based moviemaking,
what have players learned about connecting innovative uses of technology to the emergence
of new cultural modalities made available to them?
This essay addresses these questions by presenting three takes on the development of
machinima. Take One: What do the origins of game-based moviemaking tell us about the
relationship among learning, demonstration, and performance in the uses of technology
associated with computer games? The story about how game players learned to make ma-
chinima becomes easier to understand when it becomes more than an answer to the question,
“who invented machinima?” It also must show how some players learned to use this tech-
nology and develop practices of extroverted performance and production around it, as well
as how others acquired skills as spectators and began to watch these movies. Take Two: How
has the status of machinima creators as players and users of game technology redefined them
as players—or as “moviemakers”? How has the dependence of machinima on game engines,
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that is, on a particular technology, interacted with the context of machinima as emerging
from game culture and player communities? Following the lead taken by recent technology
studies, this take explores not only whether players as consumers matter, but also how use
matters.15 I will explore the notion of the “game engine,” stabilized in games like DOOM
and Quake that also propelled the creation of replays and machinima, as a “found technol-
ogy,” ready-made for appropriation by players. Take Three: As machinima emerges from the
geeky edge of game culture, does the context of its creation offer special advantages, or alter-
natively, noteworthy constraints for convergence with other forms of cultural expression?
We know that today a young Frenchman can acquire an animation studio in the form of a
commercial game costing about $50. Might “The French Democracy” be a signal that game
technology and culture has established new means for cultural and political expression? Or
will limitations embedded in this culture ranging from steadfast self-referentiality to scant
regard for intellectual property throttle the expansion of machinima spectatorship to a wider
audience?
Public Demo: Origins of Game-Based Moviemaking
In December 1993, id Software released the first-person action game DOOM. The authors
were a group of programmers led by John Romero and John Carmack, who had founded id
in February 1991 to develop shareware games for personal computers. From the beginning,
Carmack in particular focused on the development of cutting-edge game technology as a
platform for frantically paced, competitive action games. DOOM’s gameplay, for example,
consisted largely of slaughtering (shooting) demons or opponents in the game world. What
was innovative about id’s games was that they depicted this world as the player’s character
would see it, from a 3D first-person perspective that was rapidly redrawn as that character
moved through the environment. This innovation established a game genre that would dom-
inate the development of game technology during the 1990s: the “first-person shooter” (FPS).
DOOM immediately left its imprint on almost every aspect of computer gaming, from
graphics and networking technology to styles of play, notions of authorship, and public
scrutiny of content. Id followed up, in June 1996, with the release of Quake, built on the
modes of competitive play introduced with DOOM. Quake was a technological tour de force.
Its built-in client/server networking was an improvement over the peer-to-peer networking
in DOOM, greatly stimulating the popularity of internet-based multiplayer games. Quake
also offered what is generally acknowledged as the first graphics engine capable of providing
true 3D graphics.16 The reception of DOOM and Quake offers an object lesson in the im-
portance of distinguishing public reactions to game content from practices associated with
the use of technology provided by the same games. The subject matter of DOOM (bloody,
rapid-fire killing of demons in outer space), its moody graphics and audio, and the vocabu-
lary associated with its gameplay (“shooters,” “death match”) increased public attention to
the levels of violence depicted in computer games. Coincidentally, the game was released
just as congressional hearings convened by senators Herb Kohl and Joseph Lieberman were
getting underway to examine media violence and its influence on children, and of course a
few years later DOOM came under particularly close scrutiny in connection with the tragic
shootings at Columbine High School. The portrayal of computer games such as DOOM or
Quake as “murder simulators”17 and “bloodlust” games obviously reflected on players, who
were often portrayed as disconnected and desensitized, or as engaged in mindless, repetitive,
or addictive play.
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I do not mean here to enter debates about the presentation of violent content in computer
games or its effects on players. I am looking instead at how DOOM and especially Quake
opened up the medium of the computer game to unexpected kinds of player creativity. Prac-
tices associated with FPS play and the technical configuration of these games together made
new modes of creative play possible, among which were making animated movies using id’s
real-time graphics engines. What was it about these games’ technology that inspired player
creativity? In order to answer this question, we have to begin with the idea of the “game
engine” as worked out by Carmack. Inspired by programming hacks that altered games, such
as the “Barney patch” for Silas Warner’s original Castle Wolfenstein (Muse Software, 1981), he
had often altered computer games as a teenager. He built modifiability into DOOM, but in a
manner that simplified the process and didn’t require such hacks. He did this by separating
the core “game engine” from the code for specific “levels” of the game defined by maps, ob-
jects, monsters, graphics, sound, and so on, which came to be called the “game assets.” The
explicit intention of this separation was to make it possible for players to create their own
content by designing their own maps or “levels.” Level-specific information was captured
in so-called “wad” files, which were loaded separately into the game to play these levels;
editing or creating wad files changed a game’s content without hacking at the game engine.
It thus protected critical software code that produced fundamental functionalities of the
game, such as graphics or physics. Carmack’s design decision to separate game engine from
assets spawned independent and third-party level design, as id expected, and encouraged
the development of software tools to make new content, whether by id, other companies,
or players.18 The game engine also represented a new business model for id, now positioned
as a game technology company as well as a game developer. Standardizing game production
also opened up the gates for a flood of player-created content, which in turn would extend
the commercial life of the game. According to id’s own corporate history:
The team of innovators also made DOOM’s source code available to their fan base, encouraging would-be
game designers to modify the game and create their own levels, or ‘mods.’ Fans were free to distribute
their mods of the game, as long as the updates were offered free of charge to other enthusiasts. The mod
community took off, giving the game seemingly eternal life on the Internet.19
Beginning with DOOM, much of the fun began after an FPS game was published, as players
(and other independent designers) would create their own levels and maps, or modify other
game assets. Computer games such as Quake essentially could function as design tools, and
learning how to use id’s software to make mods, even the smallest personalization of the
game, became part of the player’s engagement. This also meant a “letting go of authorial
control” by game developers that media curator Randall Packer has called a distinguishing
characteristic of computer games, in contrast to other artistic or entertainment media.20 And
why not give up some of this control? Carmack was particularly skeptical about the game
designer as auteur, arguing in one widely circulated statement that “there is not a hell of a
lot of difference between what the best designer in the world produces, and what quite a
few reasonably clued in players would produce at this point.”21 Indeed, players came to see
customization of Quake as another way to show other players the superiority of their skills.
Carmack’s configuration of the game engine and assets was not the only aspect of his
games that unexpectedly led to game-based moviemaking. The other was more closely tied
to gameplay than game development. DOOM could be played as a single player or even as
a cooperative game, but it also introduced a new mode of competitive play devised by id
cofounder John Romero called “deathmatch.” Players connected via Local Area Networks to
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Figure 2
The Rangers, “Diary of a Camper” (1996).
compete by recording kills (or “frags”) against opponents. Quake was fundamentally a multi-
player and competitive game, and was playable over the Internet. Immediately after Quake’s
release, players formed groups held together by its improved multiplayer connectivity and
chat options. Like hacker gangs dissecting the intricacies of computer networks, these Quake
Clans shared techniques of high-performance gaming, both play and programming. Multi-
player was not just linking up to frag opponents online; it also described chat, discussion,
and sharing of exploits among players. Competition led to community; networked death
match led to networks of players. The Ranger Clan provides a telling example. Arguably
the most famous clan of all, its top-notch players also helped shape the Quake’s technically
inclined community. They had participated in the first prerelease test of the Quake engine.
One member designed the original Capture the Flag mod; another founded one of the major
sources of information about Quake development, Blue’s News; in all, about half the twenty-
five or so members remained active in game development or went on to work in the game
industry.22 Being in such a clan meant being a community player; it meant visibly perform-
ing skills and demonstrating abilities, showing how to do things, spreading information, and
building software tools and content to share with other players. With their reputation for
stellar performances as players and programmers firmly established, the Rangers surprised
the Quake community in October 1996 with a new kind of exploit. Barely a month after
its commercial release, they circulated a movie made inside Quake, “Diary of a Camper.” It
established id’s first-person shooter as the first platform for game-based movies, known for
several years simply as Quake movies.
These Quake movies were closely related to a form of in-game performance known as the
demonstration or “demo” movie. The demo as a means of performance, skills certification,
and training runs through the history of computer game culture. It goes back to Spacewar!,
arguably the first modern computer game. Developed at M.I.T. in 1962 by a group led by
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Figure 3
NoSkill, DOOM2 demo, 1995.
Steve Russell, Spacewar! established the computer game as a method for demonstrating the
capabilities of computers. Russell’s group disdained previous methods for showing off what
a computer could do and believed that a good demonstration “should involve the onlooker
in a pleasurable and active way—in short, it should be a game.”23 Spacewar! did just that,
showcasing the new PDP-1 computer, its graphics, I/O, and display technology; the M.I.T.
group confidently told the new PDP users’ community that Spacewar! “amply demonstrates
the real-time capabilities of the PDP-1” and verified its “excellent performance.”24 But at the
same time as it showed what computers could do, this game demonstrated the technical
mastery of programmers and hardware hackers. An immensely popular competitive game
available in any U.S. computer science laboratory of the 1960s and 1970s, Spacewar!’s com-
munity of programmers and players grew rapidly. Stewart Brand, writing in the early 1970s,
considered this game to be a “flawless crystal ball of things to come in computer science
and computer use.” He cited it as evidence of a new culture, part coproduction, part player
performance. In “days of batch processing and consumerism,” it was a “heresy, uninvited
and unwelcome. The hackers made Spacewar!, not the planners.”25
So public demonstration as a mode of computer-based performance was associated with
computer games right from their origins in academic computer science laboratories. Spacewar!
players demonstrated computer-mediated performance through play. Recasting the player as
a performer settled into not one, but two predominant modes: the superior player, the God
of the joystick and mouse, and the player-programmer able to hack into game code and show
off mastery of the technology. Both sorts of performance occurred as public demonstrations
in ways that would later influence the use of games to make movies, while also illustrating
the degree to which important kinds of experimentation and informal learning have long
accompanied computer gaming.
Technically, DOOM demos were essentially replay files, saved sequences of instructions
from a previously played game that, when executed by the game software, would show the
same game from the same (first-person) perspective of the original player. As one guide put
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it, “in the DOOM/DOOM II universe, the term “demo” refers to a file that contains a recorded
session of gameplay.”26 DOOM demos demonstrated player skills. The rapid action of DOOM
as a multiplayer, competitive game; the growth of a networked player community, and the
technology of the replay facility all came together in the demo to establish a performer–
spectator relationship. A critical aspect of this relationship was a learning experience. DOOM
required skills. Some players excelled in marksmanship, others in movement tricks, others
in stealth and the psychology of stalking their opponents. Star players emerged, and mere
mortals wanted to see these “DOOM Gods” play, to gather insights into their play tactics and
learn how to improve the quality of their own play. As BahdKo, a veteran of the DOOM demo
scene points out, “Use of demos for their educational value has been going on since almost
the beginning.” Demonstrations of skill by admired players such as NoSkill, XoLeRaS, and
Smight circulated widely. In a typical use of these movies, “a new player who wants to get
better requests that a game with a higher-skilled player be recorded, and then the new player
watches the demo (where presumably he lost) from the higher-skilled player’s point of view,
hoping to learn ways to improve his own skill. Such a player is then able to plainly compare
his own movement, aim, and possibly strategic ideas with those of the higher-skilled player,
enabling him to practice on his own in order to improve or otherwise attempt to adjust
his own performance.”27 Single-player, death match, and clan demo movies certified the
status of star players while helping everyday players compare and improve their abilities.
Beginning in 1994, the Doom Honorific Title (DHT) Program, a game rating system, became
“the means by which good players can objectively prove to the world that they are as good
as they claim.”28 The certification process explicitly promoted the performance of gameplay
through demo movies. Another project, COMPET-N, started in 1994 to collect demos and
a variation of them known as speedruns (completing a game or game level as quickly as
possible), joined before long by the Public Demo Archive of the Non Gods, DOOMed Speed
Demos Archive, and other collections of demo movies established so that players could find
demonstrations of any skill or game level. Establishing a basis for spectatorship through
recorded gameplay fed back on the growth of the player community as well. DOOM clans
sought to establish reputations through demos just as individual players did. These various
practices of showing, viewing, and learning via DOOM replays showed that multiplayer
collaboration could be derived from competition.29
Evidently, the notion of the demonstration is fraught with implications for the computer
game as a site for skill performance, certification, and acquisition. This was again the case
in the distinctive scene associated with a particular kind of demonstration program known
simply as the “demo.” These demos were noninteractive animated movies, in the sense that
they combined sights and sounds, and like DOOM and Quake demos, they were typically
generated in real time. The main difference between demo movies and demos is that the
so-called demoscene emerged from practices of game piracy and hacking of the 1980s, par-
ticularly on home computers such as the Apple II and Commodore 64. By then, the open,
cooperative culture of game design associated with computer science laboratories, games
such as Spacewar! and Adventure or the people’s computing movement of the 1970s, had col-
lided with a business culture founded on proprietary development and the closed technology
of the game cartridge. The failure of the Atari generation of console manufacturers coincided
with the success of games such as Pac-Man, intellectual properties controlled by closed in-
dustrial studios that produced games to be played not toyed with. The next generation of
companies, led by Nintendo, carefully guarded their console technology and intellectual
property. Games published for home computers followed this business model for the most
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Figure 4
A crack screen.
part, but with the important difference that it was possible, and often acceptable (at least
among players) to copy software acquired on formats such as audio cassettes and floppy disks.
This provided an opening for players to create an ironically clandestine sort of open culture
around computer and video games. The availability of BASIC interpreters built into most of
these machines provided the often irresistible temptation, particularly among younger users
of home computers, of not just copying, but often altering software as a form of resistance,
the 1980s version of taking computer power to the people.
As players acquired the chops for disassembling and rebuilding programs, defeating copy
protection schemes or cracking code became means for modifying games or simply for un-
licensed, free distribution. Some crackers, as they came to be called, with names like the
German Cracking Service, AEK Crackware Essen 2099, 1103, or JEDI, acquired reputations
as masters of code that circulated with the copied games; we have already seen that repu-
tations are important in the social networks of players. Crackers documented their prowess
when they added credits or load screens to the beginning of games they marked as having
been opened up by them. Like tattoos on the body or sprayed tags on a city wall, these
introductions became personal (or group) signatures. They also became a basis for compe-
tition among crackers. They played a new game with the goal of being the first to post a
newly cracked version publicly. This competition intensified during the late 1980s as copy
protection systems began to provide more intelligent opponents on this playing field. After
cracking a new game, groups celebrated each exploit with ever more elaborate and visually
impressive title or load screens, including graphics, sounds, and even animations. These
cracktros (cracker intros) became a self-standing form of hacker performance, the cinematic
“demo,” on emerging multimedia platforms such as the Commodore 64 and Amiga, the
Atari ST and the PC.
Demoscene groups began to compete publicly, especially in Europe and California. Their
programs were turned into real-time multimedia shows of coding prowess, not just intros
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Figure 5
Axios Copy Party Announcement, 1988.
but standalone graphics-and-sound productions lasting roughly as long as a music video or
even longer. At a live demoparty (originally known as a copyparty), greatness was no longer
demonstrated simply by being the fastest to crack software, it also meant putting on a good
party, sharing and socializing; being the best was not just about cracking the most games, it
also meant providing an exquisite, yet tightly coded presentation, doing it within prescribed
constraints such as available memory or a particular console or home computer platform,
and sharing it.30 The founder of the cracker group Sledgehammer (SLH, interviewed by JS)
described its social network:
JS: How old are you?
SLH: I am 22 years old (22-10-65)
JS: When did you found Hotline?
SLH: I founded HOTLINE in beginning of August 1986.
JS: How many members does HTL have at the moment?
SLH: HOTLINE has now 15 members!
JS: What was your first crack?
SLH: It was DONKEY KONG from OCEAN!
JS: How many swappartners do you have?
SLH: 10 real ones! 4 in Holland 3 out of them are Hotline members, 1 of the SRG, POPEYE
in Denmark and 5 guys in England. I swap by express with them!
JS: How many packages do you send per week?
SLH: 4 express ones and 26 or 27 to the rest!31
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The demoscene fed off the same impulses as other forms of game-based skill demonstration,
while showing another move from playful competition to exhibition, and from mastery
of computing technology to creation of new social and performative spaces defined by
computer games and their players. As a few years later with game-modding or machinima,
players learned about demos from demos, and they kept right on learning when they gathered
together (whether in parties or online). Curiously, this very public demo culture within
various player communities remained one of its best-kept secrets, because the cost of entry
was exactly the high level of involvement, motivation, and time commitment that nurtured
the demo as the center of an informal learning network. It was probably not until the mid-
1990s perhaps that modding connected demo culture both to mainstream game technology
(via the standardized game engine) and to the game industry (via targeted recruiting). But
demo coders nevertheless learned skills of direct relevance to eventual careers in the game
industry, and many of them moved in that direction. As one coder put it, “at the time I did it
for ‘the love of the code,’ not because I planned to get into the games industry. Being part of
the scene you also get to discuss your ideas with other people, and show off, which all helps
improve your skills. Also, you get some experience with building something through working
with a few other people, both other coders and ‘arty types,’ which is just like the real world.”32
At the same time, these same practices set the stage for Quake movies and machinima by
completing the idea of the demonstration program in an important way. In the demoscene,
the hacker was no longer demonstrating technology; he was demonstrating the hacker, and
it was his performance that mattered. The public demo as skills demonstration set the stage
for game-based moviemaking.
From Quake Movies to Machinima: Players as Moviemakers
So, was machinima invented by game developers or players? Did the player clans who made
the first Quake movies simply connect the dots from real-time play to real-time moviemak-
ing, or did they only see this possibility through immersion in the practices and commu-
nity of multiplayer gaming? Was machinima an invention or an innovative use of existing
technology? We have seen so far that game-based moviemaking emerged from an existing
culture of performance that included showing, sharing, and competing in forms enabled
by real-time competition, replays, and skill demonstration. But is it necessary to separate
practices emerging from what we typically call the “culture” of computer games from those
directly enabled—or constrained—by innovation in computer game technology? Not at all.
Game-based performance and spectatorship associated with machinima depended on spe-
cific design decisions (e.g., Carmack’s architecture of the game engine), but at the same time
they were unlocked by players. These players were users of game technology who discov-
ered rather than invented new uses for it.33 Their excitement about exploiting, hacking,
and demonstrating uses of game technology emerged out of engagement with computers—a
form of engagement that can only be described as playful, but can also be recognized as a
powerful mode of informal learning.
Following the model introduced by id Software, game developers produce or utilize soft-
ware called “game engines” to manage sophisticated real-time graphics, physics, lighting,
camera views and other facets of their games. Games are interactive; prerendered animation
has limited applicability in software that must immediately respond and redraw the screen
in response to player actions.34 Fast-paced action games drawn from the dynamic perspec-
tive of the player/avatar—first-person shooters being the exemplar—significantly increased
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the technical challenge for game developers. In order to immerse the player in the rapid
action of the game, FPS developers had to render a compelling 3D space from the player’s
point of view. Software (later, with the assistance of specialized graphics boards) constantly
recalculates and rerenders at high frame rates as the player’s character moves through that
space. The insight that led to Quake movies and machinima was to see this technology as
providing a robust system for real-time animation production, as opposed to the painstak-
ingly drawn (whether by hand or server farm) animation delivered, say, by artists at Pixar or
Disney studios.
This is not to say that game developers and programmers missed or ignored the potential of
their games for making animated movies. They were busy enough making computer games,
to be sure, but more fundamentally, moviemaking with games was a user-driven innova-
tion. It was another form of play that evolved out of the particular context of multiplayer,
competitive games and the forms of demonstration, learning, and performance that grew
out of technologies and communities associated with those games. We can see the impact
of competitive play more clearly in an idea that predated Quake movies, that of the “game
film.” This notion opens game-based moviemaking up to replay, and from there to other
forms of mediated or archival performance, such as televised sports spectatorship (introduced
as Ampex’s “instant replay,” first utilized by CBS in a football game telecast in 1965). It is
also connected to practices of “proto-performance,”35 such as rehearsal and training, both
in dramatic performance and, especially, in sports (such as the football team that spends
endless hours “studying game film”). Dani Bunten Berry, the designer of the head-to-head
multiplayer strategy games Modem Wars (1988), Command HQ (1990), and Global Conquest
(1992), brought this idea to game development. Berry designed these games to reward hand
eye coordination and interface mastery as well as strategic thinking, so that “each person
had their own specialized style of play.” The technical design made it possible to store data
from which replays, or “game film” as Berry called it, could be created. Players could watch
these movies to rerun and study their performance. Supporting this kind of informal learn-
ing was precisely the role that replays played later in the DOOM community. Berry also
noticed the ease with which players slipped back and forth between the replay as learning
material and as a story about games remembered. She was amazed at “how people used this
opportunity the game films offered to rationalize their loss and to create stories out of the
intense and ephemeral experience of the battle.” Berry believed that player communities
would thrive on replay’s capacity to make “legends out of their best performances.”36 Game
film was included in both Command HQ and Global Conquest, but the vision would not be
realized until multiplayer social and computer networks required for making the reputations
of community players were more closely synchronized with replay technology, that is, until
DOOM and Quake.
Over and over, already, we have seen that demonstrating skills through competitive player
performance was behind the replay captured as a demo movie; learning about gameplay
through replay implied practices of spectatorship, witnessing, and certification. They both
provided means and motives for community players—again, players who put on their own
display for other players—to learn more about how to record their gameplay. Not only were
replays usually circulated as skill demonstrations, but the very code that made Quake movies
possible was embedded in something called a “demo” format and saved in a DEM file
(with a filename ending .dem). This convention was carried forward from DOOM to many
other games: Quake/Hexen, Half-Life, Unreal Tournament, and so on. The Rangers’ “Diary of
a Camper” resembled the demo movies of DOOM gameplay, with short bursts of frantic
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action punctuated by flying blood and bits of body parts. Yet, “Diary of a Camper” broke
with the DOOM demo movie in one essential respect: the independence of the spectator’s
view from that of any player/actor. Their movie was not “shot” from the first-person
perspective of the shooter. An independent camera view framed the action. This innovation
illustrates Quake’s significance as a platform for high-performance play. Strictly speaking,
DOOM demos were not really movies. Rather, they were sequences of commands or scripts
that told the game engine what to do essentially by repeating the effects of keyboard and
mouse input in the same sequence as the player had. One consequence of the separation of
game engine from asset files in Carmack’s architecture was that the demo or “intro” movie
was stored in a discreet file with its own format, the LMP (“lump”) file. This was a game
asset in the form of the gameplay movie shown when a player started up the game. Players
could also record their own game sessions as demos and play them back inside the game by
loading and running these LMP files. Due to the design architecture, making these movies
required no hacking of the game engine, in effect creating a new performance space. This
technical change differentiated the makers of DOOM and Quake demo movies from previous
modes of game-based performance.
The real-time animation engine inside the computer game was discovered by players, who
found the technology and learned to use it to produce animated movies in a new way.
Certainly, it was the game developers who built this technology, but they did not foresee
this application of it, which was instead discovered, tested, and improved by those players.
Uwe Girlich became the leading technical authority on Quake moviemaking; he found in his
analysis of its new demo format that “player coordinates and the camera positions may be
different,” in other words, that different camera views could be presented in replay demos.
This discovery led him to observe that, “for people with too much spare-time Quake can
replace a full 3D modelling system for cartoons or the like.”37 When the Rangers figured
out how to move cameras in Quake, they programmed their own tools to do this, thus
demonstrating coding skills alongside gameplay. Girlich showed how this approach could
be taken a step further, focusing on careful analysis of Quake’s architecture and operation,
especially the demo format and network protocol; he revealed what he discovered to the
player community and provided tools such as the “Little Movie Processing Center” for replay
recording in DOOM and other games. Others followed his lead, notably David “CRT” Wright,
who wrote the Keygrip and Keygrip2 utilities for “no compromise demo editing,” that is,
postproduction work on Quake movies.38 Clearly, these contributions to Quake moviemaking
were another mode of game-based performance, as these code mechanics opened up the
hood of the game engine and revealed their talents by unlocking capabilities hidden inside
the Quake programming code. Diary of a Camper used the Rangers’ homebrew tools, but
later projects drew increasingly on a reservoir of knowledge and skills shared with a growing
community of players and moviemakers. Players were once again demonstrating multiplayer
learning derived from demonstration, competition, and collaboration.
During the first year after Quake’s release, projects such as the “Quake done Quick” team’s
filmed “speedruns” and Clan Undead’s “Operation Bayshield” showed how playing with the
camera in computer games could be enhanced by techniques such as “recamming” (edit-
ing demo movies to alter the camera view) and postproduction editing with player-created
software tools.39 Every new project seemed to introduce a technique or push game-based
moviemaking forward in some unanticipated way. Once players learned how to redeploy
sophisticated game engines to make movies, they began to see themselves as moviemakers.
They discovered that their knowledge of play and technology translated into acting and
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directing, literally turning players into “cameras” to make these animated movies inexpen-
sively on the same personal computers with which they fragged monsters and friends in
DOOM or Quake. Id continued to open up access to Quake in order to make it easier for play-
ers to customize or modify the game. Carmack supported open discussion of id’s technology
as beneficial, because “programming is not a zero-sum game. Teaching something to a fellow
programmer doesn’t take it away from you.” Abrash, the 3D programming expert who helped
Carmack with Quake, followed this “enlightened attitude.” He published articles about their
programming tricks “even before Quake has shipped” and noted “when it’s legally possible,
sharing information benefits us all in the long run.” He called this philosophy, “learn now,
pay forward.”40 These values trickled down to Quake’s player community, including those
who made Quake movies. Just as FPS players shared knowledge about how to modify games,
progressing together from map and level design to add-ons and eventually to full-scale to-
tal conversion mods, machinima makers likewise helped each other. The Rangers learned
how to change the camera view, “Operation Bayshield” was the first Quake movie to utilize
custom artistic assets, and so on. At each step, the Rangers, Clan Undead, and other players
shared their techniques as they learned them. As other players did for game mods, they
created skins for avatars, designed visual effects, added sounds, and produced game graphics
(for sets, characters, etc.) in order to make more ambitious movies. Projects following on
their work through the late 1990s taught methods for revising game assets as surely as they
demonstrated gameplay and provided entertainment.
The impact of the modification of game software and assets on the cultural economy of
game design is well documented, particularly with respect to modding. Id’s “enlightened”
attitude about discussion of its innovative programming techniques encouraged the player
community to dive into investigation of the game software and eventually to produce tools
and assets, especially with each eagerly anticipated (and sometimes unanticipated) release of
source code. But even if sharing is caring, are these practices sufficient to take players into a
sphere of activity we might call codesign or cocreation of the technology itself (as opposed
to the media content produced by that technology)? Put another way, when players use
game technology to make mods and movies, in what sense are they innovators? Perhaps
these activities are better depicted as an extension of their use of technology rather than part
of the process that invents it? As players figured out how to use computer games to make
animated movies, were they inventing a new technology for real-time animation production
or coming up with a new way to play these games? And, if they were not coinventors, does
that mean that they were just playing around?
Historians of technology for a long time focused on the process of invention in a way that
paid far more attention to invention, design, and even production than to how technolo-
gies are continuously redefined, stabilized, and redefined again through use. In a variety of
disciplines encompassing the history of technology, business, innovation, and media, more
critical attention has been paid in recent years to consumers and users, especially in terms
that emphasize how they take part in shaping, modifying, and repurposing the technolo-
gies that they use. Studies of technological innovation are paying attention not just to users
as consumers, but also to use and the practices associated with it as part of the process of
innovation.41 This perspective emerged during the late 1980s in technology studies under
the rubric of “social construction of technology” (SCOT). The SCOT manifesto was a group
of essays published as The Social Construction of Technological Systems in 1987.42 As an ap-
proach to innovation, SCOT initially focused on interactions among producers (including
inventors, designers, etc.) and users as a process of negotiation leading to “stabilization”
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of a technological artifact. Space here does not permit a detailed history of demand-side
innovation studies. However, it is important to note that during the 1990s, criticism of
SCOT’s focus on the stabilization of design through interactions between suppliers and the
demand side (consumers and users, treated interchangeably) shifted to an approach that
encompassed users of mature technologies and producers. In brief, SCOT began to address
“how technologies are actually used in practice.”43
This “turn to the users”44 is allied with similar impulses from other disciplines. Cultural
studies, fan studies, innovation studies, business history, and a broad range of writings on
contemporary media have shifted the focus of creativity and innovation to the user or con-
sumer of technology.45 This diverse set of approaches includes a variety of models to describe
users as active and creative, rather than just passive consumers, ranging from resistance to
distributed innovation. An important common characteristic of these approaches has been
the idea of negotiation as part of an overarching process that shapes technologies as well
as their users from innovation and design through consumption. In studying this process,
researchers have worked out a claim made by Kline and Pinch in their study of early rural
use of the automobile in the United States, “that the use of an artifact or system has not
only resulted in unforeseen consequences, but that users have helped to shape the artifact
or system itself.”46 In working out the dynamics of this process, it is crucial to identify
different participants in such a process of negotiation and the meanings they attach to a
particular technology under discussion. SCOT proposed the “interpretive flexibility” of an
artifact as a way of articulating that it can have different meanings for various interested social
groups. This notion was coined for a model that showed how this flexibility eventually led to
“closure” as technologies stabilized and disparate notions faded away. Later studies explored
“how interpretive flexibility can reappear at the use stage of technology.”47
Of course, as business historian JoAnne Yates has pointed out, the “very notion of closure
in interpretive flexibility is problematic” in the realm of software.48 Machinima provides
a good example. Certainly, Carmack achieved a dominant design for game engines, but
players opened up this design by using it as a real-time animation engine for making movies;
they reshaped the technology by establishing needs and desires for a new group of users
(moviemakers, let’s call them) with a different set of expectations for how the technology
would be used. This may be conceived as users pushing back on the configuration of a
technology established by designers, but this tells us little about how the technology likewise
configured the users, that is in the case of machinima, how the use of game engines for
making movies created a certain kind of player and moviemaker.49 As we have seen, at least
through 1998, there was no machinima community, only a Quake50 movie community.
This is important to acknowledge, because even though the movies produced were growing
in scope and ambition, the community that produced and consumed them was limited to
players of a particular, albeit very popular, computer game. Whether creator or spectator, if
you knew about Quake movies, you were a Quake player; indeed, the demo format required
access to the game even to play the movies.
The popularity of the game was drawing in new players, however, and some of these
players imagined that game-based moviemaking could lead to a meaningful convergence of
interactive gameplay and linear, story-driven entertainment forms. They began to think of
themselves not so much (or not always) as players, but as moviemakers. Players with training
or professional experience in video, improvisational comedy, film or television production
began to explore the possibilities of moving “beyond the world of Quake,”51 notably the Ill
Clan in the United States and Strange Company in Great Britain. For example, the Ill Clan’s
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Figure 6
The Ill Clan, “Hardly Workin’” (2001).
“Apartment Huntin’” (1998) and “Hardly Workin’” (2000) added voice talents, improvisa-
tional comedy, and custom artwork to skills derived from Quake gameplay, resulting in a
comedic short good enough to win the Best of SHO and Best Experimental Short awards
at the Showtime Network’s Alternative Media Festival. Paul Marino, the director of “Hardly
Workin’,” cited these awards as an indicator of “the recognition of Machinima by a main-
stream media venue.”52 Only viewers familiar with Quake (or Quake II in the case of the
second movie) would have recognized that the Ill Clan’s movies had anything to do with a
computer game. But that realization pointed perhaps to a problem in terms of increasing the
visibility of these movies; if only Quake players could see them, what difference did it make
if nonplayers would find them entertaining to watch?
By the late 1990s, players had learned that they could make animated movies from com-
puter games. While on the one hand, it could be said that game engines were ready-made
for making movies, on the other hand, finding that the technology could be used in this
way did not feed back significantly on the subsequent development of the game engine as
a technology. This is an important issue for a better understanding of how users of game
technology (players) interact with roles traditionally understood as inventors and producers
(programmers, developers), whether by changing game content or reshaping game technol-
ogy. One might think that if making movies with game engines is such a compelling idea,
producers such as game developers, makers of 3D modeling and rendering software or even
graphics processor manufacturers would have responded with a dedicated technology, a
flexible real-time animation studio perhaps. There was in fact little incentive for game devel-
opers, or anyone else for that matter, to spin off such animation engines as a new technology
just for players who chose to make movies using Quake.53 The question of why game-based
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moviemaking technology has not emancipated itself from game technology compels a closer
look at how platform-independent machinima “broke out” from the relatively closed world
of Quake movies. Furthermore, these matters focus attention on whether players making
movies aspired to break out from the culture of computer games to a broader media audi-
ence, that is, to cross over into other media and engage with an increasingly diverse set of
issues and genres in their movies. In fact, the dependence of Quake-based moviemaking on
id’s game engine development played an important and unexpected role in stimulating the
development of machinima beyond Quake movies.54
Quake II, the successor to Quake, was released in 1997 and continued as the dominant
platform for making demo-based movies. Productive groups, such as Ill Clan, Zarathustra
Studios, and Strange Company used the game for influential projects, some of which (such
as Strange Company’s multipart Eschaton, which took place in the fantasy world of H. P.
Lovecraft’s “Chtulhu mythos”) spanned development in Quake and Quake II. At the end
of 1999, id released Quake III Arena (henceforth, Quake III), published by Activision. With
an updated and improved version of the Quake engine, such that PC Magazine called it
“the current state of the art in gaming graphics,”55 and id’s apparent encouragement of
player-created content, the new game seemed to offer nothing but benefits for game-based
moviemaking. The initial enthusiasm among demo moviemakers soon dissipated, however.
Quake’s developers had become concerned about cheating in competitive versions of the
game. The potential effect on the success of the game was obvious; as one player of FPS games
put it, the knowledge that other players were cheating online made him “ready to walk away
from the game in disgust and tell every one else to do the same.”56 It turned out that as players
gained more knowledge about the network code underlying multiplayer games, they learned
not only how to make mods and movies, but also to cheat more effectively. Girlich had done
more than anyone to reveal and disseminate the intricacies of the demo format, but even
he had to admit that “existing demo formats are only variants of the network data flowing
between the server and the clients. So any existing demo format description leads directly to
the network protocol. Many cheaters misuse this information to write proxy-bots.” Indeed,
the network messages sent back-and-forth by the Quake server and clients were identical to
those used in demo files. Girlich concluded that he could no longer provide information
about the Quake III demo format to the moviemaking community, noting that there were
also “legal reasons” for this decision.57 Wright, the creator of Keygrip and Keygrip 2, likewise
announced that there would be no new version for Quake III.58 An expert on Quake movies
concluded that “it looks highly unlikely that any tool will ever be released with the capacity to
edit Quake III demos.”59 Suddenly, it looked like the neat linkage of peer-to-peer learning and
multiplayer innovation accidentally nourished cheating technology. The social organization
of players into competitive clans and communication patterns that promoted the sharing
of these techniques for high-performance play also abetted those who would propagate
cheats drawing upon this knowledge. Clan members shared these hacks as they would other
programming exploits that publicized the superior skills of their clan. Lone players were
more likely to keep such tricks to themselves.60 The Quake movie scene threatened to grind
to a halt.
From id’s perspective, what was a game developer to do? The company decided to throttle
access to Quake III’s network code to protect the game. Demo-editing tools such as Wright’s
Keygrip and Girlich’s LMPC that made use of this information were out of luck. Now that
circulating detailed information about this aspect of the game was forbidden, to the extent
that id threatened legal action against anyone who revealed the code or how it worked, these
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tools would not be available for making movies with Quake III. The crisis initiated by id’s
decisions with regard to Quake III technology forced a response from those moviemakers
who until then had found the game engine so hospitable. Now they began to see the gift
of a found technology as a limitation on their creativity. As Paul Marino, a member of
the Ill Clan put it, “This started a turning-point for the movie community. The newness
of imbuing fantastical environments with mundane situations and commentary seemed to
wear off. Simply said, the joke was getting old. This coincided with id’s decision to protect
Quake III Arena’s network code, and hence the amount of productions slowed to a crawl. The
community was forced into survival mode—either reinvent itself or succumb to the harsh
realities that the allure of Quake movie production would slowly fade away.”61
The Quake movie community reinvented itself around a more general conception of game-
based moviemaking as a new media form. Hugh Hancock, founder of Strange Company, and
Anthony Bailey, renowned as a founding member of the Quake done Quick team that had
popularized the class of Quake movies known as speedruns, coined a term that would redefine
the community’s work: machinima. Bailey, in a private e-mail to Hancock during May 1998,
had devised the term as a portmanteau of machine and cinema, so he originally spelled it
“machinema.” In the original e-mail he noted that “it’s a bit of a contrived term . . . but what
in general *are* we going to call these pieces of cinema that are made using 3D engines?” He
also predicted accurately that, “Not only is ‘Quake movie’ an ugly and confusing term, it’s
also fast going to become outdated as other technologies become relevant.”62 For a while,
the term was rarely used in public forums.63 At the end of 1999, about when Quake III would
be published, Hancock, while working on the Web site for Strange Company, proposed “ma-
chinima” as an improvement. It suggested animation generated by machine (game engine).
He registered the domain name and shortly afterwards launched the machinima.com Web
site at the beginning of 2000; almost immediately, it became the de facto community site
and resource for machinima makers.
Bailey and Hancock’s conscious use of “machinima” to describe an expanded scope of
game-based moviemaking not limited to the Quake engine coincided roughly with id’s deci-
sion to restrict access to the demo format in order to protect its network code. Players and
developers pulled their oars in synch with each other, but without a common notion of
their destination. However, machinima continued to include projects created with the vari-
ous versions of Quake technology, and id supported such player-created content in principle,
even if its design decision had the effect of driving projects away from the game. The first
movie to be made with Quake III was Triton Films’ “Quad God,” and the effects of these
crosscurrents are illustrated by the circumstances of its creation and release. Work on the
project began in June 1999, long before the game’s release, and the movie was released in
early January 2000. The Triton team had responded to a contest set up by Katherine Anna
Kang of id Software to create the most original work of art making use of the Quake III logo.
They made more than fifteen custom maps and thirty character skins on the way to releasing
a thirty-three-minute movie made with the test engine for the game (as it had not yet been
released). Even though “Quad God” was clearly a Quake III movie, the circumstances of its
release previewed characteristics of a more widely accessible medium. It was one of the first
movies to be released via Hancock’s then brand-new machinima.com site; just as important,
it was released not as a demo movie that required viewers to own and execute the game, but
encoded in a conventional video format that could be played using easily available media
players. One could now with a bit more sleep deprivation encode game movies as video files
that could be viewed almost by anyone.
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Figure 7
“Tritin Films Movie Set for QUAD GOD 1999.” Source: Tritin Films.64
The shift away from Quake movies and the gradual demise of the demo format accelerated
during 2000. The crisis gave way to the emergence of machinima. More movies appeared that
were based on other engines, such as Unreal and Half-Life.65 Ill Clan’s “Apartment Huntin”
at the end of 1998 was the first machinima piece encoded in the RealMedia format, but
two years later video files could be distributed over the internet (at almost no cost) either
as the original game replay file or in an encoded movie format. A few years later, nearly all
machinima movies were released in one of the common video formats, and today nearly
every one of the major viral media sites includes a channel devoted to game movies. The
decline of the Quake movie can be seen as a consequence of the tight connection between
game-based moviemaking and a particular technical configuration of the game engine and
demo format. The unexpected impulse id’s decision gave to Quake moviemakers was that it
pushed them harder to think of their work as defining a new and more generally accessible
cinematic medium with the potential to be viewed as meaningful by a wider audience than
Quake players. Therefore, what we have here is an example of how the stabilization of use by
players does not necessarily follow from what technology studies might describe as closure of
design. Machinima resulted from the breaking of the connection between the game engine
designed by id and the practices of moviemaking created by players. The innovation of game-
based moviemaking was not achieved through the stabilization of design and use to create
a new artifact (technology). Instead, players found that they could extend the practices and
culture learned from these movies—in fact, the essence of what they had created—by other
means.
Screen Capture: The Politics of Found Technology
Players have learned through making machinima that the dissemination of accessible tools—
even if they are not necessarily easy-to-use—creates opportunities for the emergence of un-
expected content. Player culture values playful experiments and throwaway pieces alongside
startling and original instances of creative expression, much as other forms of viral media
today.66 In this sense, we can think of machinima as exploiting a found technology. I bor-
row this idea of a found technology from that of the found object (object trouvé) of the art
world, the readymade, everyday, recycled object that is appropriated or reinterpreted as a
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form of artistic expression, ready to use, but also readily discarded for something else. Marcel
Duchamp coined the term “readymade” for the found objects he used for works such as
“Bicycle Wheel” (1913)67 and “Fountain” (1917). Whether or not they remained in their
original form, however, the essential point was that the artifact has not been created for or
by the artist, nor generally for the purpose of display or artistic statement. The artist selects
unexceptional objects and gives them a new context or purpose. The bicycle wheel chosen
by Duchamp is like any other. Even if the artist lays no claim to having created the artifact
itself, he creates something new with the visual or conceptual statement that emerges from
its recontextualization.
Depicting machinima as a found technology emphasizes certain of its characteristics as a
player-created use of computer games, such as the availability of game technology as “ready-
made” for a purpose other than making movies, or the ease with which machinima creators
move to new game engines or from demo to screen capture techniques. Hugh Hancock of
Strange Company has been fond of citing William Gibson in this regard, that “the street
finds its own uses for things.”68 At the same time, there is an important difference. In the
artistic notion of the found object, the process of reworking elevates the object as artwork
and infuses it with new meaning. The artist offers a reenvisioning of the artifact. In ma-
chinima, the transformation stimulated by the artistic process revises the technology that
produces the artifact. Not by altering the game engine, but by turning the found technology
of the game engine into an animation engine, that is, by finding a new purpose and context
for it. When technologies are revised in this unanticipated way, the user operates in a hybrid
space, mixing practices learned from the familiar, found technology and reworking them
as an application of these skills to new purposes. Paul Marino, looking back at his experi-
ence making Quake movies as part of the Ill Clan, observed that the work on these projects
was “a combination of playing multiplayer Quake and shooting a live film.” The language
used to describe machinima techniques became a pastiche of gaming and performance ter-
minology, such as making sure that “key configs were set and that we knew our marks in
the game maps.”69 The recontextualization of the computer game led to a related layering
of practices. Early machinima “definitely took some modding skills”70 as well as the use of
tools to capture, edit, and reassemble files that could be viewed with game software; later
work in games such as World of Warcraft typically called upon facility with model viewers,
compositing techniques, and postproduction video editing to radically reassemble game as-
sets. As Hancock put it, machinima makers do not create proprietary technology, but rather
they “take a bunch of disparate and varied technologies—mostly things that have come of
the Digital Video or gaming world—and weld them together, using their various capabilities
to make films.”71 Casting machinima as found technology helps us to move away from an
idea of user creativity focused on invention of new artifacts to one that traces new player
commitments and uses, often by learning how to mash up practices imported from other
activities and contexts.
The hybrid nature of machinima as a found or readymade technology carried important
implications as the new medium broke out into a variety of media spaces less closely tied to
the hard-core computer game culture of FPS games. As we have seen, video files are easily
distributed over the internet at virtually no cost. Significantly, the machinima movies that
became most popular with the largest audience relied on a mode of production quite differ-
ent from Quake’s demo movies. Instead of capture in the game, editing with special tools,
recompilation into the demo format, and playback inside the game, these movies followed
the path pioneered by Tritin’s “Quad God,” capturing the screen display to video, editing
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Figure 8
2006 Machinima Festival announcement, Computer Gaming World no. 268 (November, 2006): 73.
the video (with nonlinear video editors such as Adobe Premiere), and then distributing and
viewing the movies in common video formats. Instead of FPS games, console games and
massively multiplayer online games became the dominant modes of machinima production
based on screen capture. The breakout title was Rooster Teeth’s “Red vs. Blue,” a comedy
series now in its fifth year based on the Xbox games Halo and Halo 2. In 2006, huge numbers
of machinima titles are produced in massively multiplayer games (World of Warcraft), virtual
worlds (Second Life) or games that export directly to video (The Movies); in each case, the pre-
dominant mode of production is direct capture to a video format. The issues raised by screen
capture as the dominant method of machinima technology are manifold. How should the
screen content, which clearly includes content and intellectual property owned by develop-
ers, be licensed and marketed? Who owns an artistic product based on contributions from a
mix of sources and creators? What constraints will a potentially contested ownership of the
assets (not just the technology) used to create these movies place on freedom of expression?
Players have made changes and improvements to game software and assets since Spacewar!
and Adventure. Such modifications have been a permanent part of the business culture of
game design since the release of DOOM. This is undeniably a quality of game culture that
has inspired some observers to value its creativity as a kind of resistance to passive consump-
tion, or as a participation in content creation. In fact, I have been less concerned with an
aesthetic evaluation of machinima than with the ways in which this new medium reveals
modes of creativity and innovation associated with playing computer games, learning how
to play them better, and figuring out what the technology that produces them can do. It is
important to see the ready availability of game-based moviemaking evident in the making
of “The French Democracy” not only as a validation of computer games as being cultur-
ally expressive. Rather, we should dig deeper and discover why playing these games leads
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some players to want to make movies for other players and to explore found technologies
independent of gameplay. While the creativity expressed through authorship, invention, or
intellectual property is important, other aspects of computer games as technology, as the
basis for player communities, and as a site for performance techniques and practices have
given game movies their particular significance. Those players whom I call “community
players” are not only creative and theatrical, but they also take care to exhibit mastery of
technology and cyberathletic skill. It is important to recognize the extroverted and expres-
sive play performance of the community player for what it is. Part stage actor, part activist,
the community player plays for other players. The complex cocreation of machinima and
other game-based movies benefits from consideration of the player not only as a “consumer
who also produces,” but also as a “user who also innovates” and the computer game itself
as a found technology capable of being appropriated for the new application of real-time
moviemaking. An important issue illuminated by the development of machinima is the ca-
pacity for users of a technology not only to shape its development, but also to transform its
purpose and, in effect, to create a new technology out of an existing one through redeploy-
ment for a new purpose. The payoff was more than the delivery of entertaining video clips,
even more than creating a new moviemaking technology; it included showing how to do it.
In this sense, the core innovation was the demonstration itself as a paradigm for multiplayer
learning fueled by engagement with digital play.
We have seen that the replay culture of game film and screen capture supplemented the
demo format as the basis for game-based moviemaking. This has made possible a broadening
of appeal, primarily through the replacement of game files by downloadable or streamed
movie formats that anyone can view. Of course, conflicts can arise when the free donation
of time, effort, and invention is entangled with, indeed dependent upon, technology and
content developed by commercial enterprises and professional artists. In machinima, this
occurs when a game provides virtual locations, studios, and cameras, or a pop song serves as
the soundtrack for a dance video. To get at these conflicts, I will revisit a machinima project
that I have covered elsewhere, Tristan Pope’s “Not Just Another Love Story,” made with (and
in) the World of Warcraft (WoW).72
Until moviemakers learned to extract models and maps with new tools such as WoW Model
Viewer, server-based games such as WoW denied direct access to code and even to game assets
outside their use in-game; moviemaking was limited to edited screen captures. This means
that early WoW movies were essentially replays grabbed via screen capture, then cleverly
edited, perhaps with voice-overs or painstakingly lip-synced dialogue. A player dubbed Ju-
niorX made the first WoW movies to be widely distributed.73 His movies were essentially
training films, introducing potential players to the game, giving an indication of its pace,
challenges, and tactics through lengthy recordings of adventures encountered in the game,
little more than unadorned gameplay. His movie on the hunter class, for example, showed
every moment in the career of a dwarf character up to level ten in the game; more than
an hour long and claiming nearly 400 MB of storage space, it was nonetheless downloaded
more than 11,000 times from warcraftmovies.com, a new Web site devoted entirely to WoW
machinima and replays. These movies get us back to the skill training that motivated DOOM
demo movies or the replay sharing among players of other Blizzard games, Starcraft and War-
craft III. JuniorX recast the training replay as entertainment when he made “Dancemovie”
and “Dancemovie 2.” He combined the discovery of dance movements built into the game,
the presence of other players as coperformers or spectators, and the showcasing of neat
tricks and exploits (such as being able to activate dance movements during combat, a
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fleeting “feature” quickly eliminated during the beta test) to put together his recorded per-
formances. Dance videos became a staple of the WoW movie scene, remediating MTV music
videos through gameplay set to music, with particular attention to matching lyrics and im-
ages, synchronization of character movements to soundtracks, and elaborate choreography
of players. For the new WoW player community, the novelty of these videos dovetailed
with replay culture to show WoW players how to perform for other players in a virtual
world.
WoW movies, from game film and dance videos to memes of viral culture, such as Pals for
Life’s “Leeroy Jenkins,” became an integral part of the WoW player culture. Moviemakers
in WoW have discovered, however, that increasing popularity magnifies the creative con-
straints on their work due to issues of intellectual property, social dynamics, and politics.
The production and reception of Pope’s “Not Just Another Love Story” illustrates the new
performance politics of the community player, suggesting both the payoffs and problems he
or she faces. Its reception pointed to the potential for creative conflict beneath the surface of
the relationship between machinima and game developers. Pope, like JuniorX, was an early
WoW player. He released his first WoW movie, “I Surrender,” near the end of the beta pe-
riod. Completed after playing WoW for only three days, he was inspired by other beta period
dance and party movies available around that time and soon created the Crafting Worlds
Web site to facilitate the distribution of his projects to the WoW community. With each of
his movies from “I Surrender,” released in November 2004, through “Onyxia Eliminated,”
completed in April 2005, he worked through remediations of various movie and even game
replay formats, such as the music video, sketch comedy, and guild demo. In April, he coyly
introduced a more ambitious project, “Not Just Another Love Story”:
I want to give you a full description of this movie, but that would ruin the surprise.
I’ll give you a hint: I only executed what the pixels in WoW suggest . . .
And it has something to do with something that was removed in patch 1.3.
Ok, that’s all you get!74
Beginning with the disclaimer that “this movie contains material that may not be suitable
for all ages,” Pope’s movie tells a Romeo-and-Juliet story, but with a game-specific twist. It sets
up the story by showing his Troll Rogue character, Tristanmon, heading off to work in the
desert for another day of monotonous creature kills. In the middle of combat, he notices and
falls head over heals in love with a human female who can match him kill for kill. Alliance
and Horde characters do not mix in this world, but despite such taboos, they become engaged
and marry. Pope uses editing, character positioning, and carefully chosen camera angles to
depict the pair consummating their love in various ways. The highlight of Pope’s movie is
a spectacular rave during which the Troll emerges from his shell and is fully transformed
by love into a wildly dancing party animal. The masterfully choreographed series of scenes
would not have been possible without dozens of player-actors, choreographed actions and
spell effects, cleverly chosen locations, and immense preproduction planning. In a stunning
reversal, the troll’s new life is later shattered by the death of his spouse in combat. His luck
holds, however. She is resurrected by an equally attractive human female, and the threesome
live happily ever after.
But there was more to this love story. Pope had purposefully sharpened the narrative
edge to give voice to the player community. The story specifically drew attention to issues
of creative ownership of the story world. Since the first Warcraft game, subtitled “Orcs
vs. Humans,” the narrative momentum pushing forward the single-player campaign was
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Figure 9
Tristan Pope, “Not Just Another Love Story” (2005).
faction and racial hatred. While the opposed races and their relative moral elevation could be
remixed from version to version of the game (such as the focus on the reawakened nobility
in the Orcs of Warcraft III), the role of relentless and unremitting conflict in shaping the
history of the fictive world remained constant and fundamental. As players descended from
the strategic perspective of the RTS games to play on the ground in World of Warcraft, they
discovered that these conflicts had been built into their characters. This fundamental fact of
Warcraft life translated into the inability of Horde and Alliance characters to communicate
directly in-game through language. Chat was impossible, and shouted speech was rendered
as unintelligible gibberish; the game software even recognized and filtered out subversive
attempts to communicate by embedding text in descriptive gestures, known as “emotes.”
Beginning in the beta version of the game, players discovered that the language of game
culture provided the key for unlocking a system of universal speech. They found that it was
possible to embed the number- and special character-based misspellings of “1337 speak”
(“leetspeak,” or elite speak) in emotes, thus bypassing Blizzard’s text filters and making it
possible for, say, trolls to speak with their human enemies. Just as an earlier generation of
hackers and gamers had used it to circumvent mail and bulletin board language controls,
they used it to speak across an in-game cultural divide and they shared the workaround. This
was a clear transgression of Blizzard’s control of the relationship between gameplay and story
world, so in the aforementioned 1.3 patch of the game the development team announced
that henceforth “numbers and punctuation will not be passed through chat communication
to members of the opposing faction.”75
In the context of this assertion of Blizzard’s control, Pope’s depiction of the marriage of
Troll and Human characters, as well as the massive collaboration of Horde and Alliance
players evident in the movie itself, put an alternative vision of the game world into play.
In the movie, Pope directed a final comment to Blizzard after the credits had wound down
and the waning notes of The Darkness’ “I Believe in a Thing Called Love” had faded away:
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Figure 10
Tristan Pope, “Not Just Another Love Story” (2005).
“Even without leet speak you cannot take away our love!” The mature content creatively
constructed through character positions and camera angles in the video intensified this
point, but it also sharpened the ensuing controversy. An often-overlooked implication of
the WoW moviemaker’s inability to modify the server-based MMO was, as Pope argued with
a wink, that he had merely showed “what WoW’s pixels imply ☺.” Even sexual imagery,
therefore, was nothing more than a rearrangement of what Blizzard’s artists had drawn, or
more accurately, what its game engine generated during gameplay. Rather than asserting his
right to subvert the game’s content, Pope reasoned that he had in fact not created anything
on the screen, merely captured it.
Since the release of this phenomenally successful game, Blizzard had eagerly sponsored
WoW events such as screenshot and stunt competitions, encouraging players to use the
game’s visual assets as Pope had as a means of generating new content as part of the shared
culture of its millions of players. (Indeed, Pope went on to become a Blizzard employee and
played a key role in the machinima portions of South Park’s notorious “Make Love, Not
Warcraft” episode.) Community managers encouraged announcements about game movies
in official WoW forums, allowing creators to provide links to facilitate downloading of video
files. Pope was allowed to post such a link, but within two days the volume of complaints,
flames, and counterflames about “adult” scenes in “Not Just Another Love Story” caused
Blizzard to cite the user agreement concerning language or images that are “pornographic in
nature” and lock the discussion thread about his project. It barred links to any of the movie’s
download sites in subsequent discussion threads.76 The marketing of in-game creativity col-
lided head-on with the game’s demographics and success, which by then had brought many
young players to the WoW player community. Players argued over the implications; some
supported Pope, others supported Blizzard: “How can making an IN GAME movie with only
IN GAME animations, on a forum about THAT GAME be inappropriate?” or “Let me go take
Ken and Barbie at Toys R Us and pose them in sexual ways, and say ‘But whoamygod∼ their
joints BEND that way so its not sexually suggestive or inappropriate for us to advertise that
way!!!’ Plus you’re overlooking the simple fact that there ARE forum rules prohibiting these
things.”77 Pope conceded Blizzard’s right to some measure of control and understood that
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Figure 11
Ruby (Tilda Swinton) in Second Life (April 2006).
rights to freedom of expression on the forums were not governed “by the Constitution,” but
at the same time he argued that “I also don’t want censorship over something that took what
is already in game and just made it more provocative.”78 By acting as the lightning rod for
commentary on the contested boundary between developer and player control of a complex,
multiplayer game world, Pope’s “Not Just Another Love Story” showed that game movies
could function as a medium for negotiation of issues important to the player community.
Pope’s movie brings us back to an optimistic view of the potential for game-based
moviemaking implicit in “The French Democracy.” It suggests that players are learning
to use digital media that matter to them in order to express ideas and opinions that are
equally important in their lives. Note well that we have seen that these issues of importance
extend from the politics and conflicts of real life to those of virtual worlds and game com-
munities. We have also seen that the expressive potential of machinima brings into focus
the ways in which player-generated practices and uses of digital technology may be limited
by the use of digital games as a found technology for moviemaking. Whatever the accuracy
of the substantial claims I have made on behalf of player-driven, innovative use of game
technology, the fact remains that most of the technology and many of the images, music,
and, in some cases, even texts remain contested intellectual property, thanks to a wild mix
of benign neglect by game developers, player-created content, and other sources of content,
such as commercially published music. At this early stage in the historical development
of real-time animation and game-based moviemaking, the bottom line is that players are
learning how to deploy technologies from computer games to develop new practices for
expressing themselves through game-based performance. The capacity of a medium based
on computer games to venture forth beyond the self-referential is at the heart of player prac-
tices that, as we have seen, encourage a sense of co-ownership (however misled it may be
in legal terms), and the freedom to replay, reinvent, and redeploy. These practices include
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performing for other players, skills certification, showing by doing, and multiplayer learning
across networks of players. In particular, performance practices around the demonstration
as a key moment show us that “high performance play”79 is capable of taking players from
their deep engagement with games and game technology to the discovery of new uses of
digital technology for learning, as well as cultural production.
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Growing Up Digital: Control and the Pieces of a Digital Life
Robert A. Heverly
University of East Anglia, Norwich Law School
Entanglement, Persistence, and Growing Up Digital
When young people speak about digital media, they generally speak about it as something
they use, a tool called upon to do a general or specific task or tasks. They show an awareness
of digital media’s promise, its pervasiveness, even its potential misuse by themselves and
others. They use the medium. It may not be perfect, but almost without fail they externalize
it—it is apart from them, different, exogenous. It may change what they can do, how they
can do it, even how they live, but it does not change them as such (though it may help them
to change themselves).
There is little, if any, explicit recognition among young people that digital media may not
only be used by them, but in fact, may use them. That is, when young people become the
subject (or object, if you will) of digital media, they are used by it; when a digital media
artifact—a digital media file of any type, for example video, audio, still image, text—that
features them is created, part of them becomes entangled with the digital media and forms
the substance of it. Yet, children (and many adults) tend not to recognize this, preferring to
retain the familiar conception of using a tool to achieve an end and then casting that tool
aside without further thought. Even where it is considered in greater detail by scholars, where
changes in the person who uses (or views, in some cases) digital media are expertly analyzed,
almost no attention is paid to how being enmeshed in digital media actually affects people.1
That being “in” the media can change people has always been true of media and those
featured in media artifacts, but changes in how we create media and what we can then do with
those media are changing the importance of these observations for our youth (and adults).
For example, now forty years old, I have relatively few pictures of myself from when I
was very young, and those that I do have are either at my father’s house or in boxes in my
garage where they are difficult to find. There are a few videos of me here and there, made by
parents first using an eight millimeter film camera and then later using a VHS video recorder.
If anyone wanted to find a photograph of me, either online or off, the ones they would find
would most likely be modern ones, after I turned thirty, when the internet, and especially
the World Wide Web, began growing and flourishing. Older pictures or videos, especially
those that might have the capacity to today embarrass me in some way, are probably outside
the ability of anyone other than the most dedicated detectives to procure. This is true of
many people who grew up in the “analog world” where photographs were things you held
in your hand after getting them back from the photo lab, and for whom home videos were
made up of the complete video footage shot by a person with a bulky video camera.
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In contrast to this story of the “ancient art of analog media,” I have a young daughter
who, as of this writing, is nineteen months old. My wife and I have taken more than 1,500
digital pictures of her in the year and a half since she was born, and over ten hours of “raw”
digital video. She will be able to look back at her life over time, from moments after her
birth until she has her own children, and find media files made by us, by her, and by others.
These media files will be the pieces of her digital life, created as she lives as a digital person.
Her friends will take and share photographs and video of her, and she will do the same with
them. Early performances in school, athletic events, dressing up for Carnival or Halloween,
sleigh riding in the snow, all will be part of various digital media files. In the end analysis,
the digital record of her life may not be complete, but it will be extensive. She will be able to
search this digital record, find specific digital media files, and share them with others.
Here, in this latter story, the story of children growing up today, my daughter will still
grow up in a variety of ways, as has always been the case. But a new way of growing up has
been added in recent years, due primarily to the technological and cultural changes that have
brought us into the information age. As have others in the past, she will grow up female,
white, and probably tall (though the jury will be out some number of years before this latter
element is decided for certain). But, importantly, she will also grow up digital. Parts of herself,
and her life, will be embedded into the digital media artifacts that are created using digital
media devices throughout her life, used by herself and by others. This growing up digital
is distinct in crucial ways from growing up analog, as those of us now grown experienced
growing up. Some of these differences are teased out above in the nature of a world where
people’s memories are extensive and accessible to them. The differences, however, between
the analog and the digital go further, and the panacea of life’s memories easily and quickly
available is juxtaposed against the negative potential of digital media persisting over longer
time frames than was generally true for analog media. Where this persistence allows digital
media artifacts to reappear at inopportune or unwanted moments, they are pernicious in
nature, being negative and unwanted. Identifying that negative potential and the effects
that the persistence of digital media artifacts may have on the lives and futures of our
children are the critical issues addressed in this chapter.
The negative possibilities, as is usually the case when technology meets society, are legion;
we will, however, attempt to avoid the rhetoric and the hyperbole of doom, the urge to yell
“Danger, Will Robinson!” when confronted with the new potential for persistence of digital
media. We will instead focus on cognizable harms that are already beginning to be seen,
both as to boys and as to girls,2 and on the reasonably logical extensions of these developing
situations. It is especially the persistence of the media—defined as its longevity of existence
and the ease with which it can be located—that will form the basis of our discussion, and
likewise that forms the basis for the claims here of potential negative consequences.
This persistence raises the question of control, for control could potentially obviate the
negative consequences of that persistence. This places the question of control of digital arti-
facts after they are created and distributed within the core of our inquiry, and the perceptions
and realities of control of and over digital artifacts will point our predictions in various di-
rections. We will look at the question of control primarily through the lens of the law, a
discipline that is often seen as playing an important—at times critical—role in control over
the creation and distribution of the kinds of creative works with which we are concerned
here.
While control as seen through the law’s lens will be the continuing theme we will address,
we will also use it to consider why children are different from adults when it comes to
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evaluating the potential for future and long-term harm from present actions. Law is likely
to follow its established practices in this area, and we will touch upon areas such as juvenile
offender law, contract law, and even the law relating to drinking alcohol and smoking
cigarettes, while considering this question. In the end, we will recognize the challenge the
persistence of digital media creates for our future, and we will think about the role that law
might play in relation to minimizing the long-term effects of childhood decision making
on young people’s choices when it comes to creating and embedding themselves in digital
media artifacts.
It thus seems we have two stories to tell, one of long-term access to life’s memories and
events, and one of the danger that flows from being embedded in digital media artifacts
that persist across time that are identifiable and can be found across time. We are not
describing here alternate futures of pure technological bliss opposed to “a sick future society
glued together around communication technologies” (Angell, discussing William Gibson’s
“Neuromancer”).3 This is a false dichotomy (as dichotomies often are). Our two stories are
actually one and the same—they run together, not separately. But even this is not a story
of inevitability, either of positive outcomes or negative ones, nor is it a tale of the ability
of technology to determine outcomes to the exclusion of other realms of influence. Rather,
it is a story told based on our evolving understanding of and experience with these new
technologies, with an admonition that the negative is perhaps just as likely as the positive,
and that the positive and negative will coexist, playing off of and into each other. We must
consider the negative effects along with the positive when we think about technology and
our youth. We must not forget the negative potential of digital media technologies while
pursuing the positive benefits of their use. We must also consider what these technologies
do to and with our children as well as what our children do to and with these technologies.
In other words, where children are entangled in and become a part of digital media artifacts,
we must consider the nature, importance, and future potential of that entanglement when
thinking about the creation of and control over those artifacts. These contentions give us
a great deal to think about as we walk the crossroads from the analog to the digital world,
and the stories we will consider here will help us to see how and where we might end
up based on choices we are making—or in some cases remaking—today and in the near
future.
To help us to think more deeply about the interactions and interconnections of the nega-
tive and positive aspects of the lifelong creation of digital media artifacts—of growing up and
living digital—this chapter will first lay out some scenarios that show the potential negative
effects of the distribution of digital media featuring young people, stories that temper the
story outlined above of memories preserved over a lifetime. We then turn to a consideration
of why control matters, with a specific inquiry into why it matters for our children and
how digital media have increased the importance of these questions, followed by looking at
responsibility and autonomy through the eyes of the law, seeking to understand how the law
views children in relation to these two areas. We then revisit control, this time specifically
of digital media artifacts, and provide some modest suggestions for how we might actively
engage with the questions at hand and provide some relief from the negative potential we
identified earlier. We close with thoughts on digital media artifacts, growing up digital, and
our children, with cautious optimism for the lives that will be lived digitally.
Some comments before we proceed further. The story told in this chapter is one of un-
intended and unexpected outcomes of technological progression and adoption throughout
society. They are unintended because digital media were not developed so that digital media
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artifacts could become perniciously persistent. In this vein, to the extent they have already
begun to appear, these effects were largely unexpected. We can change at least that; that is,
in a semantic sense if not more, no outcome that we are discussing can be entirely unex-
pected. Once we discuss it, it is at least theoretically possible. Changing these outcomes from
unexpected to being within the realm of our predictive understanding is one small hope of
this chapter.
Finally, the lessons learned here are not unique to the age group that features as the
primary focus of its analysis—young people under the age of eighteen. Indeed, many of the
lessons here are very relevant in today’s world to adults, and especially to college-age young
adults who are over eighteen but under twenty-two. Many adults formerly in married or
committed relationships who created digital media of personal moments can also attest to
the deviousness of their distribution after the relationship broke down; yet, the importance
of these effects, and the nature of them, is qualitatively different when we consider children
as opposed to adults, even young adults. In this chapter the choice is made to play up these
differences and focus on the perniciousness of digital media as they relate to children or
young people who are not yet adults (under the law). This choice, however, does not alter
the fact that similar issues are raised for adults in confronting their digital selves. Whether
the law should step in for adults, however, in the way it is argued that law might step in for
our youth, is a question left for future consideration.
Control: Why We Care
It might seem easy to work from a position that assumes that digital media artifacts, as the
expressions of their creators, are mere speech with limited ability to harm those who are
their subjects. The following scenarios are designed to show that, in these circumstances, the
creation of digital media artifacts has the potential to have significant and potentially severe
negative effects on those whose digital selves are captured within the boundaries of those
artifacts. The following scenarios are based in reality, many times backed by actual facts lived
out by real people, people who were growing up digitally as well as physically.
We start here with four examples that show digital media’s pernicious nature through its
apparently spontaneous appearance, its potential for viral distribution, and its expectation
of permanence. These examples are a mix of truth and fiction, but each is rooted not in
hysteria, but in some reality of digital media. None is intended to be hyperbolic; they are all
offered as examples of the reality that this chapter later takes up.
Everyone Does It: Why Not Me?
After an evening out with her boyfriend, Katie, then seventeen, goes back to his house with
him, where he encourages her to take some sexy pictures. She says, “Why not; lots of couples
do it, why not me?” Her boyfriend takes the pictures with her camera, but she leaves the
camera with him. The relationship later ends, and after it does, the digital photographs are
distributed: some are distributed electronically by her boyfriend, others are distributed by his
friends both in physical form and electronically. The photographs are eventually sent to her
parents, with her relationship with them being damaged, possibly beyond repair. Criminal
charges are eventually filed against the ex-boyfriend and his friend, and convictions on
charges of distributing child pornography are obtained against them. Yet, the photographs
persist on the internet, and each time they are seen she is again subjected to feelings of
disgrace and shame.
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Just For You
The year is 2001, the internet bubble is bursting, but the internet itself is growing by leaps
and bounds. In Madison, Wisconsin, a college boy—we’ll call him Mark—makes and sends
to his girlfriend a number of videos of him engaging in rather personal behavior. These
often end with a kiss blown at the Web camera on which they were recorded. This couple’s
relationship subsequently ends, and the videos are distributed on the World Wide Web (how
they come to be distributed is a question for which there is no certain answer, and which
is not entirely required for our purposes). Internet rumors say the girlfriend was charged
and convicted of distributing child pornography, but as Mark was over eighteen when the
videos were made, this is likely to be myth. Other rumors have Mark changing his name,
his university, and his life to avoid further detection. Again, this is unconfirmed, and there
are no major media stories describing this scenario. It was lived out wholly on the Web. Yet,
by running a correctly phrased search in a modern search engine today, you will still find
these videos being distributed by numerous Web sites, not to speak of peer-to-peer users,
and private or registration-only bulletin boards. Mark created these videos; he sent them
to someone he loved, and now, they may “follow” him for the rest of his life. Each time
one is viewed, a stranger is allowed to see his deepest secrets and watch him in private acts
meant for only one other person; each time one is redistributed, he is injured once again.
He wonders whether one day his children will find these digital media artifacts and ask him
why he behaved this way at this time in his life.
Persistent Embarrassment
Jack is a respected teacher in a poor area of an urban city. He struggles to keep control over
his class, which is made up of some of the most difficult learners in the school. They are
constantly questioning him and spreading stories about him to the other kids at the school.
One day, one of the students finds a picture of Jack from when he was younger, and brings
it to class. It is a straightforward picture of Jack on a bicycle winning a race. Because he now
knows what Jack looked like when he was younger, another student finds a video of him and
also brings it to school. In this video, Jack is being picked on by some larger students at his
middle school: they approach him, pull off his pants and underpants, spray his body with
paint, and run away, leaving him there, degraded and partially naked. Jack is clearly aware
of the existence of the camera, but can do nothing to stop what is happening. Students’
laughter from off-camera echoes in the closing moments of the video and the word “punct”
appears at the end of it. Jack’s students spread the video throughout the school, sharing
it with friends and acquaintances alike via their portable media devices. The last of Jack’s
control over his classroom, and of his self-respect as an adult, fades into the background after
being forced to repeatedly relive this experience from his childhood, an experience he had
tried hard to leave behind.
The Hidden Camera
Susan had been the victim of bullying for much of her life. Since entering high school, she had
been taunted and teased at every turn. Some of this teasing happened in the locker room
after physical education classes, when Susan had to be naked along with her tormentors.
Susan dreaded these encounters, and did her best to protect her dignity and pride. One day
one of the other girls snuck a camera phone into the shower, and recorded a video of Susan
trying to keep herself covered while she showered. The video was shown around school, and
led to Susan’s parents removing her from that school and moving to avoid the continued
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teasing. Susan graduated from college with a political science degree and got a job in the
legislature, eventually running for and attaining elected office herself. During one campaign,
the video of her from so long ago is “found” and redistributed, bringing Susan back into the
emotion and heartache of her youth and bullying her again.
These scenarios show us a number of things. Initially, they also help us to see the potential
for both immediate and long-term harm from the creation and distribution of digital media
artifacts. But, from law’s perspective, they help us start to see who might have legal rights over
the distribution of particular media artifacts we are concerned with, a question we will return
to later. There is a continuum of digital media artifact creative activity and involvement that
moves from active creation to a passive object. “Active creation” involves young people who
embed themselves in digital media artifacts not only by choice, but both by directing the
creation of the media files and by embedding themselves within them. The “passive object”
is the pure subject of digital media’s creation; the object neither participates in the decision
to create the artifact nor directs any part of its coming into being; in fact, the pure object
may not even know that the digital media is being created (though he or she may later learn
of its creation). Between these polar extremes exist situations where the object may have
knowledge, or may acquiesce to the artifact’s creation, but does not exercise control over its
creation. These matter to who has control, often technological, often legal, and the effects
of these elements of control on the actual practice of control in the real world is the next
step in our journey.
Digital Media: Why Control Matters Even More Today
Types of Media: Differential Similarities
Not all media are created equal. As McLuhan taught us, the medium is the message, a lesson
that at times has been a bit overstated. Yet, we recognize that human beings perceive media
in different ways. A written text is different from a photograph, a photograph is different
from a recorded moving image, a recorded moving image is different from a live moving
image, and a live moving image is different from live action viewed directly. Add in audio
and the differences are multiplied further.
The point here is thus a fairly straightforward one: all digital media are not equal. If we
consider a young boy who writes a “racy” e-mail to a girl for whom he has strong affections,
should that e-mail appear later in his life, his first line of defense would be to simply deny
his affiliation with it. It is incredibly easy not only to create text and pretend that it was
created by another, but even to create false e-mails that appear to be from one person when
they are in fact from another (thus the wide distribution of spam and viruses via e-mail). It is
similarly easy to fictionalize an account of a particular event, including who participated and
what occurred. If we read a text account, especially from an untrustworthy source such as a
personal Web page, we are likely to be quite doubtful of its authenticity, both as to origin and
as to claims of truthfulness. This will be exacerbated where the subject of the textual account
denies their participation, that the events took place as told, or both, especially where we are
personally familiar with the person making that denial.
Visual media has a significant effect on our perceptions, our beliefs, and our understanding
of the world around us. But even following the advent of visual-based media, such as pho-
tography and television, because of the significant cost of both creating the relevant media
artifacts and the difficulties of distributing them, our perceptions could be rationally based
on generally accepting visual depictions at face value. Our neighbor could not broadcast a
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video into our homes; in fact, until quite recently, any video camera owned by our neigh-
bor was likely to produce video media artifacts of a quality that they were easily seen as
“nonprofessional,” and the neighbor’s attempt to alter the video, or to undertake such post-
production as to alter the reality captured within it, was unlikely. It was simply too expensive
to capture and alter visual depictions.
This state of affairs is rapidly changing. The price of digital still and video cameras has
fallen such that they are now within the financial grasp of a large number of people, and the
integration of capturing video with computer generated postproduction, and your neighbor
now can make “professional” visual images. He can clone out red eye in photographs, or
even convincingly remove an entire house; he can add graphics, additional images, and
undertake animation with video cameras. The analog methods of creation and production,
once in the hands of the “trusted” few, are now increasingly in the hands of the many. We
are now all potential creators, leaving only our senses and our critical thinking skills to keep
us from being convinced that Martians have landed in Washington and are taking over the
world.
As we move on in our inquiry here, the thing to remember is that the shift to easy
and inexpensive creation of digital media files means that these differences are critical to the
problem we are predicting here. Without this ease, children themselves would not likely have
the ability to embed themselves or to be embedded in digital media artifacts to the extent
that currently appears likely. Add to this—as we shall see—the potential for persistence of
these digital media files, and it appears likely that young people who create digital artifacts
as the offshoot of growing up digital—with their likeness and actions embedded in digital
media files—will suffer from unexpected outcomes in relation to these digital artifacts due
at least partially to a lack of control—legal, cultural, normative, technological—over them
after they are created. How distribution has changed, and especially why it plays this critical
role, is the point we take up next.
Strangers, Networks and Storage, and Persistence
We reach now an integral part of our story. Digital media creation is potentially in the hands
of everyone. We all may be the objects of those digital media, with various pieces of our
digital lives or of our growing up digital embedded within them. We may have actively
participated in the creation of those artifacts of digital life, or we may be only their objects.
So what?
The answer is that the transition to digital media, accompanied by the increased availability
of the tools for digital media creation, also alters another fundamental element of media
creation: distribution. We have already seen that the creation of digital media artifacts is now
easier than ever, and it is likely to become even easier and less costly over time, becoming a
pervasive part of everyday life as media creation devices are embedded in other technologies,
such as mobile phones. But, how has distribution, another essential piece of the puzzle,
changed?
In the past, duplication and distribution of media files was more expensive, both in cost
and in quality, when those files were in analog formats. Recording a vinyl record onto a
cassette tape took as long as it would take to play the album through, including flipping the
album over halfway through. Making further copies of the tape required another connected
cassette deck, and each copy—even the first cassette—was of a lower quality than the original.
This is described in media terms by saying that such copies were “lossy”—each subsequent
generation of copies was a bit worse than the original. Finally, to share the media created,
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some physical connection was required. That is, they had to be sent through the post or
handed over in person. So, creation, duplication, and distribution were all quite difficult.
You could, generally, only share with people you knew (unless you were willing to risk being
caught selling such goods in a flea market).
If an analog videotape had been made by a young woman for a young man, she would
have had to deliver it to him personally or by mail, and if their relationship had later
ended, he would have been hard pressed to show it to more than his direct circle of friends.
Preventing further distribution would have been the difficulties of distribution, such as his
likely inability to get a video production company to be willing to release it without his ex-
girlfriend’s consent, and the loss in quality if he wanted to make duplicate copies himself. In
addition, if he had offered to show the video to strangers, perhaps those passing by in the local
shopping mall, he would likely have been ignored, and probably asked to leave that public
space. If, ten years later, someone wondered whether this young woman had ever made such
a video, he would have had to hire a private investigator to inquire of her past friends and
boyfriends, something most people would not be willing to do. Discovering the existence of
such a video, let alone finding a copy, would have been a practically impossible—or at least
highly improbable—task.
These examples show us that a number of obstacles to the creation and distribution of
the artifacts of growing up analog would have limited the effect that these artifacts could
have later in life: readily available technologies only allowed relatively poor copies to be
made, with each copy generally taking the same time to make as the media artifact being
copied; distribution was limited to physical means, and was generally limited to personal
acquaintances (perhaps even as limited as “good friends”); and trying to determine the
existence and location of such files in later years was so difficult that most people would not
have attempted it.
Digital technology has “solved” these problems, or at least allowed most people to over-
come them. Our first objection disappears as the computer and digital media devices allow
us to make perfect copies of all of our digital media. If we change the format—say from
CD audio to MP3—the quality may be somewhat degraded, but copies of the MP3 file will
duplicate the original MP3 file exactly. In addition, digital copying can take place in mere
fractions of the time of making an analog copy, as it is the speed of the computer processor
and related technology that matters, not the time length of the original file.
Our next obstacle—that of distribution—falls as digital devices such as computers are inter-
connected and networked or as digital media technology is introduced into mobile phones.
We can now widely distribute files of any type, without knowledge of who the receivers or
potential receivers are. This can happen through Web pages, peer-to-peer technologies, file
transfer protocol (FTP) servers, or other networked technologies (widely grouped around use
of the internet). But, as we shall see, not only can we easily distribute, we can just as easily
lose control of the file. Once it’s been released “into the wild,” it may be impossible to ever
get it fully back under control. As media companies have learned, finding and deleting or
even inhibiting access to digital files once they are released is difficult, if not impossible.
Restrictions on access need to be included at the file’s creation; if they are not, or if they are
overcome, they most likely cannot be restored later. We will explore some of the implica-
tions of setting digital artifacts free in the digital wilderness as we move further through this
discussion.
Our last analog obstacle—that of discovering and locating media artifacts—is again solved
in the digital age. This time, our saviors appear in the form of search engines, archive sites, and
online communities that share digital media files, often by niche or type. Thus, amateur sex
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videos are distributed on many internet sites, while others specialize in distributing strange,
odd, embarrassing, or even disturbing videos, photographs, and stories. Some of these sites
even maintain tutorials describing how to capture and prepare digital media artifacts for
distribution to others. Still, other sites, rather than collecting, simply locate existing videos
or photographs and make them available—from the original Web site—in a gallery format
for viewing or downloading. In addition, the major search engines together have indexed
file data on a large number of pages available on the Web, and often on the files that those
Web pages include. Archive sites allow material that used to be available on the Web, but no
longer is, to be found. This form of data indexing is now pervasive and user friendly. If you
want to find it, and it’s out there, there is a technology available to help you do so.
All of this together makes discovering the existence of and identifying particular copies of
media files now easier (though not necessarily “easy”) to do. Even media content that was
originally in an analog format may have been converted to digital and can now be shared.
Today’s technology allows us to communicate personal digital media content to strangers,
and it allows the personal digital media content to remain available and findable over long
periods of time.
This point deserves further elaboration. Even with the ability to create and distribute,
there is little to support the claims here if the digital media artifacts do not persist across
time. Persistence, and especially the kind of pernicious persistence described here, is not
simple existence. It is the ability to learn not only the existence of the artifact, but to be
able to locate and obtain a copy of it. The case is being made that digital media artifacts
are yet again qualitatively different in this respect when compared with analog media files.
Something has changed in the way that media artifacts exist in the shift from analog to
digital creation and distribution, and that something makes the files not just easier to create
and easier to distribute, but also easier to find, both in terms of finding out about them (i.e.,
of their existence) and in terms of finding where they are (i.e., their actual location).
Think back to a time when music lovers had collections of record albums, pressed on vinyl,
on shelves in their living rooms. They may have recorded cassettes from these albums, either
full copies of the albums or “mixed tapes” (given names appropriate to their use, such as
“driving tape” or “music for the beach”). Now recall how hard it may have been to find a
particular song on a particular album, or worse yet, on a mixed tape made by someone else.
If they had not written the order of the songs down, finding a particular song on a particular
tape involved first locating the cassette tape and then fast forwarding and rewinding through
it.
This continued with the advent of videotapes, whether recorded for private use and time
shifting, or recorded on an analog video camera. If a person failed to label the tape and name
it something useful, finding video content later was something of a nightmare. Even if the
date of creation was known, finding specific content on an unlabeled tape, especially where
large numbers were unlabeled, was a difficult task.
Add the element of time to the mix. Consider the example of a videotape recorded ten
years ago, showing the camera operator’s young friend falling off of his bicycle because he
wasn’t paying attention to what he was doing. That tape sits in a pile of unlabeled tapes in a
box in a dusty corner of the camera operator’s garage, forgotten and unknown. The video’s
subject—the bicycle rider—is now a bicycle safety instructor, and he claims as he badgers his
students about paying attention to their riding that he has never in his life let his attention
wander when he rides. He is particularly hard on one young man who doesn’t seem to be
getting the message. This young man broods over the instructor’s directions, sure that at
some point the instructor, too, was not focused on his task. Yet he has no way to know of
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the videotape’s existence, let alone its location. Even if the person who knew of its existence
remembered that it existed, it would be difficult to find. The original tape exists, but it is not
persistent as that term is used here, because it is largely forgotten. Even if it had not been
forgotten, it would not easily be found.
Digital media in the networked environment changes this. Alter our scenario to make
the video recording a digital one, showing the same events. Perhaps the boy—now our
instructor—who fell thinks the video is quite funny, and asks his friend to post it to an
“embarrassing moments” Web site. It is uploaded, and at the time of upload is categorized,
named, and its content described. The friends then tell all their friends about it, and everyone
watches it. Google, Yahoo, MSN and other search engines index the site, so that anyone
searching for this boy’s name will find the video. Eventually, archive sites, dedicated to
making sure materials that are available online remain so over time, archive the video and
its attendant metadata—that information about the artifact, information that relates to it
and describes it—where it remains available over time.
We return to the present, except now the young man who has been the focus of the
instructor’s attention simply goes home and searches the Web for the instructor’s name.
If the original site is still operating, the video is easily found using whatever is the main
search engine of the day. If the original site is no longer available, then archive sites may
provide a means to both identify and locate the video. The digital age has again altered
how things were in comparison to the analog age, that is, digital media artifacts now exist
more persistently across time, and have an increased potential for long-term effects when
compared with analog media artifacts.
It is persistence across time that is the point here. Digital media artifacts, whether made
by young people or made by adults, persist across time. They are created, categorized, and
stored in a way that makes them easier to find across both time and geographic distance. We
will make more of them (quantitatively), and they will be distributed more widely. They will
persist, and the implications of their existence will be extended across time and space in a
way that is qualitatively different from similarly produced analog media artifacts.
There is an argument that incompatible file formats could prevent later viewing or reading
of data originally saved in a file format that is no longer used. The brief history of the Web
shows us, however, that where there is a need for a conversion technology to make “old
data” or “old files” that have become obsolete through technological change usable today,
a conversion utility will be created and made available, often for free. This has occurred in
relation to games originally played on the first gaming consoles, which cannot be played
in their native format on either current computers or current gaming consoles. A number
of Web sites and Web communities exist to make such games available again, including
creating and maintaining the application software required to make them function on today’s
powerful PCs.4 So far, our experience has been that if a file is digital to begin with, someone,
somewhere, can design a way to make that file readable again today. Because digital files
are flexible, or “plastic”—they are, after all, in a binary form, made up of zeros and ones—it
seems that this is likely to continue.5 Thus, it seems that digital media artifacts are likely to
be persistent, that is, their existence and location will likely be known or knowable, and they
will likely exist in a usable form.
An Aside and a Retreat
Some of the assertions above may be made too strongly, especially given continued changes
in technology. Remember, this chapter does not flow from the perspective of technological
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determinism. We will make it such that in the future, with our technology, our futures will
not be determined for us by that technology. A critical element of this current issue is that the
costs of creation and distribution of digital media have declined, leading to the widespread
use of digital technologies to create digital media artifacts. Is it not that other technological
costs are likely to decrease, as well, that might mitigate the impact of the “If I can see it, it
must be real” perceptive phenomenon? There is no strong reason to argue that they will not.
In fact, it is possible that soon anyone working with digital media will be able to alter video
and photographic images so easily and so effectively that we will, within society, simply
learn to distrust those images as much as we may distrust bare text. Remember, there was a
time when the written word, signed under wax seal, was truth. That day is long gone, but the
potential for “seeing is believing” to follow in its wake given current changes in technology
does not seem impossible or even improbable.
Persistence and Pernicious Effects: Maturity, Responsibility, Autonomy
There is potential harm, and potential long-term unanticipated harm, to children from the
creation of and their entanglement with digital media artifacts. Spouses, partners, lovers,
and friends are already learning about the pernicious effects of digital media today. We are
concerned here with these harms as well, but injuries such as these cannot be viewed or
reviewed outside of the society’s structures for addressing such harms. Protections against
harm cannot do more damage to society than they prevent in terms of individual harm. We
thus must balance any response to the largely unforeseen pernicious persistence of digital
media artifacts against the problems that may arise in crafting a solution to the persistence
problem.
We are concerned with adults whose lives are disrupted by the appearance or reappearance
of digital media artifacts made by them as adults and that they reasonably thought were
private, or about which they had no knowledge, but we are also constrained in our responses
by the institutional and regulatory structures that we perceive as holding society together.
Individual autonomy and individual responsibility are two important parts of the theoretical
groundwork that justifies both criminal and civil law. The pernicious persistence of digital
media artifacts created by or featuring adults may thus place us squarely in the middle of
rather intractable debates regarding freedom of expression and individual responsibility. This
is not the place, however, to dive into this debate, though diving in will likely be necessary
at some point in the future. Law treats adults as individuals and holds them responsible for
their actions.
A different case arises, however, when it comes to our children. The law treats children
differently from adults across a range of enterprises and experiences. It often does so based
on the arbitrary establishment of an age, only upon the attainment of which can the relevant
person undertake the relevant action. There is no set age used by law to determine when
the shift to a future-oriented perspective occurs for our young people. In the United States,
the law uses the ages of eighteen to signify sufficient maturity for purposes of voting and
twenty-one for drinking alcohol, while in the U.K. those ages are eighteen for both voting and
drinking alcohol. In Germany, young people must be eighteen before they can independently
bind themselves contractually without the consent of their guardians. These ages are based
as much on perception and ad hoc (adult) experience than on hard scientific fact, but we
are generally in agreement that young people need to be mature before they will understand
the effects of certain of their actions. The law sometimes seems to go to extremes to prevent
young people from suffering long-term harms from their “youthful indiscretions.”6
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Yet, we do not shield our children in every way and from everything they do that might
follow them throughout their lives. The marks a child receives in school may be important
to entering college, which may then affect their path in life, and though the “permanent
record” may not exist, the effects of early decisions on children’s later choices in life are
noticeable. This is especially true with regard to having choices as to which University to
attend, a choice that can often be highly determinative of later opportunities in life. Law does
not shield children from the long-term effects of these decisions. In fact, in many countries
the performance of children in primary school determines their choices of secondary school.7
Our focus on the global nature of the distribution network for digital media artifacts has
taught us that it is difficult, indeed perhaps impossible, to strictly control the distribution of
such artifacts once they are “in the wild” given the current state of the law. We return to this
international focus now, seeking a useful description of when the law acts, and does not act,
to protect children and young people from the potentially harmful effects of their actions.
Our purpose remains to consider whether the law should act specifically in the interests of
children to strengthen their control over digital media artifacts in which they are embedded.
At times, minors are prohibited ex ante from engaging in certain acts—smoking cigarettes,
drinking alcohol, driving automobiles—because minors are viewed by the law as being insuf-
ficiently mature to deal with the implications and potential negative effects of their actions
in these situations. In some cases, such as smoking cigarettes, it is both the current decision
that young people are seen as being insufficiently mature to understand, and the long-term
implications of that current decision. At other times, minors are released after the fact from
the long-term implications that would be suffered by an adult who has taken the same ac-
tions. Thus, minors who sign contracts might be released from their terms, depending on
the law of the contracting jurisdiction.8 Minors who commit crimes might have their records
cleared or expunged ex post upon reaching the age of twenty-one.9
In both the ex ante and ex post scenarios, action is taken by the state—through law—to
address questions of the perceived inability of minors to make certain decisions. Whether
this is actually effective or not is often open to debate,10 and it should be noted that the
law acts in this paternalistic fashion not only in regard to minors, but also in many cases—
such as prohibiting suicide or requiring helmets for motorcyclists, for example—to adults
as well.11 In addition, the question of maturity and capacity for decision making is often
politicized, such as in the area of requirements for parental approval for abortions sought by
their children.12
The reality is, however, that the law—at least in common law jurisdictions such as the
United States and the U.K.—does not have a clear track record of addressing these questions.
It is yet another murky patchwork of provisions arising from separate legal doctrines, and
lacks a common juridical thread that might be seen as holding it together, though attempts
to bring order to the chaos have been made.13 Reactionary movements to lower the threshold
under which minors are charged as adults help little to settle the law.14 This might perhaps
best be identified as law’s schizophrenic side, an element that makes it difficult to predict
how law would intervene in affairs such as these. There is a desire to recognize children as
autonomous actors, while at the same time insulating them from the repercussions of some
of their actions. This conflict seems to underlie the current movements to remove minor
protection where the action taken is perceived as adult, even if the minor could not—from
a developmental standpoint—fully understand the implications of their actions.
With all of this, the only generalized conclusion we can reach here is that there are
circumstances under which the law will intervene on behalf of young people to prevent
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them from doing harm to themselves, to prevent others doing harm to them, or to prevent
them from suffering the long-term effects of certain decisions that they might make. In all
cases, it is a community choice based on the cultural norms of a particular society.
This is a story of how the law sometimes shields and protects children, and sometimes does
not. Here, the kinds of effects that may ultimately result, and the way in which they have
come into being, are a fairly straightforward result of the immaturity of the young people
involved in making or being featured in the artifacts we are discussing. In addition, the injury
is to that young person, not to another person, such as in the case of a murder committed by
a fifteen-year-old. Intervention on the part of the law—protection for children—thus seems
warranted.
Here, law might take up young people’s cause because the pervasiveness and persistence
of digital media have the potential to increase the long-term effects of what is an otherwise
healthy and necessary part of development. Where a youngster shares his or her experimen-
tation with others, especially using visual media, there is the potential for this digital media
artifact to reappear at a later time in life. Because society is not particularly good at accept-
ing embarrassing moments as simply a natural part of life, these videos have the potential
to cause significant embarrassment later in life, especially if they appear at inopportune
moments or are found by people who would use them against their subjects.
This need to experiment, to try and determine for themselves what is good, right, interest-
ing, and fun, is natural—it is a part of life. Some experimentation is expected, and recording
some of this experimentation, this growth, would not likely have any negative effect on
the future. In fact, a mother being able to show her daughter that she too once learned to
ride a bicycle would likely be positive. It could create shared memories and help solidify the
bond between parent and child. But, where there is a potential for negative effects, especially
long-term negative effects, the solution most societies have chosen is to insulate children
from them in whatever ways are possible.
The question thus remains whether special intervention on the part of children is required
here. To answer this question we must investigate whether the law already provides young
people with the control they need, control over the digital media artifacts in which they are
entangled while living their digital lives. We must therefore ask to whom the law currently
gives control of these artifacts, and if we are dissatisfied with the answer, we must consider
what the law might do beyond what those provisions it already has in place to address the
issues raised by those who become entangled in digital media artifacts.
The Law and Control of Digital Media Content
The initial question for investigation at this point is the law’s application and its relevance
in determining who has legal control over the digital media artifacts created while growing
up—or living—digital. As we shall see, for a variety of reasons, it is initially unlikely that
a subject that appears in a digital media artifact will be given control over that artifact by
the law. There are circumstances where this does happen, but they are limited and do little
to allow us to address the problems that might result where control is not awarded to the
individual in question.
Legal control over digital media artifacts flows from a variety of doctrines in a variety of
areas. In the United States and the United Kingdom, intellectual property law—specifically,
copyright law—is relevant. Privacy would also seem to have some pertinence to our ques-
tion, though as we shall see, privacy law often has little substance that is related to what
we perceive as private outside of the law. Other law is relevant, as well, such as laws against
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creating and distributing child pornography. Our task here is not to provide an in-depth,
comprehensive review of every legal nuance across a host of national legal structures. In-
stead, we will endeavor to touch only the surface with an eye toward gaining an understand-
ing of the structure of control. Much of what appears here will of necessity oversimplify
what are at times complex issues, but not so much that they will be inaccurate, and hope-
fully the balance struck will be between complexity and comprehensiveness on one hand,
and not losing focus on our ultimate goal of dissecting potential futures in a world in
which our existence is entangled within persistently pernicious digital media artifacts on the
other.
Copyright law provides “ownership” over creative works that meet its rather low creativity
or originality requirement (essentially that the creative works not be directly copied from
existing works, and that the required level of effort was put into their creation). Copyright
protects expressions of ideas, but not the ideas themselves.15 When a digital media artifact
is created, unless it is a copy of an existing work, it is likely to qualify for protection under
copyright law, even if it uses existing works as part of its content (though doing so may
itself be a violation of the copyright in those existing works). The important element to
note here is that copyright law generally protects the authors of works, giving ownership
of the created work to that author16 (the author being a legal term of art that essentially
equates with the legally prescribed “creator” of a work). In some cases, authorship is quite
straightforward—a poet who writes a poem has created it, and is therefore its author (and
first owner), for example—though there are of course exceptions (such as “works for hire” or
works created within the course of employment). Where copyright attaches, the copyright
owner has the authority to stop unauthorized distribution, copying, and public display of
the work. Copyright law would thus seem to be a strong potential ally in our search for
control over digital media files with young people as their objects.
The difficulty in utilizing copyright law for this purpose, however, is that the author of
a digital media work is unlikely to also be its subject. For example, under U.S. law, motion
picture ownership is most often subsumed under the “work for hire” doctrine (wherein the
studio employer becomes the owner of the copyright).17 In our scenarios above, there was
no employer, no work for hire, and so we need to understand copyright’s perception of
a film’s author outside of the traditional commercial film studio. In that capacity, the au-
thor of a film is uncertain; it may be the camera person, or the producer, or both of them
and others jointly (where both exist). It may be the actors, but this appears unlikely, as
they may undertake the acting, but play little part in the creation of what is considered
the motion picture. In the U.K., the authors of a “film” are the principal director and the
producer,18 the “producer” being defined as the person who made the arrangements nec-
essary for the film to come into being.19 There is little question that in the U.K., actors
are not “authors” of films in which they appear. Similar results are obtained in relation to
photographs, where it is the photographer, not the subject photographed, who “earns” the
right under intellectual property law to “own” the rights to that photograph under copyright
law.
In the scenarios presented near the start of this chapter, only one person—Mark, who
made and sent videos of himself to his girlfriend—was both the maker (and thus author)
of the digital media artifacts as well as their object. He entangled himself in these digital
media artifacts, and as such was likely their legal owner. In all three of the other scenarios,
the person with whom we are concerned, the one the digital media’s pernicious persistence
may later affect—was object only (willing participant, knowing participant, or unknowing
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object aside), and therefore likely has few if any rights under copyright law in the artifact
with which their digital selves has become entangled.
We are forced then to turn to other areas of law that may provide help in the kinds of
situations we are discussing here. Privacy law is one, but to even begin to delve into the
legal conception of privacy is to open a can or worms that could not be returned to their
can by the end of this entire series of volumes, let alone the end of this chapter. In the
United States, privacy law is seen as ill prepared to deal with the demands of technology
and digital media distribution.20 In addition, privacy law is not cohesive; it is an amalgam of
different legal doctrines that are oftentimes lashed together, but that lack unifying themes
or structures. One of these disparate areas is particularly pertinent here, however, the right
of publicity or personality.
Using the United States as our first example, the right of publicity is a right based primarily
in state law. That is, each of the fifty states has its own law governing the matter. They
generally prohibit commercial use of an image.21 New York’s law (contained in the N.Y.
Civil Rights Law) is illustrative:
§50. Right of privacy. A person, firm or corporation that uses for advertising purposes, or for the purposes
of trade, the name, portrait or picture of any living person without having first obtained the written
consent of such person, or if a minor of his or her parent or guardian, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Much of the distribution we have discussed is not commercial in this respect. It is public, but
not for “trade.” The laws of many U.S. states would not apply to prohibit the kind of digital
distribution at the heart of the matter here, taking place through peer-to-peer file-sharing
networks and online forums.
In the U.K., there is no specific “right of publicity,” but rather a patchwork quilt of other
laws that are used to obtain something that looks like a publicity right. In many European
countries, however, the right of personality is stronger. In Germany, for example, the right
is notably stronger, with each person having the right to determine when and which pho-
tographs of them are published. This is a legally enforceable right in Germany, and similar
rights exist in France. In Canada, the right to anonymity—ostensibly part of the right to
privacy—may also be implicated here, but the application of this right to files that you
personally created and initially distributed is far from certain.
Other methods of control not directly focused on digital media artifacts may also be used.
Child pornography laws may be brought to bear should the digital media artifact consist of
illegal content (even where that content was created by the child involved acting alone). A
school may suspend children who inappropriately use digital media to disrupt the learning
environment, for example. There is some control provided by law that may be used to
obviate some of the harm that might come from the pernicious persistence of digital media
artifacts.
Note here that this does not assume that simply through the enactment or potential
application of law the results will be guaranteed. The underground culture that the internet
has helped facilitate has many technological ways to make “end runs” around the law, and
so law should not be seen as having a claim to perfect enforcement or efficiency. National
boundaries, the places at which the edge of a country’s authority extends, present additional
obstacles to the law’s assistance here. But this does not mean that we should not at least
attempt to have laws in place that are addressed to preventing harm, especially where that
harm may be to children. To accept such an argument would be to give up on law altogether,
something not many of us would likely be willing to do.
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Moving Forward or Forced to Stand Still?
For the problem we have set out here, law is not determinative (in fact, law is not determina-
tive of the outcome of any problem, but that is a discussion for another chapter in another
book). Does that mean we are without any means of moving forward, of trying to take some
steps that might at a minimum mitigate the potential for negative consequences to flow
from our youthful entanglements in digital media artifacts? Of course it does not; just as this
chapter is not bound by notions of technological determinism, it is also not determined by
a defeatism in the face of technological change and legal challenges. There are a number of
things that can be done, and though not likely to be a silver bullet solution on its own, law
does play a role. In addition to law, we might make moves in education, technology and
cultural and societal awareness. In this, the penultimate section of the chapter, we consider
these areas together, thinking again of the law, but looking forward, and considering—
briefly and for the first time—steps we might take in these other areas. Alone, none of the
potential options is notable; together, they may make some difference to whether and to
what degree digital media artifacts created by our children today are perniciously persistent
tomorrow.
Starting with law, we have made the case that our children differ in maturity in important
ways from adults, and these differences are sufficient to justify differential treatment when
it comes to the effects that being embedded in digital media files will have on their lives.
To that extent, while national governments often cannot take dispositive steps to enforce
their laws outside their borders, and so to the extent media files are distributed globally,
children cannot be protected alone by the law itself, adopting laws that give greater control
to children over the digital media artifacts in which they are embedded would still be a useful
step. Adopting either a German style “control over image publication” right for minors (or in
relation to digital media artifacts that contain minors), or even a copyright-style distribution
right in favor of children who are the subjects of digital media artifacts, is one possible
step. Applying such a step to digital media artifacts featuring adults could run headlong into
freedom of expression on the part of those wishing to distribute such artifacts, and would
require a greater balancing of interests. For children, the result is possibly easier to achieve.
Add to the mix the potential for education to bring at least a minimal level of understand-
ing of the issues of becoming embedded in digital media artifacts to children, and things
look brighter still. Currently, digital media education is focused on a number of tracks, from
how to use digital media in all its many forms to media literacy or understanding of how
media work and how to understand the different messages media bring to us. There has been
little, if any, work done on how to educate children regarding the long-term effects of either
creating digital media files that include themselves within them, or allowing themselves to
be included in such files created by others. It is important that new works addressing digital
media, whether from a literacy standpoint22 or a skills’ standpoint,23 include discussions of
the persistence of digital media across time and the importance of considering this point
when creating digital media artifacts.
Education in this sense will do little to overcome situations such as Jack’s and Susan’s,
where they were included in digital media artifacts without their explicit consent. Where
knowledge or consent is not a part of the digital media artifact’s creation, educating children
as to these effects has little chance of contributing significantly to overcoming the long-term
perniciousness of these files. That does not mean that education should not take place; it
should, while acknowledging that it is likely to attack only half of the potential for the
pernicious persistence of digital media artifacts.
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Other opportunities are presented by technology. Major media producers have long used
content encryption to protect DVD content for many years. Currently, Apple and other
online MP3 distributors use similar but more advanced technologies to protect MP3 files.
Developing and placing in the hands of young digital media creators affordable, useful
technologies of this sort may help to keep files under control that—if released now—would
be gone with the cyberwind. As with education, however, this part of the solution helps only
so far as the media artifact in question was at one time under the control of the young person
embedded within it. To the extent that its creation was practically outside the control of the
person featured in it, this solution may actually counter the subjects’ attempts to control the
file, as they themselves may not be able to see it without the permission of the person who
added the technological protection to it. In addition, all such systems are subject to being
broken, as has happened with traditional DVD protection, Apple’s MP3 protection, and now
the protection newly put in place to protect high definition DVDs, even before such DVDs
have even been firmly established in the marketplace.
As our last potential piece of the puzzle here, we consider how society itself might adapt to
a future that includes perniciously persistent digital media artifacts. What will these artifacts
show? They will reveal society’s child or adult members in a light that many of us share,
doing things not unlike things that many of us have done or had done to us, and as such,
could become viewed as vestiges of a normal youth. That they are recorded in digital media
files could be viewed not as a perversion or an oddity, but just as something that happens
and is likely to continue to happen. Some have argued that this is likely to be true with
respect to people, technology, and sex, where society is predicted to adapt to changes in
this area.24 Why not to this as well? In addition, and to the extent that such artifacts are
created without the consent of their subjects, entangling youngsters against their will or
without their consent, they could come to be viewed as evidence of injustice, regardless of
the actions shown within them. That is, their viewing and distribution could be viewed by
society on the whole not as embarrassing to their subjects, but as embarrassing to those who
created them and to those who now continue to distribute them.
This does have the potential to address the “noncontrol” issue that arises in situations like
Mark’s and Susan’s, and could be a possible safety net discouraging even the creation of such
artifacts. But this solution, such as it is, is extremely simplistic in its worldview. We know
that societal views on issues such as sex and other embarrassing situations change slowly, if
at all. If victims of rape are still often considered to “have asked for it,” and campaigners have
limited success in overcoming the stigma attached to cases of domestic and sexual abuse,
there is little realistic cause for optimism regarding society’s ability to adapt to and overcome
attaching stigma to the types of personal situations likely to be preserved in digital media
artifacts. Add to this the tendency of some to do and act exactly opposite to the norms of
the society in which they live, undertaking such activities “underground” if necessary, and
the problem remains quite deep.
Considering these together, there is reason for hope, but it must be tempered by the reality
of digital media as we understand it. We must encourage our children to think about how
what they do today with digital media will affect them tomorrow. We would do well to do
the same ourselves.
Special Futures, Future Shock or Both?
We have woven here a story of a technological nature that has the very real potential to have
unexpected outcomes in relation to the entanglement of young people into the substance
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of digital media artifacts. These artifacts result from children who grow up digital, similar
to how they grow up a particular race, or to a particular height. In fact, children who are
featured in digital media artifacts will leave digital pieces of themselves within those files.
Digital media permeates our existence, and as the current trends toward more powerful and
more affordable digital media creation and distribution technology continue (as they are
likely to do), it is likely to further advance our digital lives and our digital selves.
These are not the digital selves we manufacture while online, the embodiments of our
efforts to portray ourselves a certain way, though these may be part of our growing up
and living digital. They are instead the digital pieces of digital lives that are created with
more and more frequency in current times, and which may spin out of our control, leading
to unexpected, unintended, and even surprising outcomes in the long term. These digital
pieces are the digital media artifacts that have been the focus of this chapter, whether visual,
audio, or even text based. They break off from us—and from our children—as we live our
lives, as we live and grow as digital beings as well as analog ones.
Growing up digital will change our children from children who grew up before them.
It has the potential to give them a solid grounding in their childhood throughout their
adult lives, allowing them to relive memories, and to keep loved ones close in memory after
they are gone through digital media files made, stored, and accessible due to digital media
technology. They will have aids to memory when it comes to friends, trips, aunts, uncles,
fathers, mothers, and life beyond those even imagined by our own parents. In this way the
potential persistence of digital media files is a potential boon, bringing about progress for
the good for our children. But this is balanced by the potential for perniciousness in these
same kinds of digital artifacts.
Within this context, our children are “better” at technology than we are, and will expect
things we never expected, accept things we would never have accepted.25 They will have
access to and will learn to use digital media technology. They, their friends, and even their
enemies will create digital media artifacts, and these will follow them over their lifetimes.
The effects they feel from them may be negative, or they may be positive, but most likely
they will be a complicated mix of the two. Where popular or mainstream culture learns to
accept that kids do stupid things, and to look past the content of these artifacts to the mature
adult, the impact may be mitigated somewhat. Where law is adjusted to give rights to the
objects of digital media artifacts to control their legal distribution, the impact may again
be mitigated. Where technology can be made to effectively and efficiently control access
to and distribution of digital media artifacts, at reasonable cost, again, these effects may be
mitigated.
But none of these options separately can do the whole job, and this leaves us in largely
uncharted territory. We have identified a potential problem in the way our youth interact
with digital media, creating artifacts with potentially pernicious permanence, yet we have
identified no clear way to prevent it. As Youniss and Ruth have phrased it:
The question we have is, how to begin this process of choosing among the alternatives that will determine
the future of youth and the long-term well-being of our society.26
Without some movement on—or at least consideration of—the issues of control addressed
in this chapter, some societal recognition of their importance, and changes in law to pro-
tect children, we risk a future where the bullied remain bullied throughout their whole
lives, where the space that children need to grow is wiped out by the permanence of the
digital artifacts that are created when they err, where sharing the intimate steps of life with
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strangers—strangers who laugh, or point, or make fun—is an everyday fear. We have a choice
to move toward a more tolerant, understanding, compassionate future, or a harder, more
strident, darker one.
The time to make this choice is now.
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Auto-Modernity after Postmodernism: Autonomy and Automation in
Culture, Technology, and Education
Robert Samuels
University of California, Los Angeles, Writing Programs
This chapter argues that in order to understand the implications of how digital youth are
now using new media and technologies in unexpected and innovative ways, we have to
rethink many of the cultural oppositions that have shaped the Western tradition since the
start of the modern era. To be precise, we can no longer base our analysis of culture, identity,
and technology on the traditional conflicts between the public and the private, the subject
and the object, and the human and the machine. Moreover, the modern divide pitting the
isolated individual against the impersonal realm of technological mechanization no longer
seems to apply to the multiple ways young people are using new media and technologies.
In fact, I will argue here that we have moved into a new cultural period of automodernity,
and a key to this cultural epoch is the combination of technological automation and human
autonomy. Thus, instead of seeing individual freedom and mechanical predetermination as
opposing social forces, digital youth turn to automation in order to express their autonomy,
and this bringing together of former opposites results in a radical restructuring of traditional
and modern intellectual paradigms. Furthermore, the combining of human and machine
into a single circuit of interactivity often functions to exclude the traditional roles of social
mediation and the public realm. For educators and public policy makers, this unexpected
collusion of opposites represents one of the defining challenges for the twenty-first century,
and it will be my argument here that some innovative uses of new technologies threaten to
undermine educational and social structures that are still grounded on the modern divide
between the self and the other, the objective and the subjective, and the original and the
copy. To help clarify what challenges automodernity brings, I will detail ways that new
media technologies are shaping how digital youth learn and play, then I will discuss how
these automodern technologies challenge contemporary theories concerning education and
self-hood, and I will conclude by suggesting different techniques for the integration of old
and new media in education and political culture.
A New-Media-Writing Scene
I am sitting with my fifteen-year-old nephew Benjamin as he works on a paper for his ninth-
grade English class. Benjamin has Microsoft Word open, and he is also in a chat room with
some classmates who are exchanging parts of their own first drafts. Their assignment is to
write individually a five-paragraph essay on the novel they have just read in class. To complete
this traditional assignment, Benjamin has his book open on his desk, but he also has on his
computer screen a list of Web sites that discuss the novel, and his Instant Messaging program
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keeps on dinging him to warn of another incoming message. Meanwhile, he is downloading
a new movie, and he is also playing a multiuser game that includes live chat with people
from all over the world. He is thus multitasking at the same time as he is using multiple
media to write his paper and entertain himself. If this scene is typical for many digital youth
in the developed West, then these students may come to school with a radically different
conception of writing and technology than their teachers have;1 furthermore, this high level
of multitasking points to the virtually seamless interplay of work and leisure activities that
can be operated on a single personal computer.
This new-media-writing scene not only shows a breakdown of the old cultural opposition
between work and play, but it also challenges the structural conflict between self and other.
For instance, when I ask Benjamin if he is supposed to work with his friends on this paper,
he responds with a quizzical look. From his perspective, like the movies and songs he is file
sharing, information and media are always supposed to be shared and distributed in open
networks.2 Moreover, he reminds me that he still has to hand in his own paper, and thus he
is only collaborating on the research part of his paper, and he will “write the real paper on
his own.” After I ask him if he is afraid that all of his multitasking will get in the way of him
writing a clear and coherent paper, he informs me that he will use his spell and grammar
checkers to make sure, “everything looks professional.” Benjamin therefore retains a high
level of personal autonomy at the same time that he is sharing information and employing
automated programs and templates. In other words, instead of technological automation
creating a sense of mechanical alienation and impersonal predetermination, digital youth
turn to new media technologies to increase their sense of freedom and individual control.
Moreover, Benjamin and students like him are now quite used to seeing knowledge and
research as collaborative processes, while they retain more traditional notions of reading
and writing. In fact, the ways Benjamin and his friends copy and paste texts from the Web
and then distribute them in chat rooms and e-mails depicts an important transformation in
the “modern” conception of property and individual work: these young adults have become
habituated to sharing all different types of media and information with little concern for
property rights or plagiarism.3 It is also important to point out that the way Benjamin jumps
from writing agrammatical instant messages to typing extended essayistic prose displays the
ability of young writers to transform the style and voice of their composing according to the
context and the audience.
One can argue that Benjamin and his friends are using new technologies and media
in innovative and unexpected ways, which in turn challenges the traditional educational
structure centered on judging the work of the individual student. While many educators
would simply castigate these students for cheating, I want to argue that these digital youths
are leading the way for a new type of education that might be more effective and productive.
For it may be that the types of collaborative activities in which students are engaging outside
of school are very much like the types of activities they will be required to perform in the
workplace and in their everyday lives when they finish their education. However, schools
have for the most part resisted incorporating these digital innovations because the new
media stress on collaboration, multitasking, automation, and copying does not fit into the
older model of book-centered learning.
Since so many educators, parents, and administrators are locked into the rigid definition
of education defined by the testing of memorized knowledge retained by the isolated learner,
our educational systems have helped to create a strong digital divide between students’ home
and school uses of technology. One of the results of this divide is that students who are now
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used to employing new media in innovative and unexpected ways when they are at home are
often alienated from school because these institutions still concentrate on outdated modes of
communication and information exchange. Therefore, on a fundamental level, our schools
are still structured by the modern celebration of the isolated individual who is rewarded for
individual acts of creativity and/or conformity, while our students have embraced a more
collaborative and distributive mode of learning and working.
Some educators who have acknowledged this growing divide between students and
educational institutions have developed “postmodern” theories to account for the current
undermining of traditional and modern beliefs and practices. However, I will argue below
that most of these postmodern theorists have failed to account for the ways digital youth
are combining automation with autonomy. In fact, I will posit that we have moved into a
new period beyond postmodernity, and it is important for educators to understand how au-
tomodernity undermines postmodern theories and educational efforts. Therefore, just as the
development of postmodernism was based on a critique of modernism, I will begin my anal-
ysis of automodernity by critically examining postmodernity. This analysis of postmodernity
is especially important, because in many ways automodernity represents a popular reaction
to the postmodern emphasis on social determinism.
Four Versions of Postmodernity
Before the reader stops reading because of the use of this word, “postmodern,” I would
like to posit that this cultural category has many different possible uses: some of them
helpful and some of them not. In fact, I turn to this term because it helps us to enter into
discussions occurring in many different disciplines about our current cultural order and how
new technologies and social movements are changing the ways we think about education
and learning. While some people have sought to dismiss the whole idea of postmodernity
by labeling it an intellectual fad or a nihilistic radical movement, my intention is to show
that postmodernism describes a series of contemporary social transformations.4 To be more
precise, I want to rescue this term from its misuse by arguing that there are in fact four
separate forms of postmodernity that have often been confused.
Perhaps the most important postmodern idea is the notion that our world is made of
multiple cultures and that we should respect the knowledge and cultures of diverse com-
munities. In fact, multiculturalism is a reflection of the important social movements of the
twentieth century, which fought for civil rights, minority rights, women’s rights, workers’
rights, and political self-determination. Thus, in recognizing the vital values and historical
contributions of diverse social groups, multiculturalists have posited that there is no single,
universal source for knowledge or truth.5 Unfortunately, this multicultural idea has often
been confused with the extreme postmodernist notion that there are no truths or moral
values since everything is relative to one’s own culture.6 This mode of cultural relativism is
often a caricature of the more subtle idea that all truths and values are socially constructed.
Therefore, a more accurate statement of multicultural relativism and social constructivism
is that while there are truths and values in our world, we can no longer assume that they
are universal and eternal, particularly when “universal and eternal” often function as code
words for “white and male.”7
Besides multiculturalism and social constructivism, a third mode of postmodernity con-
cerns the cultural model of combining diverse cultures in entertainment and art through
the processes of collage, remixing, and sampling. On one level, we can say that all cultures
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feed off of other cultures; however, some people have rightly claimed that our incessant
recombining of diverse cultural representations does not necessarily help us to understand
or encounter other cultural worlds.8 I would add that while this esthetic version of post-
modernity is probably the most prevalent, it is also the easiest to dismiss for its tendency to
be superficial and short-lived.
Finally, I would like to define a fourth form of postmodernity, which concerns the academic
critique of modern culture and philosophy. This mode of academic discourse often comes
under the title of deconstruction or poststructuralism and has been attacked for offering
the extreme idea that our world is determined by language. But, language can never escape
its own domain, and thus ultimately all knowledge and meaning is suspect.9 While this
overly generalized representation of postmodern philosophy can be questioned, what is often
missed is the way that this theory of rhetoric has worked to hide the important connection
between postmodernity and social movements. After all, what has fueled multiculturalism
and the critique of modernity is the rise of collective action around minority rights, civil
rights, and women’s rights. These social movements of the twentieth century have challenged
many of the presuppositions of modern culture, and it is important to not confuse these vital
cultural changes with their reflection in various academic fashions. Indeed, many of those
most involved with these social movements as activists or theorists have challenged the
extreme focus on difference within postmodernism, positing instead a kind of navigation
between “sameness” and “difference.”
It is also essential to emphasize that if we want digital youth to use new media to engage
in the social and public realms, then we must be able to point to the social movements of
postmodernity without being caught up in the more extreme forms of academic discourse.
In short, while we desire our students to see how culture, knowledge, and subjectivity are
influenced by important social forces, we need to avoid the pitfalls of promoting theories
that destroy the foundations for any type of stable meaning, argument, or social action.
Moreover, as I will stress below, since one of the determining aspects of automodern youth is
that their seemingly seamless combination of autonomy and automation often excludes the
social realm of cultural differences and collective action, we need to show the importance of
the social realm in contemporary, postmodern culture.
Postmodern Theories of Education and Society
In surveying several texts defining postmodernity from the perspective of multiple disci-
plines, I have found that the one consistent factor in the circumscribing of this historical
period is a stress on the transition from the modern notion of Enlightenment reason to
an emphasis on the social nature of all human endeavors. Thus, whether one is speaking
about the contemporary loss of master narratives, the critique of universal science, the rise
of multiculturalism, the downgrading of the nation state, the emergence of the global infor-
mation economy, the mixing of high and low cultures, the blending of entertainment and
economics, or the development of new communication technologies, one is dealing with an
essentially social and antimodern discourse. According to this logic, modernity represents
the rise of capitalism, science, and democracy through the rhetoric of universal reason and
equality. Moreover, the modern period is seen as a reaction to the premodern stress on feu-
dal hierarchy, religious fate, cosmic belief, and political monarchy.10 This coherent narrative
moving from premodern to modern to postmodern modes of social order and collective
knowledge can be challenged and debated, but what is certain is that this schema plays a
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dominant mode in contemporary intellectual history. However, what I would now like to
show through an analysis of the representation of modernity and postmodernity in various
fields of study is that this prominent intellectual narrative does not help us to account for
the major modes of subjectivity and culture employed by digital youth today, which I have
labeled automodernity.
In the field of education, the movement from modernity to postmodernity has often been
tied to a belated acknowledgment of the multiple cultures that make up our world in general
and our educational populations in particular. For example, Marilyn Cooper has argued that
the central guiding force behind the development of postmodernism in education is the
acknowledgment of cultural diversity:
Postmodernism is, above all, a response to our increased awareness of the great diversity in human
cultures, a diversity that calls into question the possibility of any “universal” or “privileged” perspective
and that thus values the juxtaposition of different perspectives and different voices and the contempla-
tion of connections rather than a subordinated structure of ideas that achieves a unified voice and a
conclusive perspective.11
By stressing cultural diversity and “the contemplation of connections,” Cooper points to a
social and cultural mode of postmodern education challenging the modern stress on uni-
versality and unified subjectivity. Therefore, in this context, postmodern theory can be read
as a response to multicultural diversity and the juxtaposition of different voices and disci-
plines in an environment where social mediation trumps universal reason and individual
autonomy.12
Like so many other theorists of postmodernity, Cooper’s understanding of this epoch is
based on the idea that our conceptions of what knowledge is have shifted away from the
previous modern stress on universal truth and unified individualism:
The transition involves a shift from the notion of knowledge as an apprehension of universal truth and
its transparent representation in language by rational and unified individuals to the notion of knowledge
as the construction in language of partial and temporary truth by multiple and internally contradictory
individuals.13
According to this common academic argument, the movement away from the “modern”
conception of knowledge as universal truth pushes people in postmodern culture and educa-
tion to sift through competing forces of temporary truths, and this destabilized conception
of knowledge and truth leads to the undermining of the modern individual of unified con-
sciousness. In turn, under the influences of postmodernism, education and culture become
social and nonuniversal.
This social definition of postmodernism is linked by Cooper to the role played by new
computer-mediated modes of communication in culture and education: “in electronic con-
versations, the individual thinker moves . . . into the multiplicity and diversity of the social
world, and in social interaction tries out many roles and positions.”14 According to this
description of electronic discussions, new technologies help to create a situation where in-
dividuals enter into a multicultural environment that stresses the social, dialogical, and
interactive foundations of knowledge, communication, and education. However, I will later
argue that this emphasis on the social nature of new communication technologies does not
take into account the contemporary dominance of automation and individual autonomy
in the production of automodernity. Moreover, due to their desire to promote a more so-
cially responsible and multicultural society, many educators have made the questionable
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assumption that networked collaboration equals an acceptance of cultural diversity and so-
cial responsibility. Not only do I think that this easy equivalency between new technologies
and multicultural awareness is too simple, but I will argue that many new technologies can
foster a highly antimulticultural mode of communication and actually inhibit an under-
standing of or experience of difference.
Another serious problem with the theories stressing a radical shift from modern universal
reason to postmodern social mediation is that they are predicated on a strict linear conception
of historical development, and this progressive model tends to ignore the continuation of
modern and premodern influences in postmodern culture. An example of this common
mode of argumentation can be found in the “new science” idea that we are now witnessing
a radical shift in the transition from modern universal knowledge to the postmodern stress
on the social construction of truth. Thus, in George Howard’s understanding of the conflict
between objectivism and constructivism in the natural sciences, we find the postmodern
critique of modern universality:
All across the intellectual landscape, the forces of objectivism are yielding to the entreaties of con-
structivist thought. But it is rather surprising that even our notion of science has been radically altered
by recent constructivist thought. Briefly objectivism believes in a freestanding reality, the truth about
which can eventually be discovered. The constructivist assumes that all mental images are creations
of people, and thus speak of an invented reality. Objectivists focus on the accuracy of their theories,
whereas constructivists think of the utility of their models. Watzlawick (1984) claimed that the shift
from objectivism to constructivism involves a growing awareness that any so-called reality is—in the
most immediate and concrete sense—the construction of those who believe they have discovered and
investigated it.15
According to this social constructivist interpretation of the sciences, the modern conception
of knowledge as being universal and objective has been challenged by the postmodern notion
that knowledge is always an act of interpretation and invention.16 Furthermore, by seeing
science as the formation of shared constructed versions of reality, postmodern scientists
often take on a social and anti-individualistic conception of reality.
This contemporary movement in the sciences from the modern individual as a neutral
observer to the postmodern social construction of accepted theories is linked to the rhetorical
turn in all aspects of current academic culture. In fact, Alan Ryan has made the following
argument about how postmodern rhetoric changes our definitions of the self and the very
process of recording our perceptions:
Postmodernism is a label that embraces multitudes, but two ideas especially relevant here are its skepti-
cism about the amount of control that a writer exercises over his or her work, and a sharp sense of the
fragility of personal identity. These interact, of course. The idea that each of us is a single Self consorts
naturally with the idea that we tell stories, advance theories, and interact with others from one particular
viewpoint. Skepticism about such a picture of our identities consorts naturally with the thought that we
are at the mercy of the stories we tell, as much as they are at our mercy. It also consorts naturally with
an inclination to emphasize just how accidental it is that we hold the views we do, live where we do,
and have the loyalties we do.17
Here, individual autonomy is seen as something that has to be constantly negotiated and
revised, and is thus not a finished product, and this conception of subjectivity feeds into the
social definition of postmodernity. However, as my students often posit in reaction to these
postmodern notions of social construction, they do not feel that their autonomy and self-
hood are being challenged and rendered transitory; in fact, students most often report a high
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level of perceived individual control and freedom.18 Furthermore, the conflict between how
students experience their own lives and how postmodern theorists describe contemporary
subjectivity often works to make students simply reject these academic theories, and this
student resistance to theory is one reason why we may want to rethink postmodernism
through the development of automodernism.
Thus, as academics are concentrating on critiquing modern notions of universal reason
and unified subjectivity, students are turning to modern science and technology to locate a
strong sense of individual unity and control. However, I am not arguing here that we should
simply reject all postmodern academic theories because they do not match our students’
experiences and perceptions; rather, my point is that we should use these students’ resis-
tances to better understand how people today are influenced by the technological access to
a heightened sense to individual control that can downplay social subjectivity and multicul-
tural differences. Therefore, by seeing what postmodern theories have gotten wrong in the
underestimating of virtual subjectivity, we can gain a better idea of what new educational
theories need to get right. For instance, in fully articulating both a social and a psycholog-
ical theory of student subjectivity, we can show why it is important to defend the social
realm at the same time that we expose the reasons why new media caters to a psychological
downplaying of social mediation.
In fact, what the social or postmodern theory of self-hood tends to neglect is the psycho-
logical and virtual foundation of autonomy and subjective unity. It is important to stress
that if we examine how the sense of self is developed psychologically, we learn that one first
gains a sense of individual identity by looking into a mirror or external representation and
seeing an ideal representation of one’s body as complete, whole, and bounded. This mirror
theory of self-hood (Lacan) teaches us that since we never really see our whole body at a
single glance—at least not without several mirrors or cameras—our internal body map is
actually an internalized virtual image and not a concrete material fact. In other words, our
sense of self is psychological and virtual and not primarily social and material. Moreover,
our subjective feelings of autonomy are built upon this imaginary level of self-hood: To have
a sense of self-direction, one must first have a sense of self, and to have a self, one needs to
first internalize an ideal body map.
Social theories of subjectivity are thus misleading when they claim to depict a generalized
undermining of unified subjectivity; yet, these same theories are vital when we want to
discuss the possibility of social and cultural change. In the case of automodernity, I will
be arguing that the power of new automated technologies to give us a heightened sense
of individual control often functions to undermine the awareness of social and cultural
mediation, and this lack of awareness can place the isolating individual against the public
realm. Therefore, when my students reject postmodern theories because these self-denying
concepts do not jive with their own self-understandings, we can posit that students and
postmodern theories are both failing to distinguish between psychological and social models
of subjectivity. In other terms, many of the postmodern theories discussed here stress the
social determination of subjectivity, while many contemporary students focus on their sense
of psychological determinism, and we need to offer models of education that integrate both
perspectives.
However, instead of balancing the social and the psychological, postmodern educators
like Lester Faigley posit that the contemporary subject is defined as being multiple, and
identity is seen as a process.19 In turn, this postmodern notion of subjectivity is contrasted
with the Enlightenment ideology of subjective unity, coherency, objectivity, individuality,
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and universal scientific reason.20 Moreover, for Faigley, postmodern culture and new media
technologies challenge these modern ideologies by emphasizing the contingent and social
nature of all acts of writing and knowledge construction.21 It is also important to note that
from Faigley’s perspective, there is a growing divide between postmodern students and mod-
ern teachers in the ways students and teachers tend to understand the functions and roles of
writing, technology, and literacy in culture and education. While I do agree with Faigley that
new technologies help to build a growing divide between teachers and students in terms of
how they conceive knowledge, identity, and media, my conception of automodernity argues
that the simple replacement of modern individual unity with postmodern discontinuity fails
to see how digital youth are merging the two sides of the modern divide: unified individual-
ity and universal science. For example, in a prize-winning essay from the Global Kids contest
on Digital Literacy, we find a digital youth making the following argument: “Today, almost
all the information that humans have gathered over thousands of years is at the tips of my
fingers . . . or those of anyone who cares to use this incredible technology” (“From Gutenberg
to Gateway”).22 On the one hand, this statement points to a heightened sense of individual
control and access, and on the other hand, it highlights a universal notion of information
and technology. By stating that “anyone” can get almost “any” information from the Web,
this writer universalizes both the subject and object of global information distribution. The
internet is positioned here as using automation and modern science to enhance the ability of
individuals to access all information. Of course, this common conception of universal access
of the World Wide Web represses many real digital divides as it presents a universalized no-
tion of individuality, and it is important to note that one possible reason for this rhetorical
neglect of differences is that the power of automation tends to render social and material
factors invisible.
The same essay indicates a possible source for this common contemporary rhetoric of
universal access:
Of all the media that I use, I have only touched a spoonful of the ocean that is digital media. There are
still thousands upon thousands of other sites, games, songs, and other things that I have never used and
probably never will use. Every day, though, I find that I need some obscure piece of information, and
this new technology allows me to find it. I play games and listen to music, and this helps define what I
like and don’t like.
This digital youth feels that since there is too much information available on the Web for
one person to encounter, then all information must be available: here, information excess
leads to a sense of universal access. Furthermore, it is often the automated nature of new
media that functions to hide social disparities behind a veil of easy, global access. In turn,
this automation and autonomy of access heightens a sense of individual control. Thus, what
postmodern critics like Faigley might be missing in their accounts of contemporary digital
youth is the power of new technologies to reinforce the imaginary and real experiences of
individual autonomy through automated systems. In other terms, even in situations where
information on the Web is determined by social mediation, digital youth are able to absorb
cultural material into the frames of their individual point of view. As I will argue below,
the PC often gives people the sense that they are in control of the information that appears
on their screen, just as they are in control of the perceptions that they let into their own
consciousness.
Another important clarification to make is the connection between universal science and
automation. In the common understanding of modern science and culture, academics and
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philosophers often claim that science is universal because it does not rely on social or personal
beliefs. In fact, a key to Descartes’ development of the scientific method is his call to employ
universal doubt to undermine all prejudices and approach every object of study with a
shared transparent method open to all. Of course, Descartes developed his method as a
counter to the dominant religious beliefs of his time, and central to his understanding of
science was his investment in the idea of universal reason. While we may want to applaud the
democratic and rational foundations of Descartes’ universal approach, it is important to also
note that this universalizing model of science, which posits the importance of a “value-free”
method, can actually free scientists from ethical and social responsibilities. Furthermore, in
the application of modern science through the development of new technologies, we see
how automated devices may create a responsibility-free zone where it is hard to locate any
responsible ethical subject.
What then often accounts for the connection between universal science and new auto-
mated technologies is the shared process of downplaying the role of social contexts in the
shaping of science and technology. Within the context of education, science and math are
usually taught as if these subjects were purely objective and neutral, and therefore void of
any individual or social influences. For example, even when teachers are discussing such
issues as genetic manipulation, pharmaceutical intervention, and technological innovation,
the knowledge is delivered without concern for ethical and social issues. Here, we see a divi-
sion between the postmodern stress on social mediation and the modern rhetoric of science
as being objective, neutral, universal, and ultimately inevitable.
We can further understand the presence of modern universality in contemporary educa-
tion by looking at how literacy is defined in many higher education institutions. Thus, in
Reinventing the University: Literacies and Legitimacy in the Postmodern University, Christopher
Schroeder posits that most textbooks and governmental policies present, “a universalized
definition of literacy, as if what it means to be literate can be separated from the contexts in
which literate practices are meaningful.”23 In this critique of the common use of the term
literacy, Schroeder affirms the distinction between a functional and a critical understanding
of literacy by distinguishing the modern stress on universal neutrality from the postmodern
stress on social context. From Schroeder’s postmodern perspective, the myth of a universal
model of literacy is derived from the ability of powerful vested interests to hide their own
particular values behind false claims of universal objectivity. Moreover, Schroeder posits that
this rhetoric of universality still dominates the ways our educational systems are structured
and the types of literacy that are affirmed in schooling.24 It is also important to note how
this universalizing rhetoric has been adopted by digital youth in their common claims of
global access, and therefore a key task of critical literacy studies is to explore with students
these rhetorical constructions that function to hide important differences and discrepancies.
For instance, when students claim that, “Anyone can access any information from any place
at any time,” we need to engage them in a conversation about the role of the word “any”
in falsely universalizing and globalizing a rhetoric of unquestioned equality. In other words,
we need to counter a functional model of technological literacy with a critical model of
rhetorical understanding.
In fact, essential to Schroeder’s analysis of the conflict between functional and critical
models of literacy is his claim that the more school literacies are based on de-contextualized,
universal models of information delivery, the more individual aspects of culture become
the sole purview of experts.25 Thus, central to the modern organization of education is the
dual process of universalizing educational access to school and segmenting individual subject
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areas into separate areas of expertise. Furthermore, from Schroeder’s perspective, functional
literacy is dominated by the modern ideological interests of white, middle-class America, and
these modern values, which are presented as being universal, no longer fit with the majority
of contemporary students.26
In opposition to the modern stress on universal reason and neutral functional models of
literacy, Schroeder affirms that students bring multiple literacies to universities, and these
diverse models of social knowledge and learning are most often neglected by our traditional
institutions.27 As many other scholars have argued, postmodern student literacies are shaped
by the cultural realms of television, movies, the Internet, and advertising, and not by the
modern emphasis on books and reading as the central source of literacy.28 While I do feel that
Schroeder and other postmodern critics are correct in seeing this conflict between older and
newer models of literacy, the stress on the modern universality of school-based literacies ver-
sus postmodern diversity of student literacies does not account for the spread of globalized
media in automodernity. In other terms, new media technologies have absorbed modern
universality into the globalized structures of automated systems, which in turn act to hide
social mediation and to highlight individual control. Therefore, as I will argue below, auto-
modern literacies based on television, advertising, movies and the Internet do not typically
function to undermine people’s belief in modern universal reason and unified subjectivity;
instead, automodern technologies help to provide a greater sense of technological neutrality,
universalized information, and individual power, even if this sense may be illusory.
Automodernity
To clarify what I mean by automodernism, I will examine several common technologies
that are used heavily by digital youth in the early twenty-first-century globalized Western
world: personal computers, word processors, cell phones, iPods, blogs, remote-controlled
televisions, and first-person shooter computer games. These technological objects share a
common emphasis on combining a high level of mechanical automation with a height-
ened sense of personal autonomy.29 In fact, this unexpected and innovative combination
of autonomy and automation can be read as the defining contradictions of contemporary
life in general and digital youth in particular. Importantly, while automation traditionally
represents a loss of personal control, autonomy has been defined by an increase in individ-
ual freedom; however, automodernity constantly combines these two opposing forces in an
unexpected way.30
We can begin our analysis of this strange combination of autonomy and automation in
automodernity by analyzing the automobile as the precursor to this new way of being. In fact,
the very name of the automobile indicates a technological push for both the autonomy and
automation of movement. Moreover, cars represent a truly nonsocial mode of movement
that conflicts with the more social modes of public transportation. Thus, in the contemporary
car, the driver not only has the feeling that he or she can go where he or she intends, but
there is also the development of a heightened sense of personal control and autonomy. After
all, in American popular culture, the automobile is one of the central symbols for freedom,
mobility, and independence: it is the car that allows the teenager and the angry adult to
escape personal alienation and set out for individual autonomy.
The automobile also creates the sense of a personal environment where technology enables
a controlled world full of processed air, artificial sounds, and windowed vision. The car may
even be experienced as a second body, and even though many people spend so much of
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their time stuck in traffic, the car retains the virtual and psychological sense of automated
autonomy. In fact, by analyzing the cultural and psychological import of the car, we can
begin to see some of the limits of the postmodern notion that contemporary society is
founded on the social construction of reality, the overcoming of individual unity, and the
critique of universal science. For the car, as an early sign of automodernity, is a vehicle for
a nonsocial mode of personal freedom combined with a strong belief in the naturalness of
scientific technology: Cars are experienced as artificial bodies that combine automation with
autonomy and seem to render invisible most forms of social and cultural mediation.
While the automobile appears to be a prime technology of modernity, I would like to
posit that it embodies the seeds to automodernity through its integration of privacy and
automation and its downplaying of social mediation. In fact, Raymond Williams coined the
term “Mobile Privatization” to indicate how this type of technology, unlike the telegraph,
the radio, and the subway, allows for mobility in a personalized and privatized milieu.31 We
can thus posit that the automobile has helped to lay the cultural groundwork for the new
stress on autonomy through mechanical automation.
Like automobiles, personal computers indicate a paradoxical combination of individual
autonomy and automated mechanics. While some of the postmodern theorists discussed
above argue that computers and other modes of new media allow for a high level of social
and cultural interaction, and thus these new communication technologies help digital youth
to see how the world is based on social mediation and intersubjective communication, we
can also understand these machines as central sources for an antisocial sense of personal
control and autonomy. Therefore, in the PC, the world comes to me: not only can I bring
my office to my home, but electronic commerce and e-mail allow me to escape from the
need to engage with people in a public space. This privatization of public interaction echoes
the larger political movement to undermine the notion of a modern public realm protected
by a centralized government (The Welfare State). In short, the PC has unexpectedly enabled
digital youth the freedom to avoid the public and to appropriate public information and
space for unpredictable personal reasons. Furthermore, even when students are engaged in
collaborative writing online, the power of the PC to personalize culture can turn this social
interaction into a privatized experience. Thus, while it may appear that new communication
technologies are actually broadening the social realm of digital youths, I am arguing that
the ability of the individual user of new media to control the flow and intake of information
provides a strong antisocial and self-reinforcing sense of subjectivity. For example, it is clear
that students who are participating in an online discussion or chat room are free to read and
respond to only the conversations that interest them or cater to their own individual points
of view; however, in a classroom discussion, it is much harder for students to only respond
to one person or to just respond to their own ideas over and over again.
It is important to point out here that my argument is not that new technologies are
replacing the social realm with the private realm; rather, I want to stress that the power of
new media to cater to real and imagined feelings of self-direction threatens to hide and render
invisible important social and public forces. Therefore, although it is essential to consider
the social construction of new technologies and their usages, we need to start off with a
heightened attention to and analysis of the subjective and embodied nature of electronic
culture in order to understand how new media is being lived and experienced by digital
youth. In fact, one way of rereading the initials PC is to think of Personal Culture as a new
mode of privatized social subjectivity. The feelings of personal choice and power that digital
technologies so powerfully proffer are at least as important objects of investigation and
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critical reflection as the social networks they may enable. Perhaps the ultimate technology
of personal culture is the laptop computer, which functions as the logical extension of the
PC, as demonstrated by the way that it gives the individual user the freedom to perform
private activities in public. Thus, the laptop may turn any public or commercial space into a
private workplace or play space. Since people can take their work and their games with them
wherever they go, the whole traditional opposition between workspace and private space
breaks down. For example, when one goes to a café, one sees people working with their
laptops as if these customers are sitting at home: they have their food, their phone, their
newspaper, and other personal items displayed in public. The reverse of the public being
absorbed into the private is therefore the private being displayed in public.32
Of course, both the privatization of the public and the publicizing of the private are fueled
by the twin engines of autonomy and automation. In this context, subjective freedom is
tied to the mechanical reproduction of a set system of technological functions. For instance,
one of the central uses for the PC is the employment of various word and image processing
programs. These technologies center on the preprogramming of “universal” templates and
systems of scientific order, thus, programs like spell-checker function by automating tasks
that individuals traditionally controlled. However, instead of seeing this transfer of responsi-
bility from the individual writer to the machine, most digital youth that I have interviewed
feel that this automation gives them more autonomy to concentrate on what really matters.
Moreover, as we saw in my initial example of Benjamin exchanging texts with his friends,
the automation of the copy and paste functions increases the freedom of the individual
writer to move text around and to engage in acts of constant revision. Automation therefore
adds to textual fluidity, which in turn, feeds a sense of personal autonomy.
Powering the PC revolution of automodernity are the Internet and the World Wide Web.
At first glance, these technological systems appear to represent the epitome of the post-
modern stress on multiculturalism, social interaction, and the movement away from the
individuated modern self; however, we can read these technologies as actually undermining
the social and the multicultural worlds by giving the individual consumer of information
the illusion of automated autonomy. In many ways, the digital youth’s experience of the
Web challenges the postmodern idea that we are constrained by time and space and that
our relationships with others are defined by our cultural and social differences and relations.
From the perspective of digital youth, all information from any culture and any person is
immediately available to any user at any time and from any place. Thus, in cyberspace,
temporal and spatial restraints do not seem to matter.
In fact, by reviewing several of the Global Kids essay winners, we find a reoccurring theme
concerning this loss of spatial and temporal differences and a growing sense that cultural
differences no longer pose a barrier to understanding. For example, in the essay entitled
“From Gutenberg to Gateway,” mentioned earlier, the digital youth writes, “My generation
is more understanding of other cultures, simply because we are better informed than our
parents were. We play games that prepare us for the world by heightening our awareness and
teaching us to solve problems.” According to this writer, new media digital youth are not
only more informed about cultural differences than previous generations, but new commu-
nication and gaming technologies are training youth for a globalized world. Another essay
reiterates this same point about the growing multicultural awareness of globalized digital
youth; however, in this writing, intercultural understanding is founded on a denial of dif-
ferences, “Since there is no way to tell who people are when they’re online, people have
to be accepted for who they are. We learn to think about what a person says often times
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without knowing who said it, thus eliminating any possible bias” (“Digital Media in My
Life”). This statement reflects on the fundamental conflict of modern universalism: on one
level, universality promotes equal rights and a rejection of prejudices, but on another level,
universality can indicate a lack of sensitivity regarding cultural and ethnic differences. Thus,
if we are all treated equally, then none of our differences count.
In automodernity, the conflicted nature of modern universals is often repressed below
a hyper-modern sense of globalized access and information exchange. Furthermore, as the
following quote from the same digital youth essay implies, modern and automodern univer-
sality is haunted by the conflicted double legacy of individualism and social conformity:
Self-reliance and assertiveness are other important qualities gained from the Net. There are Web sites for
all sorts of purposes, from fantasy football to free speech. Internet-based self-reliance comes from the
independent nature of the computer because it is designed for use by one person. When on the Internet,
people decide where to go and what to do entirely on their own, and that idea has been firmly engrained
in the minds of this new generation. These thinking characteristics acquired through frequent use of
the Internet can be valuable in society, whether taking a stand for a belief, accepting a person’s opinion,
or setting a goal, are all positive attributes of the way we think, which makes me optimistic about the
new generation.
This digital youth rightly proclaims the power of autonomy afforded by the personal com-
puter, and I do not think that we should posit that he is simply being duped by a lure of false
individualism. However, what we do need to examine are the possible consequences of this
universal model of libertarian self-reliance. One important issue that this same essay brings
up is the common connection between individual autonomy and consumerism: “The way
kids are going to function in the world is amazing, particularly as consumers. The Internet
provides nearly unlimited options and choices. The vast ‘information superhighway’ gives so
many options that it will become necessary to offer customization for every product.” This
statement does seem to reflect the notion that while the internet can increase our sense of
individual control, it can also function to steer our autonomy into spaces that are controlled
by economic interests. Furthermore, this version of autonomy appears to be predicated on
the marketing rhetoric of free choice in a frictionless economy, and what we often see in this
type of belief is a libertarian equation of free markets, free speech, and personal freedoms.
It is important to examine how this new media mode of libertarian autonomy often calls
for a privatization of the public sphere and a use of automation in the pursuit of personal
liberty and controlled social interaction. For instance, in the following statement from this
essay, the young writer combines together a celebration of the social aspects of multiple-user
video games with a denial of cultural and ethnic differences.
Online multiplayer video games are, contrary to common belief, very social atmospheres where players
get to know one another personally. Gamers often group together in clans or guilds to play alongside
each other on a regular basis. I’ve spoken to forty-year-olds with wives and children who still cut out
a half-hour each day to play a World War II-based shooting game. One of the greatest aspects of these
groups is that no one sees what the other people look like, but they respect each other nonetheless.
These guys could have completely different backgrounds, different ethnicities, and totally different
religions, but all of these variables dissolve when you are shooting virtual enemies as a team. Clans and
guilds are microcosms of the business world in that people must learn to work together to achieve goals
systematically.
In reading this passage, I believe that is necessary to not fall into a simple pro versus con
conception of video games and virtual violence; rather, I want to stress that this new model
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of social interactivity transforms the public realm into a shared space populated by highly
autonomous users/consumers. Instead of the public realm being a place of ethnic and cultural
conflict and difference, the privatized public realm becomes a space to ignore differences and
to focus on commonalities: once again this is both a positive and a negative universalizing
gesture.
On one level, we are seeing a growing tolerance of cultural differences, and on another
level, these differences are simply being denied. Moreover, as these digital youth essays
reveal, this repression of cultural differences is linked to the veiling of temporal and spatial
differences. From a critical perspective, we may want to affirm that without the limits of time
and space, many modes of otherness begin to disappear and fade beneath a veil of global
access. Therefore, while the Web may enable digital youth to encounter multiple cultures and
various social relationships, they often experience those interactions through the window
and frame of their PC, and in this technological context, all encounters with others become
visually boxed into the confines of the screen: here, the frame of the screen serves as a mental
container for Otherness.33 Like a cage at a zoo or a picture frame at a museum, the structure
of the framed screen provides a strong sense of limits and borders. Moreover, it is important
to stress that it is the individual who decides what to put up on the screen, and this sense of
individual control reinforces the feeling of autonomy for the PC user.
Another location of automated autonomy on the internet are search engines, which allow
individuals to perform quickly and easily the complicated tasks of locating, sorting, and
accessing diverse information. Through automation, search engines, like Google.com, render
invisible the multiple methods and technologies employed to scan, for personal reasons, the
globalized Web. Furthermore, instead of relying on experts or modern sorting systems, like
library card catalogues, automated search engines appear to put the power of cultural filtering
into the hands of the autonomous user. Of course, these technological systems have their
own inner logic and preprogrammed priorities, but these systemic issues are most often
hidden from view.
In fact, one could argue that PCs and the Web work together to hide social and technolog-
ical determination behind the appearance of autonomous user control. For example, many
blogging programs offer highly controlled and limited templates, but these technological
restrictions are buried beneath the power of the individual to create his or her own media.
Therefore, even though most MySpace sites look the same and have similar content, digital
youth often feel that these automated templates provide for a great deal of personal freedom,
self-expression, and personal identity. Furthermore, as in the case of other social networking
technologies, personal blogs are a great example of the breakdown between the traditional
division between the private and public realms: For blogs give every individual user the pos-
sibility of distributing private thoughts in a public space. Like personal homepages, these
internet sites trace the movement of media control from large social organizations to the
fingertips of individual users and producers. Thus, one of the most exciting aspects of these
new media modes of information distribution is that instead of people having to rely on
large, corporate media outlets for their news and information, private individuals can be-
come their own public media reporters. In fact, this absorption of the public media into the
private realm has also resulted in the use of these private blogging sources in traditional jour-
nalistic media. Furthermore, in an unexpected twist, broadcast journalists are now searching
blogs for news and personal reporting.
While some may say that the use of blogs exemplifies the postmodern emphasis on the
social foundations of knowledge production and exchange, I would argue that the PC world
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of personalized culture absorbs the social construction of information into the autonomous
echo chambers of individuated media. In other words, when every user also becomes a
producer of media, the multiplication and diversification of potential sources for information
increases to such an extent that individual consumers are motivated to seek out only the
sources and blogs that reinforce their own personal views and ideologies. Here, the screen
truly becomes an automated mirror of self-reflection.
One way to summarize the effects of many of these automodern technologies that I have
related to the PC is to look at the iPod. On one level, the iPod is the perfect example of the
use of automation to give individuals the autonomy to select and filter information and to
absorb a previously public domain into the control of the private individual. We often forget
that at one time, music was heard mainly in public settings; however, with the advent of
recording technologies, music was freed from its live expression and was allowed to enter into
the homes of individuals through shared distribution systems. It is also important to point
out that the radio, like the television, is still a public medium, which is most often absorbed
into private homes and now automobiles. Yet, on the radio, the selection of songs belongs
to someone else, and therefore it caters to a more public and shared reception of music.
Likewise, albums combined songs in a particular order that pre-package a predetermined
collection of music. However, with the iPod, these public and industry-related restraints are
eliminated, and the user is free through automation to create his or her own selection of
songs.
Most importantly, the iPod allows people to take music anywhere and to use headphones
as a way of cutting off the social world around them. For example, I often see students in
public spaces listening to their iPods and moving and singing to the music as if they were
alone in their private bedrooms. Here, we rediscover the loss of the distinction between the
private and the public realms. Also, the fact that so many digital youth take their songs from
illegal peer-to-peer internet sites shows how the loss of the public realm is coupled with
an undermining of certain commercial interests. In a way, individual users are privatizing
the music industry by illegally downloading music and creating their own systems of dis-
tribution and consumption. Yet, the success of Apple and iTunes points to the ways that
the anticorporate mentality of some peer-to-peer file sharers has been quickly absorbed back
into a corporate and consumerist structure. The libertarian impulses of the autonomous new
media user are thus quite compatible with the production of a new consumer economy.
In fact, in many of my students’ essays about their uses of new media, they often equate
individual freedom with the free market. Of course, what is usually left out of this equation
is the idea of a public realm of protected and enacted citizenship.
Automodern Convergences
Many people feel that the next stage of technology development will be the combination of
the iPod, the PC, the internet, and the cell phone. In this synergistic approach to automodern
technology, we see the desire for total mobility and individual autonomy through the use
of highly automated systems. One fear is that once all of these new media and technologies
are absorbed into the cell phone, individuals will lose all ability to differentiate how to act
in public from how to act in private. Already, cell phones make it easy for people to have
private conversations in public, and this ignoring of the public often results in a situation
where people in a public setting are all having their own private interactions with people
who are not in the same physical space.
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Another danger is that cell phones tend to make people forget where they actually are
physically. For instance, it has been shown that when people drive cars and talk on the cell
phone at the same time, they are more prone to accidents because they literally forget that
they are driving.34 Like so many other automodern technologies, cell phones allow people to
enter into a technological flow where the difference between the individual and the machine
breaks down. In other terms, due to the fluid and immersive nature of these technologies,
people forget that they are using them, and in many ways, they become one with their
machines.
With the immersive fluidity of cell phones, digital youth often claim that they are addicted
to the use of this technology and that they suffer from withdrawals when they are forced to
not use these machines. In fact, I often see my students approach my classes while talking
on the phone, and then when class ends, they immediately, compulsively get back on the
cell. Sometimes, I overhear the conversations these students have between classes, and these
communications seem to have no other content than “checking in” or stating the students’
present location. It is as if they do not feel that they exist unless someone else hears about
their current presence. Here, autonomy is shown to be dependent on the recognition of
others. Furthermore, it is interesting that students often detail the location and the time
of their calls as if to show that time and space are still relevant. Thus, as new automodern
technologies break with past conceptions of time and space, they also call for a continuous
unconscious return to temporal and spatial coordinates.35
This need for digital youth to have their autonomy registered by others can also be seen
in blogs, Web cams, and online diaries. All of these new technologies point to the desire for
people to be heard and seen by people they may not even know. Like public confessional
booths, these automodern processes allow for an externalization of interior feelings and ideas.
However, unlike past uses of confession by religious orders, psychologists, and police, these
types of self-disclosure do not seem to serve any higher public purpose other than the desire
for recognition. Moreover, the fact that the audience of the confession is often absent shows
how this type of communication reduces the social other to the role of simply verifying the
individual’s presence. One could argue that the more mass society makes us feel that we are
just a number and that our voices do not count, the more we need to simply use technology
to have our autonomy registered through automation. For example, one of the appealing
aspects of popular television shows like American Idol is that they allow for the individual
viewer to call in and register his or her own preference and presence. Likewise, CNN news
programs often read viewers’ e-mail on air and hold constant polls where viewers can voice
their own immediate opinions. In this new combination of autonomy and automation,
we have to wonder if this is what direct democracy really looks like, or are these uses of
personal opinions just a lure to make people feel like they have some control over situations
where they really have very little power? From an automodern perspective, this question
of whether these new modes of participatory technology produce false or real autonomy
and democracy can be seen as irrelevant because automodern digital youth usually do not
distinguish between real and virtual identity.
The production of false autonomy in highly automated systems can also be understood
through the example of the elevator button, which is supposed to control the closing of the
door, but in reality is not usually attached to any real function. When elevator designers
were asked why they include this nonfunctioning button, they responded that many people
feel out of control and anxious in elevators, and so this button gives them a sense of control
and eases their worries. According to Slavoj Zizek:
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It is a well-known fact that the close-the-door button in most elevators is a totally dysfunctional placebo
which is placed there just to give individuals the impression that they are somehow participating,
contributing to the speed of the elevator journey. When we push this button the door closes in exactly
the same time as when we just press the floor button without speeding up the process by pressing also
the close-the-door button. This extreme and clear case of fake participation is, I claim, an appropriate
metaphor [for] the participation of individuals in our post-modern political process.36
For Zizek, automation often allows for a high level of false autonomy and therefore represents
a fake mode of social participation. Here, we refind the short-circuiting of the public realm
by the automodern combination of autonomy and automation. Therefore, like pushing
a nonfunctioning elevator button, instant television polls may only be giving people the
feeling that they are participating in direct democracy, while their actual individual power
is being diminished.
This high reliance on automation to prove autonomy is connected to an interesting re-
versal of the modern opposition between the roles of active subjects and passive objects. For
example, in modern science, the scientist is supposed to be active and mobile, while the
object of study is fixed in time and space.37 This same opposition can be seen in modern
art where the natural object stays rigid on the canvas, as the painter is free to move around.
Furthermore, modernity sees technology as a tool or object that is controlled by the active
subject. However, in automodernity, all of these relationships are reversed. For instance, in
video games, the player’s activity is often reduced to the movement of a finger or fingers,
while the object on the screen moves around.38 Likewise, in contemporary physics, the ob-
ject of study is in constant movement or chaos, while the scientist remains an immobile
watcher. Therefore, through automation, autonomy has been projected onto the external
object, while the subject remains passive (Zizek calls this “interpassivity”).
Of course, television is really the technological object that first introduced us to this curious
reversal between the subject and the object. In fact, when the television was first reviewed
at the World’s Fair by The New York Times, the reporter wrote that this invention would fail
because no one would want to just sit in their homes and stare into a box for hours at a time.
Yet, this type of autonomous passivity is precisely what the automodern culture is willing
to do, and the fact that the television became the first real object of the global village shows
that there is almost a universal desire for people to be inactive as they watch activity appear
in the realm of their objects.
Not only do televisions and computer games share this reversal of the subject and object
relationship, but both technologies represent a global spread of popular culture that denies
its own value and meaning. For example, whenever I try to get students to analyze critically
the shows they watch or the computer games they play, they insist that these activities are
escapes and sources for meaningless enjoyment. From this perspective, culture is a way of
escaping society and the burden of thinking. What then has helped this type of technology
and culture to spread around the world is that it is essentially self-consuming, and by this
term I mean it denies its own import and value.
Connected to the television and the computer game is the remote control, whose very
name points to the idea of autonomous, automated control from a distance. As Christine
Rosen argues in her essay “Egocasting,” the clicker allows for a sense of total personal freedom:
The creation and near-universal adoption of the remote control arguably marks the beginning of the
era of the personalization of technology. The remote control shifted power to the individual, and
the technologies that have embraced this principle in its wake—the Walkman, the Video Cassette
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Recorder, Digital Video Recorders such as TiVo, and portable music devices like the iPod—have created
a world where the individual’s control over the content, style, and timing of what he consumes is nearly
absolute.39
For Rosen, the ability to just turn people off or go to the next channel represents a strong
combination of automation and autonomy, which can be seen as being highly antisocial:
By giving us the illusion of perfect control, these technologies risk making us incapable of ever being
surprised. They encourage not the cultivation of taste, but the numbing repetition of fetish. And they
contribute to what might be called “egocasting,” the thoroughly personalized and extremely narrow
pursuit of one’s personal taste. In thrall to our own little technologically constructed worlds, we are,
ironically, finding it increasingly difficult to appreciate genuine individuality.40
From Rosen’s perspective, these new technologies not only do not increase unexpected and
innovative activities, but they work to get rid of new and unexpected encounters. While
I will discuss below different ways that digital youth are now challenging this thesis of
ego-centrism in new media, I often think that one reason why students seem to turn off
so quickly in class is that they are so used to having so much control over what they see
and hear, and yet, like video games, television still provides a highly limited set of possible
interactions and activities. While it is common to point to the use of interactivity as the
key driving force behind the popularity of computer games for the automodern generation,
we often find that the type of interactivity allowed by automated games is highly restricted.
Therefore, not only does most of the activity reside on the machine’s side, but the activities
the machine can perform are all prescripted and form a limited range of actions. In many
ways, we are seeing a usage of new media technologies to simultaneously erase and produce
individual freedom, while individual freedom is being equated with the free market.41
For instance, in order to allow for a high level of preprogrammed interactivity, first-person
shooter computer games must replace human interaction with restrictive social stereotypes.
However, people still enjoy playing these games and repeating the same scenarios and choices
over and over again. While at first glance, this high level of automation and repetition would
seem to preclude a sense of personal autonomy, we must see that individual freedom in
automodernity often represents a freedom not to do something. Thus, the freedom not to
think or not to interact in a social relationship is a highly valued freedom in this cultural
order. Likewise, the automodern celebration of free speech is in part derived from the desire
to be free from social, political, relational, and traditional restrictions. What is then loved
about computer games and contemporary media is that they are often so politically incorrect,
and therefore they celebrate the autonomy of the individual no matter how repetitive and
reductive the media representation.
Future Uses of Automodern Technologies in Education and Politics
The challenge for educators and public policy makers in the period of automodernity is to first
recognize the dominant combination of autonomy and automation and then employ this
new cultural order in a more self-critical and social way. For example, educators can create
learning spaces where students engage in creative file-sharing activities; however, these same
students need to be given critical thinking tools to reflect on the social and public aspects of
their activities. This process will require the development of critical technology studies as a
central core to automodern educational systems, and essential to this new form of education
will be a constant effort of forming a dialogue between “old” school and “new” home models
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of media and technology. Therefore, instead of simply ignoring how the digital youth are
using new media and technologies in unexpected and innovative ways, it is important to
first understand these usages, to theorize and analyze their appeal, and then to find ways
to employ them in a productive social manner. Ethnographies like those found elsewhere
in this volume offer one method of exploring usage; however, traditions in critical theory,
rhetoric, and philosophy offer other modes of thinking about the age we inhabit. And, as
I’ve suggested throughout this essay, careful attention to the subject positions crafted by
new technologies will also help us refine the theories humanities scholars deploy when
explaining the world around them. If, as scholars, our theories help us to discern the world
around us, the new relations of self to power emerging in our networked age suggest we need
more supple, nuanced theoretical tools. Whether automodernity represents an extension of
postmodernity or a break from it, this chapter argues that we are certainly in a moment of
shifting relations of self to other that we need to theorize and understand.
One place where new automodern technologies are being reconnected to the public realm
is in the development of social networking Web sites and software dedicated to getting peo-
ple to organize online and meet offline. For instance, Meetup.com provides templates and
strategies for creating social networks that engage in particular group activities. According to
their Web site, this electronic social network is involved in combining new media technolo-
gies with more traditional social and public activities: “Meetup.com helps people find others
who share their interest or cause, and form lasting, influential, local community groups that
regularly meet face to face. We believe that the world will be a better place when everyone
has access to a people-powered local Meetup Group.” Like Moveon.org, this site uses tech-
nology and media as a facilitator to connect people online and motivate them to meet in
person. In fact, I would argue that this structure employs automodern media for postmodern
purposes, and therefore these sites show that the privatization of the public realm is not the
only possible result of the combination of autonomy and automation. Furthermore, these
new social collective sites may point to the future of both democratic education and politics.
In starting off with how people are already using new media technologies, these forums for
digital connection offer a new hope for a more democratic public realm.
While I have found that most of my digitally minded students tend to use new media
social networking sites as another mode of ego-casting popular culture and personal com-
munication, it is possible to help work from students’ own interests while also moving them
toward more publicly minded online activities. For example, as an experiment in grassroots
online social involvement, teachers can have students create social networks dedicated to a
particular social intervention. In using their Viewbook or Facebook personal pages, students
can transform their social networks into ad hoc, grassroots collectives directed to whatever
causes they want to pursue. One place to look at possible projects for digital youth is the book
MoveOn’s 50 Ways to Love Your Country.42 This text discusses ways new media technologies
can be used to enact a wide variety of public action activities, including letter writing cam-
paigns, product boycotts, social petitions, election activism, voting drives, media criticism,
political house parties, and community service projects.
Another way of incorporating the unexpected activities of digital youth is to take advantage
of the automodern fascination with viral videos. These short digital movies can be used to
collect evidence of consumer fraud and political abuse. In fact, throughout the world, young
people are using new technologies to document human rights abuses and other social issues.
These social activities display the possible roles new media and digital youth can play in
the global democratization and social justice movements. If we still believe that teaching
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is meant to broaden our students’ horizons, challenge them to think and behave ethically,
and expose them to ideas and worlds they might not otherwise encounter, we must take
seriously the ways in which new technologies address and engage them and then use their
interests as a platform for ethical engagement with the world.
Returning to my opening example of Benjamin as a multimedia, multitasking student, it
is important to begin to reimagine how our institutions can both hold onto past effective
modes of teaching and cater to new media methods of learning and new forms of the self.
The first step in this process will be to develop a more critical and tolerant view of how
new technologies affect all aspects of digital youth. My hope is that this chapter will begin a
conversation that steers between the extremes of naı̈ve celebration and pessimistic dismissal
of radically ambivalent automodern media. In developing a critical model of new media
literacy, we can work to integrate new modes of learning and living into older forms of
social interaction. Furthermore, by defending the public realm against the constant threats
of privatization, we can open up a new automodern public space.
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A Pedagogy for Original Synners
Steve Anderson and Anne Balsamo
University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts, Division of Interactive Media
How can we gain perspective on the contemporary scene of digital learning? In the global
era commonly known as the early twenty-first century, this cultural landscape is far from
flat—it is marked by spikes of intense technological engagement and valleys of cultural
impoverishment and illiteracy. Accounts of technological innovations dominate the head-
lines, while the stories of the illiterate and the technologically disenfranchised are relegated
to back pages. This is the doubled reality of the dynamic educational scene of contempo-
rary global culture: it has been transformed and is being continually transformed by the
wide-scale use of new digital technologies. At the same time, it is a place where timeworn
inequities stubbornly persist despite the concerted efforts of educational reformers. We agree
with cyberpunk science fiction author William Gibson, when he writes: “the future is already
here, it’s just distributed unevenly.”
In an effort to create a vantage point from which to gain a perspective on this dynami-
cally shifting scene, we begin with a speculative scenario of a future-that-does-not-yet-exist
assembled from science fictional narrative fragments of the present. We deploy this specula-
tive narrative as a critical technique that enables us to probe the changes in a generation’s
disposition.1 For the purposes of this essay, we call the members of this generation “stu-
dents.” We identify ourselves as the “teachers.” There are many questions to consider in
tracing the contours of the dispositional change of this generation born in a digital age,
any of which could serve as the organizing topic for a robust investigation and analysis.
For example: How do students of this generation assess information that comes to them in
different media forms (in print, text, images, animation, simulation, personal experience,
augmented experience, virtual experience, displaced experience)? How do they learn to form
new ideas and new insights, both on their own and as part of collaborative groups? What is
the tenor of their informal social learning networks? How do they interact with formal insti-
tutions that reify the values of the parent culture? How should these institutions change to
address this generational disposition? How will these students be taught to be the stewards
of culture for the future? How do we teach them the importance of history, of remem-
bering? How do we prepare them and ourselves for the changes that will inevitably come
next?
These questions offer a hint at what might be considered the “unintended consequences”
of the deployment of digital technologies for the purposes of education and learning. In
investigating the nature of digital learning—the topic of this MacArthur series—the dan-
ger lies in assuming either an overly critical or overly celebratory stance regarding the
educational potential of digital technologies. Discussions about the relationship between
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technology and education have a long history. These discussions often devolve into well-
worn debates: technology is either the source of salvation or of damnation. The reality is, of
course, much more convoluted. We know that all technologies reconfigure culture, just as
culture serves as the enabling condition for the creation of new technologies. The production
of unintended consequences is inevitable; accommodating them is not. Anticipating them
is an act of conscious engagement; designing against them is an ethical investment in the
future.
The aims of this chapter are both more modest and more ambitious: we begin in the
future and end with a manifesto for the present. Rather than rehearse the familiar struc-
ture of discussions about the essential nature of technological innovations in education,
we begin with a set of fictional observations about the classroom of the future based on
trends already emerging in 2007. This is an exercise in the narrative reconstruction of
reality for the purposes of creating a cognitive map that not only helps us make sense
of the shifting landscape of the present, but also guides our travels in the future. This
speculative and ironic fictional scenario allows us to elaborate key elements of the genera-
tional disposition of those who inhabit this landscape as their native milieu. The pragmatic
objective of this exercise is to draw out the implications of this sensibility for the pur-
poses of developing appropriate and inspiring educational practices that take advantage
of new technological innovations, but remain steadfastly attendant to the opportunities
to reconfigure the educational/learning/schooling landscape in empowering ways. In the
process of formulating suggestions for new pedagogical practices comes the opportunity,
and indeed the responsibility, to seriously reexamine current institutional structures for
learning.
2020 Vision2
It’s 2016, and I’m meeting the first group of students from the class of 2020. I log on and see
them for the first time—forty of them floating in front of me in null-zero gravity. I quickly
scan the space and I’m pleasantly surprised to see the first (as far as I know) Human-Onkali
mutant. I heard that the kids refer to them as “HuMonk-a-Li.” Not surprisingly, I also see a
retro Lara Croft, a couple of Akiras, the predictable slew of Ender Wiggens and a smattering
of glyphs I don’t yet recognize.
My IM-patch starts to heat up; one of them has already hacked my earring. I take a deep
breath and think, “Let the Games Begin!”
The challenge of course is to get them to play the game that I want them to play, rather
than the one they want to impose on me. Here’s how their game works: They trick me into
wearing a 1980s style head bobber with a sign that says: “Stump the teacher.” Their head
bobbers say things like: “Why should I care?” “Make me” and “Who R U?”
I turn on my left side to get their attention. They’re going to do the game grid assessment
exercise, the by-now best practice for evaluating gamers’ learning potential. I give them the
instructions: Enter your persona data—name, race, species, gender, special skills, goals, and
connections/friends.
Then I tell them: Pick your Medium: Physical, Mental, Chance, or Arts. According to our
assessment protocol, students are always limited to the same choices: those on the vertical
axis of the game matrix.
Simultaneously my evaluation bots randomly select from the characteristics along the
horizontal axis: (1) naked, (2) tool, (3) machine, (4) animal. These identify the modes of
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Figure 1
assistance that determine the game play. Naked means without anything, just what you
walk in with; tool-assisted means simple tools such as markers, dice, picks, hammers, and
pens. Machine means the full range of digital devices and applications, as well as engines,
robots, biolution devices, flickercladding and other nano manufacturing gadgets. Animal
includes assistance from typical companion species such as dogs, horses, and dolphins, but
also bush robots, gmos, tracer-birds and micromice.
The combination of the student selection and the bot selection determines the game they
will play from the matrix of possibilities that are generated randomly each time the game
grid is activated. I remind the students that the assessment game gives them a chance to test
themselves against my evaluation bots that have been programmed to perform my minimal
expectations for the achievement of a “B” in the course. If they can’t beat my bots, then they
should rethink the settings on their persona profiles. I suggest, for example, that they may
want to increase their “IQ Point” setting that establishes the average amount of brainspace
(and time) they want to allot to learning course material. I remind them that a simple
recalibration of their “Attention Intensity” setting can do wonders for their grades, but it
remains their decision about how they will calibrate their persona for their performance in
the game known as this class.
I also remind them that after each game round concludes, they will have the oppor-
tunity to reset their profile preferences for the next set of interactivities. We limit their
profile changes to in-between interactivities, because we learned early on that students could
outsmart game bots by changing their profiles on the fly. The bots are programmed to
“learn,”—which means that they can’t change profile characteristics unless they have ac-
quired experience through repeated encounters with course materials and exercises. Ped-
agogically, we believe that it is important for students to be constrained by the same
rule. Thus, students have to play their profile preferences through the duration of a sin-
gle interactivity. This guards against the temptation to acquire extrafactual memories.
Students are actually encouraged to reflect on their interactivity performance in-between
sessions, and to change their profiles and calibrations. We call this part of the learning
process.
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As I watch them play their games, I wonder which ones have signed up to participate
in the make space practicum. I know that only the wealthiest students can afford to enroll
in the reality-based course work, where we will meet face to face and work side by side on
hand-made projects: paper writing, multimedia presentations, geo-caching exercises, and
digital prototyping. Their socioeconomic class status will become evident at some point,
no doubt, so that by the time they show up in LA, I’ll know where they are coming from
geographically, economically, and cosmically. This course is the first to enroll ship-schooled
students, the children of the first colonists en route to UBIK4. These students won’t be in
LA in the flesh, obviously, but will send tele-controlled ditto blanks that they’ve imprinted
themselves onto. Only the really wealthy and the military can afford them: the colonists
are neither; it was one of the perks used as an enlistment incentive. I take a moment to
contemplate the educational scene unfolding across diverse planes of reality to ask myself:
what role can and should I play in their educational process?
Remarks on the Disposition of the Born Digital Generation
Born and raised in a digital, networked age, these students-of-a-future—who are already
showing up in U.S. university classrooms—are as much shaped by the dominant cultural
logic of the early twenty-first century as they reproduce it through their creative practices
and social interactions: they are members of the born digital generation. Their beliefs and
assumptions about the way “learning” occurs have been shaped by their early encounters
with pervasive digital worlds and network technologies, and the ubiquity of “smart” and
responsive environments. They present themselves as just-in-time learners, confident that
when they need to know something, they’ll know where to find it. By the time they are
ready to enter the university, these students have amassed significant experience in mining
their networks (both digital and social) for their information needs. They treat their affilia-
tion networks as informal Delphi groups.3 As the statistical phenomenon of Delphi groups
demonstrates, even when a “factual” piece of information is not known to each and every
person, the aggregate mapping of responses from group members tends to cluster around
the correct answer. For these students, the process of “thinking” now routinely (and in
some cases, exclusively) relies on social network navigation. Data = information = knowl-
edge is their taken-for-granted epistemology, and for many of them, every world is a game,
and all the people merely players. Their imaginations are structured and shaped through
encounters in different kinds of mediated worlds: RL and online games, institutional and
familial, peer-based and anonymous. They move easily through different kinds of networks:
social, technological, material, and virtual. Consequently, their identities are a hybrid of
multiple personae performed and shaped through their participation in dispersed (mixed
reality) social networks as well as within simulated virtual (gaming) worlds. In this they are
the quintessential decentered postmodern subjects marked by differing intensity flows and
shifting affinities. Remix is their cultural vernacular.
Retooling our sense of students not as younger versions of ourselves, but as members of
a generation with its own unique disposition, provides a starting point for the creation of
pedagogical protocols that acknowledge and embrace their essential mutability. At base, this
requires the reexamination of the notion of education—as the term for the institutionalized
process of knowledge creation—and the role of professional teachers and academics in the
cultural practices (and institutions) of knowledge production. For good reason, we aban-
doned the notion of education as the dutiful replication of received knowledge claims (at
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least at the university level, perhaps not so at the K-12 levels in the United States) in favor
of an emphasis on learning. But, we need to push even further in augmenting our under-
standing of learning as a complex process of human identity formation that is shaped by
cultural, cognitive, biological, and social forces. One step is to refine our understanding of
“critical thinking” to focus more specifically on the skills of creative and critical synthesis.
To assist us in these efforts, we might think of these students as “Original Synners,” a title
borrowed from science fiction author Pat Cadigan’s cosmology, which identifies them as
“original synthesizers” whose most important literacy will be the ability to create knowledge
by harvesting information from diverse sources.
At a basic level, Original Synners must develop strong abilities to critically evaluate the
veracity and reliability of information sources. Then, they need to learn how to integrate
information that comes from different sources, critical frameworks, and academic disciplines.
They will need to understand the structural function of “disciplinarity” as an institutionalized
practice of knowledge verification. In this, the born digital generation has a daunting learning
agenda: they must acquire appreciation for the depths of disciplinary knowledge, but not get
mired in the merely academic, so that they can forge connections across disciplinary divides
in the service of creating new understandings and formulating new questions to pursue.
While they might understand intuitively that innovation is a multidisciplinary creative
endeavor, they also need to understand how knowledge is produced in the dialogue among
disciplines, through the process of social negotiation, and in creative collaboration with
peers and experts. In short, they must learn how to engage in conversations with those who
do not hold the same cultural values or intellectual commitments.
But equally importantly, this notion also suggests other considerations that they do not yet
have the perspective to fully appreciate and embrace. For example, although they are already
global citizens by virtue of their consumption habits and residence in particular nation states,
they need to understand how the global flows of information and capital affect people in
other geographic and cultural contexts. They need to become deeply multilingual, not only
in the use of languages but also in their understanding of different cultural logics and global
politics. Learning is a practice; knowledge is content. They will have to learn the value of
both. In short, Original Synners require new literacies: cultural, technological, social, and
epistemological. As professional educators, we have the responsibility to design learning
environments and institutional practices that foster the acquisition of foundational skills
that students will need for a lifetime of network navigation, information synthesis, social
participation, and creative knowledge production.
Educational Institutions in Transition
As we suggest in the opening account of an imaginary meeting with the first group of
students from the class of 2020, the classroom will serve as another stage for the performance
of their generational disposition. When this happens, the teachers will have as much to
learn as the students. These students do not consider their teachers the sole experts in
knowledge certification and production, nor do they see the academy as the primary site
for the production of knowledge claims. For members of the born digital generation, the
process of knowledge creation happens across diverse settings, in formal institutions as well
as through informal social and technological practices. For them, teaching and learning
already occur in different kinds of informational spaces—distributed communities linked by
wireless networks and mobile devices as well as on remote campuses, in “smart” classrooms,
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and in the virtual spaces of online environments. The multiplication of learning spaces is
enabled in part by increased access to high-speed data networks, but perhaps more important
is the increasing familiarity and ubiquity of collaborative online activities as a part of many
people’s daily lives. Tools such as blogs, wikis, social bookmarking, file-sharing, and tagging
are information management applications that once were the domain of computer scientists
and professional information architects, but are now in common usage among those with
regular access to computers and broadband networks.
As educators reevaluate their role in the emergent knowledge economy, other issues must
be addressed as well: the role of universities in the knowledge production industry, the wan-
ing cultural authority of the professoriate, the notion of education versus credentialing, and
the professionalization of junior faculty and graduate students. For just as the development
of new digital technologies and networking applications serve as the stage for reconfiguring
learning practices of students, so too do these technological innovations provide an oppor-
tunity to reengineer common practices within institutions of higher education. For example,
for the past decade, many universities have invested significant resources in the development
of “distance learning” courses in an attempt to produce new channels for tuition revenue.
These courses rely extensively on digital networks and course management software in the
service of producing new “markets” for a university’s product. There is an opportunity to
productively reimagine these efforts as protocols of “technologically enhanced learning”
that may enable the university to serve its core constituents better as well.
The idea of using emerging digital technologies for the purposes of educational innovation
has been embraced by many faculties. This is simultaneously an exciting and a sobering turn
of events: exciting because the experimentation requires teachers to consciously reflect on
the nature of learning in a digital age, sobering because the types of learning to emerge
from such innovations may not be entirely predictable, and in some cases, perhaps not even
desirable. For example, the extent to which computer and video games have captured young
people’s attention makes games seem like a particularly promising learning platform. Game
worlds not only provide dynamic visual, auditory, and sometimes bodily stimulation, they
also offer opportunities for players to express emotion, to engage in structured play, and
to gain a sense of accomplishment and social belonging. For many students (although not
all), the bounded nature of a game world holds their attention in a way that traditional
classroom educational activities may not. They are simultaneously capable of highly focused
attention when they participate in a gaming world, and incapable (or perhaps unwilling)
to pay attention to single-channel communication in the body-based world. Many games
require participants to move between multiple planes of reality: the world of the game,
of the strategy, of the goal, of other players, and of the real world. These types of games
teach and condition a sensibility of rapid partial attending. Gamers learn by cycling through
information spaces; they learn to iteratively scan multiple spaces and to adjust their activities
in line with new information. In the process, the performance and temporality of “attending”
is transformed. This type of “attending” is not easily accommodated by traditional classroom
practices, and it remains the case that among university-age students across the United States,
and indeed throughout the world, familiarity and access to gaming platforms and gaming
literacy remain stubbornly uneven, with disparities that articulate along predictable axes of
racial, economic, and geographic differences. As promising as it may appear, adopting online
gaming as the primary digital learning paradigm may not serve all our students equally well.
In order to think concretely about the kind of institutional practices that will augment the
literacies of Original Synners, we offer the following discussion of a sample of contemporary
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innovations that share a particular philosophical stance about the role of technology in digi-
tal learning. None of these efforts advocates the development of expensive new technologies
per se; rather, they each use existing applications, information networks, and emergent so-
cial practices as the basis for the creation of new pedagogical models. They approach these
technological practices and resources by asking what they already do best, in order to develop
innovative and responsive pedagogical practices. These efforts illustrate three characteristics
required for the creation of new pedagogies and institutional structures that appropriately
address the learning needs of the born digital generation.
1 Open: extensible, participatory, non-proprietary, collaborative, distributed, many-to-
many, multi-institutional, global
2 Hybrid: combining networked and physical spaces, blurring lines between academic and
everyday social, creative and expressive practices; crossing traditional generational and
cultural boundaries
3 Media rich: making sophisticated use of audio, video, and interactivity; multi-sensorial,
expressive, affective.
The profiles that follow highlight exemplary projects, programs, classes and institutions
that work with some or all of these characteristics in interesting ways. None of them proposes
a transcendental model of digital learning; their innovations are context-specific, mutable,
and recombinant. This is as it should be, for in a digital age, it is unimaginable to think
that any single model of learning is going to provide the program of action to address the
literacy needs of all members of the born digital generation. Our pedagogical task is a remix
project in its own right, where we strategically select and combine elements from a range
of theoretically grounded innovations for the purposes of developing a robust pedagogy for
Original Synners.
Open: Open CourseWare at MIT
The Open CourseWare (OCW) consortium originated at MIT in the late 1990s as an effort to
explore the potentials of distance education. Rather than pursue a revenue-driven model of
one-to-many online teaching, MIT’s Open CourseWare initiative sought to take seriously the
institution’s mandate to “advance knowledge and educate students in science, technology,
and other areas of scholarship that will best serve the nation and the world in the twenty-
first century,” and so devised a many-to-many educational model that effectively expands the
horizons of MIT’s curriculum. Faculty participation remains voluntary, but the long-term
goal of the initiative is to make available the complete MIT curriculum of over 1800 classes.
The OCW administration assists with publishing course materials online and dealing with
copyright clearances for course readings and materials; this institutional support is a crucial
part of the success of this initiative. If individual faculty were left to navigate the Byzantine
structures of information ownership and reproduction rights, few would have the time or
resources to participate.
To encourage the collaboration of other institutions around the world, the OCW sets
a deliberately low threshold for participation. An institution wishing to participate in the
OCW consortium must agree to publish a minimum of ten courses under its own University’s
name.4 The consortium provides resources and experience on how to make these course
materials available and emphasizes the use of open source tools and software to support these
efforts. OCW seeks to create a vast archive of freely accessible course content, including syllabi
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and a portfolio of readings and supplemental materials. At the very moment when many
universities are focusing on branding and tightening controls over intellectual property,
the MIT’s OCW blueprint defies conventional wisdom in important ways. The key to this
program’s success lies not in chasing tuition revenue streams outside the university, but in
creating learning paths that extend beyond the campus itself. A principal benefit of this
program has been to enhance the institution’s reputation for progressive thinking among a
broad community of education professionals.
MIT is not the only institution to initiate an open source approach to the sharing of educa-
tional materials; a number of similar efforts have appeared in recent years, including Carnegie
Mellon University’s Open Learning Initiative,5 Rice University’s Connexions project,6 and
the Open University’s OpenLearn project,7 all of which share ideals of openness and ease of
access. What is remarkable about these organizations and initiatives is the speed with which
they have appeared and taken hold across a broad spectrum of university contexts. During
the first seven years of its existence, the MIT initiative published more than 1,400 graduate
and undergraduate classes from the MIT curriculum. Perhaps more importantly, the reach
of the OCW is worldwide, with exceptionally active participation by institutions in France,
Japan, and China. The many-to-many aspect of this rapidly expanding global network is
of particular importance here. Rather than simply exporting cultural capital from Ameri-
can universities to the rest of the world, the OCW model encourages the multi-directional
exchange and cross pollination of ideas, resources, and pedagogies.
One factor that contributed to the rapid rate of adoption of the Open CourseWare model is
the broad success (in both commercial and noncommercial realms) of open source software
development over the past two decades.8 Although few forms of creative production lend
themselves as readily to open source production as software programming, a number of
similar undertakings have emerged from within other spheres of artistic, scholarly, and
technical endeavor. These range from the open source cinema movements centered in the
U.K. and the Netherlands to various open content organizations in the San Francisco bay
area, such as Creative Commons,9 the Internet Archive,10 Electronic Frontier Foundation,11
Open Source Initiative,12 and Prelinger Library,13 all of which take as their point of departure
the value of peer-to-peer information sharing and the support of participatory culture.
Given the rising costs of tuition at both public and private universities and the resulting
divisions of access along economic lines, it is likely that informal peer-to-peer networks and
“viral education” will continue to increase in popularity.14 To this end, a number of research
efforts and organizations are examining these emerging forms of learning. Groups and re-
search efforts including the Open Educational Resources Commons,15 the Monterey Institute
for Technology and Education (MITE), the New Media Consortium (NMC), and the Institute
for the Studies of Knowledge Management in Education (ISKME) have all begun to explore
the potentials of extrainstitutional learning. An evolving role for educators in this type of
distributed, multiple, shared learning landscape is to orchestrate the conditions of possibility
within which individuals may participate most productively, and to develop methodologies
that fluidly cross traditional institutional boundaries. In this sense, teachers begin to re-
semble educational designers, whose expertise may include deep disciplinary knowledge, but
whose practice involves mobilizing the efforts of communities and individuals in relation to
institutional resources.
The proliferation of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) accessible to ordinary Web
users, has led to a similar reconfiguration of many users’ approach to networked media.
No longer considered mere consumers and navigators of networked content created by
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others, Web users are now designing their own tools, performing mashups of materials that
are available through existing databases and online archives, and creating multiple user-
interfaces that transform the nature of information access.16 Perhaps more importantly,
the nature of information that is made available in networks is itself being transformed.
Data may no longer be simply understood as static nodes of information to be accessed
with speed and efficiency. Databases are dynamic, reconfigurable systems. In interacting
with these systems, users become producers as well as consumers of structured information
systems. Other practices, such as DIY and “prosumer” cultural productions, including file
sharing, writing in public, and social bookmarking, are also being investigated as possible
new learning protocols for use not only by amateurs (those without the formal credentials
to produce knowledge claims), but also by professional educators who recognize the power
of these easily accessed information-sharing tools.
Two recent books, Henry Jenkins’ Convergence Culture and Yochai Benkler’s The Wealth of
Networks, have discussed the potential social and economic benefits of participatory networks
in the culture at large. Educators are poised to deploy the use of peer-to-peer information
sharing as strategies for teaching and learning. For example, Linda Stone argues that the
new disposition of “attending” common among gamers—a disposition she refers to as “con-
tinuous partial attention”—can be an extremely powerful mode of engagement.17 As Stone
points out, when individuals participate in multiple information streams, they learn to rein-
vent themselves as nodes within networks who are capable of contributing to information
flows, as well as receiving them. Through the interactions in a backchannel, an individual’s
agency in the classroom expands in interesting ways. Simultaneously acting as “listener,”
“audience member,” and “peer,” the student oscillates between technologically mediated
subject positions. None of these positions is “purer” than the other; in oscillating among
them the opportunity emerges for the creation of new insights as one set of cognitive skills
(of the listener, for example) interferes and collides with another set of cognitive practices
(of texting).
Recent experiments in using a text messaging “backchannel” in the classroom suggest
that the multiplication of information flows can productively stimulate conversation among
students-as-peers in a classroom space.18 But, as Howard Rheingold has argued, although
they are extremely promising, the existing cultural vernaculars that emerge in these peer-to-
peer social networking practices are not always applicable to academic contexts. Emergent
practices such as “backchanneling,” for example, can be either extremely distracting (e.g.,
when backchannel conversations digress from the topic at hand or become a forum for
unconstructive criticism) or else highly productive as a conduit for otherwise overlooked
channels of discourse. To use these tools effectively, faculties must not only understand the
technological potential, but also the kinds of structures needed to focus the energies these
tools unleash. This is the work of the techno pedagogical designer.
Hybrid: CyberOne: Law in the Court of Public Opinion
The concept of hybridity is one of digital culture’s most venerable touchstones, a term with a
history ranging from Homi Bhabha’s “empowering condition of hybridity”19 to the liminal
minds and bodies of science fiction cyborgs, symbionts, and mutants. In digitally medi-
ated learning environments—everything from classrooms that are WiFi-enabled to virtual
meeting spaces—students are increasingly comfortable occupying more than one physical
or mental space at a time. On one level, the type of hybridity described here is simply
a literal descriptor for the combination of in-person and networked communication that
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characterizes many recent experiments with digital pedagogy. On another level, though, hy-
bridity signifies an ontological status increasingly common among today’s youth that should
be neither ignored nor feared. It is perhaps no accident that some of the most interesting
forays into digital education achieve success not through wholesale adoption of any one
“new” technology, but through creatively combining, juxtaposing, or crosspollinating new
with traditional practices.
“CyberOne: Law in the Court of Public Opinion” is a hybrid physical/virtual class offered
through the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard Law School. The class was
conceived and developed by the father–daughter team of Charles and Rebecca Nesson as
an experiment in making the content of Harvard’s prestigious Law School accessible to a
broader public. The course is structured around a series of concentric tiers of participation,
with a traditional law school class taught by Charles Nesson in physical space, an extension
class led by Rebecca Nesson with paid enrollment, and a third tier composed of an at-large
constituency who participate in the course free of charge within the online virtual world of
Second Life. Although it is far from the first of its kind, this course has drawn a great deal of
attention in part because of its association with Harvard’s Berkman Center, which has been
a leader in progressive thinking around issues of law, policy, and culture with regard to the
internet.
In addition, this class may indicate that a critical mass of interest has formed around
exploring the potentials of virtual learning environments. Many of the participants in the
extension class and at-large communities are themselves educators seeking experience with
distributed learning. Thus, in addition to the course’s focus on visual argumentation in legal
contexts, CyberOne functions for many participants on a meta-pedagogical level, modeling
a number of extremely effective practices, particularly with regard to creating a vibrant sense
of community among participants. CyberOne’s emphasis on community answers the call
issued by John Seeley Brown and Paul Duguid in 2003 when they argued that universities
in the digital age should pursue a “community view” as opposed to a “delivery view” of
education.20 The open social environment of Second Life and minimal barriers to participation
for students in the at-large community create opportunities for students to contribute their
own expertise, to guide classroom activities in directions they are most interested in, and to
decenter the authority of the instructors in favor of learning and activity that takes place
along multiple axes. As a result, the community of CyberOne has both grown and flourished
into an extraordinarily dynamic, engaged community that extends beyond the immediate
boundaries of the class.
According to Rebecca Nesson, part of the key to CyberOne’s success lies in informal in-
teractions that take place before and after regularly scheduled course events. Course lectures
and discussions are carefully crafted for accessibility by various tiers of course participants.
In-world exercises and projects are conceived to facilitate participation across these virtual
communities. CyberOne additionally benefits from highly accessible subject matter and
stimulating, real-world relevance in a field that might otherwise seem arcane and special-
ized. The focus on visual argumentation in a courtroom context has clear resonances with
visual expression in everyday life as well, and Second Life provides a rich, 3D platform for
students to explore theories of communication as well as practical examples. An addition-
ally effective strategy has been to have students undertake group projects—everything from
simple exercises and assignments (e.g., leading other students on tours of Berkman Island,
CyberOne’s home in Second Life) to full scale collaborative work on video projects and exper-
iments with synchronous, in-world voice communication. In addition, the CyberOne class
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hosted numerous supplementary events including an ethnomusicology lecture and concert,
a panel discussion on the future of digital education, and the collective architecting and
construction of virtual buildings to be used by future classes. But, as powerful as the Second
Life learning environment is, its day-to-day functioning depends on a range of 2D Web-based
resources including course Web logs and wikis, a course listserve, and online video and audio
recordings of course lectures and events.
The effectiveness of the CyberOne class may be significantly attributed to this combination
of elements that permit various points of entry and modes of participation for different
groups of participants. The class is both multiply synchronous, with the law school class and
Second Life discussions and events, and also asynchronous, allowing students to work with
course materials in their own time, reading transcripts and watching videos online, as well
as contributing their own reflections to various online resources. By refusing to privilege any
one mode of student participation, CyberOne implicitly recognizes a key aspect of learning
within the born digital generation: that different students learn best when allowed to process
information and experience through various forms of engagement, at differing paces and
via a multitude of technologies. It is no accident that the conception of this class originated
with the multigenerational team of Charles and Rececca Nesson, who were perhaps uniquely
situated to exploit the advantages of more traditional and experimental modes of pedagogy.
For all its benefits and possibilities, concerns about intellectual property, technology man-
agement, and branding within Second Life must be addressed. One student project that
originated in the CyberOne class was an attempt to organize a movement among Second
Life residents to pressure Linden Lab to change their terms of service agreement to exert
less restrictive control over the intellectual property created by users. Questions of technical
infrastructure and IP seem likely to persist with evolving generations of technology-enhanced
learning, and universities will have to decide on the extent to which they are willing to de-
pend on for-profit businesses for the kinds of experiences offered by Second Life and its
competitors, such as There or ActiveWorlds. Alternative, open-source educational platforms,
such as Croquet, have also appeared in recent years. High development and maintenance costs
that sustain these fast-moving technologies will pose ongoing challenges for commercial as
well as nonprofit developers. A key factor in the evolution and adoption of these platforms
will depend upon universities’ dispositions toward questions of intellectual property and
control over the “content” of university education.
Importantly, in courses such as CyberOne, the design and development of the course
curriculum is not driven by the affordances of any one technological platform. Instead, the
course has been designed as an “information space” that crosses multiple platforms, from
the physical classroom at the law school to the virtual spaces in Second Life and 2D Web
tools. In this case, strategies of curriculum design closely resemble information architecture,
with significant challenges posed by the mapping of potential paths through dynamic pools
of course content. The lesson, drawn most clearly from the experience of CyberOne, is
that no one platform alone is sufficient to create a full range of learning opportunities
for a generation of digital learners. Flexibility, hybridity, and multiplicity are of crucial
importance.
Media Rich: The Institute for Multimedia Literacy
The pedagogical experiments and research conducted at USC’s Institute for Multimedia Lit-
eracy (IML) over the past decade are illuminating with regard to the creative uses of media
rich authoring.21 Initially funded by a grant from Atlantic Philanthropies in 1998, the IML
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was housed within the Annenberg Center for Communication at the University of South-
ern California until 2005. It has since been incorporated into the School of Cinematic Arts,
from which it administers two undergraduate programs across the curriculum at USC. The
Honors in Multimedia Scholarship Program is a four-year, undergraduate program open to
students across the university, while the Multimedia in the Core program introduces multi-
media authoring into the University’s General Education program via single-semester classes
designed to reach as broad a sector of the undergraduate population as possible. Although
these two programs are very different in conception, support, and implementation, they
represent viable approaches to thinking about the future of digital education.
The IML is devoted to the idea that, in order to be fully literate in today’s world, students
should be able to read and write using the languages of multimedia as readily as they read
and write using text. Critical focus at the IML has emphasized developing analytical skills
related to culture, media, and technology across a range of traditional academic disciplines.
Because it is housed within the USC School of Cinematic Arts, the IML draws deeply on
traditions of visual expression, narrative, and sound, which are often underrepresented in
conventional academic production. Additional emphasis is placed on the emerging use of
interactive media, ranging from games to immersive and mobile experience design. The goal
of the IML programs is to explore the full range of expressive potentials offered by moving
images, sound, and interactive media, with a continuing emphasis on the integration of text
as part of the expressive palette of multimedia.
However, equally importantly, the IML seeks to address an urgent need within academia to
keep pace with the “real-world” knowledge and experience of incoming college students. The
IML believes that if the academy wants to retain its relevance in a shifting cultural landscape,
it must actively identify and engage with emerging practices in these areas. At the same time,
the IML programs are explicitly designed to be transformative. They seek to educate a new
generation of students and faculty in strategies to enhance traditional academic practices
through the use of multimedia modes of expression. In the end, students at the IML are
expected not only to be multimedia literate, but also to be critically aware of the embedded
social, political, and cultural values surrounding the uses of media, and ultimately to use
this set of new communication tools in both creative and scholarly ways. The long-term
goals of the Institute are to define and expand emerging scholarly vernaculars at the levels
of undergraduate, graduate, and faculty publication and pedagogy.
Participants in IML programs learn to “write” multimedia by first learning to critically read
it. Students develop proficiency with the modes of formal analysis required for the critical
evaluation of a wide range of multimedia artifacts—including images, video, sound design,
information visualization, typography, interface design, and interactivity. In addition, stu-
dents become familiar with the major theoretical frameworks guiding the development of
contemporary multimedia applications and interactive experiences. One of the key concerns
of multimedia pedagogy is ensuring that students avoid the uncritical adoption of conven-
tions of commercial or entertainment media. The IML curriculum addresses this concern by
exposing students to a broad range of multimedia genres—such as argumentative, documen-
tary, essayistic, experiential, game-based, narrative, and archival forms—and by teaching
the relative strengths and weaknesses of each. In their own projects, students are required
to justify their authoring and design decisions to demonstrate that their use of media and
techniques are appropriate to their overall communicative goal.
As students become critical readers of multimedia, they also learn to produce it in a schol-
arly way. Students gain experience in both individual and collaborative forms of multimedia
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authorship. Rather than positioning “multimedia literacy” or “scholarly multimedia” as an
emerging field, the IML focuses on developing strategies of integration with existing dis-
ciplines and academic practices. The strength of the IML methodology is its modeling of
pedagogical practices that are highly mutable, scalable, and flexible in implementation.
Thus, IML classes are routinely taught within disciplines as diverse as history, philosophy,
religious studies, geography, linguistics, and anthropology, as well as more traditionally
visually-oriented fields, such as cinema, communications, visual arts, and art history. The
IML methodology, which is drawn significantly from the fields of cinema studies and com-
munication, is readily adaptable to fields within the humanities and social sciences, many
of which are in the process of adapting to accommodate or experiment with audio/visual
expression and different forms of electronic publication and technologically enhanced teach-
ing. “Multimedia,” in these contexts, functions essentially to catalyze, refine, and promote
innovations in research and pedagogy that are already emerging organically within various
fields.
In consultation with faculty, teaching assistants, and IML staff members, students learn
to choose appropriate media platforms for their projects, including video and audio produc-
tions, interactive DVDs, Web sites, games, exhibitions, and installations. This wide range
of authoring modes necessitates a highly skilled and diverse support structure, which in-
cludes teaching assistants, technical support staff, and student mentors, in addition to full
time faculty. This is clearly one of the limitations to the portability of IML’s media-rich
learning approach. During the first eight years of its existence while the IML enjoyed the
generous support of Atlantic Philanthropies, the Institute employed a wide range of teach-
ers, researchers, and media production specialists to facilitate and support the production of
students’ multimedia projects. The challenge facing the IML in its next phase is to create a
new structure for the support and delivery of its pedagogical activities. As large-scale funding
opportunities, such as those provided by Atlantic, become increasingly difficult to obtain,
the lessons learned by IML must be disseminated and adapted to the shifting landscapes of
higher education.
The first step that is already in place is to create a pipeline program that employs un-
dergraduate students who have successfully completed an IML course as peer mentors who
coach other students in the use of various media applications. As is true with other peer-
to-peer systems, both sets of students learn something valuable: in mentoring a peer, the
mentor’s intellectual and technical understandings are reinforced and refined. The one who
is being mentored learns how to respect peers for the knowledge they offer. A second step is
to create the conditions for the development of a “crew culture.” This is the process whereby
less advanced students (sophomores and juniors, for example) serve as members of produc-
tion teams for more advanced students (graduating seniors or graduate students). Again, the
peer-to-peer structure not only supports informal learning activities, but also contributes to
a vibrant creative environment. Students across grade levels not only learn from each other,
but also they learn that they are part of a community-of-practice. This is an important part of
social literacy that all students need to learn: how to interact with people who have different
skill sets, different levels of expertise, and different intellectual and cultural profiles.
As university culture gradually shifts toward greater acceptance of technologically-enabled
scholarly practice, numerous questions remain. Expensive, centralized technical infrastruc-
tures that have inhibited the development of programs such as the IML at many institutions
are likely to become increasingly irrelevant. The ability to capture, process, store, and dissem-
inate data intensive media projects is becoming increasingly accessible to both students and
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faculty as part of consumer grade computer hardware and software. Likewise, the emergence
of peer networks and viral culture promises to radically decenter the hardware infrastruc-
tures (e.g., computer labs and media centers) traditionally provided by universities. A more
important and viable legacy of programs, such as the IML, is the development of protocols
for conceiving, implementing, and evaluating emerging forms of scholarship. In an evolv-
ing educational landscape where every computer user is a potential media producer, critical
paradigms, reflective practices, and effective assessment protocols may prove to be the key
to a successful learning environment.
A Manifesto for Original Synners
By way of conclusion, we offer the following assertions in the style of a manifesto that takes
seriously the challenge to address the disposition of the born digital generation of Original
Synners.
Teachers Should Also Be Synners
The need to learn practices of creative synthesis cuts across all levels of digital learning.
Technologically enhanced teaching strategies too easily go astray when they are driven
by the affordances of technology rather than proceeding from a clearly articulated set of
philosophical and pedagogical commitments. This is particularly true of new technologies
that promise utopian visions of the future and appear to provide easy answers to perennial
challenges. The persistent difficulties of education in both traditional and technologically
enhanced environments are not going away any time soon, and we should assume that
any electronically enabled learning strategies will bring with them new problems, as well
as opportunities for productive experimentation. We must therefore proceed from a set of
flexible commitments that find resonances in the technologies we elect to use and develop.
We understand that literacies develop within a rapidly evolving matrix of social practices,
technologies, and communicative conventions. In order to participate actively in the most
dynamic spheres of learning, educators must assume responsibility for developing their own
technical skills and pedagogical vocabulary. Although an admittedly daunting prospect for
many, we believe that this is a crucial aspect of developing an effective pedagogy for the
future. In this sense, the teachers too are synners of another order.
Mobilize Existing Dynamic Vernaculars
Foremost among our polemical commitments is the need to speak to students using lan-
guages and technologies they understand and value. This means that educators must de-
velop the ability to speak, write, and—equally important—read in an evolving, dynamic
vernacular that takes account of emerging social practices as well as technological capabili-
ties. We should avoid approaches that involve grafting technologies onto existing teaching
methodologies and vice versa. Many decades of experiments have shown that new methods
of “teaching with technology” offer as many pitfalls as advantages. The uneasy hybridization
seen in Web cast lectures and audience-response clickers demonstrates what is, in our view,
a limited approach to integrating technology into education. Even some of the most promis-
ing contemporary technologies that merge the advantages of networked communities with
social software, such as blogs and wikis, may in some cases simply function as high-tech
updates of timeworn practices, such as classroom journaling and shared notetaking. Instead,
we advocate a model that is genuinely organic in conception, centered on the development
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of pedagogical strategies that are inextricably fused with the technologies and social practices
familiar to students of the born digital generation. But while such collective social practices
may come naturally to members of this generation, we believe that there is value in theoriz-
ing and developing self-awareness about the functioning of an evolving literacy that is both
participatory and collaborative.22
Critique the Tools
In practical terms, classroom technologies must be critically evaluated, analyzed self-
reflexively, and understood as part of broader cultural, economic, and political contexts.
Inviting students to think critically about both the tools of technology and the uses to
which they may be deployed is an empowering gesture that resonates at every level of edu-
cational exchange. This helps to position the tools of electronically enhanced learning in a
zone that is resistant to the extremes of utopian techno-fetishism and technological deter-
minism. As many cultural critics have argued, these technologies are neither good nor bad,
they are both/and. This makes the process of technology assessment more difficult, but it is
the necessary foundation for robust creativity.23
The nearly century-old strategy of defamiliarization offers a useful approach to contem-
porary technologies whose uses are increasingly conventionalized and naturalized. While
cultural facility with and acceptance of these technologies is extremely effective for the pur-
poses of market penetration, the transparency of media and technology may serve to obscure
their ideological and historical embeddedness. Principles of “good” design that dictate the
clear presentation of information, a navigational scheme that is readily discernible and an
interface that facilitates access to the full range of content in a given project may all be
strategies that are deliberately avoided, resisted, or problematized.
So, for example, a project seeking to critique public discourse surrounding video games
and violence might begin by inviting users into a game space, where the user must answer a
series of questions in order to move through multiple levels of information on the topic. The
use of interface metaphors that echo the content of a project is common practice and can
effectively convey a cohesive relationship between form and content. The pleasures of game
play could likewise be mobilized in service of the project’s goals, encouraging users/players
to explore, think critically about the subject, and perhaps test their own reactions to relevant
examples. On the other hand, an interface that resisted or drew attention to the conventions
of game design or navigation might prove to be equally effective, encouraging the user
to be aware of the apparatus of the computer, his or her own expectations, and perhaps
mobilize the equally powerful effects of strategic frustration, uncooperative technology, and
recalcitrant design. Thus, perhaps a user would experience a simulated “crash” at a strategic
moment or attempts to navigate through the project would be deliberately frustrated and
the user would be invited to reflect on the intensity and emotional quality of their reaction
in relation to the debate over game violence.24
Against the Grain of Technology
We believe that a creative relationship to educational technology proceeds from the assump-
tion that tools are made to be broken, misused, disassembled, reverse-engineered, hybridized,
and brushed against the grain. We must be willing to invest a certain amount of effort in
the sometimes difficult process of engaging with the way technology functions, both at
the level of hardware and of code. Databases and object-oriented programming, for exam-
ple, offer both powerful technical capabilities and rich metaphors for describing emerging
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configurations of intellectual thought and practice. The goal is not necessarily to become
professional technologists, but to develop greater sophistication in our own technologized
practices so that we may continue to play an important role in the education of these
students-of-the-future. They need us as guides, as coaches, and as voices of support and
challenge. In the end, we must be willing to adapt, evolve, and productively fail. We must
consciously decide which aspects of the teaching/learning process we are unwilling to com-
promise and develop boundaries that are firm but moveable. And finally, we must proceed
from an ethics not only of education, but of technology as well.
Try Nonstandard Tools
An ethical approach to technology will maintain a degree of skepticism about the con-
sumerist frenzy surrounding the hardware and software industries. Work created with low-
tech alternatives and underutilized tools may help resist the allure of high-tech commercial
production values. Indeed, deliberately low-tech, DIY or handmade esthetics may well prove
to be more interesting and creativity-inducing than the conventions that commercial me-
dia production and “industry standard” tools tend to offer. Put bluntly, we believe that the
technologies and authoring strategies we use in the classroom should reflect and reinforce
the values we hold in the realms of culture and pedagogy. To this end, we see great potential
in making use of the rapidly expanding range of free and open-source software tools that are
currently available and in creating awareness about the ideological and historical embedded-
ness of any technology.
Among the numerous, powerful commercial software applications that are widely used
in educational contexts, Adobe’s Flash and Director offer students the ability to develop
skills with “industry-standard” development platforms. Likewise, video editing and handling
programs such as Apple’s Final Cut Pro and DVD Studio Pro, Adobe’s Premiere and Encore
DVD, and Avid Xpress familiarize students with tools and conventions that are analogous
to those used in commercial film and television postproduction. And, while there is value
in providing students with “real-world” technical skills that may assist them with obtaining
internships or entry-level jobs upon graduation, an equally convincing case may be made for
an approach that emphasizes teaching students how to teach themselves software. We believe that
this will produce students who are able to move more fluidly from one platform to another,
to adapt to new applications or revisions of existing programs, and most importantly, to
develop their own conceptual literacy about how software functions and the uses to which
it may be put.
Thus, in conjunction with introducing commercial software, we advocate exposing stu-
dents to authoring tools that function outside of a commercial economy. Examples include
a free, downloadable program called the Korsakow System, an interactive media-handling
program developed by Florian Thalhofer at the University of the Arts in Berlin.25 Korsakow
allows users to create sophisticated interactive experiences without the need for specialized
programming knowledge or database support. Principles of interface design and interactive
structures may be fruitfully experimented with by using a number of low-cost authoring
tools based on Apple’s QTVR format. Dating back to the early 1990s, the often-overlooked
QTVR format allows designers to embed hotspots and links to external media objects or
Web pages within a dynamic, panoramic interface format. The QTVR format has often been
regarded as a novelty in spite of its surprisingly versatile range of interface possibilities and
crossplatform Web deliverability. Another free, open-source alternative to electronic book
publishing and mainstream programs, such as Adobe Acrobat, may be found in Sophie, a
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product of Voyager founder Bob Stein’s Institute for the Future of the Book.26 Building on
the success in educational circles of its predecessor, TK3, Sophie promises to deliver a rich
text- and media-based authoring environment for nontechnical users without the need for
design or programming experience. Finally, basic principles of code may be taught using
free software programs, such as Ben Fry and Casey Reas’ Processing,27 or the coding language
designed at the MIT Media Lab to introduce children to graphical programming, Scratch.28
The limited range and noncommercial aspirations of such programs places emphasis on de-
veloping conceptual sophistication rather than final polish. We believe that this emphasis
on process over product may allow students to pursue more experimental, concept-driven
creative and critical production.
Our challenge as educators, once students learn how to critically synthesize knowledge
from the information that comes to them from multiple sources, in multimediated forms,
and through multiple social networks, is to teach them a value proposition: How will they
create culture differently? This shifts the discussion about the purposes of education into
a different register: one that focuses not on the act of critical consumption, but rather on
the act of creative production. The real digital divide may be more about the differences
among those who consume what others produce, and those with access to the tools and the
intellectual frameworks to create the stuff that circulates via these mixed reality networks.
Our challenge is to help Original Synners understand not only their creative potential as
cultural prosumers, but also their role as cultural mediators of the futures we all will inhabit.
Back to the Future
Let us return once more to the fictional future scenario to consider one more possibility
inherent in the wide-scale adoption of digital learning as a new educational paradigm. In
our enthusiasm to explore the possibilities of distributed online digital learning spaces, we
may set in motion a movement that radically evacuates the communal rituals of learning
and teaching. Another possible unintended consequence of the turn to digital learning as an
educational platform is the creation of a class system that institutionalized differential access
to embodied, communal ritualized learning experiences. In this version of the digital divide,
those without resources are consigned to virtual worlds and online courses, where they
never meet face-to-face with teachers, coaches, or peers. In this scenario, only the wealthiest
of students will be able to afford to engage the personal attention of a teacher or professor,
to be in-residence in specially equipped learning environments, and to learn the hands-on
skills that require individualized instruction and coaching. The new digital learning spaces
may indeed foster the development of new social rituals and logics of sociality, but they
will be dramatically impoverished by virtue of the radical disembodiment of all participants.
This suggests yet another commitment that must be addressed in creating a pedagogy for
Original Synners: the need to remember the importance of embodied learning, teaching, and
making, which is to say that the deployment of new digital tools and learning spaces must
involve embodied social interactions for the purposes of community building and material
world building. Our futures depend on it.
Notes
1. Raymond Williams might have called this sensibility the generation’s dominant “structure-of-
feeling.” We use the term “disposition” to make connections with the work of John Seely Brown and
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Douglas Thomas who analyze the contours of gaming disposition for the purposes of elaborating the
educational potential of gaming paradigms.
2. Science fiction readers will recognize references to the following: Octavia Butler’s Xenogensis Trilogy;
Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game series; and the Akira manga series. The game assessment grid is inspired
by the Piers Anthony Apprentice Adept series. Ditto blanks are mentioned in David Brin’s novel, Kiln
People (2002). Biolution devices are biological manufacturing systems/devices from Paul Black’s novel,
The Tels (2003). Rudy Rucker developed the concept of Flickercladding in his novel Wetware (1988).
Bush robots—branching “ultra-dexterous” robots—were first envisioned by Hans Moravec in 1997, but
also show up in numerous science fiction works. Tracer birds—a mechanical surveillance drone—are
mentioned in Roger Zelazny’s novel Changeling (1980). Extra-factual memories were central to the
Philip K. Dick novel, We Can Remember It for You Wholesale (1966). Schooling ship-bound children of
the crew of off-world exploration missions was referred to in various Star Trek episodes. Serious gamers
will understand the references to the Tomb Raider games; board game historians will recognize the TDK
classic called The Stupid Game.
3. A Delphi group is a large group of people used as a statistical sampling resource.
4. As of early 2007, MIT’s Open CourseWare consortium includes universities on five continents.
http://ocwconsortium.org (accessed June 2007).
5. http://www.cmu.edu/oli.
6. http://cnx.org (accessed June 2007).
7. http://openlearn.open.ac.uk (accessed June 2007).
8. Open source software is one mode of nonhierarchical, communal programming in which a loosely
affiliated network of programmers contribute their efforts to a code base without direct compensation.
With some exceptions, the resulting software may be used in commercial applications as long as the
code remains openly available and changeable by members of the community at large. At present, the
commercial impact of open source programming on internet-based technologies is incalculable, with
the majority of network servers, databases, and operating systems utilizing some form of open source
software.
9. http://creativecommons.org (accessed June 2007).
10. http://archive.org (accessed June 2007).
11. http://eff.org (accessed June 2007).
12. http://www.opensource.org (accessed June 2007).
13. http://www.prelingerlibrary.org (accessed June 2007).
14. As open source movements proliferate throughout global technological cultures, we anticipate an
increased interest in the development of open (educational) content. Although a bit off topic for this
essay, this cultural movement will also be helped by an increase in public animosity in response to
lawsuits over copyright infringement from the entertainment industries.
15. http://www.oercommons.org (accessed June 2007).
16. A “mashup” may be defined as a combination of two or more data sets or information processing
tools that create access to new constellations of meaning. For example, a tool that combines the Google
maps API with the geographic tags deployed by users of the Flickr photo sharing service results in a
mashup in which photos are displayed on a map in proximity to the locations where they were taken
(see Stamen Design’s Mappr at http://www.mappr.com) (accessed June 2007).
17. http://radar.oreilly.com/archives/2006/03/etech linda stone 1.html (accessed June 2007).
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18. See, for example, Justin Hall and Scott Fisher’s “Experiments in Backchannel: Collaborative Pre-
sentations Using Social Software, Google Jockeys and Immersive Environments” presented at the CHI
conference in April 2006. http://nvac.pnl.gov/ivitcmd chi06 (accessed June 2007).
19. Homi Bhabha, Nation and Narration (New York: Routledge, 1990), 227.
20. According to Brown and Duguid, conversation among peers is what transforms copresent groups of
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